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HISTORY
OF THE

DISCOVERIES

IX THE

SOUTH SEA.

CHAPTER I.

Voyage of the Nassau Fleet, to the South Sea, and to the.

East Indies.

'T^HE twelve years truce which had been agreed upon chap. i.

between Spain and the United Provinces, expired" in 1621,

and freed the subjects of both countries from the small portion

of restraint to which some respect for a convention, never well

observed, had made them submit. Vast plans were formed by

the States of the United Provinces against the Spanish and

Portuguese settlements in South America ; Spain and Portugal

being then united in subjection under one monarch. The views

of the Dutch extended beyond purposes of plunder, to their

more permanent aggrandisement in the acquisition of large and
valuable territory, and in weakening a powerful enemy by
dispossessing him of those sources of wealth which rendered

him so formidable in Europe.

Vol. 111. B In



2 VOYAGEOF
» CHAP. 1. In the beginning of the year 1623, a Fleet was equipped, by

1623. order of the States General and Prince Maurice of Nassau, for

an expedition against Peru; and this was closely followed b}'

another against Brazil under the command of Jacob Willekens

and Pieter Heyne. If the attack on Peru had been conducted

with as much spirit and ability as were displayed in that against

Brazil, the whole of South America would probably have been

subjected to the dominion of Holland.

The expedition against Peru is the subject of the present

chapter. The force destined for the purpose consisted of

Fleet com- eleven sail of shipping, under the command of Admiral Jacob

by Jacob I'Heremite, an Officer who had served the Dutch East India

rHeremite. Co^jpany many years with reputation. A mortal disease which

disabled him from exercising command at the most critical time

of the expedition, with his subsequent death, is the cause why

this voyage has more genei'ally been entitled the Voyage of the

Nassau Fleet, than of Admiral Jacob I'Heremite; the appel-

lation of Nassau Fleet being in compliment to Prince Maurice,

who was a principal promoter of the design. The early histories

of the voyage particularise the name and magnitude of each

individual ship ; but as their achievements bore no proportion

to their force, it seems unreasonable to be so minute.*

The

* The history of this voyage was first published at Amsterdam, in 1626, by

Hessel Gerritz, accompanied with charts and views, under the title of Journael

van de Nassausche Vloot. In 1629, a translation of the Journael into the German

language, with additional remarks, was published at Strasburg, under the title of

Diurnal oder Tagregister der Nassawischeu Flotta, i. e. Journal or Daily Register

of the ISlassau Fleet ; by Adolf Decker, a native of Strasburg, who had served as

Captain of Troops in the Nassau Fleet on board the ship Mauritius. In 1634, De Bry

published a Latin translation of the voyage, in his Hist. Jmericana, Pars xiii.

A French translation was published in the Recueil des Voyages de la Compagnie,

vol. IX. In all matter of fact which immediately relates to the transactions of the

voyage, the Journal iias the appearance of being correct , and is closely followed in

the present account. M. de BrosseS; who has given from Decker's publication a

summary



THENASSAUFLEET. 3

The Admiral's ship, named the Amsterdam, was of 800 tons chap. i.

burthen (400 lasteii), mounted 42 guns, and carried SJ37 men. 1623.

The ship of the Vice-Admiral was of equal force, and some of

Ihe other ships were very little inferior. The number of cannon

mounted on board the different ships was 294, and the whole

number of persons in the fleet was 1637, of Avhom 600 Avere

soldiers. Two persons, Johan Van Walbeck and Justus Von

Vagelaar,were appointed Mathematicians to the fleet; and among

the pilots was Valentin Jansz who had sailed to Strait le Maire,

in the voyage of the Lisbon Caravelas in 16 19-

April the 29th, 1623, the Nassau Fleet departed from Goree, April.

under orders from the States General to sail into the South Sea ^^om"*^

by the strait which Le Maire and Schouten had discovered, that Holland.

being esteemed a more certain passage than by the Strait of

Magalhanes. Aleak breaking out in one of the ships, obliged them

to stop at the Isle of JVight, whence they sailed May the 8th. May.

On May the 31st, near Cape St. Vincent, they fell in M'ith a fleet

of Barbary corsairs. On board these vessels, they found among

the prisoners to the Moors, some Hollanders, whom the Dutch Ad-

miral released from their captivity, and distributed in his own fleet.

June the 4th, being near the coast of Africa, they met and June,

captured four Spanish vessels from Pernatnbuca bound for

Spain, laden with sugar. Two of the prizes, and a ship of the

fleet which sailed so slow as to retard the rest, were dismissed

for Holland. The other two prize vessels were furnished with

crews, and made part of the fleet.

July the 5th, the fleet anchored at St. Vincent, one of the Jul)-.

Cape de Verde islands. At this, and at the neighbouring island C.de Verde

of St. Antonio, good refreshment was obtained, except ia that

most necessary article, fresh water, which vras scarce.

snmmaiy of the Expedition, remarks, that it is the wovk of an intelligent man, who
wrote better than mariners do in general, Tiie Journal neverllieless is not to be

esteemed a candid narrative ; it throws a veil over the conduct of the expedition,

attributing every miscan'iage to accident or to some secondary cause.

B 2 The



VOYAGEOF
CHAP. 1

.

1623.

July.

Island

St.Vincent.

Island

St.Antonio,

August.

Sierra

Leone.

The Island St. Vincent is rocky, dry, and for the most part

barren; and was then uncultivated. Some wild figs grew in

the middle of the island, and the Colocynthis Sllvestris, a plant

which is said to possess a strong purgative quality. The ground

is exceedingly parched, except in the rainy season, which gene-

rally begins in August and ends in February, but is not always

regular. The bay, however, is safe and commodious, the an-

chorage being on a bottom of clear sand, the depth 18 to £5

fathoms : turtle and fish also arc here in abundance, and goats

were caught on the island which were fat and well tasted. The

watering place was at the SSW side of the Bay of St. Vincent,

where was a small brook or spring which might have furnished

sufficient for two or three ships, and not more ; therefore pits

were dug, but the water obtained from them was brackish, and

was afterwai'ds supposed to be the principal cause of a dysentery

with which the crews of the ships were attacked.

The Island St, Antonio abounded in oranges and other fruits,

which were procured for the fleet by traffick with the negro

inhabitants, who were computed to be in number about 500.

They shewed written certificates of their friendly dealings, given

to them by the captains of Dutch ships which had stopped there

at diflferent times.

From the Cape de Verde Islands, the fleet sailed to Sierra

Leone, where they anchoied on August the Uth. In this pas-

sage they had continual rain, which, joined to the badness of

the water, made the ships crews sickly. The journal gives for

the latitude of the road, 8° 20' N. ' The mountain Sier7-a Leone

* is on the South side of a riv£r which runs into the Atlantic ; it

* is high, and covered with trees, and is easy to be known by
' those who come from the Northward, as no other part of the

* Continent in that route is so high.'

Before the Hollanders were admitted to have free commu-
nication with the shore, the Admiral was obliijed to make

presents



CHAP. 1.

THE NASSAU FLEET.

presents to the chief and to the chief's brother, which consisted

of two bars of iron, two pieces of cloth, and some things of ^"Tsasl"

smaller value. Until this matter v/as settled, the natives, who are
-August.

nen^roes, would not venture on board the fleet without hostages Leone,

being delivered as sureties for their safe return to the shore.

Some seamen of the fleet who landed here, found and eat of

a species of nuts wliich in appearance resembled the nutmeg,

except that they were rather larger; but soon after their return

to the ship, one of them died suddenly, and it was evident from

an immediate change in his colour, which became violet, that he

died of poison. By administering antidotes,- the rest escaped.

In careening the ship Mauritius here, by neglecting to stop

the lower skupper-holes, she nearly filled, and had 7 or 8 feet

water in her hold before it was discovered.

The closeness of the air, and an immoderate use of limes

which grow here in prodigious quantities, operated with the

causes already mentioned, and increased the dj'sentery which

prevailed amongst the crews, so that during their stay at

' Sierra Leone, they buried 42 men. The Admiral likewise was

taken ill.

September the 4th, they sailed from Sierra Leone, and stood September.

for the Island St. Thomas, with the wind from the South ; but

the bad sailing of the ship Arend prevented their fetching

St. Thomas ; therefore they stood in again for th African coast

;

and on October the 1st, anchored near Cape Lopez Gonsalvo, October,

with intention to water; but the water at that place was found CapeLopez

so foul and brackish, that it was determined to sail for the

Island Annohon.

Two ships of the fleet grounded on a sand bank, three Sandbank

quarters of a league WbS from Cape Lopez Gonsalvo. Close to
"j^o^^J''^

the bank there was 25 fathoms depth. Tiie ships were got oft' Gonsalvo.

with little damage ; but the Admiral, whose health at this time

was nearly re-estabhshed, suffered so much from anxiety and

fatigue



CHAP. 1.

1023.

October.
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fatigue on the occasion, that he relapsed into illness, and from

that time his health continually declined.

During the passage to Arinohon, complaint was made against

Mr. Jacob Begeer, principal Surgeon of the ship Mauri-

tius, against whom it was alledged, that several of his patients,

soon after taking the medicines administered by him, had died

in a manner which gave cause to suspect there was something

extraordinary in his practice. The Vice and Rear Admirals were

jointly commissioned to enquire into the truth of this complaint,

and October the 12th an examination took place. The Surgeon

answered the accusations against him by protestations of in-

nocence; but, says the journalist, ' as there were half proofs

* against him, torture was applied to make him confess his

* guilt ; nevertheless he persisted in denial, telling the Com-
' missioners they might do with him as they pleased.' This was

regarded as insensibility, and created a new suspicion, that he

had some protecting charm. On being searched, the skin and

tongue of a serpent were found upon him ; yet however con-

vincing such a discovery might be to his Judges, ' they could

' not at the first examination prevail over his obstinacy,' and he

was remanded into confinement. On the 16th, this miserable

man was again ordered before the Commissioners for examina-

tion, when being let out of irons for that purpose, he found

opportunity to elude his guard and to jump into the sea, with

design to drown himself; but two of the ship's crew leaped

after him, and kept him up till a boat went and took them all

in. After much resolute denial, the prisoner's constancy was

subdued, and he confessed, or was compelled to admit, that he

had purposely caused seven men to die, because the care of them

gave him too much trouble ; also that he had endeavoured to

enter into a compact with the Devil, whom for that purpose he

had invoked; but notwithstanding his efforts, he had never been

able to prevail on the Devil to make his personal appearance.

5 The
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The prisoner, it is said, was suspected of other crimes, ' but as chap. i.

* he was reduced to a weak state, his Judges contented them- 1623.

' selves with this voluntary confession,' and pronounced sentence ^'^'<''^^'-

of death upon him ; according to which, on the 18th, by order

t)f the council, he was beheaded on board the Mauritius, the

ship to which he had belonged.

The 20th, the fleet came in sight of the Island St. Thomas. Island

On the 22d, the Vice-Admiral went with two boats to examine
^'- 'r'>»"»^*-

for anchorage at the small Island of Rolles which is near the

SW point of St. Thomas, and to see if fruits or refreshments

of any kind could be obtained there. On his return he re- 23d.

ported the depth of water near Holies to be from 7 fathoms to

4f fathoms, the bottom rocky and the anchorage bad ; and that

from the lateness of the season, there Avere very few oranges at

Rolles. Upon this representation, the Admiral determined for the

Island Armobouy ^\h'lch. they made on the 29th, bearing WbS 10 sgth.

leagues distant; and the next day the fleet anchored in the road. Island

Annohon was subject to the Portuguese, though few of that
^^ °""

nation were on the Island. It abounded with fruits, and, not-

withstanding what had been said of the lateness of the season,

more especially with oranges of excellent taste. Here was a

Portuguese Governor, with whom the Admiral came to an agree-

ment, that if the Hollanders were not molested in taking fresh

water and oranges, and the inhabitants were allowed freely to

supply them in trafiick with other refreshments, no hostility or

injury should be committed. The number of the black in-

habitants at Annohon was said to be 160 males, besides women
and children. They were in extreme submission to the Por-

tuguese, though not more than two or three of that natio:i were

left to govern them. When it happened that any among the

negroes were refractory, they were transported to the Island

St. Thomas, wliich is distant about 40 leagues from Annobon.

This was a punishment so much dreaded, that there was no

occasion
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CHAP. 1. occasion to have recourse to any other. Oxen, goats, hogs,

1623. poultry, cocoa-nuts, oranges, tamarinds, bananas, sugar canes,
ctober. ^^^ potatoes, were the supplies obtained by the fleet zt Annobon.

The oranges were so abundant, that in the different ships during

their short stay, above 200,000 were taken of large size, full of

juice, and of excellent flavour. The governor said many vessels

had already in this same season, stopped and taken large sup-

plies of fruits at Annohon. Cotton was collected on the Island,

and in the mountains there were civet cats.

' The Island Annobon lies in latitude 1° 20' S. It is 6 leagues

* in circuit, and is high land. The road in which the Dutch
* ships anchored is on the NE side of the Island, and the

* depth from 1 6 fathoms, to 7 fathoms very near to the shore

* and abreast the town or village ; the bottom sand. The
* village had for its defence a stone wall ; but when the inha-

' bitants cannot hinder the descent of an enemy, they quit their

* houses and retire to the mountains. On the SE side of the

* Island is a good run of water, which descends from the

' mountains into a valley of orange and other fruit trees ; but

' watering there would be difficult on account of the surf.' *

November. November the 4th, the fleet sailed from Annohon. On the

11th, being advanced 90 leagues to the WSAV, they had the

South-east trade wind. *

The 20th, three boys who were wrestling on the deck of the Ad-

miral's ship, being close hugged together,by a sudden motion of the

ship were all thrown overboard. One only of the three was saved.

The Admiral's instructions directed him not to touch on the

coast of Brasil, or on any part of the American coast Northward

of the Rio de la Plata. After passing the latitude of that river,

the winds were constantly from the westward, and the fleet was

not able to approach within sight of the Continent.

* Jonrnael Van de Nassausche Vloot, p. 31. Rec. 4es Foy. de la Comp. Vol. jx,

p. 2^ & seq.

January
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CHAP. 1. occasion to have recourse to any other. Oxen, goats, hogs,

1623. poultry, cocoa-nuts, oranges, tamarinds, bananas, sugar canes,
ctober. ^^^ potatoes, were the supphes obtained by the fleet at Annobon.

The oranges were so abundant, that in the different ships during

their short stay, above 200,000 were taken of large size, full of

juice, and of excellent flavour. The governor said many vessels

had already in this same season, stopped and taken large sup-

plies of fruits at Annobon. Cotton was collected on the Island,

and in the mountains there were civet cats.

' The Island Annobon lies in latitude 1° 20' S. It is 6 leagues

* in circuit, and is high land. The road in which the Dutch
* ships anchored is on the NE side of the Island, and the

' depth from 16 fathoms, to 7 fathoms very near to the shore

' and abreast the town or village ; the bottom sand. The
* village had for its defence a stone wall ; but when the inha-

' bitants cannot hinder the descent of an enemy, they quit their

* houses and retire to the mountains. On the SE side of the

* Island is a good run of water, which descends from the

' mountains into a valley of orange and other fruit trees ; but
' watering there would be difficult on account of the surf.' *

November. November the 4th, the fleet sailed from Annobon. On the

nth, being advanced 90 leagues to the WSAV, they had the

South-east trade wind. *

The 20th, three boys who were wrestling on the deck of the Ad-
miral's ship, being close hugged together,by a sudden motion of the

ship were all thrown overboard. One only of the three was saved.

The Admiral's instructions directed him not to touch on the

coast of Brasil, or on any part of the American coast Northward

of the Rio de la Plata. After passing the latitude of that river,

the winds were constantly from the westward, and the fleet Avas

not able to approach within sight of the Continent.

* Jonrnael Van de Nassausche Vloot, p. 31. JXec, (les Voy, de la Coinp. Vol. ix,

p. 2^ &, seq.

January
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January the 3d, the latitude was 42° 15' S ; and on the 4th, chap. 1

the variation was found 22 degrees NEasterly. i6^C*"

The 19th and 20th, the sea near them was in many parts dis- January,

coloured with an infinite number of small red shrimps. The

26tli, they were in latitude 51° lO'S. On the 28th, one of the

prize barks with a crew of eighteen men, was separated from the

fleet, and being unable to rejoin, she bent her course homewards.

February the Ist, the fleet made Cape de Penas, which is on February,

the Tierra del Fuego about midway between the Canal de San xieixa del

Sebastian and Cape St. Lies ; and at 5 leagues distance from the F"ego-

land, had soundings at 25 fathoms depth. The next day they

entered Strait le Maire. The Journalist says, ' on February
^^ gjj.^jj |

* the 2nd, we found we were before the entrance of Strait le Make,

' Maire, which we should not have known or suspected if the

* pilot of the ship Eendracht, Valentin Jansz, who had been

* there in January 1619 with the Lisbon Caravelas, had not

* recognized the high mountains which are on the Western side.

' This entrance has nevertheless good marks, because the Eastern

* shore of the Strait, named Staten Land, is high, mountainous,

* and broken ; whilst on the Western side are seen some round

' hills close to the sea side.'

On the foregoing extract it may be remarked that there could

not be much difficulty or doubt in knowing Strait le Maire,

when the land on each side was cleai'ly seen, and a clear open

horizon between. Where two or more Straits are in a neighbour'

hood, as among the Islands near the East end of Java, land-marks

will serve to asceRtiin the particular Strait : but Strait le Maire

has no other near it, and the separation of the two lands is a mark

not liable to be mistaken for any thing else. It affords a curious

specimen of tjie aptitude of writers of Voyages to imitate each

other, that a similar observation respecting this same Strait, has

been made more than once in the histories of later voyages.

Tiie Avind being variable, and the currents in the Strait rapid

Vol. III. C and
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1624.

February.

Verschoor
Bay.

Valentin's

Bay.

Chart by
Van

Walbeck.

Mistake
concerning

Valentin's

Bay, in

the later

Charts.

and irregular, the ships were much dispersed. The Orangien,

Avhich Avas the Rear Admiral's ship, and another ship, anchored

in a Bay of the Tierra del Fuego, near the Northern entrance

of St7-ait le Maire. They trafficked with some natives there for

seal-skins, and caught with hook and line a quantity of fish

like whiting ; also on the shore they found shell-fish. The Bay
did not afford shelter for large ships against the East winds ; and

during other winds they were much incommoded Avith heavy

squalls from the hills. Near the entrance of a small river there

was good riding and shelter for small vessels, but not depth for

ships. This Bay was named after the RearAdmiral, Verschoor Bay,

Another ship, the Griffon, anchored likewise on the Tierra

del Fuego side, in a Bay farther to the South, ' which reckoning

' from the Northward, is between the second and third point on
* the Western side of the Strait.' This Bay was named Valentin's

Bay. The Admiral intended to have gone in there with the

other shipsy but Avas prevented by signals made from a boat

which had been sent in to sound, of the anchorage being un-

safe. Some time afterwards, however, the Admiral Avas informed

by the Captain of the Griffon, that the anchorage inVa lentiji's

Bay was good, also that a fleet might ride there with safety
;

and that the signals to the contrary purport from the boat Avere

made contrary to his opinion and advice.

The mathematician J. Van Walbeck, made a chart of Strait

le Maire and of the SE part of the Tierra del Fuego, Avhich

is here copied from the Joimiael. It furnishes the most authentic

geography we have of , Nassau Bay, and 6f the land Avithin

Cape Home, and bears the marks of having been done Avith

much care and examination, A copy of this Chart given in tlie

Receuil des Voyages de la Compagnie, through the engraver's Avant

of care, has occasioned the name Valentin's Bay to be misapplied

to a Bay which is farther South, and not Avithin the Strait le

Maire : and so much easier it has been found to consult the

5 ' French
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French translation than the original publication, that this mistake c h a p. i

.

has been perpetuated to the charts of the present day. The 1,524.

Chart of the Southern parts of America in the 1st Vol. of this Tebruary

work, Mas like others, constructed without having seen the

Amsterdam publication of the Voyage of the Nassau Fleet.

The Valentin's Bay of Jacob i'Heremite's voyage, is evidently

the same which, in 1619, the Nodales named the Bay de Buen

Suceso* which name it properly retains. Verschoor Bay seems

to be the Port Mauritius of the present charts.

On the evening of the 2d, all the ships, except the Griffon, 2d.

had passed Strait le Maire, and were collected ; but Westerly

winds and a current setting Eastward, prevented their gaining

ground. On the 14th, the compasses were observed to differ greatly

from each other. The latitude that day noonwas 5 6' 2 0' S, and early

in the afternoon Cape Home was seen 7 leagues "West from them.

On the 15th, ' in doubling Cape Home, a great gulf was seen

* between that Cape and the next Cape to the West.' The Ad-

miral would have entered it in hopes of finding anchorage, but

was disappointed by the weather becoming foggy and the wind

dying away.

The l6th, the latitude was 56' 10' S, and Cape Home bore

from them East. This day they had sight of two Islands, ' not

* marked in any chart, which were estimated to be 14 or 15

* leagues to the West of Cape Home.' A boat was put

out with a grapnel, or small anchor, and line, to try if there

was any cm-rent, and according to this experiment, in which

there was no bottom within yeach of the grapnel line, the

stream appeared to be setting to the NW; nevertheless on

the next day, the 17th, it appeared that during a fog the fleet i7ih.

had lost ground. The wind was from WNW, and the Admiral,

being apprehensive of faUing to leeward of Cape Home, steered

14th.

Cape
Home.
i5tl«.

l6th.

* See Vol. II. p. 460.

C 2 for
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1624.
Februaiy.

Nassau
Bay,

Tierra del

Fuesfo.

iSth

Schapen-
ham Bay.

for a great Bay, which was afterwards named the Bay of Nassau,'

and having run two leagues within it, the fleet anchored in a

good clay bottom, with depth from 25 to 30 fathoms.

The passage from Plolland to Cape Home had occupied nine

months ; which is commented on in the Journal, and accounted

for by the departure of the fleet being at so early a season, that

it was thought necessary not to proceed expeditiously, lest the

an'ival off Cope Honre should happen during the Southern

winter, a time unfavourable for navigating in a high Southern

latitude. Their passage, however, though intended to be made
leisurely, Avas retarded beyond the time proposed, in consequence

of their keeping so close to the coast of Africa. The Caravelas^

which left Lisbon September 27th (16] 8) and arrived off Cape

Home early in February, is cited in favour of a later outset.

It has indeed of late been contended, that the passage round

Cape Home into the South Sea can be performed with greater

ease in winter than in summer ;
* and the facts and arguments

advanced in support of this opinion, are such as may encourage

single ships to prefer undertaking it in winter, or at least not to

be deterred by consideration of seasons ; but with a large fleet

it Avould be a hazardous experiment.

The day after the fleet anchored, more convenient anchorage

was found in a cove on the West side of Nassau Bay, where the

ships would lie close to a fall of fresh water, and could supply

themselves with wood and ballast. This anchorage was named
Schapenharn Bay ; but though it offered many advantages, one

was wanting to make it a good port for refreshment. No fish

were found in Schapenharn Bay, except shell-fish on the rocks.

Boats and parties of men were immediately employed on
shore to fill fresh water. Some natives came to the waterins-

place, whose behaviour to the Hollanders appeared friendly.

On the 22d, a tempest arose so sudden and violent, that the

f'oi/age of Captain Colnet.

boats
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boats filling water -vyere obliged to return to their ships, leaving chap. i.

part of the crews behind. On the 23d, the wind having abated, 1624.

the boats were again sent to the shore, and the business of
^'""^rj'.

watering was resumed ; but in the afternoon, a sudden renewal Bay,

of the storm again forced the boats off, and nineteen men jf^^^Q

belonging to the ship Arend (Eagle) were left on shore, who, by 23d.

most unaccountable negligence, were unfurnished Avith arms.

The next day (the 24th), the weather having become moderate, 24th-

the boats were again dispatched to the watering-place, when of

the nineteen seamen left on shore only two were found alive.

The natives, it seems, without other cause of quarrel than the

Hollanders being improvided with means of defence, had at-

tacked them with clubs and slings, and killed all but two, who

had the good fortune to conceal themselves. Five of the bodies

were found cut into quarters, and mangled in a strange manner.

After this event, a guard of soldiers were constantly sent vi^ith

every boat ; but not a single native was afterwards seen.

Schapenham, the Vice-Admiral, had been sent in a yacht Examina-*

named the Windhond ("Greyhound), to examine the coast round ^'°" °[^^'^^
^ •'

" coast by
Nassau Bay. On the 25th he returned, and the report he made the Vice-

to the Admiral was to the following effect: He first went to a

part of the coast whence smoke had been seen to rise, which is

marked on the chart under the name of Windhond's Bay. He
anchored there for the night, and in the morning landed at some

huts, where he found inhabitants with whom he spoke. In

going to the East, he crossed a large canal, and found himself

to the Eastward of Cape Home. He went still farther, and

anchored behind a cape within an island, which he named

Ttrhalten, after one of the officers of the troops. The wind

commg from the Eastward, he returned to the fleet. He re-

ported likewise, ' that the Tierra del Fuego is divided into

' many islands ; and that to pass into the South Sea, it was

* not necessary to double Cape Home; for that Nassau Bay
' might
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cHAP^ « might be entered from the East, leaving the cape to the South.

1624. ' That on every side he saw openings, bays, and gulfs, many of
ebruary,

^ ^^y^jch went into the land as far as the view extended, whence
Bay, ' it is to be presumed that there are passages from the great

Fucgof ' ^^i/' ^^ rather the Gulf of Nassau^ through which vessels might
' sail into the Strait of Magalhanes.

'

The greater part of the Tierra del Fuego seen by the Nassau

Fleet, is mountainous land, but with many fine vallies, and
meadows watered with rivers. Between the islands are many
good harbours, Avhere large fleets might lie sheltered. The
mountains were covered with trees, which had all a leanino;

towards the East, occasioned by the prevalence of strong

Westerly winds. In all this part of the Tierra del Fuego there

is wood, though the soil is no where more than two or three feet in

depth ; and on the shore are plenty of small stones for ballast.

The Westerly winds here are extremely impetuous, and get

up very suddenly ; on which account the Journalist advises

navigators bound round Cape Home, unless they have occasion

to put into port, to keep a good distance to the South of the
inhabitants Cape. The Journalist affirms that the inhabitants of this land
of lieira

del Fuego. were as white as the people of Europe, which was discovered

only by seeing a young infant ; for in others, the natural colour

of the skin was no where visible. It is a general practice among
the natives to rub the body over with red ochre, or to paint

themselves with different colours, and in fanciful manners. Some
had the face and limbs painted red,, and the body white ; some
were entirely red on one side, and entirely white on the other.

They were a well-proportioned people, in stature differing little

from Europeans; they had long thick black hair, and teeth

• as sharp as the blade of a knife.' The men were entirely

without clothing, and the women had nothing more than a
small piece of skin about the waist, and necklaces made of

siliells. The womeii were painted like the men. Their huts or

houses
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houses were built Avith trees, in form circular at the bottom, and chap. 1

terminating nearly in a point at the top, where there was a 1624.

small onening for the smoke to escape. The floor was two or ^^^^^''y-

^ , 1-1 11-1 Nassau
three feet deeper than the ground without, and the sides were Bay,

covered with earth. The furniture they possessed consisted of ^^'"'^^^^^

fishing-tackle, and their arms. They had lines, hooks, and

harpoons, neatly made. Their arms were bows and arrows,

lances headed with bone, clubs, slings, and they had also knives

made of stones, very sharp.

The natives were never abroad without their arms, the reason

of which, from what could be comprehended of their meaning,

was supposed to be, because they were constantly at war; the

people of the Western side of Nassau Bay with the Eastern >

people. The natives seen at Schapenham Bmj, and at Windhond

Bay, were almost all painted red; whilst the inhabitants to the

East of the place marked GoeRee in the chart, and near Terhalten

Island, were painted black.

They had boats or canoes made of the bark of large trees,

dexterously curved, so as to give them a shape like the Venetian

gondolas. They were strengthened at the bottom, both length-

ways and across, with timbers, and these again were covered

with bark ; by which means the bottom was kept dry and free

from water. These canoes were of different sizes, from ten to

sixteen feet in length, and about two feet in width.

Of the manners and di'-positions of the natives, the Journalist

remarks, ' they more resemble beasts than men; for besides

* that they tear men to pieces, and devour the flesh raw and

' bloody, there was not perceived among them the smallest

* indication of a rehgion or government. On the contrary, they

* live together like beasts.'

There are several particulars in the foregoing description,

which give to the people found in Nassau Bay more the appear-

ance of being settled inhabitants, than any of the people met

with
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1624.

February.

Nassau
Bay,

Tierra del

JFuego.

Departure
lion I Nas-
sau Bay.

March.

oth.

with on the Tierra del Fuego by other voyagers. Tlie construc-

tion of their houses was in a manner adapted for constant

residence; and from their being so well provided with boats,

one of two things is to be inferred ; either that the Southern part

of the Tierra del Fuego was their constant home, or that some

inlet or inlets within Nassau Bay afforded them easy communi-

cation with the Strait of Magalhanes.

In justice to this voyage it may be acknowledged, that it has

communicated more information concerning the Tierra del

Fuego than any other since the first discovery. Having noticed

a mistake in the French copy of Van Walbeck's chart of the

Tierra del Fuego, it is right to defend his chart from misrepresen-

tation in another instance. Decker, or his editor, in the copy

given to the German translation, has taken licence to draw a con-

tinuation of coast South-westward from Nassau Bay beyond what

is laid down in Van Walbeck's chart, as published in the Amster-

dam edition of 1626, making thereby the Tierra del Fuego to

extend in latitude half a degree farther South than Cape Home.

The evening of the Sath, it blew a violent storm, in which a

boat belonging to the Rear-Admiral's ship was overset, and

eight of the crew were drowned.

The 27th, the fleet sailed from Nassau Bay, going out by the

Western passage, the same by which they had entered. As

they left the Bay, the wind died away, and a swell of the sea

setting from the Westward, carried the ships very near the South-

eastern shore of the passage. There was no bottom for anchorage,

and the}' were in apprehension of being driven on the rocks

;

when the breciie sprung up again in time to carry them clear.

In case of separation, the Island Juan Fernandez was ap-

pointed the place of rendezvous.

For some time after leaving Nassau Bay they had Westerly

winds, chiefly IVom the NW quarter. March the 6th, the

Admiral assembled the Council to advise on the most proper

measures
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measures to pursue if the wind should continue from the West- chap. i.

ward. The determination of the Council was to persevere two 1624.

months longer in the endeavour to get into the South Sea; and March.

the Island Juaii Fernandez, which was the place prescribed by

the States General for meeting in case of separation, was con-

tinued the rendezvous.

On the 8th, they were as far South as latitude 61*. The sth.

18th, 19th, and 20th, they were favoured with a fresh wind 20th.

from the SSE, and afterwards with variable winds, and the air

mild. In the course of the month, three ships, the Orangien,

the Mauritius, and the David, were separated from the fleet.

On the 28th, the Admiral, with the remaining ships, had sight aSth.

of the coast of Chili, in latitude 42° 10' S, and in the evening,

they were within a league of the land. The coast was elevated,

and within were seen mountains of moderate height. It is said,

not in the original publication of the Journal, but in a subse-

quent edition, that ' the Admiral, Jacob I'Heremite, who was
* then ill in bed, being informed how near they were to the

* coast of Chili, and to the port in the Island Chiloe, where
* Suarte Theunis, in the year 1603, had been received by the

* inhabitants with grea t affection, he, the Admiral, was of opinion
* the Chilese would also be willing to join with him against the

* Spaniards, and he wished his orders had permitted him to go
' direct to ChiU. But he was precisely told by his instructions,

* that his fleet was destined to undertake the conquest of Peru.'

The person here called Suarte Theunis is the Anthoine le Noir

spoken of in Spilbergen's Voyage.* He is also mentioned in a

Description of Feru and Chili which is annexed to the later

editions of the Journal of this Vovage, wherein it is said

* Chilue \Chiloe'] is also in the hands of the Spaniards, but the
' force they have there is so inconsiderable, that a Dutch

* Suarte Theunis, i, e. Swarthy Tony ; i. e. Anthoine le Noir, or Black Anthony.
See Vol. II. p. 345,

Vol. III. D « Captain
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' it with 30 men/

April the 4th, the Admiral and the ships in his company,

arrived at the Island Juan Fernandez.
,

On the 6th, the ship Griflbn, which had been separated from

the fleet in Strait le Maire, rejoined the Admiral, as also in a

few days after, did the other ships which hdd lost company.

The Orangien had twjce made the American coast ; the first

time in latitude 50° S, afterwards in 41° S.

At Juan Fernandez the tleet rode in a Bay at the NE part of

the island. ' The anchorage was on a steep bank, part rock,

' part sand; and the depth so great that to get ground at

\ 30 or 34 fathoms, it was necessary to come within half musket

* shot of the shore ; but before approaching so near, the ships

' were incommoded with bafflmg winds and calms, in such

' manner, that some were obliged to anchor at first in 80 and
* in 90 fathoms, and thence to warp into 30 fathoms, which is

' the proper anchorage' At the time THeremite's fleet was

at Juan Fernandez, the winds were as favourable for entering the

Bay from the Northward as from the South.

The Tallies on the NE side of Juan Fernandez were covered

with herbage, and the fresh water was excellent. In the Bay

were good fish of different kinds, and in such abundance, that

scarcely was the hook half a foot deep in the water before the

fish would fight for the bait. Thousands of sea lions and seals

lay in the daytime on the shore to enjoy basking in the sun.

The seamen killed great numbers of them, some to eat, and

some by way of diversion, which was attended with a merited

inconvenience, for in a short time those which were left on the

shore became putrid, and infected the air to such a degree,

that the people of the ships scarcely dared venture to land.

The flesh of the sea lion when cooked, was compared to meat

twice roasted. Some of the men thought that when the fat was

cut
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cut off, it was not inferior to mutton ; others would not eat it. chap. i.

There were goats on the Island, but difficult to approach, and ^624!^'^

thought not to be so well tasted as those of the Island St. Vincent. "^P"'-
Juan

Among the trees were some like the elm, very good for making Fernandez,

sheaves to blocks ; there were other trees fit for carpenter's

work ; but none were seen tall enough for a ship's topmast.

Sandal wood was growing in great quantit}', of an inferior

quality to the sandal wood of Timor, and near the Bay were

some wild quince trees.

It is stated in the Journal, that three soldiers and three gun-

ners of the Vice-Admiral's ship remained on the Island by their

own will, refusing to serve longer in the fleet. This is mentioned

as if it was an open defection, and seems to imply what is

scarcely credible, that the state of discipline, and the nature of

seamens engagements, were such as to entitle them to an option

of quitting their ship during the performance of a voyage.

The ISth, the fleet left Jiian Fernandez, steerins: North-east-

ward for the coast of Peru. Wind from the South. The varia-

tion of the needle observed in this run to the Continent was

from 1°^ to 2° NEasterly. . j: .,,:,-;.,

May the 3d, in latitude 16° 20' S, they had sight of the coast May.

of Peru ; and oxx the 8th, were nearly abreast of Callao, at ^^5
J*^

which time they took a small bark with a crew of eleven men,

four of whom were Spaniards, the rest Indians and Negroes.

From these people the Admiral received the unwelcome intelli-

gence, that on the preceding Friday, the 3d instant, the Treasure

Fleet, consisting Of five ships richly^ laden, had sailed from the

road of Callao for PanamQ. The Spanish Admiral in a ship of

800 tons burthen, mounting 4,0 guns, did not sail with the

Treasure Fleet, but with two smaller ships of war, was still in

Callao Road, where also a number of merchant vessels were
lying. It was likewise learnt that the military force of the

Spaniards at Callao was not more than 300 soldiers, for that

D 2 two
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CHAP. 1. two companies of their best troops had been sent with the

"1624^" treasure ; and the Indian prisoners assured the Hollanders, that

Coasfof ^^^^ the native Indians and the Negroes would declare in their

Peru. favour as soon as they should become masters of any place that

could afford them protection.

Upon this intelligence a Council was assembled to deliberate

whether to pursue the galleons bound to Panama, or immediately

to land and attack Callao. The latter was resolved upon. Jacob

I'Heremite was by this time too ill to command or to give di-

rections, and had resigned the chief management to the Vice-

Admiral, Gheen Huygen Schapenham.

Calico, A descent on Callao. being determined on, and the ships having

9th. arrived close to the road, during the night of the 9th, troops

were disposed in the boats, and with the Vice-Admiral at their

head, they departed for the shore. The place proposed for the

landing was in the inner part of the Bay of Callao, between the

town and the river marked in the chart with the name de Lima^

which was the part most protected from the Southerly winds

;

but on drawing near the shore, the surf was thought too higli

for landing whilst it was dark, as there would be danger of the

arms and ammunition getting wet; they therefore waited till it

ioth. ^*^as day-hght, when the Spaniards appeared drawn up on the

shore ready to oppose them. After some discharges of mus-

quetry, without any attempt being made to land, Schapenham

returned with his troops to the ships, which by this time had

anchored in the road.

During the night of the 10th, the Vice-Admiral ordered a

yacht of the fleet to be warped near to the shore ; that under

protection of her cannon, a landing might be attempted. But

this was not done without being perceived by the Spaniards, who
brought cannon against the yacht, and obliged her to retreat.

Schapenham gave the Spaniards no disturbance during the

j»th. two next days ; but on the night of the I2th, an attack was

made
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CHAP. 1.made on the merchant vessels, which were about fifty in number,

and drawn close to the shore under the protection of batteries. ^'^^624^

The boats of the fleet were sent to destroy them, orders being ^ ^^^a
•' o Callao Bay

given to set fire to every vessel as soon as boarded, and to pro-

ceed to the next. In pursuance of these directions, between

SO and 40 vessels were set in flames, and some Spaniards made
prisoners, which was effected with the loss of seven Hollanders

killed, twice that number wounded, and one taken prisoner by

the Spaniards,

The Journalist admits some want of foresight in this enter-

prize. He says, ' If we had gone provided with hatchets to

cut the cables, instead of setting fire to the vessels, the wind

which blew from the shore would have made us masters of them

all, and the business would have been done in less time, and
with less loss of men.' Instead of benefiting by so obvious a

plan, not one prize was made; and after the boats retreated,

the Spaniards extinguished the fire in many of the vessels. Nine

of those which remained in flames, as the cables burnt, drifted

off from the shore towards the fleet, approaching like so many
fireships ; so that to avoid them, the Hollanders Mere necessi-

tated to take up their anchors and shift their stations.

In a Spanish account of the proceedings of the Dutch fleet

against Peru, written at the time, it is related that * when the

* Spanish ships were burning in the port of Callao, there were
• great moanings and lamentations at Li?na, a rumour being

' spread that the enemies were marching directly towards the

* city ; and these lamentations did not cease till they learned
*- the truth of the matter/* The same narrative says, that a

Spanish pilot belonging to the bark which the Hollanders cap-

tured before they entered the Port of Callao, prevented their

pursuing the Silver Fleet by telling them, that it had been gone

* j4 True Relation of the successe of the Fleet under Jaques I'Heremite towards the

Coast of Peru. Translated out of the Spanish. London 1625.

eight
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CHAP. I. eight days from Callao, and that only a small part of the treasure

"^6^^ had been shipped in that fleet; also that two millions of piastres

CaUao
^^^''^ ^^^'' "^ Callao Road, on board a ship that Avas to follow the

fleet. This latter freighted ship is usually called the Recargo.

Another circumstance related in the Spanish account is, that a

Dutch gunner who was made prisoner by the Spaniards on the

night the ships were burnt in Callao Road, being questioned con-

cerning the Commanders of the fleet, said, that the Admiral,

Jacob I'Heremite, was a man of much experience, but was not

expected to live, his legs being greatly swoln ; and that the Vice-

Admiral was a haughty young man, and very cruel.

It clearly appears from the Dutch Journal, that the Hollanders

were not deceived or misled by false intelligence, and so pre-

vented from pursuing the Treasure Fleet. In other particulars,

the Spanish account most probably is correct. The failure of

the Hollanders in their first attempt to effect a landing at Callao,

and the tameness with which it was attempted, relieved the

people of Lima from their alarm and apprehensions, whilst it

sunk the hopes of the Dutch Commanders. The subsequent

inactivity of Schapenham and his Council, gave them an interest

in crediting, and in obtaining credit for, the most exaggerated

statements of the strength of the Spaniards, as the only apologies

to be found for their conduct. . The Journal says, it was now
understood from the most circumstantial accounts given by the

prisoners of every description, that the Spaniards were every

where strong; that in Potosi alone were above 20,000 Spaniards,

besides Indians and Negroes, all well furnished with arms ; that

the towns along the coast were well provided with means of

defence ; that the Viceroy had secured the fidelity of the Indians

and Negroes ; in short, that there existed not the smallest chance

ofexecuting the grand plan of invasion. Accordingly, on the 1 3th,

'3* ^- being the day next after the conflagration of the merchant vessels,

and only the fourth of their being at Callao, it was determined

5 in
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in council, that the enterprize against Peru had failed. The chap. 1.

plan of a serious invasion was now Avholly abandoned, and in 1624.

its place was substituted one merely depredatory. The fleet ^'n,-^'

was parcelled out into detachments, to scour the coast and to

plunder the settlements both Northward and Southward of Lima.

Possession was taken of the small Island abreast the road of

Callao, named in the Journal Isle dc Lima,* and the frames of

small vessels which had been brought in separate pieces from

Europe, were got on shore to be set up.

The 14th, four ships were sent to the Southward under the 14th.

command of Captain Cornelys Jacobsz, to attack the towns of

Nasca and Pisco. In the night of the 2ist, two Greeks belong-

ing to the Vice-Admiral's ship, stole off with a small boat, and

deserted to the enemy. The 22d, prize was made of a vessel

from Guayaquil laden with wood, with a crew of 30 men,

Spaniards and Negroes. On the information of these prisoners,

the Rear-Admiral, Verschoor, was dispatched with two ships to 23d.

make an attack on Guayaquil.

All this time, the Recargo galleon lay moored close to the

town of Callao, whether freighted or not the Hollanders had not

ascertained, for she remained unattempted till the 27th, when

the Vice-Admiral sent against her two prize vessels fitted as fire-

ships; but on their arriving within musket shot, it was discovered

that the galleon was protected from their nearer approach by

a bank too shoal for them to pass.

June the 2d, the_ Admiral, Jacob ITIeremite died. His ju^e,

anxiety for the welfare of the fleet trusted to his command Death of

V . . . . .
Jacob

hastened his dissolution ; and it is due to his memory to remark I'Heremite.

that no blame attaches to him for the miscarriages of the expe-

dition. On the 4th, he was buried on shore in the Island de

Lima. The command of the fleet devolved as a matter of course

on the Vice-Admiral, Schapenham ; but the flag of the late

* In the present Charts, /. de San Lorenzo.

Admiral
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CHAP. 1. Admiral was kept flying, that his death might not become a

1624. subject of rejoicing, or of exultation, to the Spaniards.

C-illa
^^ ^^® ^^^» another attempt with fireships was made on the

Ctli. Recargo, which was attended with no better success than the

former. The 8th, a slight shock of an earthquake was felt on

the Isle de Lima.

Whilst detachments from the fleet were employed in expe-

ditions along the coast, Schapenham himself remained stationary

at Callao, and during this blockade a few small coasting vessels

were taken. Some of the Spanish prisoners solicited and ob-

tained leave of Schapenham to write to the Viceroy, to request

13th. that he would enter into treaty for their ransom. On the 13tli,

a boat with a flag of truce was sent ashore with the letter of the

prisoners to the Viceroy, and it being first delivered to the

Spanish General, he returned for answer, that the Viceroy had

nothing but powder and ball at the service of the Hollanders;

that he would not treat with them for the liberation of prisoners ;

and that if any Hollander again presumed to land at Callao,

though with a flag of truce, he should be hanged with the flag

about his neck.

This indiscreet answer proved fetal to the prisoners. Upon
receiving it, Schapenham and his Council determined on their

15th. death, and on the morning of the 15th, twenty-one Spaniards

were hung at the fore-yard of the ship Amsterdam, in which the

late Admiral's flag was kept flying. Three aged Spaniards were

spared, and put into a small boat, charged with a reproachful

message to the Viceroy, which concluded with a declaration^

that the Hollanders had no desire to give or take quarter with

tlie Spaniards.

The reasons offered in the Journal in justification of this san-

guinary execution are, ' that the Hollanders had not provisions

' to spare, water especially; and could not afford to s\ibsist

* people from whom they could expect no service, profit, or

* ransom 4
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* ransom; that to have released them gratuitously Mould have cpap. i.

' been contrary to all maxims of prudence and might have been 1624.

' productive of many evils; moreover, it would have given the
c^\j^q,

' Spaniards occasion to laugh at them ; that it was necessary at

' all events to get rid of their prisoners, and no other certain and

* ready way offered than to take their lives.'

In the evening of the 15th, the four ships which had been

detached Southward under Cornelys Jacobsz, anchored in

Callao Road. Captain Jacobsz had landed with a party of men

near Pisco, and had marched within nmsket shot of the town ;

but finding the fortifications in good condition and well defended,

he held council with his officers, and it was concluded to retreat

and to re-imbark. In this affair, the Dutch suffered consider-

ably, having five men killed outright, and sixteen wounded;

and what was much more discouraging and of w^orse con-

sequence, thirteen of their men deserted to the Spaniards.

On the £5th, a gunner of the fleet was hanged for attempting 25th.

to desert.

Schapenham was ashamed of the insignificant part he was

acting with his large force, and at the same time seems to have

been perfectly at a loss what to undertake. To avoid the

appearance of having no plan, perhaps also with some faint

meaning, he professed a design to return Southward with his

whole fleet to Chili, to join the native Chilese against the

Spaniards. The plan is as gravely discussed in the Journal as

if its execution had been fully determined. Some of the argu-

ments give information concerning Chili, and are therefore

worth inserting. ' The Commander in Chief was well informed

of the state of Chili from a native of the country, as well as State of

from the report of many prisoners. The Chilese had been manj-

years in arms against the Spaniards. Baldivia Mhich they had

taken in 1 599 was still in their possession ; and at the close of

the year 1623, a troop of 50 Spaniards had been surrounded by

Vol. III. E them
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June.
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Isle de
Lima, or
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Lorenzo.

them and cut to pieces. In the present year 1624, the neces-

sities of the Spanish troops in Chili were so great as to occasion

a mutiny of the men against their officers. The Spanish infantry

by their muskets have advantage over the Chilese infantry ; but

the Chilese are excellent horsemen, and their cavalry is much

superior to the Spanish, and so numerous that they often collect in

bodies of three or four thousand men. The military employed

by the Spaniards in Chili are mostly composed of malefactors

taken from the prisons. The reason why the Spaniards do not

abandon Chili is, the apprehension they entertain that the Chilese

would not long remain contented with their own country, but

would penetrate into Pern ; and besides, the Indians of the

South are wanted to work in the mines of Potosi, those inhabit-

ing to the North of Potosi not being able to stand the labour,,

and quickly dying of fatigue.'

To make preparation, or at least the show of preparation, for.

the invasion of Chili, forges and artificers were landed on the

Isle de Lima, and set to work to fitting gun carriages and making;

other furniture necessary for such an enterprize.

In the mean time, the want of fresh provisions and of a supply

of fresh water, occasioned the scurvy and other diseases to break

out among the ships crews ; evils to which the Commander in

Chief patiently chose they should be submitted, rather than he

would hazard a descent on the main land. Pits had been dug in

the Isle de Lima, to try for fresh water, but the ground was stony

and they Avere not able to penetrate sufficiently deep. In this

distress however, relief came to them unexpectedly. One of

the scorbutic patients, a native of Switzerland, in rambling over

the Island, was induced by curiosity or the hope of making some

discovery, to ascend to the top of the highest hill, the appearance

of which at a distance was naked, and gave no expectation of

verdure or vegetation. He there found ' certain herbs with

which he was acquainted,' by eating of which he received much

benefit,
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CHAP. 1.

1(324.

benefit, and the place supplied them in such abundance as to

serve the whole fleet. Being eaten in soups and sallads, they

proved so refreshing and salutary, that in a short time all the July-

scorbutic patients recovered their health.

In the Western part of the Island de Lima were many burying

places of the native Peruvians, which appeared to be very ancient.

During the Avhole month of July, Schapenham remained as

quietly in Callao Bay as he had throughout the month preceding,

employed always in making preparation for the proposed Chill

expedition. On the 18th, two Spaniards who had killed a

Spanish officer in a quarrel, to escape from justice, deserted to

the Holland Fleet. One of them was a soldier, the other the

principal comedian of the theatre at Lima.

August the 5th, Schapenham was formally installed in his August.

office of Admiral and Commander in Chief; the coni panics of

the nearest ships being ordered in rotation on board his ship,

the Delft, to take the oath of fidelity ; after which, the Admiral

himself went on board the more distant ships, to whose crews

the same oath Avas administered.

In the afternoon of the 5th, the two ships which had been

sent to the Northward under J. Wilhelm Verschoor, (now become

Vice-Admiral) returned to Callao Road. Verschoor had attacked Guayaquil

and taken the city of Guayaquil, but with the loss of 35 men bumt.

who were killed in the landing. Captain Engelbert Schutz, *

who commanded the Dutch troops, signalized iiimself much on

-this occasion. Verschoor had not a force sufficient to enable

him to garrison Guayaquil, he therefore set fire to the town,

destroyed a large quantity of mercliandise, and a galeon with

other shipping, and brought with him one prize. About 100

Spaniards were killed in defence of the place, and 17 were taken

prisoners, who were afterwards thrown into the sea near the

Island Puna, it being laid to their charge that they had endea-

voured to act treacherously to the Hollanders.

E 2 Verschoor
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1O24.

Verschoor in his return from Guayaquil to Calloo, had sailed close

on a wind across the SE trade till he was 350 Dutch miles (15 to

i\ugust. a degree) from theContinent, and in 25 4-° S latitude. On standing

back to the land, he designed to have visited Arica, but could not

fetch farther South on the coast than in 13° S latitude.

13th. The 13th, the tents, artificers, their work and effects, were

14th. ^ taken off from the Ink de Lima; and on the 14th, Admiral

Schapetiham, with his whole fleet, sailed from the Port of Callao

to a bay 4 Dutch miles distant to the Northward, where he

was informed fresh water could be obtained. This bay in the

Spanish Atlas is named Porto del Ancon; the Dutch Fleet in

Island los sailing to it passed between two of the small islands called

Pescadores.
^^^ Pescadores, ' having a small rock on their larboard (left)

Bay, and ' hand ; and afterwards hauling close upon a wind to the East-

place.
° ' ward, they ran in for the bay, where they anchored.'

It was late in the day when the fleet arrived. Schapenham

with unaccustomed celerity, landed the same evening with five

companies of soldiers and a large party of seamen. Agreeable

to the information he had received, he caused wells to be dug

at a place near the sea shore. Good fresh water being found

there, the guard was strengthened, works were thrown up during

the night, and ten small and six large cannon were landed for

protection to the watering parties.

The wells did not supply water so fast as was desired for so

large a fleet, and some eminences not very distant M'ere thought

to overlook the intrenchments. The Admiral was apprehensive

that the Spaniards \vould soon be there with artillery, therefore

the watering was continued no longer than till the morning of

16th. the 16th, when every thing was re-imbarked, and the Hollanders

returned to their ships.

Here at length was found a landing clear of difficulty, within

twenty geographical miles of the city of Lima : the force of the

Hollanders was unbroken by separation, not materially dimi-

5 nished
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nishetl by sickness or accident, and was in all respects in a better chap. i.

condition than after a passage from their own country could 1624.

possibly have been calculated upon by those who projected with ^"S"^'-

it the conquest of Perw, but it was now admitted as un-

doubted fact, that the Spaniards were in too great force to be

attacked, and that auxiliary aid was not to be expected from

the natives; and Schapenham, with an incomplete supply of

water, snatched by stealth and with trepidation, hastened to quit

the land for fear of being attacked by those whom he had been

sent to subdue. The proposed expedition to Chili came to

nothing ; but as no circumstance had occurred to excuse the

not undertaking it after so n)uch preparation, for the present it

was only said to be deferred. Something however it was

necessary to do, and as Guayaquil had been proved vulnerable,

Schapenham formed the strange resolution to attack it again.

With this view he sailed Northward with his fleet, which now,

with the prize vessels that were kept and manned, amounted

to 14 saiL

On the 25th, the fleet came to anchor near the Island Pima. 25th.

Some of the ships were laid aground here to be cleaned ; and

in the mean time a detachment was sent against Guayaquil, Guayaquil

double the force of that which had so recently mastered it : but ^j^g

the genius and fortune of Schapenham denied him under any attacked.

circumstances to appear a conqueror. This second attack mis-

carried through the total neglect of discipline in the Dutch

troops, who made a disgraceful retieat from the town, with the

loss of 28 men.

After many deliberations, on the 9th of September, it was September.

resolved in council, that ' although there was great prospect of

succeeding if they went to Chili, they would first go to Acapulco,

in obedience to their instructions, there to cruise for the Manila

galeons ; and afterwards, according to the state of the fleet,

, they w^ould determine w hether or not to go to Chili.'

Before
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CHAP. 1. Before sailing, the town of Puna was burnt, and the church

1624. pulled down by the Hollanders. Eight soldiers of the company
September. q£ Captain Schutz deserted here to the Spaniards. Four of

them were Englishmen, and four French. The Journal says,

-' To this time they had served well ; but the bad success of the

' second attack on Guayaquil gave them disgust, and made them
' imagine that every thing would go ill with the expedition.'

The many manifest proofs of incapacity and want of enterprize

in the Commander in Chief, took from the men all confidence

and expectation of success. Desertions naturally followed.

aath. On the 12th, the fleet sailed from Puna, steering for the

Galapagos Islands, where it Avas intended to stop : but in this

they were disappointed by the wind being fixed in the SW
quarter, with which they were so unlucky as only to fetch in

sight of the Northern 'Isles, and the breeze was too light to

enable them to get to 'windward : therefore they bore away

for New Spain.

October. October the 20th, they arrived in sight of the eoast> and on

28th. the 28th, anchored before the harbour of Acapulco. At this

time, the sea breezes set in about noon, and continued till mid-

On the night ; after Avhich, till noon again the winds were variable, and
.Coast of ° .,.,..,. , .

Ke.w Spain, frequently accompanied with lightnmg and ram.

A petty artifice was practised here by Admiral Schapenham,

who tried to get some Spaniard of consequence in his power,

with a view to obtain intelligence concerning the Manila ships.

He sent a message to the Governor of ^capulco, importing

that he had brought many prisoners from the coast oi Peru,

among whom were officers of rank and persons of consequence:

that he was now about to quit the American coast to sail to the

East Indies, and would be willing tp accept of provisions for

iheir ransom. He proposed to the Governor, as the most con-

venient method of settling the terms, that hostages should be

mutually given. To this proposal the Governor sent answer,

that
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that he would not exchange hostages ; but that if the Admiral chap. i.

would release the prisoners for money, he would treat with him. 1624.

Here the negociation ceased. Kew^Spain.

A division of the fleet under Vice-Admiral Verschoor, Avere

ordered 20 leagues AVestward of Acapulco, where they anchored

near the coast. The Admiral with the rest lay at anchor spread

along the coast near the Port of Acapulco. In these stations

they remained great part of November^ looking out for the

arrival of galeons fiom Manila.

The fleet was but indiflFerently stocked Avith fresh water.

Tort del Marques, an unfortified harbour in which was fresh

water, lay close at hand, and it Avould have been easy for

Sch^penham to have landed a greater force than it is at all

probable the Spaniards in that part of the world could have

matched : yet, so extreme was his caution, that he would not^

venture to water his fleet, though on the point of quitting the

Ariierican coast to sail across the Pacific Ocean. Boats how- November,

ever went from two of the ships to Port del Marques^ and two

following days they, returned laden with fresh water: but in a

subsequent attempt, they were not so fortunate, the Spaniards

having prepared an ambuscade, by which four of the Hollanders

were killed, and the rest obliged to reimbark and retreat fiom

the shore as speedily as they could. In the haste made, one

man was left behind on the beach ; but his Captain, Cornelys

de Witte, who had gone himself on this service, returned to the

shore in the fare of the enemy, and took him into his boat, ' an

' act of generosity,' as is justly observed by the French translator,

'• worth a wound which he received in his side, and of which he

' was afterwards cured.*
Two

* A circumstance very strikingly similar to the one above related, occurred at the

deatli oF Captain Cook. Four of the Marines of tlie par.y on shore with him were

killed ; and in the liasty reireat made, after the boats had put off, one man still remained

on the shore, who could not swim. His Officer, Lieutenant (now Colonel) Moles-

worih
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"""""^eu^ '^ ^r 18 German miles distant to the Westward of Acapulco,
November, ^here landing was extremely difficult on account of the surf.

Mew Spain. The twO ships watered there without molestation from the

chemy. Six of their men however deserted, and the day after,

a large body of Spaniards were seen on the shore.

During November, the winds were most generally from the

Westwai-d. In the middle of the month, the Admiral quitted

the station he had taken before Acapuko, and joined the

Western division of his fleet.

i8th. The 18th, four soldiers were detected in an attempt to run off

with the boat of the ship Hollandia, for M'hich they were sen-

tenced to be hanged ; but at the solicitation of some of the

officers, the Admiral consented that only one should suffer, to

be determined by lot, which fell upon Frans Tout van Hildersom,

Avho was accordingly hanged at the yard-arm of the ship.

i.'4th. The £4th, the M'hole fleet stood Westward ' to look for the

' Ladrilleros Isles, which according to the Spanish Journals are

' 40 Spanish leagues to the West of Acapuko, and where fresh

' water, fish, and potatoes Avere to be found in abundance.'

They went as far along the coast as to 45 German miles distance

from Acapuko without finding such Islands.

29th. The 29th, the fleet, reduced in number by two yachts being
The fleet condemned as unserviceable, quitted the coast of New Spain,
leave the ^

_ _

American directing their course Westward for the East Indies. Latitude

that day at noon, 1
7° 50' N.

Thus cheaply were the Spaniards freed from the most formi-

dable armament thatevcr at any time beforeor since threatened

their possessions in the South Sea.

worth Phillips of the Marines, though' himself wounded at the time, seeing his

eituation, jumped out of the boat and swam back to the shore, and brought him

ofl' safe. The remark so well made by the French translator on the act and wound

of Captain ,de Witte, is equally applicable to this incident.

December

Coast.
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December 15th, the Jatitude was 13° 15' N. chap. 1.

The Nassau FJeet was 57 clays from tlie coast of Nezi) Spurn ^"^CT^
to making the Ladrone Islands. In the course.of this passage, December*

on January the 15th (1625) they saw land; ibefore them to the 1625.

West, extremely low ; and surrounded with reefs over which
j^ia^^df

'

the surf broke so high that it was iudoed dangerous to approach supjxjsed to

with the fleet. /This land the Hollanders judged to he the Caspar

Islands of Gaspar Rico. It is however more probable that they

fell in with the island or islands and shoals of San BartolomL* Answer
lipftpr to

No latitude is given in the Journal for a month before making s. Barto-

tliem ; and in ten days afterwards, the fleet came in sight of ^°"^^'

Gnahan, one of the Lqdrones. It is to be supposed that in all

the latter part of the passage from New Spain, they sailed in or

near the parallel of Guahan. In the title page to the German
translation, is a planisphere Map of the World, whereon the

track is described ; the Map is indeed on a very small scale,

and was evidently designed chiefly for decoration ; but as far

as it may be taken for authority, it shews that the fleet sailed

in the parallel of Guahan a considerable time before makino-

the island, and consequently that their track was much nearer

to the San Bartolome than to the Gaspar Rico islands.

In the evening of January the 25th, they had sight of Guahan, 25111.

and the next morning, above 150 canoes came to them from the *^^^'

shore, to traffic with cocoa-nuts and yams. These were welcome At the

visitors ; for the scurvy had broke out and got to such a heio-ht
^3'''"°"^

i;i the fleetj that in some of the ships there was scarcely strength

enough left to manage the sails. In the afternoon the fleet

anchored on the West side of Guahan, in depths from 10 to 30

fathoms, sandy bottom, at the distance of a cannon shot and a
half from the shore.

* See Vol. 1. p. 138.

JoL. III. F On
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.

1625.

January.

On a review which the Admiral made here of the fleet, the

number of men mustered amounted to 1 260, in which number

were inchided 32 prisoners, part Spaniards, part Indians.

At Guahan, the fleet watered, and in exchange for iron,

procured rice, fowls, cocoa-nuts, 3'ams, potatoes, and bananas.

Cocoa-nuts were here in inexhaustible quantities ; rice Avas cul-

tivated in many places, and the natives sold it by weight, m
bales of between 70 and 80 lbs. each; but not one bale was^

found which had not been increased in weight bj^ the addition

of sand and stones. The people of GuaJmn were stouter than

the people o^Ternate. It was not found safe for the Hollanders

to ramble about the island singly or unprovided with arms.

The canoes of the Ladroners were remarked for being well made
and well adapted for sailing near the wind.

February the 1 1 th, the fleet sailed from Guahan for the Moluccas.

The course steered by the compass on leaving Guahan is not

stated. On the 14th, at noon, according to the Journal, they

discovered were in latitude 1 0" 30' N, at which time an island was seen to the

^Latlrones^^
WSW, about eight German miles distant, which they supposed

to be one of the Isles of Saavedra.

The next morning (the 1 5th) at 9 o'clock, they saw another

island to the SE, which was high land like Guahan. Its latitude

was estimated to be 9° 45' N. The NE and NW points were four

German miles distant one from the other; and from what Avas

seen, the island was judged to be of the like extent in breadth.

From the NE point, a great reef stretches about two German

miles into the sea.*

This island was inhabited, and appeared well cultivated and

populous. Some canoes put off from the shore, and paddled

towards the fleet, but the breeze was fresh, and the ships sailed

February.

41th.

Island

Another
Island.

* Journael van de Nassausche Vloot, p. 93.

too
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too fast for them to come up. The people in the canoes had

Ion"- black hair, and in size and appearance resembled the

Ladrone islanders. The fleet continued its route for the

Moluccas with the wind from the NE, going cautiously and

under small sail by night.

The 23d at noon, by the latitude observed [what that was the

Journal does not specify] it was found that currents had set

strong towards the North, although the Northern monsoon was

then blowing. It was therefore determined by the council,

that the course should be SSW to latitude 3° N ; that they

.would then steer to make the land of Gilolo, and afterwards

for the Moluccas.

The 25th at noon, the latitude was 6" 20' N.

The 2Cth, continuing the course SSW, the latitude was 4' N;

and on the 27th, they were in 2° 45' N.

The 28th, they made the land of Morotai, bearing West,

distant six German miles.

The Journal gives no other particulars of the navigation from

Gtiahan to Morotai than what are recited above. They are of

consequence only as they help to indicate the situations of the

islands discovered on the 14th and 15 th of February. It is

evident the course of the fleet from Gtiahan until the 23d, was

more AVesterly than SSW. Assuming a SW course to the 14th,

and the rate of sailing to have been uniform, will give the

longitude of the two islands about 3 | degrees West from the

anchorage at Guahan ; and their relative positions nearly North

and South of each other.

March the ad, the fleet came in sight of the mountain of

Gammacanor, on the Island Bachian, and on the 4th, anchored

at Terenate.

Here the voyage of the Nassau Fleet may be considered to

have terminated; the ships of which it was composed, soon after

r 2 their

CHAP. I-.

1625.

February.

23cl.

25th,

26th.

27th.

28th.

March.

The Fleet

arrives at

the

Moluccas.
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CHAP. 1. their arrival at the Moluccas, being appointed to different ser-

'^^7**' vices, and separated.

In October, Admiral Gheen Hugo Schapenham, being in a

bad state of health, embarked at Batavia on board the ship

Eendracht, which was homeward bound ; but on November

the 3d, before the ship was clear of the coast of Java, he died,

and was buried on Fulo Bostoc, a small island within two leagues

of Bantam. In Harris's, and in other English collections of

Voyages, it is said that Schapenham was a man of sweet dis-

position, and of prudence and capacity equal to the great trust

reposed in him. This character seems to have fallen on Scha-

penham by some accidental mistake of the translator, which has

assigned to him what was designed for Admiral Jacob THeremite.

1626. The Eendracht anchored in the Texel July the 9th, 1626, and

in this ship the original Journalist arrived. Adolf Decker re-

turned to Holland in May 1628 ; and in the year following,

published the History of the Voyage at Strashurg in the

German language.

The most useful acquisition made to Geography in the

Voyage of the Nassau Fleet, was the discovery of Nassau Bay,

and the knowledge obtained of the Southern part of the Tierra

del Fuego.
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C H A P. II.

Of the early intercourse of Europeans with China, and their

Settlements on the Island Tormosa. Various other events to

the year 1638.

nPHE failure of the expedition against Pcn^ gave great re- chapes.
-*- putation of strength to the Spaniards in that part of the

world, and procured them a respite from European hostility.

This state of tranquility did not occasion the renewal of any

former project for prosecuting discoveries, or for making settle-

ments on the islands already found, in the Facific Ocean. The

spirit of discovery for which the Spaniards had been justly

renowned, was laid at rest by the voyages of Quiros. His

Memorials, written with an enthusiasm undoubtedly sincere, and

designed to excite enthusiasm, had the effect of damping, if

not of extinguishing in others all romantic expectation. The

Continental territory under the dominion of Spain so greatly

exceeded her ability to occupy, that the settlement of any newly

discovered land could not be desu-able to her, unless recom-

mended by some peculiar advantage. The Philippine Isla7ids,

besides their own productions, served as a mart for the Spanish

trade with Japan, China, and the East Indies. The search for

the Islands llica de Oro and Kica de Plata, was a matter merely

incidental to the passage from the Philippine Islands to A^eaa

Spain, in which the Spaniards took interest, not with the expec-

tation of finding riches, but the wish to possess a port or place

of rest, and refreshment for their ships in that passage : and con-

sidering that the Soutli Sea is sprinkled with Islands, so nume-

rous as to have been classed under the name of Polynesia, it is.

not a little extraordinary, that within the space convenient for

«uch, an establishment, there should not be found one island

capable of answering the purpose.

If
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CHAP. 2, If an intermediate establishment had been necessary in the

passage from America to the Philippine Isla?ids, the Spaniards

might have bewildered themselves in the abundance of choice ;

but the certainty of a favourable wind in the navigation West-

ward made them studious only to avoid dangers and delay : ac-

cordingly a course was prescribed to the ships from Nezi> Spaiii,

calculated to keep them clear of all land as far as to the Ladrone

Islands, which being high land and visible at a great distance,

could be approached without apprehension of danger, and

afforded anchorage and refreshments, if necessary.

The short-lived settlement of Mendana at Santa Cruz, was

the only one which in all this time had been attempted by the

(Spaniards on any of their discoveries between America and the

Fhilippines. The productions of the islands were not found

to reward the trouble and expence of obtaining, being indeed

unprofitable in comparison of what might be gained by the same

quantity of exertion in the Continental settlements. As this

became evident, the discoveries in the South Sea, with the ex-

ception of the Ladrone Islands, fell into disregard, and every

thing relating to them was to such a degree neglected, that no

pains were bestowed in securing the knowledge which had been

gained. That much has been lost, is evident by the old charts,

on which are marked islands of Avhich no history can be traced.

What has remained of the early Spanish discoveries, lay for a

long time mouldering in a temporary oblivion.

The Hollanders, however, though foiled in Peru, undertook

several enterprizes which led them into the South Sea in another

direction. Before we proceed in the history of their navigations,

it is necessary to notice some events with which they have con-

siderable connection

The Portuguese for more than a century after their first ac-

complishment of the navigation by the Cape of Good Hope, en-

joyed the benefit of their discovery almost as exclusively as if the

5 grant
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grant of Pope Alexander the Vlth had been acknowledged a legal chap. 2.

patent by all the poM'ers of Europe. The first ships of the Por-

tuguese which went to China were received with friendship, and

the Chinese readily entered into commerce with them: but the

Portuguese being then in the full career of their prosperity, and

the Chinese a timid and, comparatively Avith Europeans, a help-

less people, it was not long before the Chinese had cause to be

dissatisfied with their new friends, who on their oAvn authority,

without other license, not only formed establishments, but erected

forts on such parts of the coast as suited their convenience or

inclination; and, as if they had been Sovereigns of the country,

laid taxes and levied contributions upon the inhabitants, and

upon all vessels that came in their way. These proceedings

awakened the Chinese Government to some degree of exertion.

The Portuguese were driven from their usurpations, and found

it necessary to have recourse to submissive embassies and pre-

sents to avoid total expulsion. By these means they conciliated

the Government, and obtained permission from the Emperor to

have a factory at the Island Xan Choang or Sancian, which is Sttlement

near the coast of the Province of Quang-tovg. Afterwards Po°ti,„uese

(a. d. 1557) they w^ere admitted to establish their factory on the at Macao.

Island Macao, some say as a reward for assisting to quell a

rebellion in the Province of Quang-tong ; but a different and

more probable account is given by P. Navaretto, who relates

that the Chinese deny that Macao was given to the Portu-

guese for expelling robbers or fighting rebels; and say, that

after being twice expelled from Ning-po in the Province of

Chekiang, they attempted to fix themselves where the city of

Macao now stands, the first time without success ; but on their

coming a second time, the Emperor being advised of it, gave

orders that they should be permitted to remain there, on condi-

tion of paying tribute, and custom for their merchandize. They

were not then allowed to fortify iheir new establishment. Many
yeais
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CHAP. c. ypars after, the Chinese with reluctance relaxed in this particular,

on fmding that is was necessary to the defence and security of

the place against the Hollanders.

Theeavlv vovao;es of the Hollanders to the East Indies were

adventures projected by individuals, or by different Companies.

An association of Merchants who took the title of Compagnie

von Verve, (i. e. the Company of Far Distant Lands) in 1 595 fitted

out three ships and a pinnace ' to sail to the Indies by the route

of the Portuguese.' This was the first East India voyage per-

formed by the Dutch. Others speedily followed, and were

attended with success and reputation: nevertheless, it soon ap^

})eared that rivalry and competition, which in most trades is of

public benefit, was a serious evil in this distant commerce to

countries where an enemy had been long cstabUshed on a firm

footing. It frequently happened that difterent Companies en-

gaged in the same speculations and fitted out ships for the same

Ports of India, ^vhich lowered the price of their goods ; and the

want of connection and combination deprived them of the ad-

vantages of mutual support, and left their ships exposed to the

Enemy. The States of the United Provinces, seeing the in-

Eormation convenience and Joss (both public and individual) incurred by

Dutch East the East India trade being open to a plurality of Companies,
India

called a general meeting of the different Directors at the Ila^uCf
Company. o »

.

and obliged them to unite in one body. Under the sanction

and authority of the States, the general Company was thus esta-

blished in March 1 602, at first for 2 1 years, but their Charter

was afterwards renewed, and continued.

Contests The mutual enmity of the Hollanders and Portuguese was

Por'tu'^^uese
"° where more actively displayed than in the East Indian Seas,

where commercial jealousy was added to many other causes of

animosity. The kingdoms of the East were continually involved

in their quarrels, and the most powerful were not exempt. The

great power so rapidly acquired by the Portuguese in India,

had not a foundation sufficiently solid or permanent to be long

maintained
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maintained in its full height. In fact, neither Portugal nor chap. s.

Holland, notwithstanding their great maritime exertions, could
^"'^""^

at any time be ranked higher than in the second class of Euro-

pean States ; and the Empires established by them in the East

may be regarded as the gigantic offspring of diminutive parents. ^

The Portuguese power in India began to decline shortly after

the first appearance of the Hollanders in the Indian Seas ; but

from a cause not connected with that event, and Avhich might

and ought to have produced an opposite effect. To the cir-

cumstance of Portugal devolving upon the Spanish Monarchy,

consequent to the death of King Sebastian, is to be attri-

buted the decline of the Portusjuese interests in India. The

Portuo;uese no longer under their own rule, could not command

the same means to the support of their foreign concerns as

when they were an independent State ; and the Spanish Court

took no warm interest in them.

The Hollanders, shortly after the formation of their General

Company, began to contest with the Portuguese for the Moluccas,

and the China trade. They endeavoured to enter into treaties

of commerce with the Chinese, making the indulgence granted ,

to the Portuguese the ground of their demands, Avhich included

the establishment of a Comptoir or factory. The Portuguese

successfully opposed their designs ; and this obstruction was a

source of much long-protracted negociation between the Dutch

and Chinese, which was conducted in a style and spirit pecu-

liarly mercantile, and characteristic of the two nations. The

Chinese of the higher orders have been always remarked for

sedateness and gravity of demeanour. The Hollanders are not

more than the Chinese entitled to the character of versatility or

levity. In the course of the dispute between them, Jan Pietersz

Koenen, a young Hollander, but as immoveable a character as

any his country has produced, who afterwards Avhen President

of the Dutch Settlement at Bantam confiscated the ship of Lq

Vol. HI. G Maire
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cHAP^a, Maire and Schouten, this Jan Pietersz Koenen was sent from

Batavia, where had been established the seat of the Dutch

Government in India, as Ambassador to China, to endeavour to

settle commercial regulations. On his arrival, a Mandarine of

high rank was deputed by the Chinese Government to treat

with him. They met early in the day, and with customary

ceremonies seated themselves by each other in the Hall of

Audience, which, however, it did not happen to be on this occa-

sion. Here ensued a contest as obstinate, and at the same time as

quiet as could take place between two people ; to determine not

which of them should open the business, but which should not.

Alike possessed with the idea, that by what should be first said,

a judgment might be formed how far concession was to be ex-

pected or might be necessary, each waited with all possible

deference for the other to begin ; but the close of the day arrived

without a word being uttered, and without the smallest indica-

tion of weariness or chagrin escaping on either side. The Man-

darine then took a silent leave, and was silently allowed to

depart. Such a trial it is probable might obtain applause

and admiration with the Chinese ; but in policy it differs not

from what is frequently practised among petty dealers ; the

one says, ' name your price' ; the other, ' make your offer
:'

and the mutual struggle is, not to be the first in advancing

a step beyond.

The Hollanders and Chinese could not come to any agree-

ment; and in the year 1622, Jan Pietersz Koenen, being then

Governor General at Batavia, collected a large force for the

siege of Macao, proposing thereby to obtain the twofold ad-

vantage of removing an enen)y, and of gaining an estabhsh-

ment for themselves. Some years previous to this, the Hol-

landers had attempted the same thing, but with a force inade-

quate to its accomplishment. The siege of Macao was now in

earnest undertaken with great expectations qf success,

2 On
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On the 22d of June, the Holland fleet, consisting of fifteen chap. j.

Dutch and two English ships, appeared before the Citj. The 1622.

next day a cannonade was commenced, and on the 24th, the The DutcU

Hollanders dislodged the Portuguese from an intrenchment Macao.

intended for the defence of the landing place, and made good

their landing. Whilst following up their success, some barrels

of ammunition with which they went provided, took fire and

exploded. This accident, besides the confusion it occasioned,

almost unfurnished the Hollanders with the means either of

attack or defence. The Portuguese made the most of the

occasion, and did not allow time for the loss of the Hollanders

to be repaired with fresh supplies from the ships, but vigorously

attacked and forced them to re-imbark with great loss. The Are

Dutch accounts acknowledge that 130 of their men were killed ;
^P "<^ •

the Portuguese accounts say, above 300. The Hollanders un-

doubtedly suffered much ; for they did not manifest the smallest

inclination to proceed in the siege. It was not till after this

siege that the Portuguese were allowed to encompass and

to fortify Macao with regular works. The ease with which

the Hollanders had forced a landing, made the necessity

sufficiently obvious.

Being defeated in their main design, the Hollanders had re-

course to another project, the weight of which fell principally

on the Chinese, at the same time that it left the Portuguese

small cause for triumph. Seeing the tenure on which the Por-

tuguese held Macao, the attack made by the Hollanders was an

act of hostility also against the Chinese : but the Hollanders

accused the Chinese of being the aggressors by giving assistance

to their enemies the Portuguese. The Hollanders also thought

it just cause of complaint that they were not admitted to trade

on so advantageous a footing as the Portuguese, and it suited

their convenience, as well as tended to promote their views, to

treat the Chinese as enemies, and as the allies of the Portuguese.

G 2 On
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CHAP. 2. On departing from Macao, they sailed for the Tonghou Islands

1622. (in the old European charts named Pescar/orcs) situated between

^^'^ the East coast of China, and the Island Pekan or Formosa, and
for the ,/-,,.
Ponghou subject to the Chmese.

Isles. Q^ j^jy ^l^g ^j.j^^ ^j^g ^gg^ anchored at Pelwn, the principal

at Pehou. of the Ponghoii Islajids, ' in a well enclosed bay, with good

bottom, in 8 or 9 fathoms depth/ *

The The Chinese had no force on the Island capable of resisting

seize on the the Hollanders, who took possession, and immediately began
Ponphou ^Q establish themselves by building a fort. To forward this

work, they condemned the crews of many Chinese vessels which

then- war fell into their hands, to labour at its construction. Of 1,500
with the

Chinese, workmen thus procured, it is related, that not less than 1,300

died in the progress of the building, ' by misery more than by
' other causes, for they were not allowed victuals sufficient to

' support them through their labour, seldom having more than

' half a pound of rice for a day's allowance.' The Hollanders

alledge in excuse, that this treatment of their prisoners was a

retaliation for the ill usage experienced by those of their coun-

trymen who had the misfortune to become prisoners to the

Chinese, who were rigorously confined and kept upon small and

bad diet on which it was not possible for them to subsist long

:

also that proposals had been made to the Chinese for a change

of prisoners, and eighteen China men had been offered for one

Hollander, but the answer returned by the Chinese was, that

they would not consent to any exchange though a thousand

should be offered for one. »

The establishment of the Hollanders at Peliou was a great

annoyance to their European enemies as well as to the Chinese.

It equally incommoded and rendered dangerous the commerce

Reyse van W. Ysb. Bontekoe. p. 28. Amsterdam, 1648,

between
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CHAP. 2.between Manila and China, and that of the Portuguese between

Macao and Japan, whilst to the trade of the Chinese it was an 1622.

incessant and intolerable grievance, \yith the Chinese, the

Hollanders at all times wished to have peace, provided they

could impose their own terms; and shortly after takins; pos- ^^nft Nego-

^ .
ciations.

session of Pehou, the Dutch Admiral sent three ships to the

Port of Amoey, which is on a part of the coast of China nearly

opposite to the Ponghou Isles, giving instructions to the Com-
mander to make proposals for accommodating all differences.

The demands of the Hollanders, as stated by Van Rechteren,

' were simply nothing more ihwci that liberty of commerce with

the people of China should be granted to the Dutch, and that

all commerce between the Chinese and the Spaniards of Manila

should be prohibited.'* The Mandarine at Amoey to whom
these proposals Avere communicated, transmitted them to iiis

superiors, by Avhom they Avere carried to the Emperor. The
great uneasiness felt by the Chinese Government at the Dutch
fixing themselves at the Ponghou Islands, caused them Avillingly

to enter into negociation, and to depart from their usual leisurely

mode of proceeding. To meet the advances of the Dutch, the

Emperor, Avith great promptitude, sent an embassy to Pehou to

treat Avith the Dutch Admiral. The chief of this embassy, a

Mandarine named Ongh Sophi, without noticing the proposals

which had been made at A>?ioey by the Dutch, declared the

willingness of the Emperor of China to enter into a treaty of

commerce with them ; but it Avas required as a preliminary step,

that they should withdraAv from the Ponghou Islands, Avhich

being part of the dominions of the Emperor, he could not,

consistently with his dignity, treat of commerce with those who
in defiance of his authority kept possession of them. At the

same time he added, that if the Hollanders would quit the

* Jtec. des Foy, de la Comp. Vol. 9. p. 183.

Ponghoif,
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CHAP. 2. Ponghou Isles, they should be at libert}-^ to fortify themselves in

'"Tg^^^ Pekmi (Formosa), of which no notice would be taken. The
other Mandarines of the embassy joined in assurances, that if

the Dutch would retire from Pelion, their establishing themselves

in Pekan should pass as a thing unknown ; and moreover they

promised to give their best support to the demands of the Dutch
at the Emperor's Court.

The Dutch Admiral and his Council were not authorized

without fresh instructions from Batavia, to consent to abandon

the island Pehou, and were moreover unwilling to do it, because

the depth of water at Formosa, in the port most conveniently

situated for them, was not thought sufficient for the accommoda-
tion of large ships. Van Rechteren says, ' it was with regret

* the Council rejected the propositions of this Chinese Envoy,
* who appeared to be a man of wit, of probity, and of under-

' standing ; Avho made most earnest entreaty, and with the

' utmost civility ; he had nevertheless the mortification of de-

' parting without succeeding in his mission, and with the risk

' of being blamed, and perhaps of his life being taken, if it

' should be thought he had not done every thing in his power,

' and that he had failed by his mismanagement.'

This conference broke off" without producing any agreement.

The Hollanders say ' they could not bring the Chinese to listen

to reasonable terms ;' and they recurred to their former means

of persuasion. Eight ships were sent at one time to plunder

and destroy along the Chinese coast.

Each side nevertheless continued desirous of accommodation,

and hostility proved no bar to negociation, which occasionally

produced short suspensions, and at length something like an

amicable adjustment. Among the demands made by the Dutch,

one which deserves particular notice was, that in return for their

money or merchandise, t\\e Chinese should furnish goods of the

best quality ; and not, as heretofore, put them off" with the refuse

of
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C H AP. 2.of their markets. The Chinese promised that if the Hollanders

quitted the Ponghou Isles and retired to Formosa, they should 1622-4.

have reason to be satisfied in this, as in other points ; for that

then both Formosa and Batavia should be supplied with as much
merchandise as was desired. With this offer, a declaration was

made to the Dutch deputies, that for obtaining liberty of com-

merce with China, it was indispensably necessary they should

abandon the Ponghou Isles ; that if this was refused, an end

would be put to all communication with them ; for on no ac-

count, either then, or ever after, would the Dutch again be

permitted to hold commerce with China.

In reply to this serious denunciation, it was represented to

the Chinese, that the Dutch Commander at Pehou could not

conform to their wishes until he had transmitted their proposals

to Batavia, and had received back an answer. This was ad-

jnitted to be reasonable ; and the Chinese, to give proof of

their own sincerity, offered to send two jonks laden with silks

to Batavia, to be there disposed of. This offer was accepted,

and the Chinese jonks sailed for Batavia under convoy of a

Dutch ship ; and farther to satisfy the Hollanders, an order was

issued by the Chinese Government, prohibiting the vessels of

China from going to Manila.

The season proved unfavourable for the navigation to Batavia,

Tlie jonks met with contrary winds, by which their return with

the answer to the proposals was retarded beyond the time ex-

pected. The Chinese Government attributed the delay to design,

and concluded the Hollanders meant only to amuse them, with-

out having any serious intention of complying with their

demand. In this belief the trade with Manila was again

opened; the Dutch seized the vessels employed in it, and the

war was renewed.

The Chinese Emperor would no longer trust to negociation ^^^'

for the removal of the Dutch. In April 1624, he sent a body Chinese

r besiege
Oi Pehou.
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CHAP. 2. of troops to the principal Po7ighou Islaiid, where they built a

• 1624. fort within two leagues of that of the Hollanders. The Chinese

army was daily augmented by fresh arrivals, till at length the

number of the Chinese vessels of different sizes which were

assembled in the port near the Chinese camp, Van Rechteren

saj's, amounted to not less than fifteen thousand. By order of

the Chinese Commander, many of the vessels were filled with

stones for the purpose of being sunk to choke up the harbour

occupied by the Dutch. Still the Chinese held out proposals
The Dutcli

fQj. peace, and the Dutch, seeino; them so much in earnest to
lelinquisli ^ ' ' &

the regain possession of the disputed islands, thought it prudent to

Islestand Consent to the terms offered. Towards the close of the year, a
settle 111 peace was concluded, agreeably to the conditions of which, the
Formosa. ' ' & j

Dutch evacuated Pehou, and took possession of the harbour of

Tayowan, in the Western part of Pekan or Formosa. By this

treaty the Dutch obtained the liberty of commerce demanded

with China ; but it does not appear that the Chinese consented,

or that at this time any demand was made on them, to lay re-

strictions on their trade with the Philippine Islands.

For the defence of their new establishment, the Dutch built

a fort and batteries. The fort they named Zealand. ' The
Harbour of i channel into the harbour of Tayowan was narrow and shallow,
layowan.

_

^
' the depth at high water being not more than 13 or 14 feet.

' When vessels were within the channel, they were protected

' from the winds in eveiy direction.' * Fort Zealand was on a

hill within cannon shot of the entrance of the harbour.

As a war station, Tayowan was much inferior to Pehou, both on

account of the uncertainty of being able to quit the port at short

notice, and its greater distance from the coast of China. Pehou

was a station which overlooked and could command the channel

on either side of the Ponghou Isles, and if it had continued in

* Voijage de Pan Rechteren. Hecueil. Vol. 9. p. 203,

the
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•the hands of the Dutch, the intercourse of the Portuguese of chap. 2.

Macao w\ih Japan, must have been carried on by a navigation 1624.

Eastward of Formosa. The retreat of the Dutch to Tai/owan,

left free the passage between the Ponghon Isles and China. The

Governor of the Philippine Islands, however, thought it necessary 1626.

for the protection of the trade between China and Manila, to ^
^pan'sh

^
. ^

Settlement

take possession of, and fortify, the Port of Kelang at the North at Kelang.

«nd of Formosa, y\'\\\c\\ was done in 1C26; whence hkewise, they

could make reprisals on the Hollanders.

For commercial purposes, Tayowan had advantages superior Advantages

to Pehou. The difference of distance from China was of no rj,^ rowan

material consequence; they were equally in the direct route

between Batavia and Japan ; and the Hollanders had exchanged

barren rocks (such are the Ponghou Isles) for an establishment

in a fruitful country, inhabited by a quiet well disposed people.

With respect to the China trade, no place out of the Empire

could afford convenience equal to the possession of a port like"

Macao. Yet this advantage, so much envied by the Dutch,

was accompanied with heavy drawbacks. A Memoir on the

state of the Dutch and Portuo-aese commerce with China, written

by a Hollander whilst the Dutch kept possession of Tayozoan,

contains the following remarks : ' The long residence of the

* Portuguese among the Chinese, has made them perfectly ac-

' qnainted with the merchandise of the country, and with the

* prices; they know better than other Europeans how to choose,

' or procure to be fabricated by the Chinese, the articles they

' want, whether for Japan, for the Indies, or for Portugal, as well

" with respect to fineness and size, as to patterns in figures. But
* the fortifications they have erected, have caused suspicions that

' they are contriving to act the same part in China, as they have

' done in Malacca and other parts of India ; and this has in-

' stigated the Chinese Governors and Mandarines to increase

* exactions on them, to cross them on many occasions, and to

Vol. hi. H * make
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CHAP. 2, t niake them consume their means in expences, so as nearly t*

1.626. ' produce a stoppage of all trade between them.'*

Candidlus. In 1 626, George Candidius, a Protestant Divine, was appointed

Minister to the Dutch Settlement at Tayowan. He took great

pains to introduce Christianity amongst the natives, and wrote a

description of Formosa and its inhabitants, as far as came within

his own knowledge ; in which was included some account of his

ministerial labours. This performance produced a demand from

the Governor of Tayowan^ Pieter Nuyts, that Candidius would

deliver his sentiments on the progress which might be expected

to be made in propagating the Gospel in Formosa ; and Can-

didius's reply. The small treatise containing the Description

and Reply, is worth the attention of all who are in any manner

concerned in Missionary undertakings. The principal points are

m substance nearly as follows. Candidius was ofopinion that both

the dispositions and circumstances of the people of Formosa were

favourable for their being converted to Christianity. With good

capacities, they were ignorant of letters ; their religious supersti-

tions rested only on tradition, or on customs to which they were not

strongly attached, and within the sixty years preceding, they had

undero-one almost a total change. No obstacles were to be

apprehended from their Civil Government. They were not a

imited people ; every village had its Council, of Elders, and

maintained or endeavoured to maintain itself independent.

Accordingly, Candidius remarks, they were not so much sub-

jected, to any authority as to be prevented from receiving

instruction and from embracing the form of worship they most

approved. AVhereas on the coast of Coromandel in the year

1.624,, and at the Molucca Isles in 1G26, in treaties made by the

natives with the Corapan}^, it was specifically stipulated that the

ll)uteh should not attempt to convert the natives, or to introduce

* Rec. (hs Voy, de la Comp. Tom. 9. p, 266».
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Rjiy alteration in matters of Religion, Candidius says, •= God cijap. a.

has blessed my labour in Formosa, so that in sixteen months
*'"'*"'>'"°'*^

residence to the present time, now fifteen days before Christmas

of this year 1628, part of which time was occupied in stud}'-. 162S.

ing the language, I have instructed 120 of the natives in the

Christian Religion, who know their prayers, and can answer

to the principal Articles of our Faith. And as the work is

begun, the place should never be destitute of teachers ; for a

year, or even six months of interruption in giving instructions,

must produce coldness, if not change. It is to be wished that

a Pastor who undertakes to labour at the conversion of the

Formosans would engage to pass his life among them ; or if

such cannot be found, that he should agree to remain among

them ten or twelve years. Half that time will be past before

he attains to a perfect knowledge and use of the language.

Enough indeed may be acquired in one year for comraoa

purposes ; but in preaching and giving instruction, it is re^-

quisite to speak both -with propriety and facility -, for when

attempted in imperfect language, ridicule or disgust may be

excited. It is on many accounts adviseable that the Pastors

should be married men, or that in undertaking this vocation

they should marry. The well bringing up their families would

be a most beneficial example, and joined to exhortation and

instruction would insure success. But if there could be found

a young man properly qualified, who would resolve to take a

wife of the country, and would devote himself for life to this

ministry, it is almost certain he would enjoy the great satisfac-

tion of rendering all the inhabitants of the island Christians,'

Some measures are recommended by Candidius, which are

exclusively applicable to the then existing state of intercourse

between the Hollanders and the inhabitants of the seven towns

or villages nearest to the Dutch Settlement ; and here Candidius

prguea more as the Servant of the Company than accovdiug to

» S the
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^cHAP^'^. the meek spirit of Christianity. Mild and equitable as his

sentiments are in other respects, he ad\ises the Conversion of

the Natives not to be trusted wholly to the slow progress of opi-

nion ; but ' to clear the road,' would employ the interposition

of an usurped civil authority to put down the worship of idols

;

professing to leave it open to the Natives, whether or not they

would embrace the Christian Religion ; as if it could be made

certain that compulsion once introduced, would stop at the

precise pre-determined limit. He advises also the obvious and

common method practised upon Indian nations, of cultivating

their friendship, especially that of the chief people, by kind

treatment : but the mode he recommends, has in it more of

delicacy and management than has generally been observed

on such occasions. Attention, he says, should be shewn them

by well timed invitations to eat and drink, and by occasional

small presents made when they would appear as civilities, and

-not as premeditated gifts.
'

One important principle pervades the whole of his treatise,

and constitutes its principal value. Instruction in the arts and

manners of civilized life, he esteems to be not less essential than

Religious instruction ; to which end he has recommended to his

countrymen, to associate and to intermarry with the Natives, to

teach them the use of letters, and to introduce among them

established laws for their Civil Government. In short, that

they should endeavour to make Religion and Civilization advance

hand in hand.

As long as the Hollanders remained in Formosa, the natives

were satisfied with their good faith, and yielded them willing

obedience. The number of Christians it is said daily augmented,

and Churches and Schools were multiplied. But the greattrade

carried on by the Dutch with Japan made their Governors in

India cautious of giving much encouragement to the con-

version of the Formosans, lest it should give ofience to the.9 - . Court
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Court of Japan; Christianity being then heavily persecuted in chap. 2.

that country.
,

It had been reported, and was generally believed, that there

were gold and silver mines in Formosa ; but as the Dutch in a

lon^ residence on the island obtained no information on that

head which they deemed worthy of notice, it uiay be suspected

they were not of much value.

As a tribute due to the memory of a great discoverer, it is -Peatli of

.proper to mention here, that in the year \625, died W. Cornelisz
-^chou-

Schouten, the companion of Jacob Le Maire, being then on

board an homeward bound Dutch East India ship at the Bai/

d'Ajitongil in Madagascar. lie was buried on shore at that place,

and a monument with an epitaph was placed over his grave.

In 1638, a Spanish ship named la Conception, in her passage 163S

from New Spain bound for Manila, was wrecked on One of the Spanish

Ladrone Islands. The natives behaved better on this occasion wrecked

than there could be reason to expect, considering the inditferent ^ ^! ^'^"^

' " Ladionej.
character which has so generally been ascribed to them by

Toyagers, They gave friendly assistance to those who were saved

of the Spanish crew, and endeavoured to alleviate their misfor-

tune by kind treatment.*

The year 1 638 is rendered remarkable by the heaviest calamity Massacre

with which it has pleased God to visit the followers of Chris- r^?^-
^^"^

i
_

-^ I ^ Christians

tianity since the death of our Saviour. This was a general ai Japan.

massacre of the Christians in Japan, Avhose number from the

first planting the Cross in that land had been continually on

the increase, insomuch that immediately previous to their down-

fall, it was estimated that the Christians, natives of Japaii,

amounted to nearly half a million of souls. The S})aniaids had

* HUt. lies Isles Marianes, par P, Ch. le Gobien. p. 62. Paris, 1700.

been
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en AP. c been expelled from Japan a few years before this tragical catas-

id^s!" trophe, and immediately after it, the Portuguese were expelled.

All merchandise the produce of Spain and Portugal, and of

their Colonies, was strictly prohibited, with a singular exception

in favour of Spanish wines for the use of the Court, which the

Dutch had liberty to import. The Dutch themselves, thence-

forward the only Europeans who have been allowed access to

Japan, were limited to a single port, and subjected to manj
strict and mortifying regulations,
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CHAP. HI.

Voyage of Captain Matthys Kwast to the Sea East of Japan*

npHE preceding Chapter was intended as introductory to a chap, j;

series of Voyages, which were undertaken in close succession *'-*'v"'*^

by the Hollanders ; some of them for the express purpose

of Discovery.

To avoid a Ijreak of connection;, the narrative of a Voyage

attributed to the Spaniards, and said to have beenf performed

within the time occupied by the Dutch Voyages alluded to, will

be deferred till it can be given without causing interruption.

The Hollanders being possessed exclusively of the Japan

trade, were encouraged to extend their views in that direction.

The Governor General at Batavia at this time was Antony Van
Diemen, a name which, will ever rank among the greatest pro-

moters of maritime discovery.. He and the Council at Batavia

determined on employing vessels to examine the Countries be-

yond Japan, and in 1639} two ships departed from Batavia^ 1639..

under the command of Captain Matthys Kwast,.who had orders

' to discover the East coast of Great Tartary, and also the

famous Gold and Silver Islands' The circumstance which sue:-

gested the last-mentioned object of Captain Kwast's Voyage,

appears in the account of a Voyage to Japan written by Henry

Hagenaar, a Clerk or Supercargo on board a Dutch ship ; who
being at Firando in September 1626, mentions that ' an Under
' Clerk named Verstegen, had written to the Governor General

* at Batavia, advising that search should be made in latitude

* 37° North, 400 leagues to the East [of Japa?i], for an Island

* where it was believed there was much gold. But,' adds

Hagenaar, ' search could not be made at that time fsjr want of

* proper, vessels, and because the season of the year was too fav

' advanced.
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advanced for the ships then nt Japan to be so employed. And
' moreover, the thing itself w.as considered to be very uncertain,

* because the Castilians sailed every year near the situation in-

' dicated. For which reasons, the matter was deferred/*

Captain Kwast's expedition failed, inasmuch as he neither

saw the coast of Tartary, nor made discovery of the Islands

sought' after. The circumstances of his voyage were therefore

not thought of sufhcient importance for his journal to be

printed. Some notices concerning his navigation have appeared

in different publications. Dirk Rembrantz Van Nierop, in a

Memoir concern'wg the discovery of a passage from Europe North-'

ward to the East Indies, says, ' the substance of Captain Kwast's

* journal, together with the writings of the Merchant that was

' with him, representing the condition of the said Island so

' rich in gold and silver, was as follows.' " That in 37°!:

" N latitude, about 400 Spanish [leagues] or 343 Dutch miles,

" that is, 28 degrees of longitude, to the East oi' Japan, there

" lay a very great and high island inhabited by a white, hand-

" some, kind, and civilised people, exceedmg opulent m gold

" and silver, as had been experimented many years since by a

*' Spanish ship sailing from Manila to l^ew Spain : insonmch

" that the King of Spain in the year 1610 or l6l l, for further

" discovery and to take possession of the same, get out a ship

" from Acapuico to Japan, which by ill conduct proved suc-

" ccssless."-!- The description here given of the great and high

Island so well inhabited, is to be understood merely as what

Captain Kwast and the Merchant (probably Verstegen) had

noted down from report, and not as the description of any thing

which thenpselves had seen ; for it is stated that * by reason of

* Jiec. des Voy, de. la Camp. Vol. ix. p.,421,

, I' Eeiiige oenmerkitigen op de Heixe henoordeti om na Cost India, by Dirk Rem-
brantz Van Nierop. Amstcrduiii, 10^4. Also iu the rtiilosaphkal Traiifcictiotts of

J674. N° 109.

several
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several vinfortnnate accidents, the two ships returned from their chap. 3,

voyage without finding what they went to seek/ Van Nierop's. ^^^9. '

knowledge concerning this voyage was derived from instructions,

which were given by the Council at Batavia to the Commandec

of a subsequent expedition ; in which instructions were recited

the above particulars of Captain Kwast's Voyage.

Mr. Witsen, who appears to have seen a Journal of the Voyage,,

gives the followiag account. ' In the year 1639, Matthys Kwast

* was sent by the Netherland Company towards the East in the

« latitude of 3-2°!, and farther Northward to 35, 371, ?8, 40,

^ and 4rN. Beina: 200 Dutch miles Eastward from Japan, he

* saw birds, sea weed, branches of trees, and other marks of

* being near land, witliout falling in Avith any, except that in

* 37°l he saw some land at a distance.

* In the latitude above mentioned, and 400, 500, and even

' 600 miles from Japan Eastward, he saw tokens of being near

' land, such as fish ; birds which came in multitudes from the

* North, flying Southward; sea gulls which cried amazingly

j

* and what was the most remarkable, a screech owl, which was

^ regarded as a certain indication that near this part must be

* situated unknown lands. Kwast did not go higher Northward,

* because he had not orders to go higher. This expedition was

^ founded upon a belief,^ that 400 miles East of Japan, in

* latitude 37°| N, there lies a great land or island. And some

•* Spanish accounts written in the time when the Spaniards traded

' to Japan, confirm, that between the latitudes 30° and 36 or

* 37' N, at 100, 150,. and 200 miles Eastward from Japan, there

^ lie several islands; which we could make appear both by

' writings and by charts.' *

If land v/as seen by Captain Kwast in 37°! N latitude^ his

discovery may be regarded as lost by the vague uncertain manner

* Noord en Oost. Tartary^:, door Nic. Witsen. p. 156* Edit. 1^05^

VoL.nr. I ia
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in which its distance from the coast of Japan is noticed. What

is known of the existence of islands near the situations last,

mentioned in the above extract from Mr, Witsen, has been

treated of in Vol. lid, chap. 1 5th, on the Islands Hica f/e Ora

and Uica de Flata, to which the reader is referred.

Captain Ivwast, though not a fortunate discoverer, was a good

Sea Commander. His death was occasioned by a wound received

in an engagement with a Portuguese galeon in the year I64is

mid is recorded in the History of the Puteh Governor Generals

in I?idia,
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CHAP. IV.

The Voyage of Captain Abel Jansen Tasman in the year 1642.

FTER the discovery of the Western coast of the Terra chap. 4,A-^^^ Austraks or Great South Land by Theodoric Hertoge, which

was in the year 1 6 1 6,the Hollanders endeavoured at various oppor-

tunities to obtain further knowledge concerning the country and

its extent, as well by their ships outward bound from Europe touch-

ing on different parts of the coast, as by vessels sent purposely

from their Eastern settlements to make examination. Before the

Presidentship of Governor Van Diemen, however, only the

Northern and Western coasts had been visited : and to that time

no limitation had been set by the track of any navigator to the

extent SouthAvard and Eastward of the Terra Australis.

In 1642, the Governor and Council at Batavia fitted out two

ships to prosecute the discovery of the South Land, principally

with a view to ascertain its extent. The command of this ex-

pedition was given to Captain Abel Jansen Tasman, and his

Voyage proved to be one of the most importance to geography

of any which had been undertaken since the first circumnaviga-

tion of the globe.

The history of this Voyage will here be given in the Com-
mander's own words, or, to speak more precisely, in a translation

of them from his Journal, concerning which some prefatory ex-

planation is necessary. In fact, all the published accounts of

Tasman's Voyage are derived from his own Journal. The earliest

extant, or at present known to have been published, is a very

abridged narrative in the Dutch language, entitled, een kort verhael

uyt het journael van den Kommander Abel Jansen Tasman int'

ontdekken van t'onbekende Suit Landt int Jare 1642 ; (i. e. A short

relation from the Journal of the Commander Abel Jansen Tasman,

in the Discovery of the Unknown South Land, in the year 164S!),

which was published at Amsterdam, in 1674; by Dirck Rem-
brantz Van Nierop. Translations of this abridgment Avere soon

after printed in most of the European languages. In 1726,

4- I 2 Valentyn

Introductor)'.
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CHAP. 4. Valentyn published the Voyage at greater length, accompanied

with charts and views, in the Illd volume of his East Indian

Descriptions. Mr. Dalrymple, from a comparison and examina-

tion of Valentyn with the accounts before published, drew up a

narrative of the Voyage, which, with a selection of the charts

and views from Valentyn, he published in his Historical Collection

of Discoveries in the Pacific Ocean.

Subsequent to the publication of Mr. Dalr3'mple's Historical

Collection, a manuscript Journal of Captain Tasman's, with

charts and views of the lands discovered by him, was brought

to this country, and was purchased of the then possessor

by Mr. Banks (the present Sir Joseph Banks) shortly after

his return from the South Sea. In Sir Joseph's Library it

has been preserved not merely as a curiosity. To facilitate

the means of information from so valuable a manuscript, he

procured it to be translated into English ; and the Dutch

original with the English translation are kept on the same

shelf in his Library. From these, with the permission of the

Right honourable owner, the account of Abel Jansen Tasman's

Voyage is now offered to the public. The English translation

was made in 1 776, by the Reverend Charles Godfrey Woide,

who was then Chaplain to His Majesty's Dutch Chapel at

St. James's Palace, and afterwards Under Librarian to the British

Museum, and is done with much care and judgment. Mr. Woide,

in a note, expresses his opinion that this Journal is not in

the handwriting of Captain Tasman, though he remarks the

manner of spelling to be of the time of Tasman's Voyage. He

makes the three following objections. ] st. That where Tasman's

name appears as a signature, it is accompanied Avith the word

' Onderstout' (UndersignedJ. sdly. He notices the entire omis-

sion of three days in the Journal ; and Sdly, he points out

some inaccuracies which appeared to him more like the mistakes

of a transcriber than of a journalist. Mr. Woide has given too

much weight to these objections. The word Onderstout accom-

4 panying
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panying the signatures, was a formality not unusually practised chap. 4,

by those who subscribed their names ; as appears by an example
^^''''^''^*^

in this same Journal, where the opinion of one of the steersmen

being demanded, is delivered in writing, ' Onderstoiit by myt

Pieter N. Dm/tz.' i.e. Undersigned by me, Picter N. Duytz.*

The charge of three days being omitted, is immaterial, froni

the circumstance of the ships being on the days in question

(Sept.gsd, S3d, and S4th, 164S,) at anchor in port,

"With respect to the distinction between the inaccuracies of

a transcriber and of a journalist, it is to be observed, that the

journalist is frequently his own transcriber. It is a common
practice with Voyagers, with Commanders especially, to keep

two Journals, the last written of which is a transcript from the

first, generally with additions or corrections as the journalist

thinks proper, and this, the latter written, is considered, not as

a copy, but as the fair Journal. Such, almost invariably, are

the Journals transmitted by Sea Commanders to their superiors.

The Manuscript in the library of Sir Joseph Banks, by the

manner in which it is concluded (which will be seen in its

place) has the appearance of being the Journal delivered by-

Captain Tasman to the Governor and Council at Batavia, But
nothing is a more convincing proof of this being an original

Journal than that the particulars of the navigation, from leaving

JjQtavia to Tasman's arrival at the scene of new discovery (a

part of his voyage which has little or nothing to attract curiosity,

or to repay the trouble of copying at length) are noted down
in as full and circumstantial a manner as the more important

occurrences and remarks when on the coast of newly dis-=.

^covered countries,

On comparing the Manuscript with Valentyn, nearly but not

all the charts and views in the Journal are found in Valentyn i

* HS, Journal. Februarj- the 14th, 1643.

but
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CHAP. 4- but the copier or engraver has at times varied from the original,

by substituting what he intended as improvements in heu of

supposed defects in the Journal. The figures in the original

drav/ings it is true arc so disproportioned as to be susceptible

of alteration without danger of swerving wider from the truth

;

but the alterations have extended in a few instances to views

of land, and to matters which relate to geographical positions,

in all which, a copy cannot be too scrupulously exact. Valentyn

has made another variation from the original, by relating all the

proceedings in the third person.

Such parts of the Journal as it would be wholly useless to

publish, are here omitted ; of which kind has been judged

nearly the whole of the nagivation from Batavia to the Island

Mauritms ; and generally, the common occurrences whilst not

in sight of land. Such curtailment does not reduce a journal

to an abstract, seeing the material parts are retained at length.

Where remark or explanation has appeared necessary, it is in-

troduced in the form of note at the bottom of the page, or

deferred till after the conclusion of the Journal.

The longitude is reckoned Eastward from the Feak of Tene-

riffe, (which is 16° 46'W of the Meridian of Greenwich, and was

nearly so estimated in Tasman's time). The distances are set

down in Dutch or German miles, 1 5 of which measure one degree.

A peculiarity in Tasman's Journal, of which it is proper the

reader should be timely advertised, is, that in the narrative of

occurrences, he begins and ends the day at midnight : but the

reckoning of the ship's course or route is kept from noon to

noon ; ilic latitude and longitude being set down for each day

at noon, with the course and distance made good from the

preceding noon.
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JOURNAL OR DESCRIPTION
By me Abel Jansz Tasmcin,

Of ft Voyage from Batavia for making Discoveries of the

Unknown South Land in the year 164£.

May God Almighty be pleased to give His Blessing

to this Voyage. Amen.

August the 14tb, we set sail from the road of Batavia in chap. 4.

the yacht Heemskirk, in company with the fly boat the Zeehaan, ,642.

for the Strait of Stinda ; and it was resolved (in Council) to ^"g"st.

sail from the said Strait SWbW to 14° South latitude ; after- Batavia.

wards to steer WSW to 20° S ; and afterwards, due West for

the Island Mauritius.

September the 4th, in the afternoon,wehad variation 22° 30'NW. September.

At the end of the first watch of the night we saw land ; where-

upon we shortened sail and lay to for the rest of the night.

The 5th, in the morning, we perceived the land to be the

Island Mauritius. We stood in, and anchored there about At the

9 o'clock in the morning. We had latitude 20° S, and our
j^jj^,j!|jj'jj^^

longitude by reckoning was 83° 48', we supposing ourselves to

be 50 miles Eastward from the Mauritius when we first savv it.

The 6th, we sent one of our mates, with three of our seamen,

and sis men from the Zeehaan, to the woods to assist the hunts-

men in catching game. At four this afternoon, the ship Arend

from the mother country anchored here. She sailed from the

Texel the 23d of April last. The Captain of the Arend reported

to the Commander on shore, Van Steelen, that he liad spoken

a French ship near the Island. The Commander therefore im-

mediately dispatched some people to the Northwest part of the

Island, being suspicious that the Frenchmen intended to cut

ebony there, which would not be allowed.

The 7th, we received from the shore eight goats and one hog.

We sent four of the goats to the Zeehaan ; and sent two more

men to assist the hunters.

The
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CHAP. 4. The 9th, we sent our carpenters on shore to cut timber.

164a. The lOth [and at other times afterwards] we received goats.

September.
^j^^| ^^^^ ^y^^^j ^1^^ shorc, half of which were sent to the Zeehaan.

At the

Island The 1 Sth. This day Ave sent fish to our people ia the woods.

Mauritius. i'i^q jg^h, the yacht Little Mauritius got under sail to fetch

ebony from a place to the Eastward, to be put on board the

Arend ; but she was prevented from getting out by the high wind.

The 21st, the Little Mauritius got out, having been detained

till now by a strong ESE trade wind.

The 25th, at day break we had a light breeze from NNE, and

afterwards it blew rather fresher from NVVbW, which is the first

land breeze we have had since we have been here at anchor.

Our chief steersman, Francis Jacobsz, and Mr. Gillemans, took

a draught of the land.*

The £6th, we held a Council, and we appointed the 4th day

of the next month for our departure from this Port.

October. October the 4th. This was the day fixed for our departure ;

but the wind being contrary, we were forced to lie still. We
sent our first steersman with the steersman of the Zeehaan

to sound the Easterly entrance of the Port, to examine if we

could pass that way ; but they found the depth, with the highest

spring tide, to be no more than 1 3 feet,

* This draught of the Mauritius SE Port, (a copy of which is annexed from

Captain Tasman'S Journal) has neither scale nor soundings. The different sketches

whicli have been publisihed of this Port, have less resemblance to each other than

might be expected, i^ccording to a plan in Van Keulen, from the Islands at the

South-eastern entrance, which is the entrance included in Tasman's sketch, to itie

fort, the distance is one- Dutch mile and a half. Van. Keulen lays down sufficient

depth of wateit in the Pur.t for ships, of any size ; and the smallest depth of watev

in the channel towards, the Eastern entrance, 3* fathoms. The chart published in

Viscount de Viinx's History of the Isle de France, makes the distance from the

islands at the SE eiiirauce to ryhere the Dutch Fort stood, nearly one-third less thaa

Van Keulen ; and the smallest dcptli between the two entrances, three fathoms. By
iihe observations of M d'Apres and the Abbe de la Caille, the Island Mauritius is ia

JiUiiudc from 19" ,58' &, to -^o" 3i'S; and the middle part in 57* 30' E longitude-

feojji. xjfxeiiuidi'.

The
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The 5th, our shallop went fishing, and returned with excellent chap. 4.

fish for all the ship's crew. ^q^^.

The oth, wc endeavoured to get through the SE channel, but October.

were obliged to give it up. Caught fish for all the crew.

The 7th, the wind continued Easterly. In the evening, we

came to anchor under the Islands which are before the Bay, and

had 17 fathoms muddy bottom. It is very difficult to get out

of this Bay, the South Easterly winds blowing here so continually.

No vessel ought to come in here unless for business.

The 8th, in the morning, we had a breeze from shore with

rainy weather. We weighed anchor, but the wind came con-

trary, and we were obliged to anchor again. About 8 o'clock,

the wind changed and blew from NEbE. We weighed anchoi', and Sail from

stood out South Eastward to sea : for M'hich the Lord be praised.
auntms.

This Island Mauritius, its South part, is in 20° I 2' S, and in

longitude 78° 47' E from Tenerife. We kept our course SSE.

The 9th, the Avind was from between the East and SE, and

we stood to the Southward.

The 12th, the variation was 23° 30' NW.
[After the 12th, the winds were variable, and the course was

directed South Eastward.]

The 27th, in the morning, Ave saw a great deal of duck weed.

We held a Council, and it was resolved to keep a man con-

stantly at the topmast head to look out ; and that whoever

first discovered land, sands, or banks under water, should

receive a reward of three reals and a pot of arrack. Our

latitude this day by account was 43° S, and our longitude

88° 6'. In the afternoon, we had variation 26° 45' NWesterly.

November the 4th, at noon, our latitude by account was November.

4S° 25' S. In the afternoon on comparing Avith the master and

the steersmen, we found our middle longitude* to be 107° 25',

* The longitude by the mean of all the reckonings.

Vol. III. Iv Saw
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CHAP. 4. Saw several patches of duck weed: Ave had a great many
^^^7^^ thunnies about the ship, and we also saw a seal, which made us
November, conjecture that some Islands might be hereabouts. At nio-ht

we shortened sail.

The 6th, we had a storm from the West, with hail and snow

:

the weather very cold. At noon, latitude 49° 4' S. longitude

114° 56'. The variation was 26°.

The 7th, the wind was Westerly with hail and snow. This

morning we held Council ; and the following was delivered to

us by our first Pilot, as the advice of himself and the Steersmen.

' According to the large map of the South Sea, the Eastern

' part of the Salomon Isles is in 205°; the longitude beginning

' with the Piko de Teneriffe, being at present used by every body.

' The longitude of Batavia is V^t" 5'; and the longitude of Hoorn
' Islands 185° 45'. This is our advice : that we should keep to

' the parallel of 44° S latitude till we have passed 1
50° longitude

:

* and then make for latitude 40° S, and keeping in that parallel,

' to run Eastward to 220° longitude : and then steering North-

' ward, search with the trade wind from East to West for the

' Salomon Islands. We imagine if we meet with no main-land

' till we come to 1
50° longitude, we must then meet with Islands.

' Undersigned, Francis Jacobsz.'

Whereupon we resolved with our Council and Steersmen to

steer NE to latitude 45° or 44° S.

The 1 0th, we had fine weather. We supposed our latitude to

be 44° S; but at noon we found we were in 43* 20'. Longitude

126' 45'. The variation was 21° 30' NWesterly. The sea ran

very high from the SW, and sometimes from the SE.

The 1 7th, we continued to see much sea weed floating. The

sea still ran high fiom the SW, wherefore we presume that there

is no large tract of land to the South. Latitude at noon 44° 1
5'.

Longitude 147° 3'. We believed we had already passed the

South
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South land at present known, or that we were at least as far chap. 4.

Eastward as Pieter Nuyts had been. 1642.

The 18th, we saw whales. The variation was 1
2° NWesterly. November.

During the night, we lay to, and at day-liglit sailed on again

Eastward.

The 19th, our latitude at noon was 4.5° 5' S. Longitude

153° 34' E. In the morning the variation was 8° NWesterly.

The sad, at noon, we found the latitude 42° 49'. Our longi-

tude 160° 34'. Our compass was not steady as it should be. It

may be that there are loadstones hereabouts, as our compasses

do not stand still within eight points. There is something which

keeps the needle in continual motion.* We have found the

great NW variation decrease very suddenly.

The £;3d, found our latitude at noon 42° 50'. Longitude 162*31'.

The 24th, we had fine weather and a clear sky, with light wind 24th.

from SW and South. Held our course EbN. At noon found

the latitude was 42° 23' S. Longitude 163° 31'. In the afternoon. Land

about four o'clock, we saw land bearing EbN, distant from us
«iiscovered.

by conjecture ten miles. The land was very high, and towards

evening we saw high mountains to the ESE, and to the NE two

smaller mountains. Qur compass here stood right. We had a

light breeze from SE, and resolved to run off in. the night five

hours to sea, and then to run back again towards the land.f- W^e

sounded in the night, and had ground at 1 00 fathoms, fine white sand

with small shells. We sounded afterwards, and had black gravel.

The 25th, in the morning, it was calm. Towards noon, the wind

came from SE, and afterwards from the South. We steered towards

the shore, and about five o'clock in the afternoon were within

three miles, and had soundings at 60 fathoms, the bottom coral.

We ran nearer the coast, and at one mile distance had fine white

* A similar instance of unsteadiness in the needle was obsevved near Cape Home
by the Nassau Fleet.

t The track on Captain Tasman's chart of Van Diemen's Land, is not so minutely

dra^Yn as to shew all the variations of course mentioned in the Journal.

K 2 small
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Piemen's
Land.

small sand. The coast here lies NbW and SbE, and is level. We
r were here in latitude 42° 30', and middle longitude 163° 50'.

1642. ' »
November. When jou come from the West, and find the NW variation sud-

Is named (je^ly decrease, you may then look out for the land. Near the

coast here, the needle points true North. As this land has not

before been known to any European, we called it Antony Van

Diemens Land, in honour of our High Magistrate the Governor

General, who sent us out to make discoveries. The Islands near

us we named in honour of the Council of India, as you may

see by the little map we made.

The 26th, we had Easterly wind with rain, and did not see

the land. At noon, we hoisted the flag to speak the Zeehaan,

and ordered Mr. Gillemans to come on board, to whom we de-

clared the reasons mentioned in a letter, which we gave him to

shew to Gerrit Janszoon, the master of the Zeehaan, and to the

mates ; and which is as follows.

' The Officers of the Zeehaan are directed to mark in their

' Journals, longitude 163° 50' for the land we saw yesterday, which

' we found it to be upon comparing our accounts ; and therefore

' we have fixed this longitude, and shall begin again n'om here to

* reckon the longitude. The Commander of the Zeehaan is to

• give this order to the steersmen. The maps also made of this

' land should place it in longitude 163° 50' as before mentioned.

' Undersigned, Abel Jansen Tasman.'

At noon, we judged our latitude to be 43° 36' S. Longi-

tude 163° 2'.

The 27th, in the morning, we saw the coast again. The wind

was NE, with foggy rainy weather. We steered ESE. Our

latitude at noon by account 44° 4' S. Longitude 164° 2'. At

the fourth hour of the night, it being very dark, we lay to.

The 28th, in the morning, we made sail Eastward. Saw the

land NE from us, and stood towards it. The direction of the

coast is here SEbE and NWbW. At noon, our latitude we

3 supposed

27111.

28th.
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supposed 44° 12' S; longitude 165° 2'. The wind NW, alight cHAp.4.

breeze, fn the evening, we came near three small Islands, one ig.,,_

of which has the shape of a lion's head, and is about three November.

miles from the niain land. During the night we lay to. Diemen's

The 29th, in the morning, we were still near the clilF which Land,

is shaped like a lion's head. We sailed along the coast which ex-
^^'^'

tends here East and West. Towards mid-day we passed two cliffs,

the Western of which resembles the Pedrabranca near the coast

of China. The Eastern has the appearance of a high mishapeii

tower, [Hooge plomp Tore], and is about four miles fiom the

large land. We passed between this cliff and the main land.

At noon, our latitude by account was 43° 53' S. Longitude

166° 3'.* We continued our course along the coast, and about

five in the afternoon, we came near to a Bay which seemed to be

a good Road, and we resolved to make for it. When we were

almost in the Bay, a storm arose which obliged us to take in sail,

and return to sea, it not being possible for us with so much

wind to anchor the ships.-f-

The 50th. We had been driven so far off in the night, that at

daylight we could scarcely see the land. We had variable winds

this day, and endeavoured to get in with the shore. At noon,

the land bore NW^ from us.

December the 1st, we found our latitude at noon 43° lO'S, December,

our longitude 167° 55'. In the afternoon, we had an Easterly

* According to Tasman's Chart and the situation here noted, the ship was
advanced at noon, near 4 leagues to the East or ENE bej'ond the two Cliffs.

t The Bay from which Tasman was thus forced by a storm, is named in hi*

chart Stoorm Bay. The anchorage he aimed at, is the same where Captain
Furneaux stopped in 1773, and which he named Jdxentitre Bay. In Tasman's
genera] sketch of Van Diemen's Land, there is no mark of any inlet or arm of the

sea running into the land ; but hi a separate plan which he has given of Stoorm
Baij, openings are left in the coast ; and also Westv^ard of the Bay, the coast is

drawn receding Northward, corresponding with the discovery made in 1792, by
M.D'Entrecasteaux, of a Strait or passage through to the NE, which separates the

SW part of the land forming Tasman's Utoorm Bay from the otlier part of Van
Diemen's Land.

breeze,

1st.
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1642.

December.

Van
Diemen's
Land.

2d.

Frederik

Hendrik's

Bay.

breeze, and an hour after sunset, Ave anchored in a good port in

22 fathoms, the bottom fine hght grey sand.

The £d, early in the morning, we sent our first steersman with

our shallop, and a boat of the Zeehaan well armed, to a Bay

a good mile towards the North West from us, to look for fresh

water, refreshments, or any other things. They returned three

hours before night, and brought some greens of a kind which

grow at the Cajje of Good Hope and may be used in tlie place

of wormwood ; and some of another kind which was long and

saltish like sea parsley (' Pieter Cel/j du mair). The steersman

and the mate of the Zeehaan gave the following account.—They

rowed round the point a good mile, where they found good

fresh water, but which flowed so slowly, that whilst they staid

they could get only one pailful. I'he greens, such as they

brought, grew in great quantity. They heard human voices,

and a sound like that of a trumpet or little gong not far off,

but ihc}'^ could see nobody. They saw two trees which were

each from two to two and a half fathoms big,* and tall from

the ground to the branches 60 to 65 feet. The bark had been

taken off with flint stones, and steps were cut for people to

climb up to search the nests of the birds. These steps were

full five feet one from the other, whence it was conjectured that

the people here must be very tall, or that the^' used some artifice

in climbing. They observed on the ground the traces of some

animals resembling the marks made by the claws of a tiger

;

and they brought on board the excrements of some quadruped,

as we supposed. They also brought pieces of good looking

gums, which dropped from the trees, some like the gumma lacca.

At the East corner of this Bi«y, they had soundings at 13

and 14 feet: the tide ebbed and flowed about three feet. Before

the said corner they saw people; and some wild ducks, and

I'hey took no fish except muscles which stuck to littlegeese.

* Most probably in circumference.

bushes.
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bushes. The country was all over furnished Avitli trees which chap. 4.

stood thin, so that one might pass through every where, and 1642.

distinguish objects at a distance, without hindrance from bushes I*^'^'-''"'^'^'"-

or underwood. Many of the trees were burnt deep in near the Diemen's

ground. Smokes also were observed rising in several places Land*

in the woods.

The 3d, we went Avith our shallop to the SE part of this 3d.

Bay, where we found water, but the land was lov/ and the water

saltish. In the afternoon, we went to a little Bay WSW from

our ships ; but it came to blow, and the surf was high. We
however let our carpenter swim to the shore, where he set up a

post, and left the Prince's flag flying upon it. This was nigh

to four remarkable trees which stand in form of a crescent.

When the carpenter had erected the post with the flag, he swam

back to us through the surf, and we returned on board. In the

evening, we observed 3° NE variation. We lay at anchor here

in 43° S latitude, and longitude 167° 30'.*

The 4th, in the morning, we got under sail, with a NW wind, 4th.

and steered to the Northward as close as we could, that we

might look for a watering place. In the evening we saw a

round mountain about eight miles NNW from us. We kept

* Names are not given in tlie Journal to the Bays or Capes seen of this land,

or to the Islands near it. It is probable they were afterwards assigned on making

the charts. In the chart of the Baj' where Tasman anchored is inserted the name
Fredeiik Hendrik's Bay, but disposed in such manner as to cause a belief that it

was applied only to the inner harbour; which the boats visited on December the 2d.

In 1772, M. Marion anchored in the same Bay in which Tasman had anchored so

many years before; and it appears in the short account published of his Voyage,

that' he considered it, to be the Frederik Hendtik's Ba^/ of Tasman. The late

French charts however, apply the name solely to the inner port, which seems to

have been the intention of the first discoverers ; and to the anchorage of Abel

Tasman and Marion, assign the name of Marion's Bat/.

By some mistake in Valentyn, tlie ship's place on the ist of December at noon,

is given for the situation of Frederik Hendrik's Bay. The chart of fan Diemeti's

Land, likewise, in Valentyn, though the outline of coast is the same as in I'asman's

chart, is marked differently in longitude, and not agreeing with the Journal.

our
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CHAP. 4. our course close to the wind NEastward. Several smokes of

"•^-^-^^^
fii-es were seen alons: the coast all the day. Here I should give

1(342. ^
Beccniber. a description of the extent of the coast, and the Islands near

it; but I hope to be excused, and refer for brevity's sake to the

Map made of it and joined herewith.

5tii. The 5th, we kept our course as before, and lost sight of the

Quit Van land, the part last seen being the round mountain, which was

La'lld?
* then due West, six miles from us. AVe assembled the Council,

and resolved to keep our course Eastward to longitude 195".

At noon, our latitude was by account 41° 34' S. Longitude 169°.

nth. The llth, the variation was 7° NEasterly.

i2tli. The i2th, we had a high sea from the SW.

i3tl.. The 13th, our latitude was 42° lO'S. Longitude 188° £3'.

Other Land 'fowards noon, we saw a large high land about 13 miles SSE
discovered. ,^^ , , •. i . .1 • j t 1 4. 1

from us. We steered towards it, but the wmd was light and

variable. In the evening, we had a breeze, and steered East.

14th. The 1 4th, at noon, we were about two miles from the shore.

Our latitude was 42° lO'S; longitude 189° 3'. This is a high

double land. We could not get sight of the tops of the moun-

tains for dark clouds. We sailed along the coast Northward,

so close that we could see the waves break on the shore. We
Staten had soundings at two miles distance, 55 fathoms grey sand. Li

Land.*
^j^^ evening and night it was calm, and a current set from the

WNW which made us approach ttie shore, so we anchored with

our stream anchor in 28 fathoms, muddy bottom,

i5tli. The 15th, in the morning, having a light wind, we weighed

and stood farther from shore, and then kept our course North-

ward. At noon our latitude w^as 41° 40' S; longitude 189° 49'.

We did not perceive any people, or the smokes of fires upon

the land : and we could see that near the sea-coast the land

was barren.

* So \yas this discovery at first named ; but afterwards, New Zealan d.

The
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The l6tli, we had little wind. Latitude at noon 4o° 58' S. chap. 4.

At sunset, we found variation 9° 23' NEasterly. The Northern jg^a.

extremity of the land in sight bore EbN from us. We steered December,

towards it NE and ENE. In the second watch, we had ^and!

soundings at 60 fathoms, fine grey sand. jg^i^

The 17th, at sunrise, we were about one mile from shore, 17th.

and saw smoke rising in different places. At noon, latitude by

account 40° 32' S ; longitude 190° ^7'. In the- afternoon we

sailed EbS, along a low land full of sand hills ; having sound-

ings at 30 fathoms deprh, black sand. At sunset we anchored

in 17 fathoms, near a sandy point of land, within which we saw

a large open Bay, three or four miles wide. From this sandy

point, a shoal or sand bank runs off a mile to the ESE, which

lies under water, with six, seven, and eight feet depth : when

3'ou have passed this shoal, you can enter the Bay.* Variation

here 9° NEasterly.

The 18th. In the morning we weighed anchor, and stood isth.

into the Bay ; our shallop and a boat of the Zeehaan going in

before us to look for good anchorage and a watering place. At

sunset it was calm, and we cast anchor in 1 5 fathoms, good Moorde-

muddy ground. An hour after sunset, we saw several lights
"^^^^sBay.

on the land, and four vessels coming from the shore towards

us. Two of these were our own boats. The people in the

other two called to us in a strong rough voice. What they said,

we did not understand ; however, we called to them again in

place of an answer. They repeated their cries several times,

but did not come nearer than a stone's throw : they sounded

also an instrument which made a noise like a Moorish trumpet;

and we answered by blowing our trumpet. This was done on

* In a view given in the Manuscript Journal of the coast at tliis part, a remark

is inserted that this slioal or banii extends three miles Eastward and Southward

t)-om the sandy point. The Chart, howevej-, agrees with what is said in the Journal,

as above.

Vol. III. L both
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CHAP. 4- both sides several times. When it grew dark, they left oif,

1642. and went away. AVe kept good watch all night, with our
December.

^.^^^
Stateu

Land. The 19th, in the morning, a boat of the natives having

In Moorde- 13 ^-jgn in it. Came near our ship ; but not nearer than a stone's
naar's Bay.

1 • i t_ j
]

throw. They called to us several times, but then' language had

nothing in it like to the vocabulary of the Salomon Islands given

to us by the General and Council at Batavia. These people,

as well as we could judge, were of our own common stature,

strong boned, and of a rough voice. Their colour is between

brown and yellow ; their hair black, which they tie up on the

crown of the head, like to the Japanese, and wear a large white

feather upright in it.* Their vessels were two narrow long canoes

fastened together, upon which, boards were fixed to sit on.

Their paddles were more than a fathom long, and were pointed

at the end. Their clothing seemed to us to be of mats, or of

cotton : but most of them Avent with their breast naked.

We showed them fish, linen, and knives, to invite them to

come to us ; but they would not, and at length rowed back to

the land. In the meantime, the Officers of the Zeehaan came

on board us, and we resolved to go nearer to the shore with

our ships, as here is good anchorage, and the people seemed to

be desirous of our friendship. Immediately after we had taken

this resolution, we saw seven vessels coming from the shore. One

of them in which were 17 men, came very quick, and turned

round behind the Zeehaan. Another with 13 stout men came

within half a stone's throw of our ship. They called out one

to the other several times. We showed them, as before, white

linen : but they lay still. The Master of the Zeehaan, Gerard

Janszoon, who was on board of our ship, ordered his boat, in

which were a quarter-master and six seamen, to go to his ship,

* This part of the New Zealandcr's dress is omitted in the drawing. In Valentyn

it has been supphed on the authority of the narrative,

to
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to carry directions to the mates to keep on their guard, and that chap. 4.

in case these people should come along side, not to allow too 1642.

many of them to enter the ship at one time. ^Vlien the Zee- l^^^'^'uber.

haan's boat put off from our ship, the natives in the p7-aws or Land,

canoes nearest to us, gave a loud call to those who were behind InMoorde-

the Zeehaan, and made a signal with their paddles, the meaning "^'^ ^^'

of which we could not guess. But when the boat of the

6 Zeehaan had gone quite clear from our ship, the canoes of the

natives which were bet\» een our two ships made furiously towards

her, and ran with their beaks violently against her, so as to make

her heel and take in water; and the foremost of these villains,

Avith a blunt pointed pike, gave the quarter-master, Cornelius

Joppe, a violent blow in his neck which made him fall over-

board. The others then attacked the rest of our boat's crew

with their paddles, and with short thick clubs (which we had in

the begmning supposed to be clumsy pat'angs'^) and overcame

them. In this scuffle, three of the Zeehaan's men were killed,

and one was mortally wounded. The quarter-master and two

seamen swam for our ship, and we sent our boat which took them

up alive. After the fight, these murderers took one of our

dead people into their canoe : another of our dead men fell

overboard and sunk. They let the boat go. Our ship and the

Zeehaan fired at them with our muskets and guns, but we did

not hit them, and they paddled away to the shore. We sent

our boat to bring back the boat of the Zeehaan, wherein we

found one of her men dead, and one mortally wounded.

After this, there could no friendly intercourse take place be-

tween us and the natives, nor could we hope to obtain water or

refreshments here; so we Aveighed anchor and set sail. When

we were under sail, twenty-two of their boats put off from the

shore and advanced towards us. Eleven of them were full of

people. When they were come within reach of our guns, we

* Farangs are kaives used in some parts of the East Indies for cutting wood.

L 2 ^ '^ fii'ed
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c H A r. 4. fired two shot at them, but without effect. The Zeehaan fired

1642. also, and hit a man in their foremost canoe, who was standing
December, ^y-^^^ ^ white flag in his hand, so that he fell down. We heard

Land. our grape shot clash against their canoes, but we know not what

the effect was, except that it caused them suddenly to retreat

towards the shore, where they lay still and did not come to-

wards us again.

We named tiiis Bay Moordcnaar's Bay, [i. e. Murderer's Bay^

The part in which Ave anchored is in 40° 50' S latitude, and in longi-

tude 191° 30'. Variation there, 9° 30' NEasterly. From Moorde-

naars Bay we steered ENE ; but during the night we sailed

backward and forward, having soundings from 26 to 1 5 fathoms.

This is the second Land discovered by us. AVe naijied it

Stattn Land in honour of the States General. It is possible

that this land joins to the Staten Land ;* but it is uncertain.

It is a very fine countr}^, and we hope it is part of the Unknown,

South Continent.

20th. The 20th, in the morning, we saw land nearly all round us, so

that we have sailed perhaps 30 miles into a Bay. We at first

thought the place where we had anchored M'as an Island, and

that we should find a clear passage [Eastward] to the Great

South Sea; but to our great disappointment we find it other-

wise. The wind being from the Westward, we did all in our

power to turn to windward to get back the way we had come.

At noon Ave Avere in latitude 40° 5l' S. Longitude 192° 55'. In

* Meaning the Staten Land to the East of the Tierra del Fuego, discovered and

so named by Schouten and Le Maire. The supposition that both Sclioiiten and

Le Maire's discovery and his own might form part of one and the same great

Continent, led Tasman to apply the name on the present occasion ; and singularly

enough, in the last year in which it could have been allowable : for in the year

•which next followed, the Expedition of liendnk Brower to Chili, deprived Schouten

and Le Maire's Staten Land of the honour of being any longer conjectured to be

Continental Land. And Tasman's Staten Land being thereby proved a separate

Land from Scliouten and Le Maire's discovery, its name was, not long afterwards,

changed for that of I^ew Zealani), wliichnarae it still retains.

the
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the afternoon it was calm, and the current ran strong into the chap. 4.

Bav. The land all around seems to be good fine land. The 1642.

sea coast is low, but the land within is high enough. We found ^^^^^ ^''

a muddy anchoring ground, at 60, 50, and to 15 fathoms depth, Land.

about U or 2 miles from shore. We had light Avinds all the

afternoon.

The iilst, in the second watch of the night, a breeze came 21st.

from the West, and we sailed Northward. A¥e found the coast

of tlie Northern land to extend towards the NW. In the

mornma:, it began to blow fresh. After breakfast we put about,

and stood towards the South coast. Towards evening, Ave ran

for shelter within a small Island Avhich we brought to bear

NNW of us, and then cast anchor in 33 fathoms, the bottom

sand and shells. We had other Islands and cliffs near us. Our

latitude here was 40° 50', and longitude 192° 37'.* It blew so

hard in the night that we let go another anchor and 'got doAvn

the topmasts, as did the Zeehaan.

The 22d and 23d, the gale continued strong from the NW, 22d. 23d.

with dark foggy weather. The Zeehaan was almost forced from

her anchors.

The 24th, in the morning, it was calm. The Officers of the 24th.

Zeehaan came on board our ship, and proposed that if the

wind and weather would permit, we should examine if there is

any passage through this Bay, as the Hood tide was observed to

come from the SE.-f

The 25th, the weather looked still very dark, and we remained 25th.

at anchor.

The i^6th, in the morning, the wind came from ENE. We 26th.

o-ot under sail, and held our course North, and afterwards NNW,
intendiuff to sail round this land Northward.

* The situation here mentioned in the Journal is a quarter of a degree more

Northerly tlian the anchoring place marked on the Chart.

t The unfavoiTible apjjearance of the weather stems to have prevented Tasman

from making the proposed examination.

The
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1642.

December.

Stateu

Land.

27th.

28 th.

iiQth.

30th.

31st.

1043.

January.

2d, 3d.

5tli

The 27th, we had a strong breeze from SW. At noon, our

latitude Avas 38° 3S' S. Longitude 190° 15'. After noon we
steered NE [to get in Avith the land]. Variation 8° 20' NE.

The 28th, at noon, we saw a high mountain EbN from us,

which at first we took to be an Island, but we found it was a

part of the main land, and that the coast here extends as much
as I could observe North and South. This mountain is in 38*

S latitude. Our latitude at noon, by account, Avas 38° 2'. Longi-

tude 192° 23'. At five miles from the shore we had soundinos in

50 fathoms, fine sand mixed with cia3^ In the night it blew hard.

The 29tb, Ave had a fresh gale. Latitude at noon 37° 17'S.

The 30th, the Aveather became moderate, Avind WNW. At

noon our latitude Avas 37° S. Longitude 191° 55'. We sailed

!NE, and toAvards evening saw the land again, bearing NE and

NNE ; Ave therefore steered more to the North.

The 31st, at noon, found our latitude 36" 45' S : longitude

191° 46'. The coast here lies SE and NW. This land is in some

places high; and in some full of sand hills. In the evening we were

three miles from shore. Had soundings in the night at 80 fathoms.

January 1st, i643. This is an even coast, Avithout shoals or

banks, but there is a great surf on the shore. Latitude at

noon 36° 12' S,

The 2d, and 3d, running Northward along the coast.

The 4th. This morning we Avere near a Cape of land, and had

an Island NWbN from us. We hoisted the vvhite flag for the

Officers of the Zeehaau to come on board, and we resolved to

stand for the Island to look for fresh water and greens. We find

a strong current setting Westward, and much sea from the NE,

from Avhich Ave hope to find a clear passage Eastward. In the

evening Ave were near the Island, but could not observe that

any thing Ave Avanted might be got here.

The 5th, in the morning, Ave had little Avind and a calm sea.

About noon, Ave sent Francis Jacobsz in our shallop, and the

3 supercargo.
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supercargo, Mr. Gillemans, in the Zeebaan's boat to the Isiand? chap. 4.

to try if fresh water could be got. In the evening, they re-
^'*^'^'*^

turned, and reported that they had been at a safe small Bay January.'

where fresh water came in abundance from a high mountain ; ^^
1^.''^

Kojiingea
but that there was a great surf on the shore, which would make island.

watering there troublesome and dangerous. They rowed farther

round about this Island to look if there was any more con-

venient place. Upon the highest mountain of the Island, they

saw 35 persons who were very tall, and had staves or clubs.

Tiiese people called to them in a strong rough voice- When
they walked, they took very large strides. On other parts of

the Island, a few people Avere seen here and there, which with

those already mentioned, were thought to be all, of nearly all

the inhabitants of the Island. Our people saw no trees, nor

did they observe any cultivated land, except that near the fresh

water there were some square plots of ground, green, and very

pleasant ; but of what kind the greens were, they could . not

distinguish. Two canoes were drawn up on the shore.

In the evening, we anchored in iO fathoms, good ground, a

musket shot distant from the Island. [On the North side.]

The 6th, in the morning, we put water casks in the two

boats, and sent them to the shore. As they rowed towards the 6th.

land, they saw tall men standing in different places, with long

staves like pikes in their hands, who called to our people. There

was much surf at the watering place, Avhich made landing

difficult ; and between a point of the Island and another very high

clitT or little Island, the current ran so strong against the boats that

they could scarcelystem it: for which reasons the Officers held

counsel together, and not being A\'illing to expose the boats

and the people, they returned to the ships. Before we saw them

coming back, we had fired a gun and hoisted a flag as a signal

for them to return. This Island we named T>ne Kojiingen Eyland,

i, e. Three Kings Island ; [on account of this being the day of the

Bpiphamj.'] It is in latitude 34° 25' S, and longitude 190° 40'.

We
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1643.

January.

Sail from
Staten

Land.

10th.

10th.

Pylstaart

Island.

20th.

We called the Officers of the Zeehaan on board, and it was

resolved in Council, to sail Eastward to longitude 220°, and thea

to steer North ; and afterwards to get sight of the Cocos and

Hoorne Islands, In the afternoon, we had the wind ESE, and

steered NE. At sunset, Diie Kojiingeti Island bore SSW distant

six or seven miles ; the clifl^s and the Island bearing NE and SW
ene from the other.*

The 7th, 8th, and 9th,f steered to the NE, with light East

and ESE winds. A swell from the SE.

The lOth, found our latitude at noon sTes'S. Longitude

1-92° 43'. The variation 10° 30' NEasterly.

[From the 10th to the 19th, the winds were variable ; the

courses sailed were towards the NE.]

January the 1 9th, at noon, our latitude was 22° 49' S. Longi-

tude 203° 27'. About two o'clock this afternoon, we discovered

land bearing EbN about eight miles from us. We could not

get near it, the wind being from the SE and blowing fresh. It

is a high Island, not more than two or three miles in circum-

ference, and in the situation it was from us, it resembled the

breasts of a woman. It is in latitude 22° 55' S, :|: and longitude

204° 1 b\ We called it Fylstaart Eylandt, [Tropic Bird Islana] as

we saw many of those birds near it. § The variation there was 7° 30'.

The 20th. At sunrise, the Island we saw^ yesterday was still

in sight, SSW from us, six miles. At noon, found we were in

latitude 21° 50' S. About one hour past noon, we saw other

land bearing East from us, distant eight miles. We made

towards it, and at night took in sail and lay to.

* This was not an observed, but an estimated bearing. By tlie cliff's (Clippen) are

meant the small isles and rocks SWestward of Diie Koriingen Is/and.

f 'Hie Journal contains no remark of land being in sight on any of these three days.

% This latitude does not correspond with the noon latitude, it being evident the

Island is more Northerly than the ship's situation at noon, late observations give

the latitude of this Island 22»23'3o"S.

§ Pyl-flacrt or Pi/l-siaart signifies Arrow-tailed, and is the name by which the

,H«llaiulers distinguish the bird we call Tropic Bifd.

The
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The 21st, in the first of the mornuig, it was cahn. An Island chap. 4.

bore from us EbS, distant five miles. Another Island lay to the 1641.

North of it. ^Ve sailed to the N^Y part of the Northern Island,
•^^'J\"^[>'

where we cast anchor in 25 fathoms, coral bottom. Here we Amstodam

lay in 21° 20' S latitude, and in longitude 205° 29'. These two ^''''"'^'

Islands lie about SE and NW one from the other, and one

mile and a half apart. The SE Island is the highest: the

Northern Island is like Holland, and we named it Amster-dam,

for we found plenty of refreshments here. The Southerly Island

we named Middleburgh.*^ At noon, three men [natives] came

in a small boat or canoe near our ship. The}' were of a brown

colour, and naked except a poor covering round the waist.

They were taller than our conunon stature, and two of tliem

had Ions: thick hair : the other had his hair cut very short. They

called out loud to us several times ; and we did so to them. We
showed them some white linen, and threw a piece about three

yards long into the water to them. They came towards it with

their canoe, but it began to sink, and was already deep in the

water when one of them jumped out of the canoe and dived

after it. He was a long time under water, and at length came

up with the linen. He put it several times upon his head as a

sign of thankfulness. They then came a little nearer to ihe

ship, and we tied two spike nails, a small Chinese looking-glass,

and a string of beads, to a piece of wood, and put it overboard,

which they took up, and in return reached to us with a long

stick one of their fish-hooks and a small fishing-line. The fish-

hook was made of shell, and like a small anchovy. They laid

the looking-glass and the beads several times upon their heads,

and one of them hung the spike nails round his neck. But as

the shutter was before the looking-glass so that they could not

* Tlic Northern, which is the largest of the two Islands, is called by the natives

Tonrfu-tabu : the other Eooa. Tonga-tabu is the principal Island of the group

which Captain Cook named the Friendli/ Islands.

Vol. III. M look
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CHAP. 4- look in it, we reached them another, which they looked in and

1643. laid on their heads. We shoAved them an old cocoa-nut and
Januaiy.

^ fowl^ and asked them from our Vocabulary for hogs, and fresh
Amsterdam

' "
,

Island, water; but we did not make them understand us. At Jast, they

left us and went on shore, and it seemed to us as if they went

for the purpose of fetching something for us. In the afternoon,

we saw many people running along the shore with white flags,

vv'hich we took to be meant for signs of peace, and we haisted

a white flag at our stern; whereupon four strong men in a small

canoe carrying a white flag, put off from the shore and came

on board us. The men were painted black from the middle to

the thighs, and they had coverings of leaves round their necks.

The}^ delivered to us some cloth made of the bark of a tree;

and the white flag they fixed on the stem of our boat. We
judged from their gift, and by their canoe being better than the

common ones, that they came from the King or Chief of the

Country; and we gave them in return, a looking-glass, a knife,

a piece of linen, and two spikes. We filled a wine-glass with

wine, and drank it, to show them that it was nothing hurtful,

and then filled the glass again and gave it them : but they threw

out the wine, and took the glass with them on shore. In a short

time after, a great many canoes came to the ships, bringing

cocoa-nuts, for which we gave old nails in exchange, at the rate

of three or four cocoa-nuts for a double spike. Besides those

who came in the canoes, several of the natives swam from the

shore, bringing things to exchange. Presently, a grave old man
came on board of us, to whom the other Islanders showed much
respect, so that he seemed to be their Chief. We conducted

him to our Cabin. He paid us his respects, by bowing his head

upon our feet ; and we did him honour our way. We showed

him a cup of fresh water, and he made signs that there was

fresh water on shore. We made him a present of a piece of

liiien and several other things. This afternoon we detected one

of
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of the natives in stealing a pistol and a pair of gloves belong- chap. 4.

ing to the "Master of our ship. "VVe took the things from him jg^^.

without anger. January..

,XT, • 1 , /• .1 Ainsterdaii

When It was near sunset, about 20 canoes came from tlie island.

shore and took stations near our ship in a regular order. The

people in them were very loud, and called out several times,

Woo, W'oo, Woo ! whereupon all the natives who were in our

ship sat down, and one of the canoes came on board, bringing

a present from their King, of a fine large hog, and a great

many cocoa-nuts and yams. The bearer of this was one of the

four men who had first come to us with the white flag and the

cloth. We returned by him a plate and some brass wire. We
continued to make exchanges for provisions, until it began to

grow dark, when all the natives went ashore except one, who

staid and slept on board of us.

The 22d, in the morning, man}' canoes came off to us with 22d.

cocoa-nuts, yams, bananas, plantains, hogs, and fowls, which

they exchanged for nails, beads, and linen. Several women
also came on board, both old and young. The elder women
had the little finger cut off from both hands; but the young

women had not. The meaning of this we could not guess. The
person who yesterday brought the presents, came this morning

with two hogs ; and we in return gave him a handsome knife

and eight spike nails. We likewise gave this old man a satin

habit, a hat, and a shirt, which we put on him. We carried

some of the natives below to see our ship, and fired one of our

great guns, which frightened them a good deal, but seeing that

nobody was huit, they were soon easy again.

About noon, a large boat with a sail, such as is drawn in Le
Maire and Schouten's Voyage, came to us. They made us a

present of their cloth and some provisions, for which we made
returns, and caused our music to be played, which they admired.

In the mean time, we sent our boat and one of the Zeehaan's

M 2 boats
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CHAP. 4. boats to the shore with water casks, they being armed with

^'^"^e^^^ muskets, and our Master and Mr. Gillemans going in them.

January. Some of the inhabitants also went from the ship with our people

^"island^™
to shew them where the fresh water was. They rowed a good

way towards the NE coast of this land, and arrived at last at

a place where there were three small wells ; but with so little

water in them that they were obliged to take it up with cocoa-

nut shells; and what they took was of a bad colour. The

natives who conducted our men, led them farther into the

country to a pleasant valley, where they were seated upon fine

mats, and fresh water in cocoa-nut shells brought to them. In

the evening, the boats returned on board, bringing a live hog

:

but from the account they gave, we found we could not water

the ships here. We got by exchanges in the course of this day,

near 40 hogs and 70 fowls, at the rate of a spike nail and a

yard of old sail-cloth for a hog, and a double middle nail for a

fowl ; yams, cocoa-nuts, and fruits we bought for coral or beads.

These people have no idea of tobacco, or of smoking. We saw

no arms among them, so that here was altogether peace and

friendship. The women wear a covei-ing of mat-work that

reaches from the middle to the knees : the rest of their body is

naked. They cut their hair shorter than that of the men.

The tide here runs SW and NE ; and by our account we

make it hioh water with a SW moon : the current is not stroma

:

the rise and fall of the tide is seven or eight feet.

23d. The 23d. This morning, myself and the Skipper of our ship,

Gerard Janszoon, went on shore with the shallop and two boats

to dig for fresh water. We made the Chief understand that the

wells ought to be made larger, and he directly set his people

to work to do it for us; and in the mean Avhile, he went with

us to the valley, and ordered mats to be spread on the ground,

and when we were seated, cocoa-nuts and fresh fish and several

I'mits were brought to us. He behaved to us with great friend-

ehipj
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ship, and enquired of us whence tve came, and where we intended c h a p. 4.

lo go. We told him we had been more than a hundred days at ^"^"^64^

sea, at which he and the natives were much astonished. We January.

explained to them that we came to their country for water and island.

provisions ; and they answered us that we should have as much
as Ave could -wish for. We filled to day nine casks with water,

and the Chief made us a present of four live hogs, a good many *

fowls, Avith cocoa-nuts and sugar canes. We presented him

with two yards of cloth, six large spikes, and six strings of

coral. I ordered a white flag to be brought, and we went with

it to three of their Chiefs, toM'hom we explained that we wished

it to be set up in that valley, and that it might remain there as

a sign of peace between us : at which they were much pleased,

and the flag was fixed there.

The anchoring ground where the ships lay was steep and

rocky ; and about noon this day, whilst I was on shore, the

Heemskerk was driven off" the bank by the strengh of the trade

Avind, without being able to help it, and she drifted out to sea.

There were but few people on board, and it was midnight before

they got the anchor quite up and secured.

We obtained by exchanges with the inhabitants this day,

100 hogs, 150 fowls, and a large quantity of yams, and other

fruits. As I could not get to my ship, I Avas obliged to pass

the night on board the Zeehaan.

The 24th, in the morning, the Heesmkerk Avas four miles to 24111.

leeward of the Island. The Zeehaan therefore Avas got under

sail and we Avent out and joined her. When I got on board

the Heemskerk, Ave held a Council, and there being little prospect

that AA'e should be able to fetch up to the Island again, as the

trade Avind was strong from the SE, we resolved to proceed on

our voyage, and to stop at some other Island, if Ave should meet

Avith any.
'

. _

The place Avhere Ave anchored at Amsterdam Ave called Vafi

Diemen's
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CHAP. 4- Diemens Jxoad; and the Bay where our boats went to fetch

1643. water we named Maria's Ba]/ ; in honour of our Governor
January. Qe^eral, and his Lady. From our anchoring place at Amster-

dam,t\vo high but small Islands, about one mile and a half each

m circumference, bore NbW, distant seven or eight miles.

Other We directed our course NE, and about three in the afternoon,

disco'v'eied.
^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^°^^ ^"^ pretty large Island, distant four or five miles

ENE from us. A short time afterwards, we saw three small

Islands Eastward, and two others to the SE from us. They are

all low land. We steered ENE for the largest Island, and

anchored by the West side of it in 12 fathoms, shelly bottom,

,
^^

,
about a musket shot distance from land. NWbN from us,

Amamocka,
or distant eight or nine miles, we saw two high Islands ; and to the

Island!'"
North and NEastward we saw seven small Islands, distant from

us about three or four miles. Most of these Islands have reefs

of coral rock round about them : and the bottom also is rocky

and steep, so that one must anchor near to the shore. The

variation is here 7° North Easterly.

25th. The 25th, in the morning, several canoes came on board of

us with cocoa-nuts, yams, and plantains, to exchange -for nails,

of which they were very desirous. It seems that but a few

people live on this Island. Our chief pilot and the Master

went with the shallop and both the boats for fresh water, one

of the inhabitants going with them to show them where it was.

We gave small presents to some of the natives, that they might

know we did not desire to take their water without paying them

for it. About two hours before sunset, the Master and pilot

returned on board. They reported that they found on shore 60

or 70 persons sitting down, whom they believed to be ail the

men on this Island : that they had no arms, and seemed a good

peaceable people. They saw also many women and children,

and were shewn a good path- which led landwards two-thirds of

a mile, to a piece of fresh water about a quarter of a mile in

circumference,
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circumference, and which is a fathom and a half or two fathoms chap. 4.

hioher than the level of the sea. They walked round by the 1643.

edoe of this lake, and found that it lay within amusket shot of .

^'"'^''y'

» -' Amamocka,
the sea on the North side of the Island, where there Avas a good or

sandy Bay, and smooth Avater for landing and for loading the
isiaiui.

boats. In the front of this Bay, was a coral reef, in which there

was an opening on the West side. At low water one can row

along the shore to the calm Avater, but the tide must be risen

1 1 or 2 feet before one can get to the sandy strand.

As this Avas at the North side of the Island, and our ships lay

at the West side, the boats had to row along the shore a full

mile to come at the Bay near the fresh Avater. About three

hours after sunset, our boats returned on board with water. Tlie

tide rises and falls here about ei^ht feet. In the lake of fresh

Avater Avere a good many Avild duck, Avhich Avere not at all shy.

The inhabitants came to us with fruits and a few hogs. They

are a thievish people, and steal every thing they can get at.

Their clothing and manners are the same as those of the people

of Amsterdam Island, except that the men had not so long and

thick hair. The Avomen seemed to be as strong in their bodies

and limbs as the men. We named this Island Rotterdam. The

natives called it Amamocka.* It lies in latitute 20° 1
5' S, longi-

tude 206° I9'.f The variation here is 6° 20' NE.

* The name by which the natives call this Island, is not given in the Manuscript

Journal in the regular course of the nanrative ; but in the drawings. Two of tlie

drawings shew the name differently written. Tabula xxi. of the Manuscript, is a

plan and representation of the Island Amamocka, with small Islands near it of the

names Amo, Amoa, Amango, and Amatafoa. Tabula xxii. is a representation of

the inhabitants of Anamocka. The navigators of our own time have understood

the native pronunciation of the name to be Anamocka ; but the number of names

with the same commencement in Tab. xxi. have much appearance of some re-

ference to one common meaning, and favours the probability of Amamocka being

die riaiht native name.

t in Tasman's Chart it is laid down a few miles more Eastward.

We
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CHAP. 4. We continued at anchor taking on board fresh water, and

1643. making exchanges for provisions : and God be thanked, we
January.

y^Q^Q jjgj-g ^^gU refreshed, and provided with water: but the

eyes of an Argus are scarcely sufficient to guard against the

thieving of the inhabitants.

31st. On the 31st, at noon, I went on shore with the chief pilot,

the Skipper of our ship, and Mr. Gillemans, the merchant of

the Zeehaan, to take our leave, and to make some more ex-

changes. When we landed, a great many of the natives assembled

about us. W^e asked two of the principal among them to lead

us to the Chief of the Island ; and they conducted us by narrow

])aths, which were very dirty from much rain having fallen in

the two last days, to the South side of the Island, where many

cocoa-nut trees were regulai'ly planted. From here they took

us to the East side of the Island where six large vessels with

masts were lying. They then led us to a pool of water which

was about a mile in circumference ; but we were not yet come

to the Aigy or Latoun, as they call their Chief. When we had

rested, we again asked where the Aigy was; and they pointed

to the other side of the pool of water : but the day being far

advanced, Ave returned by another way to our boats. In our

walk, we saw several pieces of cultivated ground, or gardens,

where the beds were regularly laid out into squares, and planted

with diiferent plants and fruits; bananas and other trees placed

in strait lines, which made a pleasant show, and spread round

about a very agreeable and fine odour : so that among these

people who have the form of the human species but no human
manners, you may see traces of reason and understanding. They

know nothing about Religion or Divine Worship : the}' have no

idols, rclicks, or priests : but they have nevertheless supersti-

tions; for 1 saw a man take up a water snake which was near

his boat, and he put it respectfully upon his head, and then

again into the water. They kill no flics, though they are veryo
numerous
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numerous and plague them extremely. Our steersman acci-

dentally killed a fly in the presence of one of the principal

people, who could not help shewing anger at it. The people of

this Island have no King or Chief, and are without government;

nevertheless they punished a man who was detected in stealing

from us, by beating him with an old cocoa-nut on the back till

.the nut broke.

February the 1st. This morning we weighed our anchors and Februar}'.

sailed towards the NNW.
The 2d,atnoon,we were in latitude ig'so'S; longitude 205' 55'.

In the afternoon, we discovered an Island of a tolerable height, An Island,

bearing NEbE from us about seven miles distant.* We had

the wind from East, a Aveak breeze. Our course was North,

On the 4th, being under 1
7° S latitude, it was resolved in

Council to steer Westward, and to keep a sharp look-out that

we might not pass the Cocos and Verraders Islands.-^

The 5th, we held our course Westward with a light wind from

the ESE, and kept a look-out for Cocos and Verraders Islands.

Latitude at noon 16° 30'; longitude 203° 12'. After three glasses

of the dog watch had run out, we saw land, and immediately

changed our course Southward till seven glasses were out, and

then turned Northward.

The 6th, in the morning, we saw the land again, which we

found to be three small Islands, with many sand banks and

shoals round them. A large reef was to the Westward, which

extended to the South, and gave us some apprehension. Yv'e

sailed Southward close to the wind, which was from ESE. Tiiis

reef was eidit or nine miles in lenoth; and rioht before us we

saw breakers, which we did not dare attempt to pass. "\V'e

could not clear this reef, neither could we clear u reef which

* In Tasniaa's chart, this Island is laid down due Isortli from the anchoring

place at Amamocka, and in latitude 18° 50' S.

+ At the time of altering the course to the West, Tasman Wtts a degree of lon-

gitude to the \'i'estivard of Cocos and Verraders Islands.

6th.

Prins

Willeiu's

Islands,

And
Heems-
kerk's

Shoals.

VoL.IIL N was
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February.

Prins

Willem's

Islands.

CHAP. 4. was to the Northward. We observed a small channel about

^'^^ twice the length of a ship wide, where there was no surf; and

as we had no other chance for safety, we steered for it, and

passed through the [opening in the] reef, having four fathoms

depth, being all the time under a great deal of anxiety. You

meet every where hereabouts with shoals, and there are here

likewise about 18 or 19 Islands which you cannot coast on

account of the reefs. When we were clear within the opening,

we wished much to anchor near one of the Islands, but could

not find anchorage for the many shoals and reefs. At noon,

our latitude by account was 17° 9'. Longitude 201° 35'. After

noon, we directed our course Northward to try to get out of

these difficulties befure night. There were many sands to the

North, which we could scarcely keep clear of; but at last we

found a passage between the reefs. It was a great disappoint-

ment to us that we could not find anchorage among these

Islands. In the evening we saw three hills, which we took to

be so many Islands. Part of the first watch of the night we

ran back to avoid sands. After five glasses [i. e. five half hours]

we put about Northward intending to run that way for the rest

of the night. The wind was fresh from NE, and blew strong with

rain. Early in the morning we came close upon an Island, and

therefore we turned again Southward till day-break. We then saw

the Island which yesterday evening bore NbW, and again put

about to the Northward. The wind was NE and stormy ; and we

went with shortened sail to the NW. At noon we conjectured

our latitude to be 16° S, and longitude £00° 48'.*

The 8th. This day we held Council amongst ourselves in the

Heemskerk, it being too stormy for our friends of the Zeehaan

to come on board ; and we came to a resolution to steer a

* The account of this day's navigation does not well agree with the track in the

Chart. The Journal assigns no name to these Islands. In the Chart the whole

groupe is named Prins Willenis Eyianden (i. e. Prince Williams Islands) ; and the

reefs and shoals are named Heemskerk's Droocliten (i. e. Hecmskerk's S/ioa/s).

Northej'lj

7th.

8th.
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Northerly course to 5° or to 4° of S latitude, that we might keep chap. 4.

clear of the East coast of Nova Guinea, the present time of the i^.^,

year being the season when the North and South trade winds February.

meet one another, which must be the cause of a great deal of rain

and bad weather. In the large map of the South Sea, there are

marked some Islands in the same latitude as the Islands we have

met with, but differing in longitude above 200 miles from our

accounts. HoAvever, as our voyage is very long, and we have sailed

much East, and much West, it is possible there might be such a

difference. The Islands by which we were so much encompassed

on the 6th, are about 18 or 20 in number, perhaps more, as we
could not exactly number them in the dark weather we had.

[From the time Tasman left the Prins Jlillems Islands to March

the 2\st inclusive, no land was seen, nor does the Journal contain

any occurrence particularly deserving notice, except what relates to

the track sailed and the weather. For that interval therefore, the

rmnds and the ship's place on every day at noon, are here set down

tahidar-ziise, as being best adaptedfor giving a clear view of the

navigation. Tasman made the longitude of Amamocka 206° 1
9' E.

The longitudes therefore set down in this account of his track, if sub-

tracted from 206° 19', will give longitude by his Reckoning, West

of Amamocka.^
Latitude

at noon.
Longitude.

Our latitude on the 8th at noon, was - - 15'. 29'. S. - 199°. 31'.

The 9th. Wind North and tempestuous with rain 15.29. - - 198. 8.

loth. Dark rainy weather. AVe have been

five days without seeing sun, moon,

or stars - - - - - ^S- 19- ' - i97- 20.

I.I th. Gale still from the North - - . - 1 5- 5- - - 196- 5

1 2th. Had an observation at noon for the

latitude - - - - - 15. 3. - - 195 50,

In the night we had sudden shifts of wind,

with such heavy showers that the waters seemed

to be poured down from Heaven, and much

thunder and lightning.

jf a The
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^''*'"^*
Longitude.

. M~ -aJ7y at noon. °

1643. The 1 3th. Wind Northerly with rain - I5». sS'.S, - 194°. 4'.

February.
j^th.WindNWjWithdarkwetweather 16.20. - - 193. 35.

15th.- - the same, a weak breeze 16.30. - - 193. 35.

1 6th. Calm.

1 7th. Calm, rain - - - - 16. 22. - - 193. 35.

18th. Calm with showers.

1 9th. A light SE wind, with rain -

20th. Wind variable - - .

2 1 St. Wind Westerly with rain

22d. - - variable with heavy rain

23 d. - - West. Stormy with rain

24th. ------
25th. ------
26th. Wind from NW ; still blowing

hard . - _ -

27th. .-..--
28th. A Northerly wind with rain -

March. March the ist. A light North wind

2d. Wind and weather variable -

Observed the Variation i o* NEasterly.

3d. Wind variable with much rain

4th

5th. . ^ - - - -

6th. - - Sudden squalls and calms

7th. - - Westerly with gloomy

weather - - - -

8th. The same - - - -

9th, Wind NW, with rain -

loth. - - NNW, and rain -

nth.- - NNE
1 2th. - - Nortlverly and tem-

pestuous - - - -

13th.- - Variable. Dark weather

14th.- - SSE. Dry weather

This day we observed the latitude 10° 12' S,

which is the only observation we have had in

tlie

15. 12. - -
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the last 12 days. We find we are not so far

North hy i* 40', as we had reckoned. Variation

8' 45' NE.

15th. Wind SE. Fair weather

i6th.

1 7th. - - East, Hght - - -

i8th.

19th. Clear sky - -

20th. - - ESE, Variation 9* NE
2 1 St. Wind from between East

andNE. Observed

I.amude
at noon.
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cHA-VjA- The 24th. In the morning we made sail again, and steered

1643. AVest. About noon, we saw land right before us, very low, and

24th. " appearing like two Islands, SE and NW one from the other.

Marquen The most Northerly appears like Marken which Jacob Le Maire
^'^'^ ^' has described. At noon, we were in latitude 4° 55' S, by which

we find a current sets Southward. Our longitude, 175° 30'. In

the evening we steered to pass to the Northward of these

Islands. In the night we floated with a calm sea which set

us towards them.

i25th The 25th. In the morning watch before it was day-light, we

heard the surf beatina: against the shore. It was still calm,

and we got our boats out to tow, to keep us fiom the reefs ; but

the current and swell carried us towards them, anil we could

not find anchorage. About nine o'clock in the forenoon, a

canoe with seven men in it came from the land to us. They

brought about twenty cocoa-nuts of a wild kind and not very,

good, for which we gave them three strings of coral and some

nails. These people were naked, except a piece of cloth which

seemed to be of cotton round their waist. They were blacker

than the inhabitants of the Islands we had been at, and not so

civil or friendly in their behaviour. Some of them had their

hair cut short, and others had it bound up like those villains at

Moordenaar's Buy. One man had two feathers on the crowa

of his head, like tv/o horns: another had rings through his

nose, but what the rings were made of we could not distinguish.

They did not set much value on the things we gave them. Tiiey

were armed with boAvs and arrows. A breeze sprung up from

the South, which happily carried us from the reef; and the

canoe returned to the shore. There are 15 or 16 Islands in this

groupe. The largest is about one mile long ; the rest look almost

like houses, and they lay all together within one reef. This reef

towards the NW extends about a gun-shot beyond the Islands.

At the NW part, is a small wood or cluster of trees growing on

3 land
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1643.

March.

26th.

27 th.

28th.

land that is level with the surface of the sea; and two miles chap. 4.

thence farther to the NW, is a fragment or small clump *, like

a cape of land. The reef extends still farther NWestward half

a mile.

At noon we were in latitude by account 4° 34' S, and longi-

tude 1 75' 1
0'. We sailed on towards the West and NW.

The 26th. The latitude observed at noon was 4" 33' S, by

which we found that a current had set us Southward, and

therefore we steered NW. Longitude 174° 30'. Variation 9° 30

NEasterly.

The e7th. At noon our latitude was 4"" l'. Longitude 1 73* 36'.

We altered our course more to the West.

The 28th. We had a weak breeze from East with fine weather

and a smooth sea. Towards noon we saw land strait before

us. At noon we found we were in latitude 4°
1
1' S ; longitude

172° 32'. The land was then about four miles distant. This

Island is situated in latitude 4° 50' S,f and longitude 172° 16';

and is 46 miles West and WbN from Marken. At night we

floated in a calm sea.

The S9th, in the morning, we found the current had set us

towards the Islands. At noon we were in latitude 4° 20', and

longitude 172° 17'. In the middle of the afternoon, two small

boats came to us from the shore : they had two wings [outriggers]

;

in one were six, in the other three persons. When they came

within a ship's length of us, a man sitting in one of the canoes

broke an arrow in the middle, and put one half in his hair,

which we supposed he meant as a token of friendship. These

people were naked, their bodies quite black ; they had cui'led

hair, but not so woolly as the hair of the CafFres ; and their noses

were not so flat. They had bracelets apparently made of bones;

* Klj/n biokje.

t This is a disagreement from the latitude just before given of the ship at noon,

for which no cause appears.

some

Groene
Islands.

2Qth,
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CHAP, 4. some had their faces painted, and wore bands made of the bark

1643. ^^ ^ *^'^® round their foreheads. We spoke to them from ovir

March. Vocabulary of the Nova Guinea language, but they did not under-

stand any thing we said except the word Lamas, which signifies

cocoa-nuts. They brought nothing with them but their bows

and arrows. We gave them some beads and nails. Towards

evening alight breeze from the NE drove us towards the Islands,

and kept us emplo^'cd during the first part of the night in towing

the ships. By the end of the second night watch, we had

past clear.

These are what Le Maire has named Groene Islands. There are

five of them ; to wit, two large Islands, and three small, which

are on the West side.* They were so named on account of

their being green and pleasant. We saw to the WSW another

large Island, and two or three very small Islands ; and also to

the Westward, very high land, which seemed to be of an ex-

tensive coast. Variation 9° NEasterly.

30th. The 30th. A light bi'eeze from the NE. Observed a current

setting us Southward. At noon we found the latitude 4° 26';

Island longitude 172°. In the evening, Sf. Jaw's Ji/a?2rf bore NVV, about
St. Jan. • -1 J- i. i.

SIX miles distant.

3'st- The 31st, very light wind East. We held our course West.

* The Groene Islands are level land and near to each other, so that when seen

from a distance, in many directions they appear as one Island, In Captain

Carteret's Voyage (a. d. 1767) they are defcribed as a single Island, and named

Sir Charles Hardy s Island. It is to be obferved that Captain Carteret saw and

passed them in the night. Tasman, however, towards noon saw land, which

at noon he calls an Island, and afterwards dei'cribes to be a groupe of five

Islands. Tasman has given a view of the Groene Islands, which is copied in

Valentyn : but Valentyn's engraver has embelliihed this, and other of the draw-

\n<^5, with figures of the two ships, and has made this addition in a very unin-

formed manner; for at the Groene Islands he has represented the ships lying at

anchor ; and in some other plates they appear sailing in the direction opposite to

the track.

April
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April the ist, we were near the East part of Nova Guinea*,

which the Spaniards call Caho Santa Maria. At noon, found

we were in latitude 4° 30' S ; longitude 171° 2'.

The 2d, we had light winds and calms. We endeavoured to

sail along the coast which here lies NW and SE. About 10

miles distant from St. Jan's is another Island, which we named

Anthony Kaan's Island. It bears due North from the Cape

Santa Maria. At noon we found we were in latitude 4° 9', and

our longitude was 1
70° 41'. Cape Santa Maria then bore South

;

accordingly the longitude of the said Cape is 170* 4l'. In the

night we had a land wind with which we held on our course

NWestward.

The 3d, in the forenoon, we saw a veflel coming towards us

from the land : she was curved at each end, and was full of

people. The}' did not venture within reach of gun-shot, and

after a little time, went back to the shore. Latitude by account

at noon 3° 42' S. Longitude 1 70° 20'. This seems to be a very

.fine land; but we could find no anchorage. In the night we

had lightning and rain, and the wind variable.

The 4th, we sailed along the coast, which extends NWbW
with a great many Bays. We passed an Island which lies NW
1 2 miles from Antliony Kaan's Island. We called it Gerrit Denys

Island. At noon, we reckoned our latitude S' 22' S. Longitude

169° 50'. In the night had a land wind, with thunder, lightning

and rain.

The 5th, at noon, our latitude by account was 3* S. Longi-

tude 169° 17'. We were near an Island that is about 10 miles

distant to the WNW from Gerrit Denys Island. Some boats

which we supposed to be fishing boats were lying close under

this Island, and therefore we named it Vischer's Island. About

97

CHAP. 4.

1643-
April.-

Land
supposed

part of New
Guinea.

2d.

Ant. Kaan's

island.

Cape S'V

Maria.

3d.

4th.

Gerrit

Denys
Island.

5*.

Vischrr'«

Island.

* The land at present named liew Ireland was then believed to join, and fornj

part of 'Netc Guinea.

Vol. III. O noon.
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CHAP. 4- noon, six boats came in our wake. We threw some beads, nails,

1643. and pieces of sail cloth into the Avater to float towards them

;

^^'
' but they did not mind these things, and pointed to their heads,

as if they wanted turbans. They were very shy, and kept at a

distance as if they were afraid of u shot. They paddled a good

while round the ships, sometimes giving a loud call to us, whiclj

we answered ; and at length they returned to the land.

6th. The 6th. In the morning it was calm. Eight small canoes

came from Vischer's Island, but they stopped at some distance,

in the same manner as the boats which came yesterday, till one

of our quartermasters took oft' his girdle and shewed to them

;

upon which, one of the canoes came to the ship. We made the

people in her a present of a string of coral, and our quarter-

master gave them his girdle : the other canoes then came to the

ship. They gave us a little sago, which was the only commodity

they had in their boats. We named to them aniexiw, oufi,

pouacka,* which signifies cocoa-nuts, yams, and pork ; and they

seemed to understand us, for they pointed to the land, and soon

after departed. These people are black as Hottentots can be;

their hair is of different colours, which is caused by powdering

it with lime and ochre ; they paint their faces red, the forehead

excepted ; and some among them had something white as big

as a little finger sticking through their noses. They came without

arms, and were without covering except some green leaves round

tlieir middle. Their canoes had each one outrigger. At noon,

our latitude was 2° 53' S; longitude 168° 59'- In the afternoon,

we had a good breeze from the SE. At night the wind was

from the land, and weak.

7th. The 7th, we had little wind. Some canoes came from the

* These words are from Le Maire's Vocabulary of the Salomon and Cocos Island

language. The Islands at which Tasman had lately stopped, made these words

familiar to him and his people, and occasioned their beiug now tried before the

words of the New Guinea Vocabulary.

shore,
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shore, and after signs of invitation being made to tlieni, came ch.». p. 4.

along-side. We bought of them a shark (which they call Isdaxa) 1643.

and a dorado, for Avhich we gave three strings of beads, and a ^P"'-

cap. At going away, they altogether set up a loud shout. At

noon, our latitude by account was 2° 35' S ; longitude 168° £5'.

Westward of us, the land begins to be very low, but the coast

extends as far as we could see WbN and WNW. In the after-

noon, we saw high land bearing WbN and West, distant bj

estimation 10 miles. We had a current setting along the coast

always in our favour. In the night we passed a large Bay.

The 8th, in the morning, we sailed by four low Islands, and as Sth.

we passed them, found three more small Islands together near

them Westward, which we passed before noon. Our latitude

at noon by account was 2° 26' S ; longitude 167° 39'- Wind

Easterly but variable. Found the variation here lO" NEasterly.

In the afternoon, we came near a low point of land, to the Salomon

North of which lie two small Islands. The coast of the main uffl
*

rloek.

land begins here to decline to the South. At sunset, the two

small Islands bore SbW ; and the most advanced part of the

main land in sight, Avhich was flat and low, bore from us SWbS,

distant about four miles.* We kept our course along the coast.

The 9th, at sunrise, the most Southerly point seen of the gtU.

main land bore SEbE, 21 miles distant. PIere the land is

suddenly terminated. We saw likewise a small low Island

SSW, about two miles distant. We endeavoured to sail by the

point of the main land, but it was calm. At noon we found

our latitude 2° 53' S; longitude 167° 4'. The variation here

was 10° NEasterly.

* A view of this Cape is given here from Tasman's Journal, in which it is named

Salomon Su'eeit's Hoek, after a Member of the Council at Batavia. It would have

been very satisfactory if Captain Tasman had made charts of all the lands by which

he sailed, instead of limiting himself to be the hydrographer of his own discoveries

;

but after coming into the track of Le Maire and Schouten's discoveries, his Journal

contains views only of land unaccompanied with a single chart.

O s The
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1643-
April.

10th,

nth.

12 th.

13A.

14th.

Coast
of New
Guinea.

The 1 0th, at noon, we found our latitude 3° 2 S ; longitude

167° 4'. The land bore from NNE to ENE. We kept our

course towards the South, partly to discover more lands, and

partly to see if there was a passage here to the South. Had weak

variable winds.

The 11th, at noon, our latitude by account was 3° 28' S, lon-

gitude 166° 51'.

The 12th, in the night, there was a shock of an earthquake so

strong that it awoke every person on board who was asleep, and

they came terrified upon deck thinking the ship had struck

against rocks. We tried for soundings, but found no bottom.

We afterwards felt several shocks, but less violent than the

first. The weather was soon after rainy, but the wind soft and

variable. At noon found our latitude 3° 45' S. Longitude

167° 1'. Steered to the SE, and saw a small, round, low Island

SbW from us, 4| or 5 miles distant.

The 1 3th, in the morning, we saw high mountainous land,

and also low land, from ESE to SWbW. It appears to us as if

Ave are in a large Bay ; for the water here is as smooth as in a

river. Our latitude at noon we supposed 4° 22' S. Longitude

167* 18'. In the evening we directed our course towards some

mountains that bore SSW from us.

The 1 4th, in the morning, we saw land from ENE to SSW ; and

soon afterwards, we saw land in the WSW. AVe hoped to find a

passage between them ; but on comi ng nearer,we found a Bay, and

that the land all joined.* We therefore directed our course West-

ward. At noon, observed the latitude 5° 27' S. Longitude 1 66" 57'.

About three o'clock in the afternoon, we met with a ledge

or reef of rocks', some part level with the surface of the water.

We conjectured this reef to be two miles distant from the

* Many years after Tasman's Voyage, a Strait was discovered here, which separates

the land now called "New Britain from New Guinea,

mam
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main land. We had light winds and calms. Variation chap.

9' 15' NE.
The 15th, we advanced but little. At noon, our latitude by

account was 5° 18' S; longitude 166° 36'. In the evening, a high

Island bore from us due NW, distant six miles.

The 1 6th, we floated in a calm sea. The main land begins

here to extend from one point to another nearly WbN. We
saw on it high mountains and some fine vallies.

The 17ih. This morning we passed by tlie South of the high 17th.

Island, and had other Islands in sight. Found our latitude at

noon 5° 8' S- Longitude 166°. Variation 8° 45' NE. At sunset

the high Island bore from us EbN six or seven miles ; and the

West part of a high mountain on the main land of Nova Guinea

bore SWbS six or seven miles distant.

The 18th, at noon, found our latitude 5° S ; longitude 165° 37'. 18th.

The high mountain on the main then bore SbE; and other high

mountains SWbS from us. We kept our course Westward.

The 19th, the latitude observed at noon was 5" 9' S ; longitude igth,

164° 50'. A high round Island between us and the main land

then bore South, distant 2f n\iles. We had the wind from the

SE, and steered WSW. At two in the afternoon we fell in with

some rocky banks and reefs ; and from our mast-head saw

several small reefs to the Northward, between some of which there

was apparently deep water. We ran Southward, and that way

found a passage between the reefs, when we resumed our course

WSW; the round Island which at noon bore South, at this time

bearing SEbE, about four xniles distant ; and the Northern part

of some mountainous land (which we supposed, and which proved

to be an Island) bearing WNW, about seven miles distant. The

above-mentioned reef lies in latitude 5° lo' or 3° 12'S.*

* Tasman means here the part near which he passed ; for by the defcription above,

the reefs must be of considerable extent.

, The
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1643.
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20th,
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Hoo2:e
JBejgli.

22d.

A River.

The 20th, the latitude observed was 5° 4' S; longitude 164*27'.

In the night we came close under the Vulcan's Island mentioned

by W. Schouten in his Jouraal,* and between this Island and
the main land we passed. We saw a great fire continually rising

out of the mountains. AVe saw also many fires near the water-

side, and inland between the mountains, so that this seems to

be a very populous Island. We heard the ripling of the current,

which set us Westward. In sailing along this coast of Nova
Guinea^ we continually saw floating wood, such as trees and

bushes ; and we passed through muddy streaks which seemed

to come from rivers.

The 21st. In the morning the body of Vulcan's Island bore

East distant three miles. We then saw NWbW from us, distant

eight miles, the Hooge Bergh (i. e. High Mountain), so named
with reason by Willem Schouten. Our latitude observed at

noon 4° 30' S ; longitude 163* 13'. In the night we sailed be-

tM^een the main land of Nova Guinea, and the Hooge Bergh

which continually cast out flames from its top. We observed

that here the land of Nova Guinea near the sea shore begins to

be low ; therefore for fear of coming into danger, at the end of

the firft night watch we took in all our sails and let the ship drift

with the current, which we always found to run Weftward. The

coast extends from here to the WNW and NWbW. The Hooge

Bergh during the whole night was in violent flames.

The 22d. We set our sails at day-light and steered WNW. At

sunrise we came into quite black water, and for fear it Hiould

be a shoal, we altered our course Northward. The Hooge Bergh

then bore ESE and SEbE distant seven miles; a small high

Island bore NNE from us four or five miles distant ; the most

Western part of the main land seen, bore WNAV; and to the

SSW, at two miles distance from us, was a great Rivei'. The

* §ee Vol. lid. p-425.

course
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course of this river was SSE and NNW between two small hjoh chap. 4.

Islands lying near to other Islands. Westward, we saw tlnee ^^"^'L

more Islands. When we had sailed one mile Northward, and ^P"'

more diftant from the low land, we sounded ; and finding no

I)ottom, we again directed our course WNW along the coast.

We passed this day six small Islands, all of which we left on

our right hand. At noon, observed the latitude 3° 39' S ; longi-

tude 161° 38'. Wind from the ENE, a fine breeze. The land

hereabouts is low and full of rivers, Avhence come trees and

brush-wood floating in whitish sandy water. The low land forms

a Cape here, to the Westward of which is a large Bay ; but the

points bear WNW and ESE of each other. In the night, we

passed a high Island which was between us and the main land.

The 23d, we continued our course WNW, the wind still 23d,

Easterly. This morning we passed so many pieces of trees,

bamboos, and shrubs, floating, that we supposed ourselves to be

in a large river ; and we found we were set oif from the shore

by a cun'ent. Latitude at noon by account 3° l' S; longitude

160° 3'. In the afternoon, we again came close to the land, and

a boat of the country went near the Zeehaan.

The 24th, we continued our course WNW. In the second 24th;

watch of the night, we saw low land before us with fires on it.

We took in sail and lay by the wind to Avait for day-light. In

the night we observed the latitude 2° 20' S.

The 25th, in the morning, we made sail towards the low land 05th.

on which we had seen fires in the night, which we found to be

three low Islands lying near the main land ; and shortly after,

we saw the Island Moa which is about five miles farther alona;

the coast Westward. In the forenoon we anchored by the West

side of an Island, in 12 fathoms depth, on a good bottom of At the

grey sand. We had much rain and a swell from the NW. A t*''''"'^

great many small canoes flocked round our ships, but they con-

2 tinued
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CHAP. 4. tiaued a long while paddling about us without venturing to

1643. come on board. We fastened some beads to pieces of wood
April- and threw towards them ; and at length they all came to the
New

Guinea, ships. They had with them only three cocoa-nuts ; but they
Island soon Went to the shore and returned again with cocoa-nuts, un-
Jamna. °

ripe bananas, and fish both dried and fresh. These things they

sold to us for nails, beads, and knives ; giving 12 or 14 cocoa-

nuts for a knife. Our latitude at noon Avas 2° 1
1' S ; longitude

156*47'. We found variation here 8* NEasterly. The current

has constantly run Westward, and has set us along the coast at

the rate of four, five, or six miles a day. From the anchorage

Ave now lay at, two small Islands are in sight to the Westward

;

also the Island Arimoa bearing NWbW, distant by conjecture

eight or nine miles.

In the evening, all the natives left our ships. Their canoes are

very narrow, being not more than a foot in breadth.

afith. The 26th. In the morning, the natives came again with

cocoa-nuts and unripe bananas. It seems that at this time they

have no great plenty of provisions for themselves. We obtained

however as many cocoa-nuts as served out five to each man of

our crew. The wind during the day was from the NE, and

in the night SE from the land.

27th. The 27th. In the morning, the wind was from the SW. Many
boats or canoes came to us from the main land, and from dif-

ferent Islands near us, with fish, cocoa-nuts, and unripe bananas,

to traffic. Among these vessels, two were laige and carried each

1 8 or 20 men, armed with pikes, bows and arrows, and harpoons.

The people here are almost quite black and naked. They could

pronounce after us the words of our language very exactly. In

their own language they make much use of the letter R, and

in some words pronounce it as if it were three times together.

We bartered for as many cocoa-nuts to day as served to each

man
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man of our crew six, besides bananas. This day we observed ^^^li'^;

the latitude 2* 1 o' S.

The 28th, early in the morning, we sailed from Jamna, and at

noon anchored close to the Island Moa, in 10 fathoms muddy
bottom. Immediately a great many small canoes came to us

with cocoa-nuts and bananas. Our latitude here, we reckoned

to be 2° 5'S; our longitude 156° 28'. The cocoa-nuts purchased

to day served six to each man.

The 29th, the canoes of the nativ'es came on board with pro-

visions as usual, and we served out four cocoa-nuts to each of our

men. We consulted this evening, and resolved to sail and proceed

on our voyage as soon as wind and Aveather would permit.

The SOlh, the wind blew hard from WNW, and the sea was 30th.

high, which prevented our getting under sail. We trafficked for

as many cocoa-nuts as the natives brought.

May the 1st. The wind continued to blow from the WNW, May.

and the current set Eastward, therefore we remained at anchor.
^^^'

The 2d. In the forenoon we trafficked with the natives, but 2d,

in the afternoon it blew hard and they did not come off.

On the 3d, in the morning, the boats of the natives again 3d.

came on board. We were busied in cleaning the ship ; and as

one of our seamen was standing by the shrowds to hand over

the buckets of water, a native shot at him with an arrow, which
''

went into his thigh. We fired muskets among their canoes, and
wounded one man in the arm. Soon after, we took up our

anchors and ran in between the two Islands [Moa and Insoii] to-

where Jacob Le Maire had formerly moored his ship ; and we
cast anchor there in six fathoms, muddy bottom, in calm water

and safe from all winds. The inhabitants, when they saw the

ships sailing towards them, were much alarmed, and held up
branches of trees; and in a short time they sent on board to us

the man who had shot the arrow, to make peace with us. When
this was done, the natives came to the ships again as at first,

Yol, llh P but
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CHAP. 4. but they did not dare to ask so great a price for their goods as

before, and were satisfied with what we chose to give them. We
bought so many cocoa-nuts this day that each of our crew

had nine.

The 4th, a great many canoes came on board. We served

seven cocoa-nuts to each of our men.

The 5 th, the wind was still Westerly. We bartered for cocoa-

nuts, but what we got were small and unripe.

6th. The 6th, about eight in the morning, a breeze sprung up from

Mo'°°^
the land, and we took up our anchors to proceed on our voyage.'

At these Islands, Jamna and Moa, we procured 6,000 cocoa-nuts,

and about lOO bunches of bananas for the two ships.* To help

u* in o\ir tratfick with the natives, we took pieces of iron hoop,

which we fitted with handles in the form of knives, and made

them somewhat bright and sharp.

Before we had sailed a mile, it fell calm, and soon after, the

Westerly wind returned.

8th. The 8th, in the morning at sunrise, we had the great Island

Arimoa-\- right SW from us, distant about three miles.

9th. The 9th, we passed by the North side of Arimoa. At sunset
North

^]^g North point of the Island bore EbS, distant seven miles.
Coast 01 r '

New We were here in 67 fathoms depth about three miles from the

shore [of the main land of New Guinea], which is very low. The

wind was NW, and we sailed slowly along [and slanting towards]

the shore, having soundings at 50, 40, 30, and 24 fathoms, all

good bottom, and then we put about on the other tack.

* On six of the days thatTasman stopped at these Islands, the numbers of cocoa-

nuts that were shared out to each of his men are specified. On five other da3'S

the numbers distributed are not noticed, and it is probable they were in a smaller

piopoition. Making allowance under the average for the five days, will give for.

the number of men in both the ships at this time, about one hundred. '

t Schouten's Chart does not show the Island Arimoa to be larger than other

Islands near it.

The
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The 10th, the wind was from the South. We sailed here along

a low coast, in thick water of a greenish colour, which we sup-

posed to come out of rivers, but we were too far from the land to

distinguish exactly. We observed however, that the stream

here set us continually off shore. At noon, found the latitude,

l" IT'S; our longitude 155° 12'.

The llth at noon, the wind was SE ; the land not in sight.

Found our latitude 1° 3' S; longitude 154° 2S'. We steered

WbS. Variation 6° 3,o' NE. In the night we had a fine breeze,

but at times light. It seems however as if this was the beginning

of the Eastern Monsoon.

The 12th, we saw JVillem Schouten's Island. At noon the

JN^orth part of the Island bore from us due West distant six

miles. Found our latitude 0° 54' S; longitude 153° 17'. In the

night we sailed along the North coast of Schouten's Island.

The 13th, in the morning, the West point of Schouten's Island

bore nearly WbS from us, two miles distant; and a small Island

bore from us NWbN, distant from the aforesaid point three or

four miles. After we had passed JVillem Schouten's Island, we

steered WSW to get sight again of the main land. At noon,

we supposed our latitude 0° 54' S ; longitude 152° 6'. In the

afternoon, Ave saw the main land of New Guinea to the SSW,
which was here low land. Wind from between the East and SE.

The 14th. In the morning we came close to the land of New
Guinea. The inner land is very high, like the Island Formosa ;

but near the coast, the land is almost every Avhere low. We
sailed West and W'bN along the coast towards the Cape de

Goede Hoop* Eastward of the Cape the land begins to be very

high, even close to the shore, and without any low land. It is

as high as the land of Formosa. .
. .

.

* Tasman has mistakenly applied this name to a Cape of the main land of Ner»

Cuima ; tlie Cape de Goede Hoop of Le Maire and Schouten,, being the West

(Cape of W. Sckouten's Island. See Vol. II. p, 432.

p g The
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13th.

X4lh.
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c H A p. 4. The 1 5th, we had a light wind from ENE. At noon, the Cape

1643. de Goede Hoop bore South, distant three miles. We reckoned our

^^y- latitude 0° 4i' S ; longitude U9° 53'. Variation here 6° NE.
Coast of The 1 6th, we were sailing past the Bay into which W. Schouten

Guinea
^"^^^^ ^^^ was obliged to return. We had light winds and much

15th. calm, but we perceive by the land that the current every day
16th. sets us Westward. At noon the West point of the Bay bore

SSW. Observed in latitude 0* 16' S, longitude 149' 9'. We saw

several small Islands near the aforesaid West point.

17th. The 17th. This morning we sailed by the North side of a

small Island, at about a mile distance, and passed over a bank

on which we sounded in nine fathoms, stony bottom. When
we had passed this first bank, we had deep water ; but soon

after, we found ourselves in seven fathoms, the Island then

bearing SbE. We saw five or six other Islands before us West-

ward. At noon, the small Island we had passed bore East,

distant about three miles. Our latitude by account was 0° 20' S

;

longitude 148° 34'. At sunset, we saw NWbAV from us, seven

or eight Islands lying in one line WbN and EbS from each

other. We left them on our right hand ; and on our left we
passed four small Islands which lay close to the main land of

New Guinea. Along tlie coast are several small Bays, but with

great depth of water. In the night we anchored in 40 fathoms

sandy bottom, opposite to a Bay, and about three quarters of a
mile from the shore, a large Island bearing from us WbS, distant

about six miles.

18th. The 18th, early in the morning, we weighed anchor, and

steered for a Strait between the main land and the Island. At
noon, we had a weak breeze from the West and ibund a current

setting against us, on which account we anchored, having bottom

at 16 fathoms, coral. We lay here between an Island and a rock

level with the furface of the water. We had sailed six miles

[since yesterday noon], and our latitude by account was 0° 26' S-;

longitude
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May.

North
Coast of

New
Guinea.

iQth.

20th.

longitude .* After we anchored, the current ran chap. 4.

with more rapidity till four in the afternoon, when it began ^g^^

to change; running one way Westward, and the flood Eastward,

so that we reckon a WSW moon makes high water here. We
cannot be far from the West end of Nova Guinea, for the coast

begins to turn Southward.

This afternoon, several boats came near us. The people in them

said they were Ternatans, and they spoke the Ternate language;

but they would not venture on board, and we believed them to

be pirates. In the night we had a violent 3torm, and very

irregular currents.

The 19th, in the morning, Ave got under sail. We had

Southerly winds and calms, and endeavoured to make our way

to the Southward near the Coast of ISlew Guinea. We saw

much cultivated land, and had soundings from 25 to 50 fathoms.

At noon we found the latitude 0° 35' S ; longitude

The 20th, we were endeavouring to get Southward between

Islands. We sailed over a bank in 5 fathoms. We found the

cunents here running in so strange a manner that in my judge-

ment there is no possibility of giving a description of them.

This West point of ISlezv Guinea is extraordinary hilly land.

The coast here is full of turnings, with innumerable Bays and

Islands near it ; and the currents in many places are as strong

as the tide before Flushing pier head, the flood running North-

ward, and the ebb Southward; but the stream following the

windings of the coast, and the direction of the Straits between

the Islands. We landed at different places to get firewood,

* In the Manuscript, the longitude is not given after the 17th, but is mentioned

with a blank left for the numbers, in manner as above ; and the same is done for

some days following. In Valentyn, the longitude is omitted for several days pre-

ceding the 18th of May, and on that day it is set down 147" 55'; which is a quarter

of a degree more Westward than the distance above specified to have been sailed

on the 18th, applied to the longitude on the 17th, will give j and was apparently

calculated with an allowance for a Westerly current.

which
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CHAP. 4- which is in abundance. We found traces of people, but did

1643. not see any body. The fishermen it appears come here at one
^^y* season of the year to dry their fish. Observed the variation

here 4° 30' NEasterly.

The 24th, we found our latitude at noon 1* 6' S ; and deter-

mined to steer for the Island Ceram.

Ceram, The 26th, we saw the coast of Ceram.

June. June the 15th, we arrived at Batavia. God be praised for

^tt'ayia*'
this Happy Voyage. Amen.

In the ship Heemskerk, dated as above.

Your most Humble

and most dutiful Servant,

(Undersigned) Abel Jansz Tasnian.

With the Commander's signature the Journal concludes. It is written in

the most plain and intelligible style, and abounds in traits characteristic

of the nautical fashions of the time. Such indeed, is the encomium merited

ger^erally by the early Dutch Journals.

The I^ands discovered by Tasman are,

Va7i Diemen's Land, under which name are comprehended the smaller

Islands seen by him in that neighbourhood.

Neiv Zealand ; but whether Continent or Island doubtful,

Pylstaart Island.

The Groupe now called the Friendly Islands.

A single Island due North of Amamocka, in latitude iS° 50^ S.

Prins Willems Islands and Heemskerk Shoals.

Land seen NNW of Onthona lava, in about 4° 30' S, and longitude

158° 30' E from Greenwich.

[The lands seen in the neighbourhood oi Neiv Guinea are not reckoned

among the discoveries made in this Voyage, they having been seen before

by Schouten and Le Maire.]

The foregoing list is to be respected more according to the magnitude

jof the Countries comprized in it, than for its length. All the discoveries

made \<y Tasman have been seen since his time by other Europeans,

.3 except
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except one or two small Islands. The Prhis Willevis Islands and chap. 4.

Heemskerk's Shoals have been generally avoided in the later South Sea

navigations, on account of tlie surrounding dangers of which Tasman's

Journal has given such ample warning. In 1797, however, the Missionary

ship the Duff grounded on a'shoal in 16° ^'6f S latitude, and 180° ^|o' E
longitude from Greemuich, which no doubt was part of the Heemskerk

Shoals. Tasman has placed the whole of the Islands and Shoals seen by

him of this groupe, in longitude 4° 3' to 5° 30'W from his anchorage at

.^?nawocA:a, which applied to the longitude of that place, as determined

by modern observations, is 179° 45'' E to 181' 12' E from the Meridian

of Greemvich. This longitude cannot be liable to much error, as Tasman

was only five days in sailing from Amamocka to Prins Wille?n's Islands.

Tasman marked the longitude in his Charts, and also daily in his

Journal, as reckoned from Teneriffe. His longitudes, however, are to be

computed from the Meridian of the Island Mauritius at the South East

Fort, which according to modern observations is 57° 40' E from the Meri-

dian of Greemvich, and which Tasman reckoned to be 78" 47^ East from

that of the Peak of Tenerife. The difference of these numbers, i. e. 21° 7',

subtracted from the longitudes in Tasman's Journal, will adapt his reckon-

ing to the Meridian of Greemvich, and will shew the situations which his

discoveries would have occupied on the present Charts, if they had not

been seen by later ^^oyagers.

The following comparisons will serve as a test of the general correctness

of Tasman's reckoning. From the Island Mauritius (the SE Port) to

his anchorage ».t Frederick Hendrik 5^!/, Tasman made longitude 88° 43''.

The difference of the meridians of those places as determined by late

observations is go° 28'. The comparison made at the principal points of

Tasman's track, between the longitudes deduced from his reckoning,

and those received in the present Charts as established from late observa-

tions, stands thus
From the Meridian of Greenwich.

By Tasman's Reckoning. By late Observations.

Frederick Hendrik Bay
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CHAP. 4. It is observable in Tasman's Voyage, that whilst he was sailing East-

ward, without the Tropics, his reckoning in longitude was less than the

truth ; and when within the Tropics he directed his course Westward,

his reckoning in longitude: was always too great. The latter circumstance

seems to have proceeded from his making too large allowance for leeward

drift of the sea or current, in the trade winds. The longitude by his

reckoning between Amamocka and Cape Santa Maria is nearly four

degrees more than the difference between those places as found by late

observations; and between Cape Sanfa Maria and Salomon Siveerfs

Iwek, Tasman's reckoning is a degree more in longitude than Schouten's.

It was remarked in the introductory part of this Chapter, that some

of the less important parts of Captain Tasman's Journal would not be

inserted in the Copy now published. It is proper also to notice the

omission of Drawings. In the Manuscript Journal, the Charts and Draw-

ings amount to 38 in number. Copies will be found here of all the

Charts ; but of the Views of Land and other Drawings, only a small portion

has been taken. The superior importance of Captain Tasman's Dis-

coveries, and the advantage of delivering them from his own Journal,

would have justified fuller publication than is here given. Pains, how-

ever, have been taken, that nothing of consequence should be wanting.

In conclusion, it must be allowed, that Abel Jansen Tasman was both

a great and a fortunate Discoverer, and that his success is in part only

to be attributed to Fortune. The track in which he sailed, and the

careful Reckoning kept by him, which so nearly assigns the true situation

to each of his discoveries, shew him to have been an enterprizing and an

able navigator ; and it is to be esteemed no small addition to his im-

portant discoveries, and indeed no slight evidence of his merit, that

he explored a larger portion of Unknown Sea in a high latitude, and

tliereby restricted the limits of 3 supposed Southern Continent, more than

any other navigator between the time of Magalhanes and the tinif of

Captain Cook,
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C H A P. V.

Expedition of Hendrick Brouwer to Chili.

T^THILST Abel Tasman was performing the voyage which chap. 5.

* ' has been just related, the Dutch West India Company
in Holland fitted out an expedition against the Spaniards in

the South Sea. The disgrace incurred by the small impression

made in the attempt of the Nassau fleet against Peru, insti-

gated the Hollanders to cherish hopes of succeeding in the

more practicable plan so strongly recommended in that voyage,

of forming an alliance with the native inhabitants of Chili, and

gaining an establishment in the country. The Dutch posses-

sions in Brasil being situated in the direct navigation between

Chili and Holland, was a circumstance which offered great sup-

port and convenience for the accomplishment of such a project,

though the distance between Chili and Brasil was loo great to

admit of plans of co-operation by land.

Among the most zealous promoters of this scheme was Mr.

Hendrick Brouwer, a man of much experience, who from being

a Sea Commander in the East Indies, successively served the

Dutch East India Company as Chief of their Factory at Japan,

as a Director of the Company, and as Governor General at

Batavia ; the last of which offices he filled from the year 1 632

to the beginning of the year 1636, being the immediate prede-

cessor of Antony Van Diemen. On Mr. Brouwer's return to

Holland, he became one of the Directors of the Netherland

West India Company ; and now, making an offer of his per-

sonal services for the Chili expedition, he was appointed to the

chief command. Three large ships were equipped in Holland, 1643.

with which he was ordered to sail first to Brasil, for the purposes

of recruiting his ships, and of concerting with Count Mauritz of

Vol. III. Q Nassau,
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Nassau, wbo was then Governor General over the Dutch con-

quests in Brasil, his future plan of proceedings*.

In the narrative which was pubHshed of the Chili expedition,

it is not noticed whether or not any material alteration had

taken place in the relative condition of the Spaniards and the

native inhabitants of Chili, since the expedition of the Nassau

fleet. It is to be supposed that the Hollanders, with the

footing they had in South America, could not want means of

obtaining information on this point; and they appear not to

have entertained a doubt that the natives of Chili would be

willing to receive, and to enter into alliance with, people who

like themselves were the constant enemies of the Spaniards.

November. On November the 6lb, 1642, the three ships under Hendrick

Departure Brouwcr left the Texel, in company with other ships bound the
from ^ , , , 11

Holland, same way. The 21st of the same month, they made the

Arrival at Island Madeira. On December the 22d, they arrived at

Pernam- Pemambuco, where Count Mauritz added two vessels to the
buco.

force destined for Chili ; and a Council was appointed to assist

the General, the principal members of which were M. Elias

Harckmans and M. Elbert Crispynsen.

1643. Gn the 15th of January 1643, M. Brouwer's squadron, con-
January,

gjg^jj^g. of the ships Amsterdam, Eendracht, Vlissingen, Oransie
hail tnence ® *

1 . i n i

Southward. Boom, and the yacht Dolphyn, (i. e. the Amsterdam, Concord,

Flushing, Orange Tree, and Dolphin) sailed from Periiambuco,

directino; their course Southward for Strait le Maire.

* A narrative or Journal of Mr. Brouwer's Expedition viras published at ^?n-

sterdam, according to Franc. Seixasy Lovera, as early as in 1645. It was again

printed in 1646, under the title of Hendrick Brouwer's Foj/ngie gedaen by oustcri

de Strate le Maire, naer de Custen van Chili, i.e. Hendiick Brourcer'i f'oyage

performed EasUcaid of the Strait le Maire, to the coast of Chili. In Churchill's

Collection, Vol. 1st, is a History of General Brouwer's Expedition, in the English

language, which is a translation fiom a German edition printed at Fraiickfort,

\a 1649.

Tlie
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The clay after leaving Pernambuco, the companies of all the

ships Avere put upon one established allowance of provisions,

which was as follows ; to each man one good cheese (the weight

not specified) for the whole voyage. Three lbs. of biscuit, a

quartern of vinegar, and half a pound of butter, per week. On
Sunday, three quarters of a pound of meat ; on Monday and

Wednesday, 6 oz. of salted cod ; on 'J'uesday and Saturday, a

quarter of a pound of stock-fish ; on Thursday and Friday,

three quarters of a pound of bacon with gray pease ; and

at all times as much boiled oatmeal as thej' chose to eat.

It is to be noticed that the Ajnsterdmn pound is heavier than

the English pound averdnpois, 100 lbs. Amsterdam weight being

equal to 109 lbs. averdupois. An order of sailing was prescribed,

and Valentyn's Bay on the "West side of Strait le Maire was

appointed for the first rendezvous.

March the 2d, the latitude was 51* 16' S; and on the 3d,

about two hours before day, they had soundings at 4.3 fathoms

depth, the bottom brown sand. At daylight, they saw the

coast of Patagonia.

On the 5th, they came in sight of Strait le Maire ; and it

being a very clear day, the people on board the Dolphyn yacht

saw distinctly the whole extent from West to East of the Staten

Land, by which it appeared that this land, which from

the time of its discovery had been conjectured to be part of a

large Continent, was an Island of very moderate extent, being

by their estimation not more than nine or ten Dutch miles in

length. They did not perceive any Bay or place convenient for

anchorage ; the shore appeared encompassed with rocks, and

the sea was too rough for landing to be attempted. The whole.

land had a barren appearance, except that in some places a

few trees were seen.

The Avind was unfavourable for the squadron to pass the Strait

le Maire, and after four days spent in vain endeavour, it was

Q 2 resolved

March.

Staten

Land
discovered

to be an

Island.
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CHAP. 5. resolved to sail round by the East end of Staten Island, which

1643. accordingly they did ; and when they were to the Southward
March.

^^ ^^^ Island, they steered Westward, without finding any im-

Navigation pediment, except from contrary winds, which occasioned them

of Staten ^^ ^^ several days in getting to the Westward of Statai Island.

Island. During this time, they saw many whales.

On the 18th, the General's ship, the Amsterdam, anchored

in Valentyns Bai/, where some of the ships Iiad arrived before

him ; but they were now all collected.

Valentyns The following description of Valentyns Bay is given in the

^^' Journal : ' It is situated on the Western side of the Strait h
* Maire, and affords tolerably safe anchorage for twelve or

* fourteen ships, in 9 or 10 fathoms depth, black sandy bottom

;

' but the nearness of the mountains renders the Bay subject to

' heavy squalls and sudden changes of wind, so that it is

* necessary to lie with two or three heavy anchors down. Here

* are fine springs of water, and fuel in plenty, but the wood is

* not good for other use. Here were berries like currants,

* both black and red, just then ripe ; and a herb like parsley.

* Wild duck were shot, whose bills it was remarked were not so

* broad as those of the European wild duck. Muscles and peri-

* winkles were in abundance, but no other fish were taken. Sea

* lions and seals harboured among the rocks, some of which were

* about the size of a good calf, of a grey or brownish colour,

* and the noise they made was not unlike that of sheep,'

Whilst the squadron lay here, the General ordered the

Dolphyn yacht to sail over to Staten Island to examine its coast,

and, if practicable, the country. He also sent in her some young

pigs, which he directed should be put on shore there. The yacht

went according to the order, and at her return, a report was

made to the General of what was done and seen ; but no par-

ticulars of the report are given in the Journal.

The Hollanders did not at this time meet with inhabitants

4 in
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in Vakttft/n Bay. It was supposed that people had lately

resided there, and that the arrival of the ships had fnghtened

them away. Footsteps of men were seen, which, says the

Journal, were seventeen or eighteen inches long, and indicated

that ihey were a strong and large people.

The Island Chiloe was appointed by the General for the next

place of rendezvous ; and on March the asth, the squadron

sailed from Vnkntyn Bay. The two following days they had a

heavy storm from the WNW, and on the 30th, the ship Orangie

Boom, having broke the head of her main-mast, was separated

from the rest; but it was expected that she would rejoin com-

pany at Chiloe. The remaining ships pursued their route.

April the 27th, they were in latitude 44* 7' S, when the variation

was observed 1
0° NEastei'ly.

On the 30th of April, being in latitude 42° 40' S, they had

sight of land bearing ENE, which was part of the outer coast

of the Island Chiloe. The next day, May the 1st, a great smoke

was seen on the sea shore, and the yacht was ordered to stand

close in, to endeavour to take and bring off to the General

some of the inhabitants, that information might be obtained

of the state of the country. The yacht accordingly approached

the shore, and hoisted a white flag. Some men on horseback,

and others on foot, came to the sea side to look at her ; but

none of them shewed any inclination to venture on board ; and

if they had been so disposed, the sea was too rough either for

landing or for embarking. After a short time spen*^ in gazing,

the people on the land retired within the Avoods, as did the

yacht from the shore.

The Hollanders were strangers to this coast, except that they

knew it to be part of the Island Chiloe. On the 2d, the yacht

was ordered tomakeexainination for the right channel by which

the ships might enter the Gulf between the Island Chiloe and the

main-laud ot Chili; and in the meantime, the General came to

an

CH AP. 5.

Sail for

Chiloe.

April.
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CH A p. 5. an anchor near a small Island, in a Bay from which several open-

1643. ings in the coast were seen, which appeared to be either deep

T ,

^J
gulfs or passages leading through to the Continent.

Chiloe. The yacht Avas a week occupied m searching for the right pas-

sage, and for a commodious port ; both of which being found, on

the 9th, the squadron anchored in a harbour at the ]North part

of the Island Chiloe. \A^hite flags were put out by all the ships

immediately on their entrance, as signal of peace and invitation

to the inhabitants ; but no one from the land offered to come near

Brouwer's them. To this Port they gave the name of Brouwer's Haven ;

Haven. 11,1 • ^ 1 • 1 i

although by some circumstance, or which only presumptive traces

can now be found, it had before been named English Haven.

The subject will again occur in the sequel of this voyage.

loth. The lOth, it blew so strong, that the ship Vlissingen was forced

from her anchors, and obliged to cut away her main-mast.

nth. The ] ith, the weather having become moderate, Mr. Elbert

Crispynsen, one ofthe General's Council, with Major Blaeuwbeck

and 25 soldiers, were sent in the yacht to a small river not far

distant from the ships, to endeavour to obtain some commu-

nication v,'ith the people of the country. Towards evening, the

yacht came to an anchor within the entrance of the said river, in

12 fathoms depth.

i2ih. The next day the yacht proceeded about two leagues farther

up the river, Avhere they found two small boats, and saw upon a

hill two houses thatched with reeds, near the entrance of which

stood a larse wooden cross. Some men on horseback came

down to the bank of the river, but in a short time they retreated

into the woods. The Major landed, and placed on the bank a

white flag, a knife, and some beads ; and after calling out to the

horsemen (probably in a language which they could not under-

stand) that he and his people were come as friends to the

Chilese, he returned to the yacht. Two of the horsemen and

three men on foot, came and took the things whicii he had left,

and
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and carried them to the top of a hill where many other people chap. 5.

were assembled ; but in a short time after, one of the horsemen 164^
returned with the things, all of which he threw into the river in ^^'^y-

full sight of the Hollanders. During the rest of the day, many Brouwer'a

of the inhabitants were seen, but they gave no opportunity to the
^^ven.

Hollanders to speak with them. In the evening, the Major put

some more strings of coral where the former things had been

placed, and then retired for the night to his vessel, which kept

her station in the river.

The next morning many of the inhabitants were seen on the 13th.

banks of the river; some clad in black, some in red, and some

in white. The Major landed where the corals had been left,

which were still in the same place, and did not appear to have

been touched by any one. Vast numbers of cattle, horses, and

sheep, were feeding in the neighbouring plains, and the grounds

appeared well cultivated and watered with rivulets. The houses

which were approached by the Hollanders, were forsaken by the

inhabitants, and wooden crosses were found erected at the

entrances ; from which circumstances the Hollanders had reason

to apprehend that the country was under the dominion of the

Spaniards : nevertheless, all the inhabitants which had been

seen were dressed after the manner of the Chilese. On the 14th, 141!).

the yacht returned to the ships in Brouwer's Ilaven^.

* The annexed Chart of the Northern part of the Island Chiloe, and of the Gulf

or Strait, is copied from a Cliart published with the Dutch Journal ; but witii a scale

added on the authority of a Spanish plan taken of the Northern Port of Chiloe, in

the year 1700, there being no scale given in the Dutch Chart. It has many defects
;

nevertheless, with the assistance of ttie Journal, it gives more information concerning

the navigation of the Gulf between Chiloe and the Continent, than any ether

hitherto published. The dotted line which marks the track o( the Dutch squadron

from Brouwer's Haven to Castro passes directly over a shoal to tae Eastward of the

Haven, which probably was intended to indicate that there was sufficient depth at

high water for sliips to sail over it.

The English translation of tlie names in the Chart is,

of the Title - - - - Gu/f of Jnkaos, or the Great GnJf of Chiloe.

Corden Hoek - Cape Coides, nRwiad after Simon de Cordes, who sailed along

the coast of Ctiili from lat. 46° S. to the Island tianta Maria.

Paerden eylK Horse li.'and. Vuicken Punt— Hog t^oint.

Robberi eyUindt - - - 6'ea/ Island. Zuyii Zee South Hea.

Ras van Usvnio - - Race of' Osorno,
'

Oa
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^^^JJ^ On receiving llie Major's report, the Council resolved that

1643. be should again go in the yacht to the river, to endeavour by any

l^' means, fair or otherwise, to obtain intelligence ; and tliis. time he
Brouwer's took with him a whole con)pany of scldiers. On ihe ifith, thej

arrived at their former station in the river, when they discovered

a great number of horsemen drawn up on a plain at a small

distance. The yacht put out a white flag as before, but the in-

habitants called to them from the shore, first in a language the

Hollanders did not understand, and afterwards in the Spanish,

reproaching them that they were come to this land with no

good design. The Hollanders, less provoked by the reproach

than by the language in which it was spoken, took in the white

flag, and displayed a red flag in its stead. The cannon of the

yacht were fired at the inhabitants, who were now regarded as

enemies ; and the Major landed with his men, and marched

into the country, where he met no one to oppose him. Jn

different incursions, a woman with two children, and a man, all

native Chilese, were made prisoners; whilst, on the other hand,

one of the Dutch sailors was missing.

On the return of the yacht from this second expedition, the

prisoners were examined; but they were ignorant of the Spanish

language, and their own was unintelligible to the Dutcli, so that

no information was gained from them. A council of war was held,

in which it was resolved that information should be sought after on

the Continent, and among the Islands in the Gulf I>e Ancoed*.

Consonant to this determination, on the 19th, the Major de-

parted with the yacht and a shallop. In the evening, the yacht

Care!- camc to an anchor near the shore of Card Mapn-f (in a chart
mapu. ,

* Accortiine; to Alcedo, J/icoed or Queued is a small town in C/iiloe, at'tct which

a part of the Gulf between ChUoe and the Continent has been named.

t Carel-mapu was foimeily the most frequented port in the Gulf of Chiloe ; but

sand banks have gradually formed there, and have rendered the port useless, except

for piragitas or canoes. P. <Je Jgiieros. Desaipdon Hhtorial de la Fiov. de

Chiiue. cap, 8. ij^i.

published
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published with the Dutch narrative, called Carcl-mappa ) , and chap. 5.

without intending or knowing it, near a Spanish fort. The jg^^

shallop had dropped astern, and as a guide to her, the yacht put ^^y-

up a lanthorn. This rendered the yacht conspicuous to the mapu.

Spaniards, who complimented her with the cannon of the fort,

till she took in her light. The next morning, the Mtijor and his

men landed, and after encountering some resistance, by which six

Plollanders were wounded, became masters of the fort. They

found in it- two cannon and sixteen horses. One prisoner only

was made, and he was a native of Chili.

Intelligence of what had passed being sent to the General, on

the 21st, he came himself to Carel-mapu.

On the 25th, it was resolved to abandon Carel-mapu, and to asth.

attack another Spanish fort, named San Michael cle Calibuco,

situated about four leagues farther Eastward within the gulf.

By order of the General, Carel-mapu was burnt to the ground,

and every thing within reach of the Hollanders was destroyed,

even to killing the horses, an act for which no reason or excuse

is ofiered in the narrative.

The approach by sea to Calibuco, was found difficult on Calibuco.

account of sands and shoals ; the design of attacking it was

therefore relinquished. By this time the Hollanders had learnt

.the situation of Castro, the principal place in the Island Chiloe,

and the General and his Council determined to proceed thither

with the whole squadron, which now consisted of three ships and

a yacht, nothing having been seen or heard of the ship Orangie

Boom since her parting company at sea.

In the route to Castro, \he, Dutch ships sailed through a chan-

nel which in the Dutch Chart is named Ras van Osor7io^, and is Ras van

the narrowest part of the Strait between Chiloe and the Conti-

nent.

* i. e. Race of Osodio. Usor/io is tiie name of a city whitli was built in Cfiiii

in the ye:'r 1558, dining the Viceroyalty of the Maiquis -de Canete. It is situated

Vol. 111. R in

Osorno.
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CHAT. 5. nent. They afterwards passed many small islands, among

'"'""^^'^T^ which anchorage was found. Every place at which the Hoi-
May, landers came, was deserted by the inhabitants; but they left

their sheep and cattle behind, and the Hollanders supplied them-

selves with as many as they wanted. Among the cattle were

The Llama, some of the Llama, commonly called the Peruvian sheep; by

the Dutch journalist, the large Camel sheep ; but more properly,

the Camel deer (Elapho-camelus) . The journalist says, ' the

' necks of these animals are near four feet in length ; their wool

' is very fine, but their flesh is not good to eat.' This is contrary

to what is said by other voyagers. Drake's people thought the

flesh of the large Peruvian sheep good eating : and it is probable

that the Dutch journalist in writing otherwise, meant only com-

paratively with the common sheep. He proceeds to relate the

qualifications of the Camel sheep as they were described to him

by the Spaniards. ' They much resemble the Camel in shape,

' except that they have no , bunch on their backs : they are

' very useful in carrjang burthens, and are able to carry a man
' four or five Spanish leagues in a day. When they are tired,

' they lie down on the ground, and must then be unloaded; for

* they will not be raised again by beating. If their driver at-

' tempts to force them bej^ond what they are willing to bear,

' they blow their breath, which is very offensive, in his face.

' Those of a kind called Pancos [or Facos] are reckoned the most
' useful ; they eat very little, and sometimes do not drink for

' four or five days together.'

The description is accompanied with a drawing of the ' Camel

Sheep,' which represents the legs much thicker in proportion to

the body than those of most other quadrupeds ; and what is

most

in 40 1° S latitude, and 7 leagues distant from the sea. Nevertheless, in the Dutch

Chart of the Great Gulf of Chiloe, the name of Osorno is given to the narrowest

part of the Strait formed by the Continent and Chiloe, and also to a town on the

shore of the Gulf, about midway between Card-mapu and Calibuco.
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most remarkable, the fore feet are drawn each with four toes, chap. 5.

whilst the feet of the hinder legs are cleft like those of the deer 1643.

in two parts. This differs from every other description we meet ^^''y*

with of the Llama. Two which were shewn in London*, have

all the feet cleft eacK in two. There are known to be, however,

in South America, animals footed like those in the Dutch draw-

ing of the Camel Sheep. Buffbn says, ' Le plus gros de tons les

' animaux de I'Amerique Meridionale est le tapir ou tapiierete

* (Brasiliensibus) . Cette animal est de la grossiere dun veau de

' six mois, ou d'un tres petite mule ; car on Va compari a I'tin et

' Vautre, quoiquil ne leur ressemble, netant ni solipede, ni pied

' fourchu, mais sissipSde irregidier, ayant quatre doigts aux pieds

* de devant, et trois d ceux de derriere.' Buffbn mentions also

' le cabaia (capybara Brasiliensibus) sissipede, ayant commc le

' tapir,' &c.-\- It is possible the Dutch journalist, speaking only in

part from his own observation and in part on his Spanish in^

formation, may have mistakenly confounded the description of

different animals. Or, there may be more varieties of the

Llama than have yet come under the notice of European

naturalists. From this voyage the foregoing description of the
'

Llama of Chili was very early inserted in a work entitled His-

toria Naturalis Brasilice : printed at Amsterdam in 1648, and

dedicated to Count Mauritz of Nassau, ' Terrse et Oceani Brasi-

liensis summo prefecto.' The author, having before described

the Peruvian Llama, says ' Ab his autem plurimum differunt

' oves illae Chilenses, quarum hanc iconem nostri attulerunt ad

' vivum expressam. In qua observandurn omnia satis quadrare

' quoad corporis compositionem ] pra^terquam quod postici

' pedes ungulas bisulcas habeant, priores autem in quatuor

' divisos ungues' ''^..

'~^

* In March 1812,

t Buffon. Vol. ix. p. 87, 88. Des Animaui (hi Nouvean Monde,

% G?vrgi Marcgravi, Liber sextus. Appendix, de Ovibus Peruaiiisei Chikiisibus,

R ^
'

In
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CHAP. 5. In a subseqiKint mention of these animals which occurs in

^642. this voyage, it is said that the name by v/hich the Chilese call

May. them is Chiluwecke, and that they never kill any of them for

food, except on occasions of some extraordinary festival ; at

which times, when they are in the height of their mirth, they

divide the heart, and each person present eats apiece as a token

among themselves of amity and friendship.

June. On June the 6th, the Dutch came in sight of Castro, which,

on their approach, the inhabitants quitted, after untihng the

churches, and setting lire themselves to many of the houses.

City of This city was founded by the Spaniards, in 1566*, and was
Castro, named Castro in honour of the Viceroy Lope Garcia de Castro.

The Dutch account says, that it is {)leasantly situated on a high

hill, and was then surrounded with cultivated grounds, which

abounded with fruit trees of many kinds, and with fine springs ;

and that it had been a magnificent place, full of stately build-

ings. The Hollanders found many of the products of the earth

yet standing in the fields ; and among the fruits, great abundance

of good apples. No communication however was obtained

with the inhabitants • and the General, finding them determined

to keep aloof, and judging it would answer no purpose to remain

longer at Castro, ordered the country to be laid waste. On
the 8th, the Hollanders, after committing as much mischief as in

'

so short a time they were able, departed to return Northward ;

it being the General's intention to proceed forthwith to Valdivia,

or, as it is called in the Dutch narrative, Baldivia.

In the proceedings of General Brouwer, there appear marks

of an impatient and irritable disposition, which possibly

proceeded from, or was increased by, the state of his

liealth, for he fell ill during this Castro expedition. He had

taken some of the natives prisoners, as stated above, which

* Jgueros, de la Pruv. de Chiloe. Ahedo says, in 1560.

circumstance
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circumstance he did not properly endeavour to turn to advan- chap. 5.

tage. Kind and liberal treatment, and to have released them, 1643.

was obviously the conduct which ought to have been pursued, and ^"^'

vhich after experience shewed would have brought about a good

understanding between the Dutch and the Chilese. The readiness

to quarrel with them immediately it was discovered they were in a

state of subjection to the Spaniards, and the laying the country

waste, were measures equally upjust and impolitic. It was

making no distinction between the natives and Spaniards, when

the greatest possible should have been made on every occasion ;

for it was a specific proposition in the plan of the expedition to

Chili, thnt the natives were to be won over to join the Hollanders

against the Spaniards.

In the return Northward, the Hollanders found provision of

hogs and sheep more than sufficient for their occasions, on the

small islands in the Gulf. At one of the islands also, they t»ok

prisoner a Sj)anish w'oman named Louisa Pizara, a widow

and 75 years of age, whom for the sake of information they

kept and carried away with them.

The I6th, the ships repassed the channel of Osorno, and the

next day anchored in Brouwers Harbour. The health of the

General now gradually declined.

On the 21st, it was resolved in a Council to send the Een-

dracht and the yacht to Baldivia, and that the yacht should

return as speedily as might be with intelligence of the state of

matters there ; but strong Northerly winds prevented the sailing

of the Eendracht and yacht, and on the 11th of July the July,

squadron quitted Brouwers Harbour, and ran over to Carel- Care!-

niapu, before which they anchored.
mapu.

Parties of soldiers were landed here to go in quest of cattle.

On the 17th, one of these foraging parties surprized three 17th.

Spaniards at a place called ias Bahios, about three leagues from

Carel-mapn.

It.
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CHAP. 5. It was now fully ascertained, from the accounts given by the

prisoners, that the Spaniards had but a small force in Chili

:

that at la Concepcion the number of regular troops did not ex-

ceed one hundred, and that the City of Imperial had been

abandoned by the Spaniards, and was quite desolate. Baldivia

continued in the hands of the Chilese. The Spaniards, never-

theless, had preserved a footing in the Southern part of Chili,

and had kept the people of the Island Chiloe under subjection.

The forts of Carel-mapii and Calibuco had been built purposely

to prevent the natives of the Continent from making incursions

into Chiloe. Other information obtained was, that there was

much gold in the neighbourhood of Osorno, and still more near

Baldivia ; and that the natives had been accustomed to Avear

ornaments of gold ; but that since the great revolt of the

Chilese, the mines of those parts had not been worked. Before

that time, the natives paid tribute weekly in gold and silver;

but now neither of those metals were seen among them. The

Island Chiloe had been portioned out by the Spanish Govern-

ment into about a hundred encomiendas or lordships, some of

whicli had thirty Indians resident on it ; and none less than six.

They were attached to the soil and considered as the property

of the lord, who, however, had not the power to sell them or

to transport them from the land. He was to furnish them Avith

clothes, and to take care that they should receive religious

instruction : and he emploj'ed them either in agriculture or

manufactures. The people of Chiloe had formerly been required

to work in the mines of that country ; but after the year 1633,

on account of a sickness which carried ofi" one-third of the in-

habitants, and also because the mines were not found very

productive, the working of them was wholly discontinued.

Neither gold nor silver, even in coin, was at this time to be

seen in the Island, and all traffic was carried on by exchanges.

Three ships came annually from la Concepcion and Valparaiso

4 with
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with linen and woollen cloths, oil, flower, wine, pepper, and chap

iron ; and took in return, quilts, deal boards, flux and hemp. 1643

In addition to this account, their old female prisoner, Louisa c-Ji
Pizara, told them that the people about Osorno, BakUvia, Im- mapu.

perial, and in the Southern parts of Chili, had for several years

past lived on peaceable terms with the Spaniards, but that very

lately they had taken up arms against them ; and that the Gover-

nor of la Concepcion had on that account caused a number of

hostages who were in his custody to be beheaded. Also that

about three weeks before the arrival of the Hollanders, the

Spaniards had made an incursion from the fore of Carel-mapii,

and had taken thirty of the Chilese prisoners, for whom they

had been in expectation of obtaining a good ransom ; but

the consternation occasioned by the unexpected arrival of

the Hollanders, gave opportunity to the prisoners to make

their escape.

This intelligence caused the General to shew favour to a Chi-

lese man and woman with their child, who had been taken pri-

soners, and to release them, but on condition that they woukl

inform their countrymen, the Hollanders were not a barba-

rous people ; that they Avere enemies only to the Spa-

niards ; and that it was their earnest desire to be friends with

the Chilese. This step wrought an immediate change in favour

of the Hollanders, for on the 19th, six Chilese, two of whom 19th.

were Caciques or Chiefs, went on board the ships to ascertain

the fact. They were informed that their countrymen had told

them the truth, and that the ships had brought a large quantity

of arms to exchange with the people of Chili for such commo-

dities as their country afforded, which would enable them to

carry on the war against the Spaniards more vigorously ; and

that the Dutch moreover would join with them, and assist them

to the utmost of their power. The Chilese were much satisfied

with these assurances. The Caciques, when they understood

it
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THAP. 5. it was the General's intention to go to Baldivia, represented to

1643. him that many Chilese in the neighbourhood of Carel-mapu

^ '^: were extremely desirous of retiring from this part of Chili towards

inapu. Osorno and Baldivia ; but that the way by land was extremely

dangerous at this time, on account of the rivers being much

swoln by the rains, and because the Spaniards had been more

than usually watchful of their motions since the coming of the

Hollanders : therefore they requested that the General would

receive them and their families into his ships, and give them

conveyance to Baldivia. The General not only assented to this

proposition, but at parting, presented to each of the Caciques

a sword and a half pike.

This first visit estabUshed the Dutch in the good opinion of

the Chilese, and produced an open and unreserved intercourse

between them. From being enemies, they now regarded each

other as friends and allies : the ships were supplied with pro-

visions, and European arms were delivered to the Chilese in

return.

August, or at least the beginning of that month, being usually

a very tempestuous season on the coast of C/w'/i, and the sickness

of the General increasing daily, it was resolved in Council to

defer the sailing to Baldivia till the weather should become fine

and settled, and in the mean time to secure the ships in Brou-

wer's Haven. The journalist relates that about eight years before,

the tempests raged for forty days successively with such fury as

to tear trees up by the roots, and to shake the very mountains.

In The removal to Brotiwer's Haven made no material break in

^Haven^
the communication with the Chilese. Boats were occasionally

sent from the squadron across the Channel to Carel-mapu to

fetch cattle, which the natives provided for them. On the 28th,

two Caciques who had assumed Spanish names, or probably

had received them from the Spaniards in some interval of peace,

one being called Don Diego, the other Don Philippo, came

from
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from Carel-mapu on a visit to the ships ; and Don Phihppo, as a

testimony of his zeal in the common cause, produced to the

Hollanders the head of a Spaniard whom he had slain a fortnight

before ; which, whatever triumphant ideas it might excite, was

very offensive from the length of time it had been kept. By
means of the Chilese a letter was sent to the Governor of Castro,

to propose an exchange for the Dutch seaman who had been

made prisoner on May the l6th ; which the Governor answered,

by informing the Dutch, that the prisoner in question had been

transfeiTcd to la Concepcion.

On August the 7lh, the General, Hendiick Brouwer, died.

He made it his last request that his body should be carried to

Baldivia, and be there interred : accordingly it was embalmed.

In the Lives of the Dutch Governors at Batavia, Hendrick Brour

wer is said to have conducted the affairs of the Company in

India during his government, with universal approbation. K[is

management in the Chili expedition has not been spoken of in

so favourable a manner. Ovalle, in his History of Chili, accuses

the Hollanders of having committed great outrages at Chiloe,

whilst under his command, and says that it pleased God to

take away their General's life, as a just punishment for these

offences.

In the beginning of the month, a boat belonging to one of

the Dutch ships, in crossing the channel to Carel-mapu, was

overtaken by a storm, and forced to seek shelter at an Island

nearly in mid-channel, marked in the Dutch chart with the

name of Paerden Eylandt (i. e. Horse Island), but which in the

Spanish charts is named I. de Donna Sebastiana. Some of the

Hollanders landed; V>ut it being at a place which was not

thought safe for the boat, the boatswain, who was the officer

commanding, ordered seven of the men to take her to a place

which appeared more secure. As they were endeavouring to

execute this order, a sudden gust of the tempest drove the boat

Vo L. III. S from
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from the Island into the open sea, Avhere she and the people iri

her were swallowed up hy the waves in the sight of their ship-

mates. Those wl)o were left on the sliore found no inhabitants

on the Island, and had no means of getting away : but they

found a cottage, and six sheep, witti a quantity of potatoes. It

is probable the owners were on the Island, and kept themselves

concealed through fear. The Hollanders, though they husbanded

their provision with great care, remained on the Island till it

was all consumed, when fortunately for them, a boat belonging

to the ship Amsterdam put on shore to the same Island, not in

search of them, but accidentally ; for from the length of time

they had been missing, they had been given over as lost.

Elias Harckmans, the principal of the late General's Council,

succeeded him in the chief command, and was saluted with six

cannon from each ship. After the middle of the month, the

weather became moderate and settled, and the squadron pre-

pared for saihng. The Chilese, who with their wives and

families were desirous of going to Baldivia, were received on

board the ships to the number of 470 persons, who came pro-

vided with all things necessary for their subsistence during the

voyage : and as it was thought unadviseable for so great a num-

ber of people to go to Baldivia without sending previous notice,

three Chilese men undertook the journey by land, and departed

before the ships.

In this part of the Dutch narrative, a description is introduced

of Brouwer's Haven, which the journalist says was by some

called Chilova, and by others English Haven, The narrative was

printed very shortly after the voyage concluded, and we have

no accounts of any British navigation to the Island of Chilo&

having been performed previous to the time of Brouwer's ex-

pedition. Drake, Cavendish, and Hawkins, after clearing the

Strait of Magalhanes, touched at no part of the American coast

to the South of the Island Mocha. The author of the Description

Historiul
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Historial de la Frov'mcia de Chiloe, nevertheless says, that in the

year 1624, the English endeavoured to possess themselves of

the Port of Baldivia *
; and, without noticing any particulars, he

gives for his authority, Don Cosme Buenos Descrip. del Obispad

de la Concepcion. Without seeing Don Cosme's book, which on

the present occasion could not be procured, nothing farther can

be said, except indeed, that Antonio de Ulloa has marked this

same harbour with the name of Puei^to Ingles ; and it may be

observed, that the year 1624 was the next after that in which

occurred the breach of the marriage contract between Prince

Charles of England and the Infanta of Spain. On the other

hand, there seems little probability that an expedition against

Chili should have been made from England, and that not the

smallest notice of it should be found in our History, or in our

books of Voyages.

Brouwer's Haven h described in the journal as affording good Desciiption

anchorage, fresh M-ater, wood for firing, and great plenty of fish,
grouvver's

particularly of shell-fish. It was surrounded by a fruitful Haven,

country, abounding in cattle. At the time the Hollanders were

there, the people inhabiting at or near this Port were reckoned

to be not above 200 ; the sickness or plague a few years before

having greatly diminished their number. The journalist esti-

mated the latitude of Brouwer's Haven to be 41° 30' S, uhicli

differs 2 1' from the best Spanish accounts -j-. The journalist

gives the following description of the inhabitants of Chiloe. Inhabitants

' The men are not tall, but are well-made and strong; their °* t^'n'oe.

* Descr. likt. de Chiloe. Ca]). 3. p. 32.

\ In the j'ear 1767, the Spaniards fortified this harbour, and changed its name

to Puerto de San Carlos. It is now the principal establishment of the Spaniards

in the Island Chiloe. According to a survey made in 1790, in the Spanish corvettes

Descubierta and Atrevida, the latitude of its entrance is 41° 51' S. The place had

thriven so much in a very few years, that from a population in 1774 of 420 persons,

the number of the inhabitants of San Carlos in 1790 or at the beginning of 1791,

was estimated at above 1,100.

-. s 2 ' complexion
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CHAP. 5. ' complexion is dark brown, their hair coal black, and they pull

1(543. ' out the hair of their beards. Their dress was simple and neat,
^^^^^

'
' and consisted of a small square piece of linen or cloth, with a

' hole in the middle to put the head through. The men wore
' wide plaited breeches like those of the Dutch seamen ; a rib-

* band round the waist in the nature of a girdle ; and a broad

' ribband round the head. The women wore a garment fastened

' round their waist, and another round the neck which hung loose

* behind. Neither sex had any covering on the head, breast,

' arms, or legs ; and though their dress seemed ill suited to the

' coolness of the climate, they were remarkably healthful.'

On August the 21st, the weather being fair and the wind from

the South East, the Dutch squadron, under the command of

Elias Harckmans, sailed from the Island Chiloe to the North-

ward, and on the 24th, arrived at the entrance of the river of

River of Baldivia, where the breadth across is about a league. Finding
Baldivia.

. 1111
three several channels, and not knowmg which was the best to

follow (which appears extraordinary considering they had so

many native Chilese on board) the ships came to an anchor

half a league within the entrance of the river. They afterwards

went up the middle branch of the three, where the ships all

grounded on the sands : but at length, with much difficulty in

the navigation, they arrived before the city, or rather what had

Cityoi' been the city of Baldivia. Former! v, Baldivia had contained

450 large houses : at this time it had fallen to decay, and the

greater part was over-run with weeds and bushes. Ruins of the

ancient ga<:es were still remaining, but the whole place more

resembled a wilderness than a city. Nevertheless, the Dutch

ships as they arrived, complimented it with a salute of six

cannon. «

Tne Chilese of Baldivia soon entered into familiar intercourse

with the Hollanders, and many continually visited the ships ;

some to make exchanges, and some from motives of curiosity.

The
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The misfortune of this was, that they were much inclined to

pilfering, especially of things made of iron. They stole the

August.
Steering compasses from some of the ships, and nothing was -^"S^

secure from them that was not under lock and key. But this
Baldivia.

was fully made amends for by their general wiUingness to enter

into the confederacy against the Spaniards. Large bodies of

Chilese, both of horse and foot, collected in the neighbourhood

of Baldivia, all armed Avith pikes 18 feet long, and desirous to

be instructed by the Hollanders in warlike exercises.

On the 29th, two of the ships were yet on the sands, and

only the Amsterdam and the yacht had arrived abreast the city.

General Harckmans, however, landed two companies of the

Dutch troops near Baldivia, where they were received by a

small body of Chilese under arms. The General, with the

assistance of one of his Spanish prisoners who served him as

interpreter, made an harangue to the Chilese, principally ad-

dressing his discourse to their Chief who was a Baldivian.

Harckmans told them, that the Dutch had new established

themselves firmly in Brasil, and were in a condition to assist

the people of C/iili. He produced his credentials from the

Prince of Orange, which he made the interpreter explain, and

in the Prince's name he presented to the Cacique two handsome

swords and a pike. The principal men of the Chilese who were

present, promised that as soon as the people of Osorno and

Conco should join them, whose arrival was expected to be soon,

they would consult and determine upon articles of confedera-

tion to be entered into with the Hollanders.

On the 30th, information arrived at Baldivia that the

Governor of Castro had apprehended several of the native in-

habitants of Chiloe, and on suspicion or discovery that thej

were contriving to make their escape to join the revolters, he

had caused some of them to be hanged ; which act had created

so much alarm among all the natives in Chiloe, thai many
of
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CHAP. 5. of them fled to the continent and were on the way towards

1643. Baldivia.

September. Qn the afternoon of September the 2d, above a thousand of

the people of Osotmo and Conco arrived at Baldivia. The next

^ day all the Dutch soldiers were landed ; and in the afternoon,

a general meeting of the Hollanders and Chilese was held in a

field near Baldivia, the Caciques of that place, Osorno and

Conco being present, attended by about 1,200 men. General

Harckmans again, with the assistance of his interpreter, under-

took the part of the orator. He said, ' the renown of the brave

' actions of the Chilese in defending their liberties against the

' Spaniards had reached the Netherlands. It had also been

' the fate of the Hollanders during the last eighty years to be

' constantly at war with the Spaniards in defence of their

' liberties. The Hollanders, he said, had been successful, and
' had made conquests over their enemy in Bvasil, by means of

' Avhich it would be in their power to hold a constant and ready

' communication with the people of Chili, the passage by sea

' not occupying more than two months ; and that solely for the

' purpose of entering into confederacy with the Chilese against

' their common enemy, the Hollanders were now come with

' good store of cannon, muskets, pikes, swords, and ammuni-
* tion, which they were ready to exchange for the productions

' of the country.' The General then delivered to each of the

Caciques a letter from the Prince of Orange, and proposed to

them that they should undertake to supply him and his people

WMth provisions, for which they should receive in return arms

or other merchandize. The Chilese answered as with one voice,

that they were willing to do what was required, which would

be easy to them as their country was plentifully furnished with

cattle ; and they professed it to be their earnest desire that the

Holland tieet should not quit their coast.

The General and his Council regarded this declaration as a

full
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full assurance of the good intentions of the Chilese, and a league cm a p. 5.

both otlensive and defensive was agreed upon with them, by ^^^^

virtue of which each side undertook, and became bound, to September,

assist the other against the Spaniards, and against all other Baldma.

aggressors. The Hollanders wished the articles to have been

executed in Meriting ; but the Chilese Caciques excused them-

selves from a formality so unintelligible to them, alledging that

such had never been the custom of their country; and that

mutual promises were regarded among them as the strongest

tie. I'hcy added, that as a pledge of their sincerity, they would

carefully preserve the letter of the Prince of Orange.

It was then represented to the Chilese, that for their common

security it would be necessary to build a fort near Baldivia, >•

which might serve as a secure retreat upon any emergency, and

would also be a safeguard for the ships. To this also, the

Chilese gave a ready assent, and left the management to the

General and his counsellors, to do in it according to their own

discretion.

To this period of the negotiation the Hollanders had prudently

refrained from the mention of gold. It had nevertheless been

constantly presenf, if not uppermost, in their imaginations, that

the_y were in a gold country ; and in the proposition niade to

supply the Chilese with arms in exchange for the productions of

Chili, their hopes were naturally fixed upon what they esteemed

the most valuable of those productions. The free and cordial

disposition now manifested by the Chilese put the Hollanders

off their guard, and induced them to think this a favourable

opportunity to ask the Caciques if they Avould be willing to give

gold in exchange for European arms ; and in proposing the

question, the Hollanders added, that they had been credibly

informed there whs great plenty of that metal in Chili.

The effect of this prop'Osal on the Chilese was similar to that

of an electric shock. The Caciques declared that they knew not

of
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CHAP. 5. of any gold mines, neither was any gold now wrought, or in use

^^C*"^ among them. " They very well remembered that formerly they

September. " had been forced to pay heavy taxes to the Spaniards in gold
;

Baldivia, « and that those who had failed in their payments had been

" punished with the loss of their ears or noses ; and this had
" created in the Chilese such an antipathy against the metal,.

*' that they could not ever since endure to hear it named
" among them, much less did they either value or covet it."

General Harckmans in reply to this, said that ' neither him-

* self nor his people were come thither with any wish to exact

' contributions. The intent of their coming was t(j assist the

' Chilese, and to furnish them with arms and other merchandize,

' for which they should be glad to receive gold in exchange.

* The Hollanders desired not that the Chilese should be bound
* to furnish either at stipulated times, or in any certain quantity ;

* but only that every one should be at his own liberty, to give

' in exchange what he pleased.'

This speech, though it contained nothing unreasonable, was

not adapted to restore confidence. It was urging too earnestly

in the first instance, a demand in direct opposition to strong and

not unreasonably contracted prepossessions. „When the General

left off speaking, the Caciques looked steadfastly upon each

other without returning one word in answer.

Nothing farther is related to have passed at this meeting, nor

is it said in what manner it broke up. The journalist was one

of those who considered the obtaining gold to have been the

main object of the expedition. The original projectors doubt-

less had more enlarged views, which in their consequences would

have comprehended this of course, if the Hollanders had been

successful. The journalist remarks, * we had received certain

' intelligence that there were very rich gold mines hereabouts,

' which gave us reason to hope, considering the eagerness of the

' Chilese for European weapons, that they would by degrees be

4 .

' prevailed
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* prevailed on to give gold in exchange ; but as we knew c« a p, 5.

' thein to be a barbarous and unpolished people, we thought it 164;^.

' liot convenient to press them further upon that head for the September.

* present, lest they sliould imagine that for the sake of their gold, Baldivia,

' we should serve them as the Spaniards had done/

The mischief was already committed, and suspicions not likely

to be eradicated were planted in the minds of the Chiiese: but

this was not immediately evident, and the Hollanders judged

far otherwise.

The day on which the general meeting took place, about

thirty canoes went on board the ships with some cattle, ' and a

' large quantity of Schitie otherwise called Caiivau, which is a Cawau
' liquor in use amona; the Chiiese; and is thus made. They a drmk

. ... .
-^ of the

' take a quantity of a root called Inilie, which they roast in the Chiiese

' sands, or they take it unroasted. This root is chewed by their

* women, and thrown into a great tub or vessel v.-ith water, and

' some other roots are added. They let it stand a day or two,

' when it works like our beer: some of it is white, and some of

' a red colour, and has a taste like our sour whey.'

Here is a fair subject for discussion on the question respecting

the affinity of the nations of the Old and of the New Continent.

That there has been constant communication between Asia and

America in the Northern parts, no one will dispute : but that

there has been completed a chain of human connection South

of the Equator between Asia and An/erica, has scarcely been

so far surmised as to have become a subject of enquiry. When
Olivier Van Noort was on the coast of Chili, the inhabitants of

the Isle of Mocha treated him and his people with a drink called

Cici, [so written by the journalist of his voyage] brewed in a

similar manner, though more ludicrously described in the journal;

and with v,hich it is said the natives were accustomed to

get intoxicated at their festivals. The Cici and Schitie is evidently

the same liquor, and it is probable that the difference which

appears in the name, is merely one of orthography between the

Vol. hi.. T two
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ciiAt. 5. twb iournalists, or a difference in their manner of expressing

1643. the pronunciation of the Chilese. With the Itahan pronunciation

September. ^£ q^^- ^^^ ^ords approach very near. The description of the

Cici cannot be read Avithout calhng to mind the process of

making the Kava in the South Sea Islands ; and the similarity,

without any view to the present discussion, was remarked in the

^"lii. history given of Van Noort's Voyage in the second Volume of

this Work, though the name Cawau had not then been met

with; for in the English translation of Brouwer's Voyage

published in Churchill's Collection, the name Schitie only is men-

tioned in the description of this liquor, and that of Cawau

Omitted, as are too generally in translations many things which the

translator, in a licentious exercise of his judgment, deems to be of

no consequence; and it is only since the present Volume has been

in forwardness, that in examining the early Dutch publication, it

was discovered. The passage stands there as follows : Oock

quamen ontrent de 30 cajioes aen hoort, die eenige Bceste?7, ende

veel Schitie ofte anders Cawau genaemt : zijnde der Chilesen haer

dranck, die aldus gemaeckt wert. Sy nemen Inilie die int Sandt

gebraden is, ofte oii-ghebraden, die wordt dan by haer Vrouwen

ghekaut, ende in een groote Tobben ofte Pot met water ghesmeten ;

daer noch eenige onbekende wortels van Boomen by ghedaen worelt

dat soo een dagh ofte twee laten staen, tot het (gelijck Bier) in de

geil komt, in dan sommigh wit, ander root van coleiir, eiuh heft de

smaeck als suure way.*

It is indeed possible, but not credible without proof and cir-

cumstance, that coincidences so strong as the practice of this

extraordinary mode of brewing, and the beverage made by it

being known by the same name, shall have been produced in

two places by mere accident. It is allowed that by the con-

formity of language a line of communication has been traced

from the Indian Sea to Easter Island. The similarity, if not

* Hendrick Brouwer's Voyagie naer de Cusievvan Chili, p- 72.

identity,
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identity, of the Kavaand the Cawau as above described, cannot chap. 5-

in any other way with so much appearance of probabihty be ^^^^qTT^

accounted for, as by supposing the communication to have September,

extended all the v.ay across the Fnc'ific. The square pjece of Baldivia.

clolh with an opening to put the head through, as described in

the dress of the Chilese, is also a common article of dress at

many of the South Sea Islands; a similarity li^oweyev on which

little stress can be laid, as so obvious a convenience mjght easily

occur in any countrj'; but the subject having been started, it

was worth remarking.

On the 7th of the month the Council resolved to dispatch 7th.

one of the ships to Brasil, to carry intelligence of the

alliance with the Chilese, and to demand a reinforcement.

There were not wanting, hov/ever, at this time, if the Dutch had

been clear-sighted, visible symptoms of the distrust entertained

of them by the Chilese. On the 11th, the extraordinary beha- nth.

viour of a native who came among them, gaye rise to conjec-

tures that he was sent as a spy for the purpose of penetrating

into their designs :
' he affected much simplicity in all his

* actions, and would s}3eak v/ith the General.' Among other

matters, he said that some Spanish ships would sail from

la Concepcion for Curel-mapu with the first fair wind.

On the 1 6th, the body of the late General, Hendrick Brouwer, 16th.

was interred at Buldivia witii some degree of state and mag-

nificence.

The same day, Counsellor Elbert Crispynsen embarked in the

ship Amsterdam with the dispatches for Fernamhuco. With

General Harckmans there remained the ships Flissingen and

Eendracht, the yacht Dolphyn, one hundred and eighty seamen;

and three companies of soldiers consisting of two hundred and

ninety men.

On the 23d, the General attended by his Officers marked 23d.

out the ground for the intended fort, and the work was imme-

diately began.

T 2 The
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CHAP. 5. The 24lb, the Amsterdam not having yet got clear of the

*^'7y^ river of Baldivia, the General sent a boat to her with an ad-

24th. dition to his dispatches, purporting, that 'Courevvang, the chief
September. „ . nrr n 1 •

i

Baldi
Gacique or Villarica, was come to liini with 200 men ; and that

it was his intention to send, in October, the Eendracht and the

Dolphyn, to take from the Spaniards the Island Santa Maria,

which is not far from the Port de la Conccpcion. That he could

not do this sooner as he was not able to spare men from the

building of the fort at Baldivia, That the natives every where

were ready to join him, and he did not despair of soon being

able to attack la Concepcion itself The whole regular force of

the Spaniards in C/iili he was well informed did not exceed 1,500

disciplined troops ; and if he was reinforced with 800 soldiers,

he doubted not, with the assistance of the Chilese, to become

master of every place now possessed by the Spaniards in Chili.'

Some of the principal Cacicjues had been some days absent

from Baldivia. They returned on the 25th, and the next day

the General had a conference with them. At this meeting, to

his great astonishment, they said, that it was not in their power

to furnish provisions for his people, and that it would not be

till after the next four or five months. Against a declaration

so contrary to the former professions of the Chiefs, and to what

he had himself observed of the state of the countrj^ the General

remonstrated ; but in vain. All the Chiefs affirmed the same

thing, and there was no remedy. Upon this unexpected

change, an advice boat was sent after Mr. Crispynsen to recall

the dispatches; but it was too late: the Amsterdam had left

the River, and was on her passage to BrasiL On the 27th, the

General again saw the Chiefs, and some of them went with

him by invitation on board the Eendracht, where he enter-

tained them ; which opportunity he took to endeavour to per-

suade them to supply the ships ; but the most favourable

answer he could obtain was, that they would not c:>gage to

furnish any till after the expiration of two months.

It
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It appears that the Caciques were not unanimous, and also chap. 5.

that they were not all dependent on the determination of the 164;^

niaiority on this occasion. About a week after the last-
^^" ^'"

mentioned meeting, the Cacique of a district or place called

Mantquianfe, made a visit to the General and presented him

with eight cows, 26 sheep, and two hogs. xVdequate returns

were made with European commodities, and he promised

that he would come again within eight da3's, and bring

both cattle and gold, to exchange for European weapons.

At his departure, he Avas saluted with the discharge of one

cannon.

The supplies however that were procured after this time, were

scanty and ill proportioned to the wants of the squadron.

On the nth of October, a circumstance occurred v,hich

afforded the most unequivocal testimony of the present indis-

position of the Chilese to entertain the Hollanders as their con-

federates. A Spaniard %ho had been taken prisoner by the

Dutch, had been allowed the liberty to walk on shore. One
day he was seized by a number of Chilese, and was upon the

point of becoming a victim to their anger, when he was rescued

by. the interposition of the General's Secretary, who most

opportunely for the Spaniard happened to be walking on the

bank of the river. The cause of their displeasure against him

was their belief that his representations had made the Dutch

imagine there was much gold in Chili, and had been the occasion

of their erecting a fort at Baldivia. The Secretary, by protesting

that the Spaniard was innocent of what they laid to his charge,

procured his deliverance.

One of the Caciques at this time reported to the Hollanders

that -2,000 Spaniards were collecting near Imperial from different

parts, with the intention of proceeding against Baldivia. The

General did not give much credit to this information; but to

sound the inclinations of the Chilese, he asked if they were

willing the Hollanders should depart from their country. The

Cacique
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CHAP. 5. Cacique in reply advised, whether with sincerity or not is im-

1643. possible to say, that they should stay and fortify themselves well
October. ^^^^^ ^j-^g ^^,^ coast.

The 13th, General Harckmans held a full Council of his

Officers, wherein the state of their ships, of their store of pro-

visions remaining, and of their prospects and expectations from

the Chilese, were taken into consideration ; and the result was

that the Council determined upon their returning to BraslL

14th. The 14th, four Dutch soldiers deserted, with intention to go

over to the Spaniards. Notice of this was brought to the

General by two Chilese horsemen who had met them <m the

road towards la Concepcion. An Ensign with a party of thirty

soldiers were immediately dispatched in pursuit, with orders to

kill two of them wheresoever they should be found, and to

tring the other two back alive to head quarters. The Ensign

returned with his party two days after, having exactly executed

his instructions.

The necessity of leaving Baldivia became daily more evident.

After the declaration made by the Caciques on September the

26th, the inhabitants had continued to exchange their cattle

and provisions, though not in great quantity, for the merchandise

15th. of the Hollanders : but on the 15th of October, some merchan-

dise being sent on shore for the same purpose, the Chilese re-

fused to part with any cattle, alledging that the Caciques had

forbidden them. The General hereupon again sumn)oned his

Council, and the following resolution was subscribed by all the

members who were present.

18th. ' Whereas at a Council held on the \3th instant, in consideration

' of our being in want of provisions, and of the Chilese shewing

' little inclination to furnish us with any, and also that they had

' no ziull to work their gold mines, it zms resolved we should prepare

' for our departure, that we might reach Brasil before all our

' provisions were expended, and be in time to prevent succours being

' sent thence to us ; JVe the underwritten Officers do achwwledge Inj

5 ' these
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' these presents that roe approve the said Resolution, and we judge it

' obsohdehj necessary forthwith to begin the said voyage to Brasil.

' Signed this \Sth day of October, 1643.' October.

By this mention made of the gold mines in the above minute ^aldivia

of the Resolution in Council, it plainly appears that the more
important purposes of the expedition were sacrificed to an im-

patient desire to obtain gold.

On the 19th, General Harckmans went on shore to take his jQth

farewell of the Caciques, who assembled in a field near Baklivia

to receive his last visit. Their speeches and behaviour bore

the marks of regret for the departure of the Dutch, and they

expressed sorrow that they could not furnish the provisions

necessary for their subsistence in Chili. They alledged in their

excuse, that the Hollanders had not sent previous notice of their

intentions, but had arrived upon them when they were unpre-

pared for subsisting so many people in addition to their own
number ; for of late years it had been a custom amono- them

not to sow more corn or other grain than would suffice for their

own consumption, because the Spaniards made frequent in-

cursions upon them, and carried away all the provisions they

found. In conclusion, they told the General that if he would

engage to return to them again in two j^ears from that time,

they would be prepared with a store of provisions answerable

to the occasion.

It was not in the least doubted by the Hollanders that the

plea of inability used by the Chilese Avas a mere pretext to get

rid of them, and that in the then state of the country they could

have furnished the supplies necessary; if not without incon-

venience, yet without distress to themselves. In the historj' of

this expedition, the country round Baldivia is described to have
' abounded in cattle, sheep, goats, hogs and tame fowl, with store

of pease and beans, with some wheat, and with great ahundaiice

of apples and other fruits.' But after discovering the avidity

of the Hollanders for gold, they desired not to have ti.em as

confederates;

*
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CHAP. 5. confederates; and they acted with a policy so civilized as to

effect a breach of their engagement without producing enmitj'.

In the evening, General Harckmans went on board the

Eendracht, and all the Dutch trooj^s were reini barked.

A plan is given in the Dutch Journal of the river of Baldivia,

but without scale or soundings ; for which reason, and as plans

of a later date made with more care have been published by the

Spaniards, it is not copied here. The description says, ' At the

' mouth of the river of Baldivia is a small Island, which, if it

' were fortified, would command the entrance, as all vessels

' going in or out must pass within a good musket-shot of the

' Island.' The description proceeds, ' The people of Baldivia,

• Osorno, and la Concepcion, much resemble those of Cliiloe,

' except that they are more corpulent, which is owing to their

* spending most of their time in eating and drinking, dancing,

' and leading an idle life without religion. Every man has as

' many wives as he pleases, buying them from their parents ;

' anil they are obliged to cultivate the ground, except perhaps

' one or two who are the favourites. The Cliilese are good

.
' horsemen and manage their lanpes very dexterously on horse-

' back. They cut their hair short that it may not afford hold to

' their enemies, and they also phick out the hair of their beards.'

The On tlie 28th of Octol)er, the Dutch squadron departed from

Suanllom baldivia on their return to Brasil. They sailed round to the

Cliili. South of the Tierra del Fuego, and November the 21st, passed

December. Strait le Maite. On the 28th of December, they anchored at

Eeturn to Peniaivhtico. Mr. Crispynsen, in the ship Amsterdam, had
Pcrnam- 1 1 1 11,' i • /• 1

buco. arrived tliere three weeks before, and m consequence of the

dispatches brought by liini, a ship with reinforcements had been

pre[)ared for Baldivia, but fortunately had not sailed.

The ship Orangie Boom, which was separated from the

squadron on the 30lh of March in the outward passage, arrived

at Fcrnamhuco only a fortnight before General Harckmans,

having suffered greatly from storms.

'

, Thus
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Thus the Chili expedition terminated quite as fruitlessly, but

not so discreditably to the Hollanders, as the attempt made by

the Nassau Fleet against Peru.

One of the most material circumstances of Brouwer's Voyage

was the ascertaining the extent of the Staten Land. An
opinion afterwards prevailed among geographers, of the

existence of other land more Eastward in the same latitude,

which gave rise to the name of Brouwer's Strait being given to

the track in which he sailed round Staten Land, till subsequent

navigations evinced an open sea Eastward.

CH AP. 5.

1643.
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East
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Island

called
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CHAP. VI.

Voyage of the Ships Kastrikom and Breskens to the North

of Japan.

cHA?. 6. 'T^HE voyage of the Kastrikom and Breskens is a sequel of

introductoiy, the pursuit on which Captain Kwast was sent in the year

1639. The Directors of the Company at Batavia, being little

satisfied with the result of that expedition, determined that

another should be undertaken on a similar plan ; that is to say,

for the purposes of making discovery of the lands to the North

of Japan, and of searching for the Gold and Silver Islands.

Concerning the Northern lands, considerable information had

already been gained. The Portuguese, soon after the com-

mencement of their intercourse with Japan, learnt by report,

the existence of a large country to the North and close to

Japan. Notices to that effect, written both on Chinese and

Japanese authority, are to be found in the letters of the early

Jesuit missionaries. This country, known by the name of jEso,

JessooT Yesso, was then believed by the Chinese to be continental

land and an extension of Tartary, beyond but contiguous to

'Niulham and Yupt, which are kingdoms of EastcrnTartary situated

Northeastward of the Korea ; and in Yesso Avas affirmed to be

a great lake named Pe. This opinion concerning the land of

Yesso seems to have had for its foundation, some confused and

mixed information concerning Ycs&o and SaghaUen, the Lake Pe

being tlie Gulfof Tartary. Tlie inhabitants oiYesso were described

a wild people, whose bodies were covered with hair, and who went

clad in tlie skins of beasts. At the time the Hollanders held their

Comptoir at Firando, some of the principal natives came annually

to the city ot Jedo to pay their respects to the Kubo Sama, or

Emperor of Japan, and to acknowledge him their Sovereign.

Tlie Northern parts of Japan and the countries beyond, were

both said to abound in mines which produced gold and silver

;

and
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and these reports had long excited the attention of European chap. 6.

traders. Captain Saris, the first British Sea Commander who
made a voyage to Japan, in 16 13, obtained a license from the

Kubo Sama for ships of his nation to go * upon the discovery

' of Yesso or of any other part in or about the empire of Japan.'

The subsequent circumstances of the English commerce in the

East did not favour an undertaking of this nature, and no

advantage was made of the privilege granted to Saris.

In the same year, 1613, Padre Camillo de Constanzo, a Jesuit

missionary, made a journey into the Northern provinces of

Japan, in the course of Avhich he obtained such information of

the land of Yesso as smoothed the way for other missionaries to

gain access to that country. In 1620, the celebrated P.Jerome

de Angehs, and another Jesuit, P. Diego Carvailho, passed over

thither, and preached the Gospel with great success. Accounts

of these missionary journeys Avere published in Europe in a

very short time after their being performed, and the descriptions

given in them of the riches of these Northern countries were

sufficient to keep alive the desire of becoming better acquainted

with them. It was said that mines of gold had been recently

discovered near Matsumay, a city in Yesso; and that a river

which ran by the side of the city, brought down from the inland

country sand in which were found grains of that metal in

great quantity. P. Pierre Morin, in an historical account of

what passed in Japan, drawn from letters sent by the Jesuit

missionaries to the General of their order in the years 1619,

1620 and l62i, relates that ' Padre Carvailho, disguising him-

' self as a worker in metals, went to Yesso, which is a province

* very rich in mines, particularly in those of silver ; so that

' generally fifty thousand men are occupied there in working

' them.'* P. de Charlevoix, however, in the account he gives

of the travels of P. Carvailho, makes no mention of the mines

* P. Morin. p. 254. Paris 1625.

u a of
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CHAP. of Yesso, but says, Carvailho was obliged to traverse part of the

kingdom of Deva (one of the Northwestern provinces of Japan)

where there are silver mines in which five thousand men are

continually employed.* Which of these two accounts is most

correct is little to the present purpose, Charlevoix's History

being a work comparatively of a late date. P. P. Morin's book

was published in 1625, in a language very generally understood,

and consequently must have had no small influence in producing

the voyages of the Dutch to the North of Japan. In 162I,

Jerome de Angelis made a second visit to Yesso, and in describing

the productions of the countries to the North, he mentions the

skin of a certain fish by the inhabitants of Yesso called Raccon,

which probably is the Sea Otter. P. de Angelis writes, ' the Lord

' of Matsumai tells me that the skin of the Raccon is brought

' from some other country ; that the people of Yesso go to pur-

• chase it at certain Islands which are three in number, and near

' their country; but it could not be understood from them whether

' the said Islands were to the South or to the North. The people

' who brought the skins were inhabitants of the Eastern part

' of Y'esso : those of the West had no such skins.' -f

P. Jerome de Angelis could not learn whether Yesso was an

Island or part of the Continent of Asia. In I6SI, he writes,

' Formerly I supposed Yesso to be the Eastern extremity of

' Tartary ; but I am now of a contrary opinion, and think it

* is certainly an Island, for the reasons following. It is known

' that Yesso is bounded by the sea to the East and to the South ;

' and on the coast of the province of Tessoi, which is the most

' Western part known of Yesso, there are very impetuous cur-

' rents. Opposite to the coast of Tessoi lies another land, so

' nenr thaf you can distinguish the animals on it; and though

Charlevoix's Hist, du Japan. Liv. xv. cap. 2. Paris 1736.

t Lettre de P. Jerome de ylngelis, in P. Morin's Hist, de ce qui s'esi passion

Japan, &c. p. ^78.
' the
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' the people of Yesso desire much to go thither, they do not chap. 6.

• with their small barks dare to attempt it, on account of these

' raging currents. In the middle of the stream are seen large

' canes which are rooted to the bottom, and which yielding to

' the impetuosity of the waters are at times covered ; but now
' and then they spring up with so much force, that a small boat

' if struck by them would be in danger of being overset. It

' is true that currents are caused by rivers discharging them-

' selves into the sea, and there are rivers in Yesso with entrances

' so large and deep that whales are caught in them ; but

' I nevertheless think that the currents, which are so rapid as to

' prevent the inhabitants of Tessoi from passing over to the

' land opposite to them, must come from a sea to the North,

' and consequently that Yesso is separated from Tartary. Ano-

' ther reason for this belief is, that the inhabitants of Yesso

' have not one sovereign who rules over all, nor have they any

• powerful lord ; neither do they acknowledge submission in

' any particular to the Kan of the Tartars. Each family, or at

' least each little Canton, has its chief, independent of any
' other, which is sufficient proof that their country is separated

* by the sea from all the neighbouring States, which we know
* are governed quite in another manner. I have interrogated

' the inhabitants of Yesso who came from the East coast, and
' others who came from the A^est, but I found them equally

' ignorant concerning this point of geography.'*

Francois Caron, who was chief of the Dutch Comptoir at

Japan about the year 1640, in his first ansv/cr to certain ques-

tions proposed to him by the Director Philippe Lucas, speaks

doubtfully of Yesso, both in respect to its connection with Japan

and with Tartary. lie says, ' from JeJo, the capital, of Jcrpa??, it

is 27 days journey towards the North East to the point of the

Province of Siuiga ; whence they always pass by sea to the land

of Y'esso. The Gulf of the sea which is between Sunga and Yesso

* Lettie de F. de Jngelis, published by P. Morin.

is
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is 40 [Dutch] miles in circuit, is bounded by high mountains and

an inaccessible couutr}^, which makes the way b}' land imprac-

ticable, and is the reason of the voyage being always made by

sea, the breadth across being but 1 1 miles. Much of the country

hereabouts, however, is unknown even to the Japanese, and it

remains yet doubtful if the sea in this place separates Japan from

YessOi and whether it makes a Strait or a Gulf.' Of the magnitucTc^

of Yesso he says, that ' people from Japan had penetrated far into

the country; but neither from their own voyages nor from the

inhabitants had they been able to learn how far it extended : that

the interior was full of mountains, barren, and scarcely inhabited,

which had taken from the Kubo of Japan all curiosity for com-

pleting the discovery of this land.'

With this previous information, and probably with more than

has been recited above, of the countries to the North of Japan,

the Council at Batavia, in the beginning of the year 1643,

Antony Van Diemen being still Governor General, ordered two

vessels to be equipped for making the proposed discoveries ; the

one, a ship named the Kastrikom, to be commanded by Marten

Geritzen de Vries ; the other, a yacht named the Breskens,

commanded by Hendrick Cornelys Schaep.

As in the case of Kwast's voyage, though with less reason or

excuse, no regular journal or narrative has ever been published

of the voyage of the Kastrikom and Breskens. What is known

concerning it is to be collected from partial and slender accounts

Avhich appeared at different periods. It is much to be regretted

that a legular and full journal was not printed of this expedition,

not only on account of the geographical information which for

want of publication has not been well preserved, but because it

was in other respects one of great interest, as is evident from

the circumstances and descriptions which have come to us.

The earliest, and it may be called the best, of the accounts

which have been published of this voyage, is one entitled,

Korle bcschryoinghe van het Bylandt by de Japanders Eso genaeml,

4 soo
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MO ah het erst in denjare iSiSyVan fschip Kasfricom hezeylt ende

ondervonden is, (i. e. Shoj^t description of the Island by the Japanese

jiamed Eso, as it was Jirst sailed to and seen in the year 164-3, by

the ship Kastricom.) Printed at Amsterdam 1(546. Thevenot

has given a translation of the Korte beschryvinghe into the French

language, in Part lid of his Divers Voyages Cnrieux. Also, in

Vol. IV"' of the Recueil de Voyages au Nord, and in Charle-

voix's Hist, du Japon, the same account and description are

inserted, under the title of Helation de la decouverte de la Terre

de Jesso. In 1 674, Rembrantz Van Nierop published a copy of

the instructions given by the Council at Bataviato the Captain

of the Kastrikom. An English translation from Van Nierop

was printed the same year in the London Philosophical Trans-

actions. Vol. IX. Paper 109. M. Burgomaster Witsen also, who

appears to have been at pains to discover papers relative to this

voyage, in 1692 published some accounts respecting the navi-

gation of the Kastrikom, in his Noord en Oost Tartarye, the most

material of which is the copy of a letter which was sent from

Batavia to Holland in the year 1644. In a subsequent edition

of his work, Mr. Witsen added a short account of the course of

the Breskens, which Mr.MulIer has inserted in his History of

Hussinn Discoveries. In the Atlas Japanensis of Montanus also

are related some extraordinary adventures which befel the

voyagers. What in these accounts appertains to the navigation,

the Dutch charts published not many years after the voyage

much assist to explain, particularly a chart by J.Janson (Blaeu)

in 1658, which has the appearance of being formed from

inspection of the Journal of the Kastrikom.

According to M. de Lisle, Hendrick Cornelys Schaep, the

Captain of the Breskens, was the chief Commander in this

expedition, and was ordered to discover first the most Northern

point of Japan, and aftcrv/ards to push to the Northward as

far as to the 56th degree of latitude.* M. de Lisle seems to have

. * Leitie sur hi question, si Japon est ime Ih.

given
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given this on the authority of Tavernier. The orders published by-

Van Nierop are addressed to Marten Geritzen Vries, whom Van
Nierop styles ' Skipper en KGrnmanduer ;' the letter sent from

Batavia in the year 1644, also says, ' TweeSchepen onder gemelte

' Commandeur de Vries ; and with these Montanus agrees.

Instructions The instructions given to Captain de Vries, are prefaced with

Commander, remarks on the Sea of Tartary, on the expedition of Matthys

Kwast in 1639, and on the expectations entertained that the

present -^vould be attended with a more profitable issue ; they

then order de Vries to sail first to the Moluccas, ' putting to

' sea early enough in the year to enable you to leave Ternate

' in the beginning of April, or sooner. On coming without

' Gilolo, you are to direct your course North Eastward : for

' although the Pilot Francis Jacobz Visser and others, are of

' opinion that the course should be taken between Japan and

' Korea, yet as there is no certainty of a good passage that

' way, you are directed to sail on the outside of Japan by the

' main sea. On making the East coast of Japan you are to

' keep it in sight to find the utmost part to the North ; and to

' endeavour to make the land M'hich the Japanese call Yesso,

' to discover whether it is the land of China, or of Tartary, or

' an Island. In doing this, too much time must not be ex-

' pended ; nevertheless be careful to pursue your course far

' enough North Westward to discover with certainty the land

' of Tartary or China, endeavouring to make it as much to the

' Southward as the winds and the land of Yesso will permit,

' which the Directors hope will be found between the latitudes

' of 40° and 45* N. You are to behave in a friendly and '

' obliging manner to the inhabitants you shall meet with on

' that coast, also to see that your crew do the like ; and you

' are to make enquiry of them of the condition of the country,

' where the principal ports and trading towns, especially the

' river Polisangi and the town of Jangia, are situated.* You

* A river and city mentioned by Marco Polo.

' are
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are to take notice of the commodities of the countries you chap. 6.

visit, if there is gold or silver, and in what estimation they are 1643.

held among the natives; taking care that it should not be

seen the Hollanders themselves set much value upon either of

these metals. You are also to endeavour to obtain informa-

tion concerning the government of the country ; whether the

Great Cham o^ Tartary is their sovereign; and you are desired

to be particular in remarking at every place you come to, what

\^ are the commodities most prized by the inhabitants.'

' These matters being dispatched in Tartary, about the end
of July or beginning of August you should depart from that

land, taking leave with all friendship, and sail again to the

East side of Japan, which coast you are to make in latitude

37 1° N ; and thence to sail towards the coast of America,

keeping in the same parallel until you are 350 Dutch miles

to the East of Japan, going under little sail in the night that

land may not be passed unknowingly ; in which navigation

it is hoped you will discover the Island so rich in gold and
silver, which, according to the writings of the merchant who
was with Captain Kwast, lies in 37 T latitude, 400 Spanish,

or 343 Dutch miles, that is, 28 degrees of longitude, East of

Japan, and is a great high Island inhabited by a white hand-
some civilized people, and opulent in gold and silver, as had been

experimented by a Spanish ship many years since in her passage

from Manila to New Spain, insomuch that in 1610 or i6i 1 the

King of Spain sent a ship from Acapidco to take possession of

the same; but by ill conduct this proved successless. If in

sailing this 350 miles you do not find the said Island, you are

to advance 1 00 miles farther East in the same latitude.'

' In returning from the East, you are to take one of the two
following courses ; namely, either to continue the search for

the Islands by keeping between the 37lh and 35 th degree of

latitude, or to go in search of other Islands which are said to

lie between 30° and 36° N latitude, and 150 or 200 miles East
Vol. III. X 'of
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^/^of Japan, where it is believed some Japanese vessels have been,

' and have returned thence with silver to Japan. But for

' further instruction, as great hopes are entertained that in the

' course Eastv^^ard, the Gold Island, or at least one of the Silver

* Islands, may be discovered, you are to take notice that it will

' be best to approach it on the SE side (if that should be to the

* leeward) because in the Japonian Beobis chart, on that side

' of the Gold Island is marked a river or haven. If you find

v^not any of the Islands, you are to direct your course to For-

* mosa. The ships are to go manned with 100 stout men, among
' whom are to be ten soldiers, and they are to be furnished with

' provisions and all necessaries for twelve months. All new
' discovered land you are to take possession of for their High

' Mightinesses the States ; and in case you make any profitable

' discovery, you and your ships companies will all be rewarded.

' All these things you are carefully to mark down in a journal.'

' In the Castle of Batavia, February the 2d, 1643.

' Signed, Antony Van Diemen, Justus Skouten.

Kornely Van der Lyn. Salomon Sweers.

Johan Maetsuiker.'

The two ships, the Kastrikom and the Breskens, sailed from

Batavia on February the 3d, and from Ternate (one of the

Molucca Islands) on the 4th of the following April. On the

aoth of May, in the night and in stormy weather, being then

by conjecture not far from the South East Cape of Japan, they

unexpectedly fell in with a low Island which put the ships, the

Kastrikom especially, in great peri! of being wrecked, and occa-

sioned them to be separated from each other, on which account

tlie Island was named Ormelukkig (Uiduch/) .* Afterwards, both

* Witseu. Part id, p. 55. Edit. 1692. Fo/gt het dul/beld van zfkeien briej, Kc.
i. e. Accorditig to the copi/ of a certain letter, w/iick, conceniiug the clisr.overy .)/' the

land of Eso, zoas sent from Ealavia to Holland in the year 1644. The cljaits pub-

lished by P. Goos and J. Janson, of the discoveries niadc by the Kastrikom and
Breskens, \Ai\CG Ongelnkkig Eylundt in about 3:3° 25' N latitude, and nearly SbW
from the South East corner of Japan ; in which situation, the later ciiarts lay

down Fatsisio, or Fatsisio-gasima, which signifies the 80 fathoms Island, in aUusion
to the deptli of llie sea.

the
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the ships pursued their voyage to the North, but not in com- chap. 6.

pany: accordingly their course and proceedings are to be 1643.

separately related; and first of the Kastrikoni, Captain de Vries, •^"

the account of whose navigation is here given nearly literally

from the Korte heschryvinghe van Eso, and from the letter sent

from Batavia. To reconcile these accounts, or rather to obviate

perplexities, it has been necessar}' to vary from the order in which

the geographical and nautical descriptions stand in the Korte

heschryvinghe.

/''The Kastrikom sailed along the East coast of Japan, and Course of

passed many fishins: boats, some of which went to her in a J ^'^'P
*

_
-^ ° Kastrikom.

friendly manner. On the 4th of June, she was near a Cape of June.

Japan named Naho by the people of the country, but which the CapeNabo.

Hollanders called Cape von Goerec, and they reckoned its latitude

39° 45' N. Thence, the Kastrikom sailed Northward, and on the

third day came to a high mountainous land covered with snow,

which is distant about 30 Dutch miles from CnpeNabo, and which

proved to be the land of J^Iao ov Yesso. They sailed [towards Land of

the NE] along the South East Coast of this land about sixty

miles, with continual thick misty weather, and from the latitude

of 42° to 43° they had soundings at the depth of 20 fathoms, the

bottom good muddy holding ground. They anchored at several

places, and found the land poor, but nevertheless inhabited by
a reasonable people \_redehjke menschen] with whom they had

friendly intercourse. These people wore ornaments of silver

on which they set much value ; and the people of Japan traded

\ with them for skins and train oil.

Under the 43d degree of latitude, they saw the villages of

Tocaptie, Sirarca, and a little farther on, Contchoury and Croen.

In the neiglibourhood of these places, which are verj^ near to

each other, there are many mines of silver. The land in some
places was quite bare of herbage ; in some parts they saw double

hrnds, and on the lower fore lands near the sea coast, were some
small- woods. They found great plenty of fish on the coast,

X 2 which

Yesso.
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which they attributed to the whales having chased the small

fish towards the shore. The people of Yesso train their dogs to

take to the water and to catch fish for them.

The Kastrikom sailed farther along the coast to 44° 30' N,

where the Hollanders landed. They found in this part of Yesso

many high mountains, to the highest of which they gave the

name of Pic Antony. Those who went near, said, that it had

very rich mines of silver, and they saw there divers sorts of

trees, which were strait, tall, and proper for masts. The soil is

of clay, the ground swampy, and in most places covered with

sorrel and brambles.

The land of Yesso terminated Eastward near Pic Antony ; and

the Kastrikom, in 45° 50' latitude, discovered another land which

they named Staten Eylant, which is full of naked, but shining,

mountains, and is about thirty miles long : and afterwards, in

45, 46, and 47 degrees, towards North A)?ierica, they discovered

a large, high, and uninhabited land, where also they saw moun-

tains shining all over, and appearing like silver or golden moun-

tains. This land they named Compagnies Landt. It is separated

from the Staten Eylant by a strait about 14 Dutch miles broad.

They landed at Compagnies Landt near a mountain whence

issued a torrent of water from the melting of snow. They found

here a kind of mineral earth -which shone as if it had been

wholly of silver; but it was composed of a crumbling kind of

sand; for some of this earth being put into water, it entirely

dissolved. Some of the mountains in this land, as mcH as tiie

valleys near the coast, are covered with long herbage, sorrel, and

leeks ; but without any tiee of carpenter's wood except some

birch and small alder trees. A strong current set along this

coast towards the Norlh East, and there is not safe anchorage

on account of the many rocks which are near the coast.

The Kastrikom pursued her course Northward through the

Strait between the Compagnies Landt and Staten Eylant, which

was named Strait de Vries, and ' on tlie last day of June, they

' came
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' came to a wide, wild, tempestuous North Sea, wherein through chap. 6.

' darkness and mist, with stout hearts in all their perils, they jg.

' sailed to the latitude of 48° N, whence they were forced by J^ne-

' strong North-westerly winds to the unknown coast of Yesso of t^e

' [i. e. a part they had not before seen] in 45° N.'* Kastnkom.

The Kastrikom, after being forced back from 48° N latitude

to the North coast of Yesso as above related, went again to the

North, keeping near the land, which they supposed to be a

continuation of Yesso, and of which the following account is

given in the Korte beschrt/vinghe van Eso ;
' at the latitude of

' 46° 3(/, there is a great Bay or Gulf, along the coast of which,

' the crew of the Kastrikom in four days caught above half a
* ton weight of salmon. The country inland was covered with

' herbage, and had a resemblance to the coast of England. The
' soil was rich, but in some places were downs rather extensive.

' The inhabitants neither sowed nor cultivated, and derived

' little or no advantage from the goodness of their land. At
* the latitude of 48° 5 o' N, the land is full of little hills, and is

' in many places covered with a short grass. The land is here

' scarcely a mile in breadth; they were on the North-west side,

' but could not lay at anchor there for the sea. At the distance

* of a mile or a mile and a half from the coast there is good
' ground for anchoring, in 40, 35, 30, and 25 fathoms depth,

' the bottom sand.'

The letter from Batavia speaks more clearlj^ respecting this part

of the navigation. It says, 'From the coast of Fcsso in latitude 45°,

' to which the Kastrikom was driven from the North Sea, to four

* degrees Northward, the inhabitants of the land they discovered

* were of the same nation as the inhabitants of the South coast

* of Yesso ; but they were heie more numerous, more civilized

' [hurgerli/ker], and richer in ornaments of silver. On this coast

' they saw a wonderful high round peaked n)ountain, which, Julv.

* Letter ftorn Batavia. IViiieii. Vol. id, p. 56. Edit. 1692.

' with
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' with some others, weie affirmed by the inhabitants to be rich iu

' silver; and some in the Kastrikom made exchanges here for

' bracelets and ear-rings. Being on the last day of July, in

' latitude 49 degrees, near the uttermost Cape of land which they

' named Cape Van Patientee, they could not get farther North by
' reason of contrary winds and cold misty weather, so that on the

' 3d of August, their voyage towards Tartary ceased.'

Whether in the navigation towards the North, or in the return,

they cariie to Acqtieis, the narrative has not made clear; nor in

what part it is of the land of Yesso. The Korte he^chrt/vinghe

says, ' In North latitude 45° 10', they found a place by the in-

' habitants named Acqueis, situated at the bottom of a Bay or

' Gulf which runs full two Dutch miles into the land, and is about

' half a mile wide. The land round the Bay is high and covered

' with trees : the soil in most parts is clay : the inhabitants do

' not cultivate the land, but it produces naturally very good

' fruits, as walnuts, mulberries, grapes, currants, gooseberries, and
' bramble berries. There are also oaks, elms, and other trees

' which usually grow upon mountains. The lilies in the val-

' leys were more than half the height of a man. Tlie rivers

' Avere bordered with reeds ; and the banks with rose bushes,

' which forced their way up among the oyster shells with which

' the ground is covered ; for the sea in this place abounds with

' oysters, many of which are three-eighths of an ell, and some
' half an ell, long [ander half vierendeel en een half ellen lang]^

' and half a quarter of an ell in breadth. They saw no wild

' beasts except one large black bear; neither did they see cattle

' of any kind, or ducks or fowls ; but many eagles and falcons.'

The name Acqueis is not on Jansen's chart, or on the chart of

the discoveries of this voyage published by P.Goos ; but applying

the latitude given in the account to their delineation of the

* TIlis lias been inadvertentlj' translated an ell and a iiall'long. These fish were

probably of the species called Razor shelljUh ('.S'o/f«j, which are found on the British

and on other coasts of theJSorth of Europe. The Amsterdam ell is about 26^ inches.

4 coast
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coast of Eso, Acquets will be to the WSW of the Cape marked chap. Q.

in the chart, Cape Aniwa. Mr. Witsen speaking of this Cape ^^^q7^
makes the following remaik. ' It is probable the Strait de Fries -August.

* is the same which of old was named of Anion ; and there was
of "the

' found near it a Cape called b}^ the natives of the country Kastrikom.

' Aniwa or Ania, which word differs but little from Anian.'

On the i6th of August, the Kastrikom anchored on the SE
coast of Yesso, in a Bay which they named the Bay de Goede

j q ,i

Hope, where they took fresh water and wood. Hope.

All of the description which next follows and is marked as

quotation, is taken from the Korte heschryvinghe van Eso.

' According to the declaration of a certain Japander named Description

* Oery (taken down in writing by those of tlie Kastrikom on the
^f Yesso.

' 27th of August 1643, which said Oery was a seafaring man,
' and traded with his bark to Matsmey the chief town of Yesso,

' to which place he carried rice, clothes, painted blue gingans,
' tobacco, pipes, and other small articles, and received in return
' fine furs and feathers), Eso or Yesso is an Island lying about 30
' [Dutch] miles from the North East cape of Japan named

* The declaration of Oery did not meet with sufficient credit in Europe to bring

European geographers to an agreement concerning Fesso. M. Mnller had little

faith in any of the accounts given of the Kastrikom, because tlie reckoning in

longitude is not once noted in them; v,hich, however, has no direct connection with

the declaration of Oery. Guil. de Lisle carried his doubts so far as to publish a

letter on the question whether Japan itself was an Island. Van Keulen laid down
Yeiso contiguous to Tartary. Kempfer, however, declared he had seen a Japanese

map in which Yesso was drawn as an Island, and behind it was placed a much larger

land, probably the Oku Yesso {or farther Fesso) of the Japanese and the Saghulien or

Sachulin of the present charts. At the time of Oery's declaration, the knowledge

of Yesso being an Island appears to have been new to the Japanese ; but in the

time of Kempfer. it had become a well established fact, wliich is evident from the

name Jesso-gasima in the Japanese chart published in Kempfer. Japanese authority

however, was to have lio weight in Europe: M.Belhn drew Yesso as a part of

Kamtschatku, and the fact of I'l's.so being an Island remained in dispute till M. de la

Perouse sailed through a Slrait to the Korih of Yesio, the discovery of which first

established with Europeans its separation from the continent.

* The
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c H A p. 6. ' The places of the greatest note in Yesso are Matsmey, Sirarca,

^^^^ ' Tocaptsie, Kontchoury, Groen, Acqueis,Oubits, Porobits, Sohossary,

Description ' Croen,Outchoeira, Esau, and Sirocany. The inhabitants of Kont-
or lesso. i

clioury give the names different from the above, as Matomey,
' Kompso, Pascour, Hope, Tocaptie, Ab/iey, Sailpet, Ottbits, Groen,

' Sirarca, Saro, Konschouro, and Acqueis. It is said that in the

' neighbourhood of some of these places there are rich sih^er

' mines; and the good indications which our people saw of

* minerals make it worth further enquiry/

' Matsmey the capital of the country is not very large. In going

* to it, there is a great Bay to pass, which is named Kavendo or'

' Kamindo;* and quite close to the town there is 13 feet depth

' of water. The Prince or Governor of the country holds his

* residence there : the Japanese call him Matsmey Simadonne. He
' goes every year to the part of Japan named Nabo, and thence

' proceeds by land to Jedo to make obeisance to the Emperor of

' Japan, to whom he carries a present of silver, feathers of birds,

' and fine furs.'

Description ' The inhabitants of Kontchoury and Acqueis were at war with

Inhabitants
' the other people of Fesso.'

of Yesso. < AH the inliabitants of this land of Eso arealike square built

' and short. (Kort en dik). They have long hair, and beards

' the same, insomuch that their face is almost covered with it

;

' but the fore part of the head they keep shaved. They have

' good features, the nose not flattened, their eyes black, and fore-

' head flat : their skin is brown, and their body much covered

* .with hair.-j- The women are not of so dark a complexion as

' the

* Tiie Volcano Bay in Captain Broughton's chart is most probably the great

Bay of Kavendo or Kamindo here mentioned.

+ This part of the description agrees witli what had before been said of the people

of Yesio. M.de La Perouse also, in the Strait named after him, fouud a pet>pie \vho

are tiius described in the history of his voyage. ' Their lieards hang down to the
' breast, and their arms, neck, and Ijack are covered with hair ,• wliich I remark
' because it is the general character; for it is easy to find in Europe individuals
' equally hairy.' Captain Broughton also reminked the same hairiness in the

people of Yesso. The lUissian ciicumnavigator Captain Krusenstern in a Bay on
"
the
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' themeii. Some of them cut their hair short round the head, so chap. 6.

' that none of it comes over the face ; others let it grow and tie ^""Te^jT^
' it on the crown of the head Hke the women of the Isle of Java. Description

' They mark their lips and their eyelids Avith blue. Tliemen as r ?^u^!^ .* -^ Innabitants
' well as the women have their ears pierced, and wear in them ofYesso.

' silver rings: they wear rings also on their fingers, and some
* among them have small aprons made of a light silken stuff.'

' As far as we could judge, they have no religion, or very little;

' though it was remarked, that when they drank near the fire,

' they threw some drops in different parts of the fire, in the

* manner of an offering: they likewise set up certain sticks with

* small flags, or banners : some of these flags were hung up in
' their houses. When any person among them is taken ill, they
' fasten long splinters of wood to the head and to the arms of
' the sick person/

' There was not remarked among them any kind of police, or

* form of government; one man seems to be as much master as

' another ; they have no books, and know not how to write or

' read : one might take them for banditti, or for people who had
' been banished from some other land, for almost every one is

' marked with the scars of wounds on the head. Each man has

' two wives. The occupations of the women are making mats,

' sewing clothes, bringing home wood, and providing food for

' their husbands. When ihey have collected wood in the forests,

' the women take it to their boats, in which they row as well as

' the men. The men are very jealous of strangers who come
' near their wives or daughters if the stranger is ever so little

the ISorth side of Yesso met witli a diflerent people, many of wliom, of all ages,

he examined, and found their legs, breasts, and arms, with just as much covering

of hair as is common to Europeans. In like manner in the Strait of Magalhanes

were sometimes found Patagonians of gigantic stature, and at other times tribes

of people of the common size of Europeans ; by which the voyagers seemed to

contradict each other, till farther discovery demoastrated that both descriptions

might be true.

Vol. 111. Y .
' familiar;
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familiar ; and would think it right to kill him, if they perceived

he had any intention to seduce them. Both sexes are fond of

drinking, and will readily get intoxicated. The long hair and

thick beards of the men give them at first sight the appearance

of being barbarians, but their sober and discreet demeanour

shews that they are not so. When they are to appear before

strangers, they put on their best clothes and behave with much
modest}^ shewing respect by bowing their heads, and by passing

and repassing their hands one over the other. They sing or chaunt

with a tremulous voice as do the Japanese. If they are desired

to do any thing which gives them an opportunity to exert them-

selves with freedom, they soon become familiar and appear with

a countenance chearful and open. The women when they lie

in, are lodged in a separate house ; in which their husbands are

not to enter during two or three weeks. Their children when

young are perfectly white. When the mothers suckled them,

if any of the Hollanders happened to be nigh, they did it in so

guarded a manner, that nothing of their breast could be seen

except what was necessary for the mouth of the infant.'

' The little girls sometimes in fine weather run about quite

naked ; but when they met with any ofour people, they shewed,

by holding down their head and crouching with their arms and

knees together, the shame they felt at being seen by us in that

state. The women carry their infants behind them, suspended

to a band Avhich is fastened round their foreheads. They are

much more cleanly and neat in their eating and drinking, and

in their rooms, the floors of which they cover with mats, than

in their dress, which is in general greasy and dirty, and which

they do not change, or wash.'

' Their houses are on the slopes of hills : some are built of

planks joined, and arc covered with the bark of trees ; the greater

number are constructed with trunks of treesdriven into the earth,

which are covered both over and at the sides with planks and

4 •

,
' bark,
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bark, and an opening is left at the top to let the smoke escape, c ii aj. 6.

for their fire is always made in the middle of the room. They ^""^^^T^

have a room separated from the rest of the duelling by a kind Description

of skreen : this apartment is about twelve steps in length, and
inhabitants

six in breadth, very neat all round, and the floor is covered with of Yesso.

rush matting. The houses are not more than twice the height

of a man, and much resemble the houses of the peasants in

Holland, but the doors are so low that it is necessary to stoop

much to enter. More than fifteen or twenty houses are seldom

seen together, and these villages are in general at half a Dutch

mile distance from each other; nevertheless some of the houses

are not inhabited. Their furniture consists of little else than

mats to sit or to sleep on, and the principal ornaments of their

persons are Japanese robes, and a few silver trinkets. Some

few among them have chairs and beds. In the course of the

last winter many of the inhabitants of Acquets died of cold and

famine. They cover the dead bodies with oyster shells ; some

they put into coffins which are kept above ground upon four

small posts, with neat little huts or sheds built over them. No
offerings were seen round their tombs as there are round the

tombs of the Chinese,'

' Their most common nourishment is the flesh and oil of

whales ; salnjon and other fish ; all sorts of herbage, but prin-

cipally hip berries [knoppeti] Avhich the}'^ have at Acqueis in

great abundance as large as medlars, and M'hich they dry to lay

up as a provision for the winter. They have cups and plates of

lacquered ware ; each person has his own plate and cup ; and

at their meals they eat with small sticks, after the manner of

the Japanese.'

' The inhabitants of the more northern part, those which

were seen in the latitude of 48° 50' N, were shaven like the

people of Japan, and Avore silken robes ; but they were of whiter

complexion than the Japanese, and differed from them in

Y 2 ' speech :
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speech : moreover they did not use the small sticks at their

meals, but eat with their fingers.'

' Most of the inhabitants of Yesso are cloathed like the Japanese.

Some few wear silk ; but the dress most commonly worn, is a

habit made of a blue calicoe called Kangans, which is painted

with patterns of flowers, like those of the water lily [^iiejiuphar].

They also manufacture cotton for themselves, and they wear the

skins of beasts. The sleeves of their habits sit pretty close to

their wrists : the man's habit is open in front ; that of the woman

is closed like a shift.'

' The people of Vesso are naturally lazy, neither tilling nor

sowing the ground : they pass much of their time in little prao5

or barks, which they make by hollowing the trunk of a great

tree and raising the edges about a foot with planks : they manage

them as the peasants in Holland manage their little boats when

they carry their milk to market, for they do not put both their

oars together into the water. They go in these small boats to

take seals and whales, for which purpose they have harpoons

made of bone, with the points armed with iron or copper ; and

they have every thing which is necessary for whale fishing, and

have seins such as we use in Holland for the catching other

fish. They ensnare birds by means of a bent bow, wherein they

put a bait in such manner that when a bird touches it, the bow

flies strait and the bird is caught. Whithersoever they go, they

take Avith them their sword and their bows and arrows, with

vhich they kill bears, stags, elks, foxes, and some animals un-

known in our part of the world.'

' They spin hemp, which grows in the woods, by holding one

end fast with their teeth which serves them instead of a distaff,

and they twist the other end with their hands, making pretty

good thread.'

' .They barter with the Japanese their whale fat, fish oils, the

tongues of whales dried in smoke, furs, and many kinds of

' feat'iers :
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' feathers : the Japanese bring them rice, sugar, silk, Japan chap. 6.

* garments, brass pipes, tobacco and tobacco boxes, lacquered J643.

' ware, silver ear-rings, brass rings, hatchets, knives, and many Description

' other things. Their language has some resemblance to that i„hab,tanis

* of the Japanese ; they are very subtle and intelhgent in what- of '^esso.

* soever concerns their commerce ; but are not at all addicted

' to thieving.'

' The people who were seen in 46", esteemed iron much, and

' willingly received it in exchange for their furs,and feathers,which

' they arrange very neatly in boxes. Their arms are bows and

' arrows, and short swords or daggers like those of the Japanese,

* ornamented on the flat of the blade with sprigs of silver.'

' Their bows are of alder, four or five feet long ; the arrows are

* half an ell in length, well made, and with a little harpoon made
' ofcane fixed at the end,which is steeped in a strong black poison,

' so that those who are wounded with it, die quickly. When
' they intend to kill any of their prisoners taken in war, they lay

' him at his length upon the ground with his face downwards, in

* which position he is kept by two people holding his arms and
' two others liis legs, whilst the man who is to be the executioner,

' being armed with a heavy club which he holds with both hands,

' takes a distance of ten or twelve steps, and comes dancing to

' discharge a blow on the head of the victim.'

' They treat in the same manner those whom they surprise

' with their wives or daughters.'

' This is in few words the whole which we have been able

' to learn to tliis hour of these newly discovered lands, and v/e

' give this relation from our own observation, and on the report

' of a Japanese named Oery, who signed the declaration he

' made to us, of which we have here given the contents.'

To the foregoing description may be added from the Letter

sent from Batavia to Holland, ' Our people had no traffic of

* consequence at the land of Eso, though the inhabitants were

* friendly.
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friendly. For one axe, some linen, a few glass beads and other

trinkets, our people received in exchange some small pieces

of silver, some samples of gold and of mineral earth, and

' four pieces of fur like the skins of sables and martins, the

* Avhole about six guilders in value ; which things have been

' sent over to Holland in the ship Salmander.'

The declaration of Oery is dated August the 27th, and was

September, made in the Bat/ de Goede Hope. The Kastrikom, after having

Kastiikom
^^^®^® taken in wood, fresh water, and other refreshments, de-

deparis parted (on the 2d of September) for the East side of Japan,

' and put into a port on that coast, where Captain de Vries pro-

cured provisions in exchange for merchandise ; but on sending

some of his people on shore, they were apprehended by the

Japanese, and sent off for Jedo.^ This accident did not pre-

vent Captain de Vries from pursuing his instructions. Leaving

Japan, from the 1 0th of September to the 1 st of October he sailed

Sails in Eastward 450 Dutch miles in search of the Rich Islands, keeping

the*Rlch
^" ^^^ parallel of 37 f°, witli variable winds but continual clear

Islands, weather. No land was discovered in this run ; but birds and

drift wood were seen. After this, the Kastrikom bent her course

Returns back to the East Indies, and some time in the month of No-
to the vember, arrived at Tamwan in Formosa, whence Captain de Vries

East Indies. ' "^
,

^

November, returned to Batavia.-f

Slender and defective as the account given of the Kastrikom's

navigation is, yet with the assistance of the charts which were

published nearly at the time, it is sufficiently free from obscurity

for identifying many of the principal points of the discoveries

made by de Vries with lands seen in the voyages of the last twenty

years ; and it is due to Captain de Vries to remark that he very

exactly fulfilled his instructions in all points.

Of the yacht Breskens we have the following account.

* Hist, clii Jap in. far I', de Chailevoix. Liv. 19. Sec. 6.

t Letter sEntJivm Batavia to HoUartd.
' The
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• The Breskens, commanded by Hendrick Cornelys Schaep,

went with the )ike intent to discover the land of Tartary, and

being separated from the Kastiikom near the Island named

Ongelukkig, she also by herself sailed along the East side of

Japan. On the 10th of June, she anchored in the mouth of

the haven of Namhoe, where the inhabitants furnished her with

fresh water, and she departed the next day. Witsen relates,

' In the month of June, the Breskens had sailed across the

* Passage between Japan and Yesso.* The latitude was reckoned

' to be 41° 50' N, and the longitude 164' 48?
* Near to the Cape of this discovered land were seen eight

' or ten rocks which appeared like vessels under sail ; and from

' them, a chain of rocks extends a mile into the sea. They
' saw there some small boats of the country, the rowers in

' which had an oar in each hand, with which they pulled alter-

' nately, making way very fast.'

' These people appeared to have much intelligence. They had
' long black and rough beards ; their complexion was brown

;

' the hair on the fore part of their heads for about the breadth of

' three fingers they wore long ; but all the r«st was cut short. It

* was remarked that joining the two hands over the head was their

' customary token of acknowledgment or thankfulness. The}'

' were clothed in bear skins, and armed with bows and arrows.'

CH A p. 6.

1643.

Course
sailed by

the

Breskens.

June.

* This has been translated, that she sailed through the Strait. The words in the
original are ' tia dat het de doortogt tuschen Japan en Jesso hadde overgezeilt.' The
concurrent circumstances go to prove that she sailed not through, but across the

Strait or pas&age. If the Breskens had sailed thi'ough, it would have been her
business to have pursued a Westerly course til! she was stopped by the land of
Tartary, as directed by the instructions ; instead of which, after making the land
of Yesso the course sailed by her was North Eastward. The Relation du Japan
in Tavernier, however, tells the following circumstance. " A JJutch Pilot who had
" sailed to the coast of ieiso to discover whether it was an Island, or a Continent
" and joined to the great unknown laud of Korea, says that it is separated from
" Japan by a small distance of sea which is named by those of the countrj', the
" Strait of Sangaar." This doubtless was good information, and it is probable was
a part of what was learnt by those on board the Kastrikom from Oery, when he
aftirmed to them that Tewo was an Island.

From
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1643.

Proceed-
ings of the

Breskens.

* From here, the course of the ship was towards the East;

and the sailors caught plenty of cod fish.'

* In 43* 4' N, they saw land/

* In 44' 4' N, some boats or vessels came to the ship. The
people who were in them were of good stature, robust, and

appeared to be of good understanding. They had women
with them who were of brown complexions, and whose lips

and hands were painted blue. They had their hair cut all

round, to about two fingers breadth below the ears, and fi'om

their appearance they might have been taken for young men.

Ail of them of both sexes were fond of arrack. Some of the

men were dressed after the fashion of the Japanese : others

had crosses on their coats. Besides bows and arrows, they

had sabres like those oi Japan, the hilts ornamented with gold,

the blades with silver on the backs, and the sheaths with

foliage : the belts of their sabres also were embroidered. They

wore silver rings and Nuremberg glass beads in their ears.

They had seal skins, and beaver skins, and some Indian stuffs.

Their boats were made of the hollowed trunks of trees, and

were without sails. In 43° 45' N latitude, they discovered-

more land; and also at 44° 12' N latitude and 167° 2l' lon-

gitude they saw land Avhich was high, and they found n)uch

broken land and many Islands, besides main land. A little

farther to the North, they saw a great number of seals, and

a kind of rock weed (steenkrossj floating in the sea.*

* In 45° 12' N and longitude 169° 36' land was seen, which

whilst distant appeared like a number of Islands, but on ap-

proaching they found to be one continued land, and in many
parts covered with snow. They went on shore at this land

which was desert and uncultivated. In a valley not far from

the shore they found a run of clear water, and near it shrubs,

cherry trees, sorrel, wild cabbage, leeks, and nettles. They

did not see either men or animals, excepting one fox.

' In
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* In 46' 15' N, longitude 172° 16', and also in longitude 172* 53', chap. 6.

' they saw high mountains. Land was again seen in 47° 8' N and ^^C**^
in longitude 173° 53', but here they did not land.' Proceed

ngs of tt

Bre»keas
* This land, says the Journal kept on board the ship Breskens,

'"-'"'" *''^

* lies 12 degrees more to the East than the East Cape of Japan,

' which is in latitude 38' 4'N: difference in the latitude 9° 38',

* stretching in a direction NEbE and SWbYv^ [sfrekkende Noord-

* oost ten oustcH en Z W ten ?F].' ' There was snow on the land,

* and the weather was misty.'* Mr.Witsen adds, ' it is probable

' that thi^ is the main Continent of America.'

There is un apparent disagreement in the numbers in the last

paragraph : but the 9° 38' difference of latitude and the 1 2 degrees

of longitude from the East Cape of Japan are to be understood

as the situation of the most advanced part seen of the land the

beginning of which was seen in latitude 47° s' N and longitude

173° 53'. This land, which seems the farthest to the North East

of the discoveries made in the voyage of the Kastrikom and

Breskens, answers in situation and in the direction of its coast

to the Island Marikan as laid down in the chart to La Perouse's

voyage. Its termination Eastward not being seen by those on

board the Breskens, gave room for the conjecture that it was the

West corner of the American Continent.

The Breskens did not persevere so long in the discovery of the

Northern lands as the Kastrikom. Some time in July she sailed

back to the East coast of Japan, and about the end of the she anchors

month anchored in a bay or cove of the great inlet or haven of ''^ ^ Port

Namhoe, in 40° N latitude, before a village inhabited by fishermen East side

and their families, in a district or territory named Mansamj. ^^ Japaa.

Many events had taken place in Japan within the last five

years, which made it a country not to be approached by Euro-

I)ean strangers w ithout much caution. Besides the extermination

* Noord en Oost Tartarye. p. 138. Edit. 3705.

Vol. III. Z of
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€HAP. 6. of Christianity and the exclusion of the Portuguese, the Dutch

'^*^43. factory house at Firanclo had been levelled with the ground by

order of the Kubo of Japan, because the year of the Christian Era

had been marked on its front ; and the Hollanders had since been

removed to the small Island Desima, in the harbour of Nangasaki,

which had formerly been occupied by the Portuguese, and was

now allotted to the Hollanders as the only place in the Kubo's

dominions in which thenceforward they would be allowed to have

commerce. The same Kubo or Sovereign still reigned in Japan,

•who, in the year 1638, in the war of Ximabara,* had effected

the destruction of the Christians. With the knowledge of these

things, the Commander of the Breskens suffered himself to be

deceived from his guard by the quiet and civil manners of the

Japanese, who freely engaged in an exchange of provisions

for merchandize, and the ship was soon visited by persons

of more consequence than the villagers: but on Captain Schaep
Adventure ^^^ ^^^ principal merchant landing, with some of the officers
of some 1 r

, „ i i i i

Hollanders and people, ten in number, they were all apprehended, and as

^^

diere.
^ they endeavoured to make resistance to escape to their ship,

they were manacled, and in that condition led towards Namboe

or Nambii.

With much entreaty Captain Schaep obtained permission to

write to the ship, their keepers supplying paper and ink, to ac-

quaint those on board of the detention of himself and his com-

panions, and that they were to be sent prisoners to Jedo, which

journey would require a month : but that he expected they Avould

* Ximahara is a city of the Island Ximo, which the Christians, thinking them-

eelves not sufficiently strong to encounter the forces of the Kubo in the open field,

took possession of, and fortified. In Scheuchzer's introduction to his Translation

of Kampfer's History of Japan is a list of Japanese books which were brought by

Dr. Kfempfer to Europe. In this list are two books on the war of Ximahara, one of

which has for its title Sima baraki : and among the writings of Dr. Ksempfer which

came into the possession of Sir Hans Sloane, were translations of these two works

into the German language, which are now among the manuscripts of the Sioa/ie

Collection ia the British Museum.
be
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be liberated immediately on arriving there, and he desired the

ship should wait for their return.

As ihej journeyed, they observed boards posted up at the cross

roads, with notices in the nature of a proclamation, oifering a

reward in the Kubo's name of thirty golden Koupans or

Kobangs* for every Christian that should be discovered, which

their conductors took the trouble to point out and explain to

them. But when they became satisfied their prisoners were

Hollanders, they cast loose their cords and gave them in other

respects better treatment than before, although the appearance

of their ship on the Eastern coast of Japan was a more suspicious

circumstance at this time than it would have been at any other;

for on occasion of the revolt of Portugal from Spain, which

took place in 1640, the Dutch had recently made peace with

the Portuguese, and the knowledge of this had come to the

Japanese.

On August the 1st they arrived at Namboe, which is described

a large town and of good trade. An answer arrived the same

day from the Breskens, in which the Commanding Officer on

board informed Schaep that he had taken the precaution to

move the ship farther from the shore, but that he would wait for

his return as long as the provisions on board would enable him-

Schaep, partly at the direction of the chief Japanese conductor,

wrote again to acquaint the officer on board that the ship would

be supplied from the nearest villages with rice, fresh water, fish,

wood, and other necessaries ; that therefore he need not hasten

his departure from apprehension of being distressed for pro-

visions, and he desired the ship might remain four months where

she then was, if he should not rejoin her sooner.

After a fortnight's detention at Namboe, the prisoners set off

under a strong guard for the city of Jedo, where they arrived on

* The Japanese Kobang was equal in value to five gold ducuts, or about

£.2. 6 s. 6d. sterling.

z 2 the
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CHAP. 6. the 25th. The Breskens in the meantime departed from Mamang

1643. and from the coast of Japan. Schaep and his people on the day

of their arrival at Jedo as well as on the folloM'ing day, were

examined before two Commissioners, who had formerly been

Governors of Nangasaki, and a Bonze orJapanese Priest attended,

who questioned them in the most embarrassing and captious

manner. Among the objects of the voyage of the Kastrikom and

Breskens, there was one the Hollanders did not dare to acknow-

ledge, which was, their having been sent in search of the Rich

Islands, and the gold and silver mines of Yesso ; which they were

afraid would be construed as seeking for the treasm'es of the em-

pire. When questioned by Avhat adventure they came to anchor

at Mansanijy they answered, that they had sailed from Ternate

intending for Tayowan in Formosa, but had been driven to the

North by tempests, and that distress obliged them to put into a

Japanese port. The laws of this severely governed nation, we are

told, punish falsehood detected in a Court of Justice Avith tleath

;

and it is expected of persons under examination that they shall

answer readily, and not with much deliberation. The Hollanders

then, having judged concealment necessary to their safety, and

at the risk of so great a penalty, could not possibly answer in

a manner that should appear open and unconstrained, and this,

it is probable, would have given sufficient cause among a people

less jealous and vigilant than the Japanese, for their being de-

tained for further examination. This was al^o the time that the

Chief of the Dutch Factory was expected at Jcdo, for auniially

after the departure of the Dutch ships from Nangasaki the Chief

repairs with a numerous retinue to ilie Capital to pay his respects

and to make the customary presents to the Kubo. The prisoners

looked to this event as the term of their captivity. Before his arrival,

they received a letter from him, dated September tlie 10th, which

encouraged and advised them in these words ;
' agree among your-

selves, and doubt not.' They learnt at the same time, that the

Governor
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Governor of Nanirnsaki bad sent advice to his Court, that in chap. 6

February that year two ships had sailed from Batavia with the 1643.

design to make discoveries in Tm-tary, and that the Chief of tlie

Factory at Desima, from whom he received this information, be-

lieved the ship which had put into Namboe to be one of the said

ships from Batavia. The prisoners when they were next examined,

acknowledged this to be the truth ; and on being questioned why

they had not sooner declared that their voyage was designed for

Tartary, Schaep attributed it to the examinations having been

made in the Poituo-uese ]ano;ua2;e which none amontT the Hoi-

landers well understood, and he requested that to avoid farther

misapprehension, theexaminations might be deferred till the arrival

of Dutch interpreters who had been ordered up from Firando,

when he should be able to give full answers to all enquiries.

In the end of September, the Dutch interpreters arrived ; and

on October the 1st the prisoners were permitted to shave and

cut their hair, both of which from their landing till that time

had been forbidden them. Shortly after, arrived in Jedo the

Chief of the Dutch Factory, Jan Van Elzerach, a man who was

much in favour with the Japanese ; but in the mean time a fresh

^ difficulty occurred ; for news came of another ship being seen

on the East coast of Japan. This was the Kastrikom, (as

already related in the account of her navigation) and some

people belonging to her who landed, were apprehended by the

Japanese, and conveyed to Jedo where they were joined to the

prisoners from the Breskens. Alter much examination, the

Ivubo was satisfied from the reports made to him, that they were

not in league with the Spaniards or Portuguese, nor engaged in

any scheme for introducing missionaries luio Japan, and an order

was given for their liberation.

Theexaminations as related in ^tontanus abound in trivial cir-

cun^istances and repetitions ; but they also contain eircunistanccs

worth noticing, as will appear in the following abstract.
*

The •'^?t

&
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The account given bj the Hollanders to the Japanese

Governors was, that the two ships left Batavia in company, being

bound to discover the coast of Tartary. [Of the Rich Islands

they had agreed among themselves not to speak.] That they also

sailed from Ternate in company ; but on approaching Japan, they

came in a stormy night on an unknown coast, where the Breskens

lost sight of the Kastrikom, and it was feared that ship had split

against the rocks : yet they sought for her along the East coast of

Japanf and on the 10th of June anchored in the mouth of the

Haven of Namboe, where they were kindly received by the inhabi-

tants, who furnished them immediately with fresh water, and the

next day they stood out to sea. They sailed, they said, about two

hundred leagues from Namboe, but were driven by storms out

of their intended course ; and after much suffering by bad

weather, most of the seamen being sick and the vessel wanting

repair, remembering also the kind entertainment they had before

met with, they again put into the Haven of Namboe. To the

den.and why they had sailed backwards and forwards so much

before the East coast of Japan, they answered it was to look

for their Admiral ; and as for the crime they vi^ere charged with,

of firing cannon near the coast, thereby causing alarm to the

inhabitants, they declared they had fired only twice, one time

as a signal for their boat to return on board, and another time

at the desire of some of the Japanese themselves for no other

purpose than to satisfy their curiosity.

The Governors demanded if they had in the ships any map
of Tartary ; to which they answered, that according to the best

of their belief no European had ever sailed thither. How then,

it was asked, would they know wliich way to look for it ? They

replied, the Council at Batavia had ordered them to seek the

North point of Japan, and to steer thence a NW course in

search of Tartary till they came to the latitude of 45°, if they

did not sooner fall ia with it. But the Breskens could see no

i^'-' 5 passage
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passage through to the West between Japan and Yesso. It is

related in Montanus, that the coast they saw to the NW they

took to be a part of Yesso and to be joined to Japan ;
' for

• that the inlet betwixt Sangaar and Yesso washes not through,

' reaching scarcely 40 leagues upwards, being there stopped by

* the mountains.'* From which, it is plain they missed the

Strait, and got into the Bay to the North of it.

They were then asked what they would have done, supposing

they had discovered Tartary, to have made themselves under-

stood by the inhabitants ? To which Captain Schaep replied,

that in the Breskens they had three seamen who understood

the Muscovite and Polish language, which many of the 'J'artars

also understand. And in the ship Kastrikom there was a native

of Tartary.

How came they by that Tartar ?

The Russians making an inroad into Tartary, took prisoners,

among which was a youth whom they sold to English merchants,

who carried him to Amsterdam, where he learnt to speak the

Dutch language, to write, and to cypher; and he was afterwards

entered in the service of the Dutch East India Company, and

sent as an under book-keeper to Batavia. Thence he embarked

in the Kastrikom for the discovery of Tartary by sea. His

name was Jacob Cason and he was in his twenty-first year.

The Governors demanded, how the Hollanders had conquered

the fort Quelang? They were answered, that the Hollanders

landed cannon and threw up batteries; and that the besieged

surrendered on condition of being allowed to depart.jr

It was demanded how it could happen, if Schaep and the

merchant Byvelt were Commanders of the Breskens, that she

*This passage probably helped to suggest to Guil. de I'Isle his doubts whetlier or

not Japan was an Island.

t For the establishment of the Fort of Kslang in Formosa, sec p. 49 of

this Volume. -ssl

came
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came to depart contrary to the order ihe Captain had sent ?

Did the Hollanders keep such small command over those

that were under them ? It was replied, that in the absence

of the Captain and merchant, the Pilot had the chief com-

mand, and he Avould have to answer to the Council at Batavia

for what he had done. That as the Hollanders had no privilege

to trade to the North of Japan, it was probable on seeing the

detention of those who had landed, he might be apprehensive

of farther danger if he remained : and he knew that if it was

the Kubo's pleasure, they could go from Jedo to the Factory at

Desima.

To the question of how many men there were in the ships, it

was answered that each had sixty men on board at their de--

parture from Batavia.

On the 8lh of December, the Hollanders were released on

a condition stipulated in the order given for that purpose, which

was in the terms following. " Hendrick Cornelys Schaep and
" Willem Byvelt, with the other Hollanders, prisoners, confess

" tha*^ they fired some cannon from their ship near the coasts

" of Japan; but they protest they did it according to the custom
** of the Hollanders, and not knowing it was forbidden by the

** laws of Japan ; and they demand pardon. Moreover they ^
" declare that they departed from Batavia with design to dis-

" cover Tartar!/; and that they never had the smallest intention

" or thought to transport Spanish or Portuguese Priests into the

" Japanese dominions ; and they engage themselves in case it

•' shall be found that they have spoken falsely in this matter,

" to come from whatsoever part of the world they may happen

. " to be in, and make their appearance before the Ministers of

** the Emperor, whenever so summoned to do, to receive

" judgment according to the magnitude of their crime." Van

Elzerach, or in fact the whole Dutch Comptoir, was required

to be responsible for their appearance if at any time they should
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be called upon ; which being agreed to, they were permitted chap. 6.

to go to Nangasaki* 1643.

The ship Breskens, on leaving the East coast of Japan, sailed

Eastward in search of the Gold and Silver Islands, and after-

wards returned safe, as appears by the mention of the Journal

and other notices in Mr. Witsen's N. ^ O. Tartaryc. The

story of the shipwrecks, in the Relation du Japan ascribed to

Tavernier, requires no refutation.

In the Chart of the East Indian Seas by the Portuguese Of the

Cosmographer J.Texeira, land is laid down in about 44 degrees
i,y JoHo da

North latitude, and 150 leagues to the East of the NE cape of Gama.

Japan, marked to have been seen by D. Joao da Gama in his

passage from China to New Spain ; but Avithout the date of his i

discovery. The date of Texeira's Chart is 1 649, which is three

years posterior to tiie publication of the discoveries made by

the Kastrikom and Breskens.

Some time in the course of the year 1643, a Dutch frigate Tristan

touched at the Island Tristan d'Acunha in the South Atlantic
is,i^nd,^

(so named after a Portuguese Commander who discovered it

in the year 1508) from whose journal was published the following

description. * This Island is high, rising to a sharp point, but

' has a gentle declivity both to the East and to the West.

* Herbaoe and fresh water were foufld on it ; but neither

* inhabitants nor cattle. On its coasts were abundance of fish,

' and on the shore numbers of birds. The North shore affords

' every where good anchorage ; and on the West there is anchor-

' ing ground, from the depth of 80 fathoms, gradually dimi-

' nishiug as you approach the shore f.' The Island here or Isles,

described is one of three forming a small groupe, which are

propev]y the Isles of Tristan d'Acunha. Some apply the name

only to the largest or principal Island, as is done in the above

description.
_

,
I.I. 1

" M

Jtlas Japoideimis. By Amoldus Moutanus. Engl. Trans, by John Ogilby,

London 1670.

f Collection of Voyages to the Southern Hemisphere. London 1788. Vol. I. Art. 12.

Vo L. III. A A
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CHAP. VII.

Notices of a Second Voyage of Discovery by Tasman.

—

Of the

Amsterdam Stadt-house Map of the World ; a7id of the Names

HoUandia Nova and Zeelandia Nova.

CHAP. 7. '\?17'^ ^^^^^ conclufle this series of the expeditions for dis-

^^^^^^ ^ ' covery undertaken by the Hollanders during the Pre-

A second sidentship at Batavia of Antony Van Diemen, with the notice

\)^^F
°^ ^^ ^ second voyage made by Abel Jansen Tasman. This is one

hy Tasman. of those of which only a faint remembrance has been preserved,

of which no account has been published ; and though it is known

to have benefited geography by causing additions to be made

in the chart of the Great South Land or Terra Australis, yet

those additions cannot be claimed with certainty, and are

only in part and doubtfully to be recognized by some of the

names imposed upon headlands and other parts of the coast

marking the time, or being similar to the names given in his

former voyage. The discoveries of Tasman have been so ill

understood, that in some of the charts published in the eigh-

teenth century, his two voyages are confounded by a reprc'

sentation of them in a single track.

The object of the second voyage was ' to make more full

' discovery of New Guinea, and of the unknown coasts of the

' discovered East and South Lands.' A copy of the Orders

and Instructions given to the Commander by the Governor

General and Council at Batavia, came into the possession of

Sir Joseph Banks at the same time with the manuscript Journal

of Captain Tasman's first voyage. These Instructions in the

original Dutch, accompanied with an English translation, were

published in Mr. Dalrymple's Collection of Memoirs concerning

the Land of Papua. They are dated January the 29th, 1644,

and are valuable both for making known the proposed plan of

Tasman's
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Tasman's second expedition, and for the quantity of information

they furnish concerning the antecedent expeditions and dis-

coveries; brief notices of which were inserted in the Instruc-

tions, to serve as an additional guidance to the Commander,
Abel Tasraan.

This second voyage of discovery by Tasman was intended to

penetrate into the South Sea ; but it does not appear that this

intention was fulfilled. It is proper nevertheless, to notice here

the plan of the undertaking, and it shews that the Hollanders at

this time had formed very just conceptions of the extent and

figure both of New Guinea and of the Great South Land. The
antecedent expeditions which are recited in the Instructions were

all made on the Western side of New Guiiiea and the Terra

Australis : to particularize them here would be too great a

digression; therefore the readers desirous to be informed

respecting them are referred to Mr. Dairym pie's publication.

The Instructions to Tasman say, * It now only remains to be Extract

* discovered, whether Nova Guinea is one continent with this t
^'""^ '^^

Instructioas

* Great South Land^ or whether it is separated by channels and g'ven to

* Islands lying between them ; and also, M'hether the new Van
* Diemens Land is the same continent with these two great

* countries or with one of them.*- For which purposes,

^ * After fulfilling your orders at Amhoina and Banda, you
* shall in the latter end of February (or sooner if possible) begin

* the voyage you are ordered upon, and sail Eastward to the

* Turc hoek or Cape Valsche, situated in 8° S latitude on the

* South Coast of Nova Guinea ; whence you are to continue

* Eastward along the coast to 9° S, crossing carefully the shallow

* Bight or Cove (vlakke hogt) at that part, and examining with

* the yacht about the High Island or Speult's River for a harbour,

' also inspecting the state of the country ; and in the interim

* dispatch the De Brak Tender to look into the Cove for two

A A 2 * or
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' or three days, to examine if within the Great hilet there is an

' entrance into the South Sea, which may be soon known by the

' course of the currents.'

' It is apprehended you will in these parts meet the South

* East trade-wind, which will make it difficult to keep in with

' the coast ; nevertheless, endeavour by all means to proceed,

* that we may be certain whether this land [of New Gumea] is

' divided from the Great and Known Soicth Land, or not; and

* you shall try (if possible) to run to the SE as far as to the

' new Van Diemens Land, steering along the East coast of the

' Known South Land according to its trending; and from Van

* Diemens Land to the Islands St. Pieter and Francois *, and

' foliowin o; the direction of the coast Westward to De Wits

* Land and Willems River, in 22° S latitude, when the known
' South Land would be entirely circumnavigated, and discovered

' to be the largest Island in the globe.'

* But as it is possible the Land of Nova Guinea is joined to

* the South Land, you are then, which the SE trade-wind will

' enable you to do, to run along the North [NW] coast from

'
1
7° to 22° S, whence you shall steer along the Land of Ecndragt

' to Houttnans Ahrolhos; and Avhen you have found a proper

' place thereabouts for anchoring, you are to endeavour to find

* a chest containing 8,000 rix dollars, that was lost in the wreck

* of the ship Batavia in the year 1629. Likewise make search

* on the main land thereabout, after two Netherlanders, who,

' having forfeited their lives, were put on shore by their Com-
* mander Francisco Polsert, if they are still alive, in which case

* you can enquire of them concerning the country ; and, if they

' entreat you to that purpose, give them a passage hither. On
this

* The most Eastern part of De Nuj/ts Land on tlie South coast ; discovered

in 1627.
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* this occasion you ought to search for a good watering and chap. 7.

* refreshing place in 26° or 28° S latitude, which would be very 1644.

* desirable for our outward-bound ships/

The foregoing are the principal of the orders which related to

the navigation. With respect to the proposed discovery of the

Eastern coast of the Great South Land, it was no small step

towards effecting it, that in his former voyage Tasman had dis-

covered the Ea-st coast oi'Van Diemens Land. The examinations

of his second voyage, however, are supposed to have been

employed wholly on the Northern and Western coasts.

Hitherto the name of New Holland had not been given to of the

any part of this land. Throughout the Instructions to Tasman nf'"i<'/^e^^

'^^ *
, ,

Holland

for his second voyage, the Terra Australis is called the Groote given to the

Zuid-land, or On-hekende Zuid-land. i. e. The Great or the Un- oAh^^'^

known South Land. The earliest mention that is found of the .'''"'?^.

name of I^ova Hollandia or New Holland is in the year 1665,

when it appears to have been adopted by direction of the Govern-

ment in Holland for all the Western side of the Terra Australis.

Three years prior to that time, the Stadt-house, or Town Hall,

at Amsterdam had been destroyed by fire ; in consequence of

which accident, a new Stadt-house Avas built. Among the Amsterdam

embellishments to the new building were three Hemispheres cut
^j^^^'of [^g

in stone-work, one for a representation of the Celestial Sphere, ^^'orld.

the other two for a Map of the World ; and they were each

twenty-two feet in diameter. The circles were of brass inlaid ;

and the whole was executed under the direction of Artus

Quellius d'Anvers, a sculptor of eminence. Through a strange

misapprehension of the nature of grandeur, this beautiful

piece of geography was destined to decorate the floor, or,

strictly speaking, to be itself the floor in the most public

place of resort in the new Stadt-house, being made the pave-

ment of the great hall between the two court yards. In a

printed description of the building, this disposition of the three

Hemispheres
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Wholly
obliterated.

Part

saved by M.
Thevenot.

Hollandia

]Nova.

Hemispheres is extolled, one might almost imagine ironically,

as an example of magnificence, the more grand for that it

exposed them incessantly to be trodden upon by a concourse

of people*. The three Hemispheres have long been completely

effaced. In the year 1773, Sir Joseph Banks, being then at

Amsterdam, was at much pains in making enquiry concerning

the Stadt-house Map ; but he could obtain no proof of the work

having been visible within the memory of man. Fortunately,

owing to the good taste and judgment of M. Thevenot, a copy

of the most material portion to geography of one of the terres-

trial hemispheres has been preserved in his Divers Voyages

Curieuscs ; and much acknowledgment is due to him on this

account.

In the part thus saved by M. Thevenot, is included all that

was then known of New Guinea^ of the Terra Australis or.

South Land, and of Tasman's State Land. New Guinea is not

made to join the South Land, neither is it drawn as a separate

land ; but at three degrees to the East of the Valsche Cape

the line of coast is discontinued and a chasm left of about a

degree in latitude, from 7* 45' to 8° 45' S, at which last parallel

the coast of Carpentaria is made to begin. We have here, and

also in what has been cited from the Instructions, to admire

how completely unknown to the world was the discovery which

had been made by liuis Vaez de Torres, of a Strait running

between New Guinea and the Terra Australis. In this preserved

part of the Stadt-house Map, the Western side (comprehending

more than one half) of the Terra Australis is distinguished by

the name Hollandia Nova (or Neit) Holland) ; and Eastward on

the same land, but without defined limits, is inserted the

name Terre Australe, which being in tlie French language was

probably

* Description de l'Hotel de Ville d'Amsterdam. An imperfect copy io the British

Museum, title page and date wanting.
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probably an explanatory addition introduced by M. Thevenot chap. 7.

himself. Farther East is Tasnian's State Land, which is here 1644.

named Zeelandia Nova (or New ZealandJ; by which name it has Zeelandia

always been known since. Hova.

Dampier has mentioned having in his possession a Chart of

the discoveries made by Tasman on the West coast of what in

Dampier's time was called New Holland^ which chart was most

probably a copy of what Thevenot had published.
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CHAP. vm.

Doubtful Relation of a Voyage by Bartholomew de Fonte.

CHAP. 8. ^T^HE Narrative of Bartholomew de Fonte's voyage, may be

regarded as a geographical meteor ; and the circumstances

of its appearance and reception in the world, are scarcely less

remarkable than the narrative itself.

The voyage is said to have been performed in the year 1640,

by order of the Court of Spain, and by Spanish navigators. But

the earliest notice given of it to the public was sixty-eight years

later, in the English language, and in an anonymous periodical

work pubhshed in London, This publication was entitled the

Monthly Miscellany, or Memoirs for the Curious; and seems to

have been a continuation, or to have arisen on the ruins, of

another periodical paper which had appeared a short time

before, under the title of Weekly Memorials for the Ingenious.

De Fonte's Voyage came out in two parts ; the first in the

Monthly Miscellany for April 1708, the second in the Miscellany

for the month of June following ; and neither part was accom-

panied with any explanation whence it was obtained, or with

any reason or apology for the omission ; nor is there found in

any subsequent number of the Monthly Miscellany any farther

mention of Admiral de Fonte or of his discoveries. Under

these disadvantages, and containing matters more calculated to

excite wonder than to convince readers of their reality, it lias

attracted the attention of men of science in ail the nations of

Europe. Translations from the English have been published

in most of the European languages, even in the Spanish ; and

it has been a subject of controversy among geographers, down

to those of the present day. It is here given to the Reader,

S , with
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with the marginal notes, punctuation, and all particuiary, chap. s.

copied exactly from the original publication in the Month!}! '^-"^v"*^

Miscellany.

' A Letterfrom Admiral Baitholomew de Fonte, then Admiral of New
Spain and Peru, and now Prince of Chili; giving an Accomit of

the most material Transactions in a Journal o^ his from the Cab
of Lima in Peru, on his Discoveries to fnd out if there zvas any

North West Passage from the Atlantick Ocean into the South and

Tartarian Sea.'

* The Viceroys of Neza Spain and Peru, having advice from tlie Court

of Spai7i, that the several attempts of the English, both in the reigns

of Queen Elizabeth, King James, and of Capt. Hudson and Capt. James,

in the 2d, 3d, and 4th years of King Charles, was in the 14th year of

the said King C/ia?7e5', A. D. 1639, undertaken from some industrious

navigators from Boston in Neiv Erigland, upon which I Admiral de Fonte

received orders from Spain and the Viceroys to equip four ships of force,

and being ready we put to sea the 3d of April 1640, from the Calo of 1640.

,

Lima, I Admiral Bartholomew de Fonte in the ship St. Spiritus, the

Vice-Admiral Don Diego Pennelossa, in the ship St. Lucia, Pedro de

Bonardce, in the ship Rosaria, Philip de Ronquillo in the King Philip.

The 7th of April at five in the afternoon, we had the length of St. Helen,

two hundred leagues on the North side of the Bay of Guajaqiiil,

in 2 degrees of South lat. and anchor'd in the port St. Helena,

within the Cape, where each ship's company took in a quantity of

Betumen, called vulgarly Tar, of a dark colour with a cast of green,

an excellent remedy against the scurvy and dropsie, and is used as tar

for shipping, but we took it in for medicine ; it boils out of the earth,

and is there plenty. The loth, Ave passed the equinoctial by Cape

del Passao, the nth Cape St. Francisco, in 1° 7' of latitude North

from the Equator, and anchored in the mouth of the
|j
River St. Jago, Eighti^

vyhere with a sea net we catch'd abundance of good fish : and several ^/^"A""^ ,

•111 1
•

A'iv/t, (tnd

of each ship's company went ashoar, and kill d some goats and swme, 25 teaoues

which are there wild and in plenty; and others bought of some f-undbyS,

natives, 20 dozen of Turkey cocks and hens, ducks, and much ex-

cellent fruit, at a village two Spanish leagues, six mile and a half, up

the River St. Jago, on the larboard side or the left hand. The river is

Vol. III. B a * navigable
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' navigable for small vessels from the sea, about 14 Spanish leagues SE,

' about half way to the fair City of Qiiita, in 22 min. of S latitude, a

' city that is very rich. The 16th of April, we sailed from the River

' St. Jago to the port and town Raleo, 320 leagues WNW, a little

* Westerly, in about 11° 14' of N latitude, leaving Mount St. Miguel on

• the larboard side, and Point Cazamina on the starboard side. The
' Port of Raleo is a safe port, is covered from the sea by the islands

* Ampallo and Mangreza, both well inhabited with native Indians, and

The great ' three other small Islands, f Raleo is but 4 miles over land from the
ship^ that

, j^p^j ^j. ^j^g ^^^^ Nigaragua, that falls into the North Sea in 12° of

New Spain ' N latitude, near the Corn or Pearl Islands. Here at the town of

arebmtt in
, j^^i^g where is abundance of excellent close grain'd timber, a reddish

Kaleo.
i_ I 1

' cedar, and all materials for building shippmg ; we bought 4 long

' well sail'd shallops, built express for sailing and riding at anchor and

' rowing, about 12 tons each, of 32 foot keel. The 26th, we sailed from

• Raleo for the Port of Saragua, or rather of Salagua, within the

' islands and shoals of Chamilij, and the port is often called by the

* Spaniards after that name; in 17 degrees 31 minutes of North

' latitude, 480 leagues North West and by West, a little Westerly from

* Raleo. From the town of Saragua, a little East of Chamily at

• Saragua, and from Compostilo in the neighbourhood of this port, we

took in a Master and six Mariners accustomed to trade with the natives

' on the East side of California for pearl ; the natives catch'd on a

' bank in 19 degrees of latitude North from the Baxos St. Juan, in

* 24 degrees of North latitude 20 leagues NNE from Cape St. Lucas, the

• South East point of California. The Master Admiral de Fonte had

• hir'd, with his vessel and mariners, who had informed the Admiral,

* that 200 leagues North from Cape St. Lucas, a flood from the North,

* met the South flood, and that he was sure it must be an Island, and

Don Lewis * Don Diego Pennclossa (sister's son of *Don Leicis de Haro) a young
de Havo

< nobleman of great knowledge and address in cosmography and naviga-
7vas great ° °

x> ,.^ t 1 j
Minister of

' tion, and undertook to discover whether California was an Island or

Spam. « pQj . for before, it was not known whether it was an Island or a

' Peninsula ; with his ship and the four shallops they bought at Raleo,

' and the Master and mariners they hired at Salagua, hut Admiral fl'e

' Fonfe with the other three ships sailed from them within the Islands

• Chamily the loth of May 1640, and having the length of Cape Abel,

2 ' • * on
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* on the WSW side of California in 26 degrees of N latitude, 160 leagues

' NW and W from the Isles Chamily ; the wind sprung up at SSE

'a steady gale, that from the 26th of May to the 14th of June, he had

' sail'd to the River hs Reyes in 53 degrees of N latitude, not having

* occasion to lower a topsail, in sailing 866 leagues NNW, 410 leagues

« from Port Abel to Cape Blanco, 456 leagues to Rio los Reyes, all the

* time most pleasant weather, and sailed about 260 leagues in crooked

* channels, amongst Islands named the
i|
Archipelagus de St. Lazarus,

|]
So nnmed

* where his ships boats always sail'd a mile ahead, soundin": to see '{V "el'9»te,111 T-
°

,
he bang

* what water, rocks, and sands there was. The zzd of June, Admiral the Jiist

* Fonte dispatch'd one of his Captains to Pedro de Barnarda, to sail that made

* up a fair river, a gentle stream and deep water, went first N and NEN discovery.

< and NW into a large Lake full of Islands, and one very large Peninsula

< fuU of inhabitants, a friendly honest people in this lake ; he named
< Lake Valasco, where Capt. Barnarda left his ship ; nor all up the river

* was less than 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 fathom water, both the rivers and lake*

' abounding with salmon trouts, and very large white perch, some
' of two foot long ; and with 3 large Indian boats, by them called

' Periagos, made of two large trees 50 and 60 foot long. Capt. Barnarda:

' first sailed from his ships in the Lake Valasco, one hundred and
' forty leagues West, and then 436 ENE to 77 degrees of latitude.

' Admiral de Fonte, after he had dispatch'd Captain Barnarda on the

' discovery of the North and East part of the Tartarian Sea, the Admiral

* sail'd up a very navigable river, which he named Rio los Reyes, that

' run nearest North East, but on several points of the compass 60 leagued

* at low water, in a fair navigable channel, not less than 4 or 5 fathom

' water. It flow'd in both rivers near the same water, in the River LoS

' Reyes, 24 foot full and change of the moon ; a SSE moon made high

* water. It fiow'd in the River de Haro 22 foot and a half full and
' change. They had two Jesuits f with them that had been on their I One of

' mission to the 66 degfrees of North latitude, and had made curious '"** •'",

' observations. The Admiral de J^o/z/^ received a letter from Captain Vitphiin

*' Barnarda, dated the 27th of June, 1640, that he had left his ship in the Bamaida

' Lake Valasco, betwixt the Island Barnarda and the Peninsula Coni- discovery-

' hasset, a very safe port ; it went down a river from the lake,

'
3 falls, 80 leagues, and fell i»to the Tartarian Sea in 61 degrees, with

* the Pater Jesuits and 36 natives in three of their boats, and 20 of his

B B » ' Spanish
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CKAP. 8. ' Spanish se&men ; that the land trended away North East; that they

1640. ' should want no provisions, the country abounding with venison of three

* sorts, and the sea and rivers with excellent fish (bread, salt, oil, and

' brandy they carried with them) that he should do what was possible.

' The Admiral, when he received the letter from Captain Barnarda, was

' arrived at an Indian town called Conosset, on the South side the Lake

' Belle, where the two Pater Jesuits on their mission had been two years;

' a pleasant place. The Admiral, with his two ships, enter'd the lake

' the 22d of June, an hour before high water, and there was no fall or

' cataract, and 4 or 5 fathom water, and 6 and 7 fathom gene-

' rally in the Lake Belle, there is a little fall of water till half flood, and

' an hour and quarter before high water the flood begins to set gently

' into the Lake Belle; the river is fresh at 20 leagues distance from the

' mouth, or entrance of the River los Reyes. The river and lake abounds

' with salmon, salmon-trouts, pikes, perch, and mullets, and two other

' sorts offish peculiar to that river, admirable good; and Lake 5c//e also

' abounds with all those sorts offish large and delicate : And Admiral de

' Fonte says, the mullets catch'd in Rios Reyes and Lake Belle, are

* much delicater than are to be found, he believes, in any part of the

* world.' [' The rest shall be inserted in our next.']

[^Continuationfrom the Monthly Miscellany for June 170S.]

• We concluded with giving an account of a Letter from Capt. Bar-

' narda, dated the 27th of June, 1640, on his discovery in the Lake
' Valasco. The ist ofJuly 1640, Admiral de Fonte sailed from the rest

* of his ships in the Lake Belle, in a good port covered by a fine Island,

* before the town Conosset from thence to a river I named Parmentiers,

"^ in honour of my industrious judicious comrade, Mr. Part^entiers, who
* had most exactly marked every thing in and about that river : we
* passed 8 falls, in all 32 foot, perpendicular from its source out of Belle

;

' it falls into the large lake I named Lake de Fonte, at which place we
* arrived the 6th of July. This lake is 160 leagues long and 60 broad,

* the length is ENE and WSW to 20 or 30, in some places 60 fathom

' deep; the lake abounds with excellent cod and ling, very large and

* well fed, there are several very large Islands and 10 small ones; they are

* covered with shrubby woods, the moss grows 6 or 7 foot long, with

* which the moose, a very large sort of deer, are fat with in the winter,

* and
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* and other lesser deer, as fallow, &c. There are abundance of wild chap. 8.

' cherries, strawberries, hurtle-berries, and wild currants, and also of ^^^
* wild-fowl, heath cocks and hens, likewise partridges and turkejs, and
' sea-fowl in great plenty on the South side : In the lake is a very large

' fruitful Island, had a great many inhabitants, and very excellent limber,

* as oaks, ashes, elm, and fir trees, very large and tall.

* The 14th of July we sailed out of the ENE end of the Lake de

' Fonte, and passed a lake I named Estricho de Ronquillo, 34 leagues

' long, 2 or 3 leagues broad, 20, 26, and 28 fathoms of water ; we
* passed this strait in 10 hours, having a stout gale of wind and whole

' ebb. As we sailed more Easterly, the country grew very sensibly

*'Worse, as it is in the North and South parts o{ America, from 36 to the

' extreme parts North or South, the West differs not only in fertility but

' in temperature of air, at least 10 degrees, and it is warmer on the West
* side than on the East, as the best Spanish Discoverers found it, whose

* business it was in the time of the Emperor Charles the V. to Philip

* the III. as is noted by Aloares and a Costa and Maria?ia, &c.

' The 1 7th we cime to an Indian town, and the Indians told our inter-

' preterMr. Parmentiers, that a little way from us lay a great ship where
'

' there had never been one before ; we sailed to them, and found only one

' man advanced in years, and a youth ; the man was the greatest man in

' the mechanical parts ofthe mathematics I had ever met with ; my second

* Mate was an Englisli man, an excellent seaman, as was my Gunner,

* who had been taken prisoners at Campechy, as well as the Master's son

;

* they told me the ship was of New England, from a town called Boston.

* The Owner and the whole ship's company came on board the 30th,

/ and the navigator of the ship, Capt. Sliapleij, told me, his owner
* was a fine gentleman, and Major General of the largest Colony in Nexo

* England, called the Maltechusets ; so I received hira like a gentleman,

(f; and told him, ray commission was to make prize of any people seeking

' a North-west or West passage into the South Sea, but I would look

' upon them as merchants trading with the natives for bevers, otters, and

.' other furs and skins, and so for a small present of provisions I had no

* need on, I gave him my diamond ring, which cost me 1,200 pieces of

' eight (which the modest gentleman received with difficulty) and having

' given the brave navigator, Capt. Shaplei/, for his fine charts and

'journals.
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* journals, i,ooo pieces of eight, and the owner of .the sh\p, Scintor

' Gibbons a quarter cask of good Peruan wine, and the lo seamen each

' 20 pieces of eight, the 6th of August, with as much wind as we could

* fly before, and a current, we arrived at tlie first fall of the river Par-

' mentiers, the 1 1 th of August, 86 leagues, and was on the South side of

' the Lake ^t-Z/e on board our ships the i6th of August, before the fine

' town Conosset, where we found all things well ; and the honest natives

' of Conosset had in our absence treated our people with great humanity,

' and Capt.r/e i?ow5'w///0» answered their civility and justice. - i-

.

.
* The 20th of August an Indian brought me a letter to Conosset on the

' Lake 5c?Z/^, from Capt. Barnarda, dated the nth of August, vvhere

' he sent me word he was returned from his cold expedition, and did

« ass re m? the e was no communication out of the Spanish or Atlantick

*.Sea by iJflrw Strait; for the natives had conducted one of his seamen
' to the head of Davis Strait, which terminated in a fresh lake of about

* 30 mile in circumference, in the 80th degree of North latitude j^ and

' that there was prodigious mountains North of it, besides the North
' West from that lake, the ice was so fix'd, that from the shore to r 00

^ fathom water, for aught he knew from the Creation ; for mankind
' knew little of the wonderful works of God, especially near the North

*; and South Poles; he writ further, that he had sailed from Basset ls\ax\A

' North East, and East North East, and North East and b\' East, to the

' 7gth degree of latitude, and then the land trended North, and the ice

' rested on the land. I received afterwards a second letter from Capt,

' JSarwarflfa, dated from Minhanset, informing me, that he made the port

*rp/.'r/''^i!2?2!>;2;0 leagues up tlie river /<?^ Reyes, the 29th of August, where

^ h^ w^it^d my:;Commands. I having store of good salt provisions, of

' venison and fi^h, that Capt. de Eonguillo had salted (by my order)" in

* m}^ absence, and 100 hogsheads of I/uiiati wheat or mais, sailed the

' 2d of September 1640, accompanied with many of the honest natives

4 of Cofwsseti and the 5th of September in the morning about 8, was at

' an^ anchor betwixt Arena and Mynhanset, in ti»e River los i^^e^, sailing

' down that river to the North East part of the South Sea ; after that

* returned home, having found that there was no passage into the South

* Sea by that they call the North-west passage. The Chart vv^iil make
* ti)is much.more demonstrable.' . v. .J y.lj fi/ ^;j.

'

Here
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Here the Narrative concludes, and the following remark is chap. 8.

Subjoined by the editor. * Tho'the style of the foregoing piece
^-^^^^

* is' not altogether so polite ; yet such hitherto unknown dis-

' coveries, it is presumed will not be unacceptable to those wdio

* have either been in those parts, or will give themselves the

* trouble of reviewing the Chart.*

The reference to a Chart both at the conclusion of the NaT- Doubts

, 1 ,^ t 1-1 1- J 1 1 !• ^ 1 ii entertained
tative and of the Editors remark, encourages a behet that the jespecting

Proprietors of the Monthly Miscellany had in their possession a *'^^ reahty

Chart of the Navigation and Discoveries of Admiral de Fonte. DeFonte's

Jf enquiry was made at or tiearthe time of the publication, which "y^S^-

there is every reason to presume was the case, its truth or false-

hood must ha;ve been apparent; and the silence then observed

seems to give an infeience that all doubts were removed, and

that no question remained for controversy. But the subject

being taken up many years after, whether again or for the first

time, when it was too late to obtain satisfaction in the points

desired, and no rnemorial was found of any former enquiry, it

might well create variety of opinions. Notwithstanding the

unauthenticated and unceremonious manner in which it was

obtruded on the public, it has found able defenders. The most

conspicuous among these, were Messrs. Jos. Nic. de ITsle, of the

French Academy, brother to Guil. de ITsle, and himself a good

geographer, and Phillippe Buache. In 1750, de ITsle pre- Nicolas

sented to the Academy a French translation of de Fonte's Letter, <^e Lisie's

1 :

,

, .
Map of

accompanied with a Map, composed jointly between him and De Fonte's

Buache, intended to make clear the discoveries of de Fonte. In

this, as adventurous a piece of geography as was ever published,

the communication by water from the Pacific through America

Into Hudson's Bay is completed, not indeed without impediments

from cataracts or waterfalls. In the same map are shewn the

discoveries of the Russians with the tracks of their Navigators,

which, with the information communicated in de ITsle's jNIemoir,

rendered

Discoveries.
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CHAP. 8. rendered them worthy of being presented to the Academy. The
'i-jr-y.-*^

discoveries of the Russians were made to regulate and to cor-

roborate those of de Fonte, but they could not serve to esta-

,
blish them. The Academy received these pieces, according to

the phrase used by a Spanish writer, ' with laudable circum-

spection,' and judged it proper, in the registry of them in the

Memoirs of the Academy, to express their doubts by annexing

the remark that ' Le partiede la Carte dressSe sur la Relation de

' VAmiralde Fonte cadroit exactement avec les points determines.

' par les Russes sur la cote de I'Amerique', accord bien favorable

' d, cette relation, qu'on souhaiteroit cependant etre appuyee stir

* des preuves plus certaines*.' i.e. 'The part of the Chart com-

posed from the relation of the Admiral de Fonte corresponds

exactly with the points determined by the Russians on the coast

of America; an agreement very favourable to this relation,

which nevertheless it is to be wished was supported upon more

certain evidence.'

With a brief statement of the arguments on each side, this

Chapter will be concluded.

Oljjcctions Against the reality of de Fonte's voyage is very reasonably

to the objected the unauthenticated manner in which it was published,.
Pvanalive. •'

_
_ . _ _

Spanish writers affirm, that the archives and registries of the

Suprenje Council of the Indies, of the Offices of the Marine at

Madrid, Seville, and Cadiz, and also the public repositories in

Mexico and Pern, have been searched expressly with the intention

of discovering de Fonte's Journal, or his original Letter ; and that

neither journal, copies of orders, nor any paper Avhatever relating

to such a voyage, ,could be found
-f-.

The ?^uthor of the Noticia

de California objects against the letter attributed to Bartholomew

de Fonte, that it carries in itself evidence of not being a faith-

ful

* Hiit. de I'Acad, des Sciences, Paris; Ann. J 750. p. 152.

+ iVof, de California. Part IV. Appeod. Vli.. likewise Viaje por iat gohtat

Sutil y Mexicana en 1792. Introd. p. Ixxix.
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ful copy of a genuine journal, being narrated at its commence* ch ap^
ment in the first person, in its continuance as if by the Editor,

and being afterwards resumed by the Admiral. The remarks

concerning the coasts of Peru, New Spain, and California, he

observes, are unnecessary, incorrect, and not such as might be

expected from a seaman, or from a person i n the station which

de Fonte is represented to have filled. He remarks on various

instances of embarrassment and disagreement discoverable in

the narrative ; and chiefly on the contradiction in the concluding

part, Avhere the Admiral, after relating his meeting a ship from

Boston in New England, is made to say he returned home ' having

' found that there was no passage into the South Sea by that they

' call the North JVtst Passage/

The advocates for de Fonte's discoveries say that it has often Arguments
.

-^
in Us

happened for journals and plans to be obtained by means not favour.

proper or safe to be revealed, though the matter itself should be

published. That the narrative of de Fonte's voyage being some-

times related in the third person, may more reasonably be sup-

posed the ill-judged license of a translator than the negligence

of an inventor. The title of ' Prince of Chili' applied to

de Fonte, they observe, seems to have proceeded from a mis-

understanding of the contraction Pr. which the translator has

rendered Prince instead of President; and this with other

obscurities in the narrative strongly mark it with the character

of a translation performed by a person not well versed in the

language of his original. The mixture of the fabulous is a failing

common to early accounts which are acknowledged in many

respects to be woithy of credit, and therefore is no ground for

rejecting the whole. A strong circumstance in support of de

Fonte's voyage is, that M. Witsen, in his Nord en Oust Ta-rtari/e,

mentions a famous Portuguese seaman (vermaede Portuguesche

zeeman) named de Fonta, who ' in 1649, at the cost of the King

* -of Spain, visited the Terra del Ftiego and Vug Staten Land, and

Vol. III. C c ' examined
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c HA f. 8. < examined every creek *.' Witsen recites part of de Fonta's

description of those countries, and of the climate, which accords

with former descriptions. He recommends the navigation by

Brouwcrs Passage, in preference to that of the Straits of Magal-

hanes or Le Maire. Of tliis Southern voyage of de Fonta no

other notice has been met witli ; but as M. Witsen's work is of

earher date than the publication of de Fonte's Letter in the

Monthly Miscellany, it is fairly claimed as evidence that Bart,

de Fonte is not a fictitious character ; and the epithet vermaede,

or famous, implies that the de Fonta mentioned by Witsen had

performed some meritorious service prior to the voyage of 1649-

To these arguments it is added, on the evidence of the late

discoveries on the American coast, that the course asserted to

have been sailed by de Fonte, from the coast of California NNW
to Tlio de los Reyes in 53° N, and afterwards in crooked channels-

among Islands which they named the Archipelago de San Lazarus,

has every appearance of a real navigation.

One of the most natural conjectures to which this narrative has

given rise, is, that it was a Jeu d'esprit of Mr. James Petiver the

naturalist, who was a contributor to the Monthly Miscellany, if

not one of its editors. This was the opinion of Mr. Dalrymple

;

and it is strengthened by the circumstance of a collection of

MS extracts made by Petiver, preserved in the British Museum,
which shews that he read much in books of voyages. Of the

pieces in the Monlhly Miscellany, one giving an account of a

Voyage to the Levant, is known to have been furnished by him.

It may be thought conceding too much to the Letter from
Admiral de Fonte to allow]" (what indeed cannot be denied) that

at this time it is not determined, and probably cannot be deter-

mined, whether it is a rhodomontade narrative of a real voyage,

or an idle piece of invention such as is attributed to Petiver. In

either case it has been an event of some celebrity in the History

* IS!, en 0. Tattarye. Edit, 1705. p. 170.

of
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of Geography : but de Fonte's Voyage does not stand on ground chap. 8.

so creditable as does the Voyage of de Fuca, of which it may be

supposed an imitation. The Spaniards have been charged, for

it merits not to be called accusation, with not publishing all the

discoveries they have made in America and in the Pacific Ocean.

Some of their writers have thouglit the charge worth answering,

and disclaim on the part of their countrymen all intentional

concealment. However this matter may be argued, it is not

possible to those who read the relations of Juan de Fuca and

Bartholomew de Fonte, and compare them with the modern

charts, not to imagine that Spain did obtain more acquaintance

with the North West parts of America than it was thought

necessary by her to impart to the rest of the M'orld,

C C a
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CHAP. IX.

Brief notice of the First entrance of the Russians i7ito the Sea East

of Asia.

—

Narrative of the wreck of a Dutch Ship on the Island

Quelpaert, and the captivity of her Crew in the Korea.

en A T>. 9. TT seems proper here for the first time to mention the maritime

discoveries of the Russians, which, whilst confined within the

limits of the Icy or Frozen Sea, had no connection with South

Sea navigations. In 1644, the most advanced Russian settle-

ment along the shore of the Icy Sea was at the River Kolyma.

The countries beyond were then new to them ; but by their

enterprises in the course of the two following years, they acquired

some knowledge of the people who inhabited Eastward, and in

1648. 1648, seven Russian vessels sailed in that direction from the

Kolyma, with the combined purposes of discovery, traflSc, and

conquest ; or of such of them as should be found expedient.

First Three of these vessels, commanded by Semoen Deschnew,

*!^i'the Gerasim Ankudinow, and Fedot Alexeew, passed the Promontory

Russians or Isthmus of the Tschelatzki, or Schelages (a race of the
info tlie

1 -vT T-

Sea Kast of fschuktzki nation who inhabit the nearest of any to the JNorth
aibena,

East extremity of ^4siaj, and two of the three vessels arrived

in the Bay of Anadir, which is contiguous to the Sea of

Kamtschatka. This M'as the earliest knowledge obtained by the

Russians of the sea to the East of Siberia. The particulars

known of this remarkable expedition, belong to the history of

Russian discoveries ; but are thus far noticed in this place as

being the first step towards the introduction of the Russians

into the Pacific Ocean.
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IN 1653, a Dutch ship named the Sparwer (Sparrow Hawk) chap. 9.

sailed from Tayo^an in Formosa, bound for Na7igasakl ; but she 1653.

never reached that port, and the Dutch Company received no -^ I)iitch

tidings concerning her until the year 1666. In 1668, a Narrative wrecked on

was published at Rotterdam, under the title of Journal van de Quejpaert.

ongelukige I'oi/agie van t' Jacht Sparwer, gedestiueert na Tayorvan

in t'Jaar 1633; hoe t' selve Jacht, op f Quelpaerfs Eyla7id is

gestrant : als medt een pertinente heschryvinge der Landcn, Pro-

vintien, Steten ende Forten leggcnde int Koningryk Kore'e, Door

Hendrick Hamel. i. e. Journal of the unfortunate Voyage of the

yacht Sparwer, ^0 Tayowan, m the year 1653; how the said Yacht

was stranded on the Island Quel])aert. Together with a particular

description of the Lands, Provinces, Towns and Fortresses situated

in the Kingdom of Korea. By Hendrick Hamel. This Narrative

was translated and printed in the French language in 1670, and

afterwards inserted in the Recucil des Voyages du Nord (Vol. IV""),

as was an English translation of it in the IVth Vol. of Churchilfs

Collection of Voyages. Some doubts have been expressed re-

specting the reality of the adventures related, and it must be

acknowledged that two or three circumstances give occasion

for suspending belief, but they do not affect the rest of the

narrative ; and the evidences on the side of its being a genuine

relation of facts, setting aside the particulars alluded to, are

such as ought to be deemed satisfactory. The author states

himself to have been Secretary on board the Sparwer,and gives

the name of seven others of the crew, who, the same year in

wliich the Narrative w^as published, returned with him to Holland,

their native country. The chief Commander of the Dutch ships

at Nangasaki, and his Lieutenant, Avith whom it is stated tl.ey

came from Japan to Batavia in October and November 1667,

are mentioned also by name : and it is asserted in the Narrative,

that on their landing at Batavia, the}' delivered a Journal

oC their adventures to the Governor General. Had any part

of
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cHAp^g. of this statement been false, it was liable to immediate detection

and exposure; but nothing now appears to shew that Hamel's

account was at all contradicted or questioned at the time ; on

the contrary, Van Nierop, in his treatise on the lands discovered

to the North of China, which was printed in the year 1674, and

M, Witsen afterwards in his Nord en Oost Tartarye, both

recite the principal circumstances of the wreck of the Sparwer

as related by Hamel, without evincing any symptom of doubt.

And this, if the Narrative had not been received in the French

and English collections, might be claimed as stamping it with

a degree of authenticity sufficient to wan-ant its reception. It

will also be found to contain in itself good evidence of its

being genuine.

The little acquaintance Europeans have had with the Korea

makes Hamel's narrative of consequence. In the latter part

of the l6th century, the Korea was invaded by the Japanese;

and the accounts of the Jesuit Missionaries inform ns, that

some fathers of their order then went over from Japan to work

at the conversion of the Japanese troops, and of their Korean

prisoners ; but from their labours there resulted no description

of the Korea or of its inhabitants that can serve for comparison

with the descriptions given by Hamel, whose narrative, but for

this small exception, would stand singular, as the only one in

which it is pretended that Europeans have been in the interior

of Korea.

The following is Hamel's own Narrative, but abridged in a

few of the least material parts,
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e II A p. 9.

Journal of the unfortunate Voyage of the Yacht Spanver.
'^^^'^'^'^

By flendrick Hamel.

' ^yE left the Texel January the lotli, 1653, and on June the Janifaly.

1st anchored in the road of Batavia. The 14th of the same
month, we departed for Tayowan in Formosa, to carry thither

Cornelys Lesser, the newly appointed Governor, the former

having had possession of the government of Tayowan and its

dependencies three years, according to the custom. July the July.

16th, we anchored at Tayowan, and landed M. Lesser, who with

the Council there gave order for our going to Japan^ and on the

30th of the month, having taken our cargo on board and our

leave, we put to sea. The next evening, being in the channel

of Formosa, a storm arose, which increased during the night.

' The first of August in the morning, we saw a small island August.

close to us. We exerted ourselves to get shelter under the lee

of it, and to find some spot where we could anchor; for in

most parts of this sea no bottom is to be found. We never-

theless succeeded ; and the weather becoming dear, we found

we were so near the coast of China thai we could easily discern

armed men spread in troops along the shore, waiting in expecta-

tion our ship would be wrecked there, and that they would profit

by it. But through God's mercy their expectation was vain,

for though the tempest increased, we rode safely at anchor all

that day and the night which followed.

' The next day it fell calm, and we lay still for want of wind.

The third day, we ^-A under sail, and came again in sight of

Formosa. AVe kept plying to Avindward between Formosa and

the Continent till the 11 th of the month, when a wind sprung

up from the South East, which increased to a tempest, with

heavy rains, and forced us to steer to the Nortli East. For three

days together the winds were so squally and variable, that we

were
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CHAP. p. were kept at continual labour in setting or taking in sail, and Ave

could not get an observation for the rain.

' The 15th, thewind was so violent that we could not hear one

another speak, neither could we shew an inch of sail, and the

vessel made much water. The waves ran very high, and frequently

covered us. In the evening, our skiff, and almost all our gallery,

were carried away by the sea, and the ship was so beaten about

by heavy waves, that we expected every minute to be over-

whelmed. It was determined therefore to set one of the small

head-sails, and to scud away from the sea. As we were doing

this, a wave broke in over the stern, which had nearly washed

all the seamen away from the deck. We were in this state,

Avhen, at the end of the second glass of the middle night-watch,

the man who had the look-out called out, Land, Land, and that

it was not a musket-shot distant from us. We endeavoured in

vain to bring the ship to an anchor. There was no bottom, the

wind was high, and the sea in great agitation : the anchors found

no resistance, and the ship struck. The night was dark, and

rain fell in great abundance. Three following waves struck the

ship with such force that she bilged, and those Avho were below

off the watch, were drowned either in their beds or before they

could get upon deck. Every one endeavoured to shift for

himself to get to the shore. Fifteen of us got to land in one

place, the most of us naked and wounded. At first, vv^e thought

^ve were the only persons saved, but when we got higher on the

cliffs we heard the voices of other men in distress, but we could

not see, nor for some time succour any person, because of the

i6ih. darkness of the night. When it became light, as many of us as

were able went to examine along the shore, and we found some

of our crew scattered here and there. Our grief may be

imagined when we saw our vessel broken to pieces and our

number reduced from sixty-four persons to ihirty-six, man}"^ of

whom were wounded. Of tliose who perished we found only

5
.

ouj'
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our Captain, Egbertz, of Amsterdam, who lay extended on the chap. 9.

sand with his arm under his head. We buried him in the same ^^^
place. We continued our search along the beach, and found a August

sack of flour, a barrel of salted meat, and a cask of claret. We
imagined we were on a desert island, for we saw no inhabitant.

Against night we collected some of the sails to cover us ; but
we did not know how to make a fire.

* The next morning, as we were lamenting our condition, we ^.^^
saw a man at a distance ; we called to him, and made signs ; but
as soon as he caught sight of us he fled. A little after noon,
we saw three other men, one of whom carried a musket, and
his companions bows and arrows. They came within musket
shot, when seeing we went forward to meet them, they ran

away. One of our men ran after and overtook them, and they

gave up their arms without resistance ; this enabled us to light

a fire, of which we were in much need. These people were

habited like the Chinese, except in their hats which were made
of platted horse-hair, and we apprehended them to be Chinese

pn-ates. Towards evening there came about a hundred men,

armed and apparelled like the others, who, after counting our

number, stationed themselves near at hand, and kept us as it

were invested all the nio-ht.

The 1 8th in the morning, we employed ourselves in enlarging jg^jj^

our tent, till near noon, when there arrived about 2,000 armed
men, partly of horse, partly foot, who ranged themselves in

order of battle before our tent. Our Secretary, our chief Pilot,

and two others of our people, were sent to them ; but on coming
mto the presence of their chief, he commanded a large collar with

a bell to it to be put round each of their necks, as in Holland

we do to the sheep, in which state they were obliged to crouch

and prostrate themselves before him, which produced clamorous

shoutings from the soldiers. Those of us who remained in the

Vol. III. D D ~ tent,
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CHAP, q tent, seeing what passed, prepared ourselves for the Hke treat-

ment, and so it happened. We were afterwards directed by

signs to remain on our knees ; and whilst we were in that posture,

questions were put to us which we could not understand. We
endeavoured all in our power to make them comprehend we

wanted to go to Nangasaki in Japan ; but what we said was to

as little purpose as if Japan was not known to them. We after-

wards learnt that they called that country Jcenare or Jirpon.

The Commander finding he could obtain no information from

our discourse, ordered to each of us a cup of arrack, and sent us

back to our tent. Some of his people who conducted us, seeing

we had no other victuals than a little lard and salt meat, took it

to the Commander, and about an hour afterwards some boiled

rice was brought to us. They thought we were almost famished,

and would not let us have much at a time, lest it should do us

hurt. In the afternoon a number of people arrived with ropes

in their hands, which put us all under great alarm, imagining

they intended to strangle us ; but our fears ceased when we saw

them run in crowds to the wreck of our ship to try what they

could save that would be of use to them. At night they gave

us more rice to eat. Our chief Pilot having made an observa-

tion, found that we were on the Island Quelpatrt, which is in

latitude 33° 32' N.

jpth
* All the 19th, the people of the Island were busied in fishing

up parts of our wrecked vessel and cargo, in drying the goods,

and in burning the wood of the wreck to come at the iron-

work, for they much prize that metal. In the mean time, we

began to get a little familiar with them, and some of us M^ent to

the Commander of the troops, and the Admiral of the Island

who also had come there, and we presented to each of them

a spying glass, and a jar of red wine, with a silver cup which

liad belonged to our Captain and we had picked up among

the
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2181.
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the rocks. They found the wine so pleasant that thej did not chap. 9.
cease to drink till they became very cheerful ; and they returned """i^T^
us the cup with much demonstration of friendship. August

' The 20th, they finished burning the wood of the wreck for «oth.
the iron. They brought us victuals twice in the course of the
day.

' The 21st in the morning, we were ordered [previous to moving
from this place] to carry before the Commander all the thingt
we had saved in our tent, that they might be sealed, which wa*
done in our presence; and whilst this was transacting, some
of the inhabitants were brought before him who were discovered
to have appropriated to themselves part of the wreck of our
^•essel. The persons so detected were punished on the spot in
our presence

; each of them receiving thirty or forty strokes
over the soles of the feet with a stick as large as the arm and
as long as the height of a man. This punishment is so severe
that some lose their toes by it.

' Towards noon, we were ordered by signs to prepare to depart.
Horses were brought for those who were well enough to ride, and
hammocks were provided for carrying our sick. In this manner,
guarded by a number of troops, we travelled about four leagues,
and towards evening arrived at a small town named TadiancMiere,
after a slender repast, we were put into a building which had the
appearance of a stable. The next mornmg at daylight, we de- ..^
parted m the same order, and in this day's journey we passed by a
email port in which lay two vessels. We stopped there to eat, and
m the evenmg arrived at the town of Moggon or Mocxo, where the
Governor of the Island resides. We were taken to a square in front
of the town-house, where about 3,000 men were drawn up under
arms and accoutred in a manner to inspire terror. The Governor
was seated like a king in a kind of balcony. Signs were made
to us to prostrate ourselves before him; after which he caused
us to be asked by sjons, whence we came, aud whiUier we were

^ ^ ^ going.
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going. We replied as before, that we were Hollanders, and had

intended to go to Nangasaki in Japan ; on Avhich he signified

August: by an inclination of his head, that he comprehended something

of what we said. We were then made to pass before him by.

four at a time, and to every one he put the same questions, and

received the same answer. We were then conducted to a house

where an uncle to the Kinsn'of Korea had been confined for

aiming at the throne, and had died. We were kept guarded

here, and regularly served every day with about twelve ounces

of rice to each man, and about as much wheaten flour; but

very little of any thing else, and so ill cooked that we could

scarcely eat it. The Governor appeared to us to be a very

able man, and in this we were not deceived. He was about

70 years of age, born in the capital of the kingdom, and much
' considered at the court. As he dismissed us, he made us com-

prehend that he should write to the King, to enquire what he

was to do with us. It struck us the orders of the King might

be a long time in arriving, the distance being eighty leagues,

and we prayed him to allow us some meat, wliich we obtained,

and also that six of us should be permitted to go out every

day to take the air, and to wash our linen. He afterwards did

us the honour to send frequently for some of us, and made us

^rile before him words in his language and in our own, by

which we began to understand something of their language;

and he pleased himself by making us divert ourselves with little

amusements. He had also great care for our sick people, so

that it might be said we were better treated by this idolater

than we should have been, in the hke situation, by christians.

October ' On the 29th of October, our Secretary, the master Pilot, and
^ ' the second Surgeon, Avere ordered before the Governor. They

found seated with him a man with a great red beard. The
Governor immediately asked us, who we thought this man was;

and we answered, that we took him to be a Hollander ; where-

2 upon
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upon he laughed heartily, and said we deceived oiu'selves, for chap. 9.

that he was a Korean. After some more conversation with the 1653.

Governor, this man, who till then had remained silent, de-

manded of us in the Dutch language, what people we were,

and of what country ? We answered him, we were Hollanders

in the service of the Company ; that in going to Japan our vessel

had been driven by a storm on the Island where we then were,

and that we prayed for nothing more ardently of Gc)d than that

we might find means to continue our voyage. W^e then took

the liberty to ask his name, and of what country he was ; to

which he replied, that his name was Jan Jansen Wei te ^'^ree,

and that he was a native of Reip in North Holland. He told us,

that in the year 1627, he was on board the frigate the Ouderkcrk

bound to Japan, which ship had been forced by winds near the

coast of Korea, and that being in want of fresh water, the

Captain had sent a boat to the shore, when himself and two

other Dutchmen were detained by the inhabitants. His two

companions, Thierri Gerards and Jan Pieterz, of Amsterdam,

had been killed in battle 17 or 18 years ago in an invasion of

the Korea by the Tartars. We asked him where he resided,

and how he came to be in this island at this time ? He said, he

lived in the capital, and that the King had sent him to examine

who we were and what had brought us to his dominions. He
added, that during his long sojourn in Korea he had often

asked the King to let him pass over to Japan, but had never

obtained other answer, than that he must never expect to go

unless he could find wings to fly thither. He told us it was the

constant custom of the court to keep all strangers who were

found in their country, and never to let them return ; but in

other respects they were well treated, and supplied with every

thing necessary. The joy we felt at having found so good an

interpreter made us at the time forget all our misfortunes. We
were astonished to find that a man of 58 years of age, which

Wei
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December.

1654.

January.

M'el te Vree then was, should have so much forgotten his native

language that at first we had much trouble to understand him.

Our depositions were now taken in writing, set down in good

form, and were sent off to the court. Tiie Governor bid us be

of good courage, for that an answer would soon arrive ; and he

gave leave for Wei te Vree, and likewise the officers who came

with him, to visit us at all times.

' In the beginning of December, there arrived a new Governor,

the three years of our benefactor being expired. We were

greatly afflicted at this change. It would be difficult to describe

all the instances of benevolence and friendship shewn to us by

him before his departure, even to the providing us all with

clothes against the approaching winter. He gave to each of

us a good double coat, trowsers, and two pair of shoes ; besides

which, he entertained us splendidly, and expressed his regret

that he could not take us Avith him to the main land. He said

he should be at the court, and would do whatever lay in his

power to serve us ; and he caused our books, and many small

things which had been saved from the wreck, to be returned

to us.

' The new Governor began by reducing our allowance of food

to rice, salt, and water. We complained to the former Governor,

who was detained in the Island by a contrary wind. He told

us the term of his office having expired, it was not lawful for

him to listen to our representations. Nevertheless, he wrote to

his successor ; and so long as he remained on the Island, our

allowance, though slender, was enough to suspend our complaints,

* After the departure of this good nobleman, which was in tho

beginning of January, 1654, we fared much worse than before.

They gave us barley instead of rice, and btirley meal instead

of whcaten flour, and the quantity was reduced. This hard

treatment made us begin to think of making more use than we

liad hitherto done of the liberty given to us of walking out six

at
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at a time; and not hearing of any orders being given h}^ the chap. q.

King concerning us, we began to appreliend we should fiuisli jg-^.

our days in this Island in a barbarous captivity.

* After much deliberating, six of us determined on carrying off April.

a bark, Avhich we attempted in the night, towards the end of

April; but one of our party on mounting a wall Avas perceived

by the dogs, and their barkings brought the guards, so that we

lost this opportunity of escaping. In the beginning of May, Mny.

however, our master Pilot and five others, being out according

to their turn, remarked in a village near the town a little bark

well fitted up and not guarded by any one. One of the com-

pany was dispatched to our quarters to fetch some bread and

some short pieces of plank ; and with these, after each had

taken a good drink of water, they laid hold of the bark and

lanched her over a small bank into the sea. They were im-

mediatel}'^ perceived by tlie inhabitants, one of whom came to

the sea side with a musket ; but that did not prevent our people

from proceeding, except one of the party, who being at some

distance from the rest, was not able to join them. The five

others set the sail, but by some accident, both mast and sail fell

overboard into the water; nevertheless they re-adjusted matters,

and got the sail up again, when the mast broke. These delays

gave time to the inhabitants to lanch another boat, and to go

after them. On the two boats joining, our men leaped into

the pursuing boat, intending to make themselves masters of

her ; but seeing she was half full of water, and unfit for their

purpose, they quietly surrendered themselves. They were carried

before the Governor, who ordered their hands to be chained to

a great log, and they were laid flat on the ground. The rest

of us were sent for, and brought manacled. Being all present,

the Governor interrogated them by means of Wei te Vrec, if

they had taken the boat with the knowledge of any person

be.'-ides themselves ? to which they constantly answered in the

negative.
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CHAP. o. negative. He then asked what was their design, and was much

^"^'^sTTr snrpiised to learn that in so small a bark, without bread or water,

iliey should dare to undertake a voyage to Japan. ^Ve were

then unbound, except the six unfortunate adventurers, who

received each twenty-five blows with a flat staff on the buttocks,

inflicted with so much severity, that they were a month confined

to their beds ; and all of us were deprived of the liberty of

going out, and were strictly watched night and day.

June. ' In the end of May, an order arrived for our being conveyed

to court; and six or seven days after, we were put into four

barks, and for greater security our feet were chained, and one

hand of each of us was fastened to a log. After two days

endeavour against a contrary wind, we put back, and were again

landed on the Island Quelpaert, and conducted to our old prison.

This Island the inhabitants name Sekesmx* ; it is distant from

the coast of Korea twelve or thirteen leagues. On the North

side is a Bay wherein vessels ride, and whence they set sail for

the main-land ; but this bay is difficult of access, and very

dangerous to those not well acquainted with it, on account of

many sunken rocks ; and because there is but one part where

vessels can lie well sheltered. The whole Island is almost in

every part surrounded with rocks. It abounds in horses and

cattle, for which great duties are paid to the King ; so that the

inhabitants, notwithstanding their flocks and their dairies, are

very poor. There is in this Isle a very high mountain covered

with trees. The vallies are very fruitful in rice.

* The fourth or fifth day after, the wind changed, and we were

again embarked with the same precautions as at the former time.

The next morning we landed on the main-land, where they took

off our chains, but doubled our guards.

' The

* Mr.Witsen says, * This Island is named by the Netheiianders Quelpaert; by

the Islanders themselves, 3foe«e ; and by the Chinese, llioig-wja.' Vol. lid. p. 2i.

edit. 1692.
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CHAP. O.' The morning after our landing, horses were brought, and we

set out for the town of Heynam. The next day we amved at 1654.

the town of Jeham, where our gunner, Paul Jan Kools, who had
''*^'

been sick ever since our being wrecked, died, and was buried.

That night we arrived at the town of Nadioo. The next night

we slept at Sansiangh : thence we went to the town of To?igap,

after having traversed a high mountain from which we saw the

fort of Ilpam-Sansiang, which is very large. Thence we went to

the town of Tcyji ; and the day following, we stopped at the

small town of Kunige. We arrived that night at the great town

of Chentio, where the King formerly held his court, and where

at this time resided the Governor of the province of Thillado.

This is a large town and of great trade, although it is a day's

journey distant from the sea. Afterwards we went to the town

of Jesan, which is the last in the province of Thillado. After-

wards, to the small town of Gunun, to Jensan, to Consio where

the Governor of the province of Tiong-siando resides. The

next day we crossed a large river and entered the province of

Sengado, in which is S'wr the capital of the kingdom. After

having slept many following nights in different places, Ave

crossed a river as large as the Meuse is before Dordrecht, at

a league beyond which is seen Sior, where the King keeps his

court. We reckoned our journey to this city, from the place

Avhere we disembarked, to be seventy-five leagues, going always

towards the North, but inclining a little towards the West.

' On our arrival at Sior, we were put altogether in one house;

but two days afterwards they lodged us, three or four together,

among the Chinese who were established in the city. Shortly after,

we were taken altogether before the King, who put many questions

to uSjWel te Vree being present to interpret. V/e answered in the

best manner we were able, representing to the King that we had

been deprived of our ship by a tempest, and we entreated that he

would send us to Japan ; but we were told it was not the custom

Vol. III. E E in
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CHAP. in Korea to allow strangers to depart from the kingdom, and that

we must be content to pass the rest of our lives there; but that

provision should be made for us. We were commanded to perform

in the King's presence whatever we could best do ; as to sing, to

dance, and other exercises according to our fashion; after which,

victuals was brought us, and we received each of us a gift of two

pieces of cloth to make dresses for us like those of the Koreans.

The next day we were taken to the General of the troops, who

told us by Wei te Vree, that the King had ordered us to be put

into his guards, in which quality we should receive, monthly,

seventy katties of rice. They gave to each of us a paper, on which

was marked in letters after their fashion, our name, age, country,

former profession, and present employ, the M'hole printed with

a hot iron, and sealed with the King's seal and the seal of the

General. With this paper we received a musket, powder and half,

and were tokl that the first and fourth day of every month we were

to fire a volley before the General, and we were ordered to hold

oursch es at all times read}' to attend him to the field. A native of

China and Wei te Vree were appointed our Commanders. This

General reviewed his troops three times a month during the spring

and autumn ; besides which,the soldiers were frequently exercised,

* The principal people of the city being fond of novelty, fre-

quently invited us to eat at their houses, to see our manner of

exercising, and of dancing. The women and children especially

had great curiosity to see us, because it had been rumoured

that we were monsters, and that when we drank we were obliged

to hold our nose on one side out of the way. It was a surprise

and disappointment to many, to find us made like the people

of their own country ; but the press to see us was so great that

we could not pass along the streets ; neither were we left in

quiet at our own lodgings, till the General gave orders that no

person whatever should come to us without his license ; which

was tiie moie necessary, because the slaves of the great men

g look
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took the liberty to come and drag us from our chambers, to chap. o-

laugh at us and divert themselves with us. ,^..

' In the month of August the Tartars came to demand the

customaiy tribute, on which account the King ordered us to one

of his large forts, and to be kept guarded there all the time the

Tartar Ambassador remained in the country. This fort is six or

seven leagues from Sior, on a mountain called Numma Sansiang,

to the top of which it is three hours march. Here the King retires

in time of war, and the fort is always furnished with provisions

for three years for a numerous garrison. We remained there till

tlie beginning of September, when the Tartar departed.

' At the end of November, the river, which is a league from November.

the capital, was frozen so strong that horses with loads passed

over. On account of the cold, some skins which had been

saved from the wreck of our ship, were distributed among us,

which we sold to purchase us clothing; and two or three joined

the money produced by their shares to purchase small cabins to

live in, which were bought for nine or ten crowns, to avoid being

continually plagued by their Chinese landlords to go in search

of wood among the mountains. In March (1655) the Tartar
jg^^^

came again to Sior, and we were strictly charged not to stir

from our houses. On the day that he was to depart, Hendrick

Jansz of Amsterdam, our master Pilot, and Hendrick Jansz Bos,

gunner, went out under pretext of going for wood, and waited

in the road by which the Ambassador was to pass. When they

saw him approach at the head of a large body of cavalry and

infantry, they went and laid hold of the reins of his horse, and

threw aside their Korean habits to shew their Dutch garments.

This caused at first much commotion among the crowd j but

the Ambassador commanded them to follow him to where he

should stop for the night. He could not understand what they

said, but he had heard of Wei te Vree, and ordered him to be

sent for. As soon as Wei te Vree learnt what had happened, lie

E E S «'ent
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went and gave notice to the King, Avho immediately held council,

wherein it was determined to send a present to the Ambassador

;

and in consequence, our two unfortunate countrymen were de-

livered up and brought back to Sior, where they died shortly

after in prison, without its being known whether their death was

natural or by violence, not one of us having been permitted to

visit them. We were all taken before the council of war on

account of this business, and were sentenced to receive fifty

strokes each for not having given information that our comrades

had absconded : but this punishment was remitted.

June. ' In June, the Tartar was again expected, and our assistant,

our under Pilot, and a Gunner, were sent to the coast to be con-

fined till he should be gone. The Tartar Ambassador did arrive

in August, and again at the end of the year, at which times we

were guarded with great strictness.

* The Tartar Ambassador had been twice in Korea since the

enterprise of our pilot and gunner, without having spoken of it.

Nevertheless,some of the inhabitantswho wished us well,told us in

confidence, tliat some of the principal rnen of Korea were appre-

hensive the Tartars would demand our being delivered to them ;

and that the General had proposed that we should be made to fight

each of us against two men of Korea, all armed with the same

weapons ; by which means they would be rid of us without its being

said that the King had put to death strangers whom accident had

brought into his country. The King however, we were told, was

for saving us. On consulting Wei te Vree, he only said that if

we could keep off the evil three days we might live many more.

The King's brother who presided in the assembly, passed by our

quarter in his way thither, and we watched our opportunity to

prostrate ourselves before him and implore his protection ; and

he was so moved with compassion, that he did every thing in

his power for us, and to him and to the King we attribute the

saving our lives. It was thought proper, however, to send us to

the
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the province of Thillado. At leaving Sior we took leave of Wei chap. 91

te Vree for the last time, for from that time we neither saw iiini jg^g

nor again heard of him.

' We repassed many of the same towns that we had gone by in

our way to Court, and came to a great town called Dnisiang or

Thillapenig, which is entirely overlooked by a great citadel. This

place is only 18 leagues from Quelpaert. Our three companions

who had been sent to the sea coast were brought to us here,

and our number now amounted to 33.

' We received here an allowance of rice, but nothing else. The

only duty required of us was to weed and keep in neat order the

square before the castle. We were obliged to fetch our wood

from mountains which were three leagues distant, by which our

clothes were soon worn threadbare, and our situation was so

wretched in all respects, that we petitioned the Governor that we

might be allowed to beg alms of the inhabitants, begging not

being held disgraceful in this country, which he granted ; and

we profited so well by the curiosity of people, that we were

soon well protected against the cold.

' In April 1659 the King died, and, with the permission of the 1659.

Great Cham of Tartary, was succeeded by his son. This made

no alteration to us. We continued our calling, chiefly among

the Korean n)onks, who are very charitable, and who took great

delight in hearing us recount our adventures, and speak of the

customs of other countries; insomuch that they would v^illiiigly

pass whole days and nights in these conversations.

'The next Governor that came was so kind to us, that he allowed ]66i.

us to go about without restriction. The year 1661 was a time

of great scarcity, during which multitudes died of hunger, and

the roads were full of robbers. Again, in the year l663, the 1663.

place we were in was not capable of furnishing for our sub-

sistence, and the Governor wrote to the Court, and obtained an

order for transferring us to other towns. He sent twelve of our

number
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number to Saysiano, five to Siunschien, and five to Namman; for we

were at this time but twenty-two in all. This separation greatly

afflictccl us. About the beginning of March, after taking leave

and thanking the Governor for his favours, we set out on foot for

our new places, those who were sick, and our baggage, being put

upon horses. Saysiano and Siimschie7i lay in the same route: the-

third day we entered Siunschien, where we left five of our com-

rades ; and the next day Ave arrived at Sai/sian-o, where we were

deliveied to the Governor or Admiral of the Province. This

Governor, who appeared to be a well-disposed person, returned

to the court a few days after our arrival ; and was succeeded by

another, who was a scourge to us, and suffered us to be exposed

to all the rigour of the seasons, and to other hardships. Winter

approached : but the Governor gave leave for half of us at a

time to beabsent, of which we made advantage. This Governor

was soon ordered up to court, and declared General of the armies.

His successor was more favourable to us, and exempted us from

all hard duty. We were only required to mount guard twice in

the month, to keep a sentinel at our quarters, and to ask leave

when we wanted to be absent. This Governor often conversed

with us, and sometimes rallied us for not having made our escape

to Japan, being so near as we were to the sea coast. Our late

Governor bad not been in possession of his new dignity above

six months, before we heard that he was accused of having made

many persons suffer death for light faults, and being judged guilty,

he was sentenced to receive ninety strokes with a stick over the

bones of the leg, and to perpetual exile afterwards.

* Towards the end of the year a comet appeared, and afterwards

a second at the same time. The first appeared to the South

East about two months; the second to the South Vv'est; but

their tails were in opposite directions. The court were in great

alarm at their appearance: the King ordered the guards to be

doubled in all the jx)rtB, and in all his vessels ; and the troops

were
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were exercised every day. The inhabitants near the coast were chap. 9.

forbidden to hght any fires during the night, which could be
^^^-^^^

seen from tiie sea. We were asked, wherever we went, what

comets portended in our country. We answered, that they

prognosticated some signal judgment of God, and generally the

plague, war or famine ; and sometimes all three.

' We passed this year (1665) and the year which followed, very 1665,

quietly, but were upon the watch to make ourselves master of

some bark. We sometimes rowed in a small boat, to seek if any

thing for our sustenance could be got along shore ; and some-

times went among the small islands. Our shipmates who were

at the other towns came sometimes to see us, and we returned

their visits, as our Governors happened to be indulgent.

* This year, 1666, our Governor was promoted to some higher 1666.

station, and another Governor appointed in his stead, by which

change we lost a protector and good friend. We were three days

without any Governor; for tluee days is allowed to the new

Governor that he may with the advice of some astrologer choose

a happy moment for entering upon his office. This new Governor,

as soon as he was installed, ordered that we should beset to work

and be kept constantly employed in moulding clay ; to which

we refused to submit, remonstrating that his predecessor had

never required of us any thing of the kind, and that the King

had not sent us there to be labourers. For this resistance, he

threatened that he would find means to make us repent : but a

few days after, as he was on the water on board a very handsome

vessel belonging to the King, by some negligence the powder,

which was kept in a magazine before the mast, took fire, and

the explosion blew up all the fore part of the vessel and killed

five men. One consequence of this accident Avas the Governor's

disgrace, and the appointment of a new one, who proved not

more favourably inclined to us than the last. He demanded

of us every day a hundred fathoms; of braided matting. We
remonstrated
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c H A p. q. remonstrated as before, and for the present were set to work at

i666.
weeding the square before the Fenigle or fort, and to seek and

cut wood fit for making arrows. These additions to our former

dutj made us anxious to run any risk, rather than be kept longer

in bondage among these idolaters. We prevailed on a Korean

in our neighbourhood, Avho had associated much with us, to buy

a small fishing bark for us, which we told him we wanted for the

purpose of begging cotton at some of the neighbouring Isles. We
had saved wherewithal to paj^ and our friend quickly made a

purchase ; but the vendor, when he learnt for whom the vessel was

intended, would have gone from his bargain, he being appre-

hensive that if we should make our escape in it, his life would

pay the forfeit. This was true enough ; but on our oflering him

double price, the present and certain gain out-weighed his con-

siderations of what might afterwards happen. We prepared sails

and other necessaries for our vessel without the knowledge of our

two Koreans, and there happened to be with us at this time two of

our comrades, who, fortunately for them, had come on a visit to

us fiom their quarters at the other towns. We sent one of our

party to SiunscJiien to invite Jan Pieter de Vries, who was a good

seaman, to join us. De Vries was not at his quarters at Siunschien,

and our messenger went after him to Namman, which is 1 6 leagues

distant from SiunscJiien, where, he found him, and brought him to

us, having made a journey of fifty good leagues in four days.

September ' In the night of the 4th of September, at the setting of the

4th. moon, we got over the walls of the town with our provisions,

which consisted of rice, water, a pot and a frying pan. We
put oft' from the shore without being perceived by any one, and

went first to a small islet about a cannon-shot from the main-

land, where we filled a cask wiiich we had in the bark with

fresrh water. From the Isje we passed without noise and unob-

served among vessels belonging to people of the town, and also

by the King's vessels, keeping as nearly as we could in mid-

channel.
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channel A breeze of wind sprung up in our favour, for which chap. 9.

we gave thanks to God with all our hearts, and we put up our ^^s^
sail. In the morning, being almost out of the channel, we passed September.

by a fisherman, who called to us, but we made him no answer.
^^'''

At sunrise the wind fell, and we took to our oars and rowed
right from the land. Jn the afternoon the wind freshened
again, and we directed our course as near as we could guess to

the South Eust. The wind increased in the night, and we
cleared the point of Korea^ and had no farther apprehension
of being pursued.

' The moining of the 6th, we wei'e close to the first of the Isles 6th.

of Japan, and at night, the wind continuing in our favour, we
were, without knowing it, near the Isle of Fimndo, which we did
not try to approach, because not one of us had been at Japan,
and we were strangers to the road ; and besides, we wished to

go to Nangasaki. The 7th, we had variable winds and cold 7th.

weather, and were among islands which seemed to be without
number. We would have passed the night at anchor; but we
saw so many fires in all quarters, that we thought it better to

keep under sail.

' The next day, the wind being contrary and strong,we anchored 8th.

about noon in a Bay, without knowing whereabouts we were.
Whilst we cooked our victuals, many of the inhabitants passed
and repassed near us without stopping or appearing to notice
us, till towards evening, when a bark with six men, each of whom
was armed with two swords, came towards us, upon which we
got under sail, meaning to regain the open sea ; but she soon
came up to us. We put out a Holland flag which we had pro-
vided, and called out, Holland, and Nm^gasaki; upon which they .

made signs for us to take in our sail and go to the shore, with
which we immediately complied, and they took one of our men
into their bark. They afterwards made us anchor, and took
another of our men.

Vo L. III. P F t \y.g
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1666.

September.

c H A p. 9. ' We soon learnt we were at the Isle of Gotto, and it being un-

derstood we were Hollanders, they made us compreliend by signs

that five ships of our nation Avere then at Nangasaki. We endea-

voured to explain to them our shipwreck, the length of time we

had been in Korea, and the manner of our escape. We remained

at this place the three following days, our bark being guarded by

the Japanese, who supplied us with provisions, and gave us mats

to shelter us from the rain. Many of the inhabitants of Gotto,

some even of the great people, made us presents and shewed us

great kindness, v/ithout desiring any thing from us in return.

j2th&i3tb. ' On the 12th, we moved to the odrer side of the island. The

day after, we proceeded for Nai^gasaki, attended by two large

barks, in one of which were our two companions, and by two

small barks. At midnight we anchored in the harbour of Nan-

gasaki, and found riding there five of our Company's ships,

14th.
' In the morning we were taken on shore and examined by the

interpreters for the Company, and our answers were taken down

in writing. We v/ere then taken before the Governor, who,

after questioning us, praised what we had done, and sent us

to Mr. Wilhem Volguers, our Director, who with his assistant,

Mr. Nicholas le Roy, treated us with great kindness, and pro-

vided us with clothes after our own country fashion.

October. 'The 1st of October, Mr.Volguers quitted the island [Desiwa].

The 23d he sailed into the outer bay with seven ships. The

Governor of Nangasaki was inclined to have us kept at Na/igasaki

till the next year ; and sent for us before him again on the 25 th

of the month : but after taking our examinations all afresh, he

sent us back to the Director of the Company, and in a few days

November, we sailed for Batavia, where Ave arrived the 20th of November.

On our landing, we delivered our journal to the General, who

gave us a good reception, and ordered that we should be embarked

on board the ships bound for Europe, which sailed December

1668. the 28th. On the 20th of July 1668, we arrived at Amsterdam,

where
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where we gave thanks to God for having delivered us after a cap- c u a p. p.

tivity of thirteen years and twenty-eight days, and we besought
^"-*'>'"'*^

him to have compassion upon our poor comrades who were

left behind.

' The names of those of us who returned from Korea to their

native country are, Hendrick Hamel of Gorcwn, Secretary,

Godefroy Denis, Jan PieterK de Vries, Gerard Jans, Matthis

Ybocken, Cornelys Thierry, Benet Clerc, and Denis Godefroy.

The names of those v/hom we left alive in Korea, are, Jan

Lape, Hendrick Cornelys, Jan Nicolas, Jacob Jans, Antony

Ulders, Nicolas Arents, Alex. Bosquet, and Jan van Utrecht.'

Extracts from Hamel's Description of the Kingdom of Korea.

' THE kingdom Avhich by us is called Korea, but by the 1653-1666.

inhabitants of the country Tiocenlcouk, and sometimes Caosi ;

extends from the 34th to the 44th degree of latitude, and in

breadth from East to AVest about 75 leagues. The Koreans

represent it under the figure of an oblong rectangular parallelo-

gram, like one of our playing cards. It is divided into eight

provinces, which are said to contain three hundred and sixty

towns, besides the castles and fortresses which are in the moun-

tains. It is separated from China by the Gulf of Nanking, but

is joined to the North b}' means of a long and high mountain.'

' The Island Tsussima, which is between Korea and Japan,

formerly belonged to Korea ; but in a treaty of peace made with

the Japanese, it was exchanged for Quelpaert,'

* In the sea to the North East of Korea^ they take every year

a great number of whales, in some of which are found harpoons

and striking-irons of the French and Dutch, who practise the

whale fishery at the extremities of Europe. They take there

also many herrings, from December to March. Those which

are taken in the latter months, are of a smaller kind, and resemble

what we call pilchards ; whence we infer that there is surely

r F 2 a passage
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c H A p. 0. a passage between Korea and Japan which communicates to the

1653-1666. Strait of JVaigafz. We have often enquired of the Korean seamen

who frequent the sea to the North East, what lands there lay

in that direction ; and they have all answered, that they do not

believe there is any thing that way but a sea without bounds.'

' Those who go from Korea to China, embark at the narrowest

part of the gulf, the way by land being very incommodious on

account of the difficulty of traversing the mountain ; for in the

winter the cold is excessive, and in summer there is danger

from the number of wild Leasts. It is easy in winter to make

the passage by the North coast, because that ]:)art of the gulf

generally is frozen hard enough to travel on. The winter is

very severe in Korea, for in 1662, we being in cottages among
the mountains, there was so great a fall of snow that it was

necessary to make a road under it to pass from one cottage to

another. The great cold occasions the Northern inhabitants to

hve on barley, for neither rice nor cotton can grow there. The
rich are supplied with those articles from the South ; but the

lower people clothe themselves with hempen linen and with

skins. In recompense, the root JSIisij or Ginseng grows there in

abundance. With it they pay the tribute to Tartary, and make
great trade to China and Japan. The rest of Korea is fruitful,

and produces rice and other grains, cotton, hemp, and silk-

worms. They have silver and lead. They are well provided

with animals, having many horses and oxen, but no elephants.

They have poultry and various kinds of birds. Crocodiles of

diftercnt sizes aie found in the rivers, and there.are many serpents

and venomous animals in the country.'

' The authority of the King of Korea is absolute, although

he acknowledges Tartary his superior. Once in seven years, the

provinces are required to send every free man who is capable
of military service, to attend the King two months. The whole
of that year, /vo/'ca is under arms, the men coming up in turns

from
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fi'om tlie provinces. Every province has its General, and every chap. o.

place its military officer ; there is scarcely a village without at 1653-1666.

least its commanding corporal. Nevertheless, the number of

free persons who are exempt from being in the troops, joined to

the slaves, make about one-half of the male population. The
children of a free man by a slave, or of a free woman by a

slave, are slaves. Where both sides are slaves, the children are

the property of the master of the mother.'

' As Korea is nearly surrounded by the sea, every town main-

tains a ship or vessel, fully equipped in all particulars. Their

ships in general have two masts, and thirty or thirty-two oars,

each oar being worked by five or six men ; so that in these

kind of galleys there are as many rowers as soldiers, and the

whole complement in each is about 300 men. These vessels are

provided with small cannon, and a quantity of gunpowder works.

Each province has its Admiral, who is accountable to the grand

Admiral. If they commit any fault, they are punishable with

banishment, or death, as we saw in the spring of the year 16S6,

when our Governor, who had the command of seventeen vessels,

was banished for having kept concealed from the King that the

fire had communicated to the magazine and killed five men.'

' The King has a council composed of his principal officers

and great men, who assemble every day ; but they cannot oblige

him to any thing, and they must wait till their advice is asked

before they give it. Governors of places are changed every

three years, but there are few who serve the whole time, for

almost always during their government they are accused of

malversations, and the King maintains informers every where.

The revenue of the King for the maintenance of his troops and

government, consists in duties collected from all the productions

of the land, or which are obtained from the sea. Their laws

are very severe. If any one rebels against the King, he and

his whole race are exterminated.'

' A free
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CHAP. 0. 'A free man is not punished for killing bis slave, if he can

1653-1666. shew what is reckoned a legal cause. A man may also put his

wife to death without incurring any penalty, if he can shew

cause. A married man taken in adultery with the wife of

another man is punished with death ; and this is more particularly

the case among persons of the higher class. The father of the

criminal if he is living, otherwise the nearest relation, is made

to perform the office of executioner; the ci'imiual being allowed

to choose the manner of his death. Debtors who do not satisfy

their creditors, receive blows two or three times every month

over their shin bones, and are liable to the repetition of this as

long as the debt continues unpaid ; and if they die before the

debt is discharged, their nearest relation is obliged to pay the

debt, or is subjected to the like punishment. The lightest offences

are subject to corporal punishment, which is so common in Korea

as to excite no sense of shame.'

' As to religion, the Koreans have scarcely any. The lower

people make grimaces before their idols without much reverencing

them. They have a belief, that those who do well will be re-

compensed, and that those who commit evil will be punished : but

no tenets or doctrines are preached among them. The country

nevertheless is full of religiaus houses and temples, and they have

a numerous order of monks. In some of the monasteries there

are not fewer than live or six hundred monks. They may quit

their profession at pleasure, and any one may become a monk ; but

in general the monks are not much more esteemed than are the

slaves. They are not exempt from military service, and a number

of them are em[)lo3 ed in turn to guard the forts and castles. Their

superiors, if they happen to be learned, are in great esteem ; they

make their visits on horseback ; they may not eat any thing which

has had life ; they shave their heads and beards, and are interdicted

the conversation of women. After the first tonsure of a monk,

a mark is imprinted in his arm which cannot be effaced, and by

2 which
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which it may be al\va.ys known that lie has been of the religious chap. 9.

order. They may either work, trade, or beg for their main- 1653-1666.

tenance ; and they teach children to read and to write. There

is another order of religious, who may marry. They believe by

tradition that all the people in the world formerly spoke one and

the same language, but that the design of building a tower to

Q mount up to heaven had caused a confusion of languages. The

richer people frequent much the cloisters, to divert themselves

with the public women, because generally these places are

pleasantl 3' situated and have beautiful gardens; so that they

ought rather be called houses of pleasure than temples.'

' No person may cover his house with tiles without license,

it being a mark of distinction. The common houses are mostly

thatched. The houses of the nobility are magnificent, and

have a suite of rooms in front, in which the}^ receive their friends

;

and commonly there is a square court Avith a fountain and garden

at the entrance. The apartments of the women are at the more

retired part of the house ; but some women are allowed to go

abroad and to see company, and are treated with great respect.'

' Marriages may not be contracted between kindred within

the fourth degree. A man may keep as many women as he can

maintain, but he must only have his Avife at home, and must go

abroad to his mistresses. He may however repudiate his wife

and take another at his own pleasure, although she may have

many children by him: but she has not the same privilege unless

the judge orders it. In truth they treat their women no better

than as slaves, turning them away for small faults, and sometimes

on simple pretexts ; and in this case they oblige them to take

their children with them, with which these unhappy women

remain encumbered,'

' The nobles and people of condition take great care of the

education of their children, giving them in good time masters

to teach them to read and write. They use no constraint in

their
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cHAP.q. their modes of instruction, but teach in, the mildest manner,

i^ess^Qe! representing to their scholars the learning and merits of their

ancestors, and the glory of those who by their merit have attained

TO sreat fortune. In this manner it is marvellous to see the

great proficience they make, and how they explain what they

read. There is in each town a house, where by an ancient custom

they asseml)le the youth, to make them read concerning the state

of the country, and the condemnations of great men who have

been executed for their crimes.'

< Fathers cherish much their infants, by whom they are re-

ciprocally much respected. They are mutually responsible for

each other's conduct, so that ifone commits evil and absconds, the

other must answer it. It is not so with the slaves, who care very

little for their children, because they know they will be taken

from them as soon as they are old enough to be employed.'

' When a free man dies, his children are to Avear mourning

for three 3'^ears, during which time they must live austerely like

monks, and may not exercise any employ or profession; nor

are they to cohabit with their wives: and if children should

be born to them during their mourning, they are not held

legitimate. They must not in this time (|uarrel, be in anger, or

get intoxicated. They are distinguished as mourners, by carr}'-

ino- a great stick, by wearing coarse hempen linen, and by not

washing themselves in all that time, so that they are as black

as mulattoes.'

* They are magnificent in their funerals, and make offerings

to the dead. Immediately on the death of any one, his kinsmen

run about the streets, crying and tearing their hair. The oldest

son of the deceased takes possession of the house and lands,

if any : the other goods of the father are divided among the

sons, without our having heard that the daughters are allowed

. any share, and they carry no other portion to their husbands

than their clothes. When a father attains to the age of four-

score
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score years, he declares himself incapable, and resigns the chap. 9.

management of his property to his children, who then take care 1653-1666.

of the parent.'

* The Koreans are greatly addicted to thieving, and not less

to deceiving and lying, so that there is no trusting them ; at

the same time, they are so simple and credulous themselves,

that it is not difficult to persuade them to any thing. They are

an effeminate people, and have very little firmness or courage :

at least, we have been so told by many persons worthy of credit,

who were witnesses of the ravages which the Emperor of Japan

made in their country ; the same also appears from what Wei te

Vree often told us of the invasion of the Tartars. They have

so little shame for cowardice, that they compassionate those

who are necessitated to fight.'

* Tartary they call Tiekse and Oranhaxj. Our country they

named Nampan-kouk, which is the name given by the Japanese

to Portugal. They call tobacco by the name of Nampan-koi,

because they believe the cultivation of it was introduced into

Japan by the Portuguese. They are so fond of tobacco, that

children of four or five years old take it, and there is scarcely

a man or woman in the country who does not smoke. On
this account, they imagine Nampan-kouk must be one of the best

countries in the world.'

' Their trade is mostly with Japan, and with the people of the

Island Tsiissima, who keep a storehouse in the town of Pousan,

to the South East. They bring thence to Korea pepper, sandal

wood, alum, horns of buffaloes, skins, and merchandize which

our people sell in Japan. In return, they give the goods and

manufactures of Korea.'

* They have but one weight and one measure throughout the

kingdom ; but the merchants are guilty of great abuses, in spite

of all regulations.'

* Their language, their writing, and their manner of reckoning,

Vol. III. G g are
•
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CHAP. 9. are all very difficult to learn. They have many words to signify

1653-1666. the same thing. They speak sometimes quick, sometimes slow

;

and this is more especially done by the learned and by the great

people. They have three different kinds of writing. The first

and principal resembles that of China and Japan, and is used

in printing their books, and in matters which concern the state.

The second is like the ordinary writing among us: this is used

by the great people in answering requests and in their corres-

pondence ; but it is not understood by the common people. The

third is the most vulgar, and is used by women and the com-

mon people : this is easily learnt and is easy to read ; and they

write with it, more easily than with the other kinds of writing,

the names and things of which they have not before heard.

They have many old books, both printed and manuscript, and

preserve copies as well as drawings in different cities, that by

accidents of fires they may not be entirely deprived of them.

Their almanacks come from China, for they have not science

sufficient to make almanacks for themselves. They print with

boards or witii wooden types, and have a particular form for

each side of the leaf. They reckon with small sticks, and do

not understand keeping books of accounts ; but when they buy

any thing, they set it down with the price they gave marked

over; and underneath, set down what they sell it for, by which

they see their gain or loss.'

* When the King goes abroad he is attended with great state

:

not the least noise must be made. A secretary goes before him

Avho collects petitions, which are presented at tlie end of a reed,

or huno- along the walls and palisades; and the King determines

upon them on his return to the palace. The doors and windows

of all the houses by which he passes must be shut; no person

must dare to look, even over the wall ; and every person by

whom the King passes, whatsoever his quality, must turn his

back and may not look or make the least noise, not even to

cough.
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cough. When the Tartar Ambassador comes, the King goes chap. 9.

with his whole court to receive him on the outside of the citv, '''f^^T^11 , .
•' io53-iot)t>.

and they accompany hnn to his hotel. All sorts of players on
instruments, dancers, and tumblers go before him to divert him.
During the time the Tartar Ambassador remains in the city,

the streets between his hotel and the King's palace are lined

with soldiers, who are stationed within ten or twelve feet of each
other; and two or three men are always in waiting under the

windows of the hotel, whose business it is to watch for and take

up the billets which are thrown thence, and to forward them to

the King, that he may continually know what the Ambassador
is doing.'

IT has been objected against Hamel, that his geographical Remarks

descriptions of Korea differ from the information Avhich many
Sesci-r'tfoH

years afterwards was obtained of that country by the Missionary ^f Korea.

P. Regis, especially in the names of places *. Yet in this par-

ticular, where apparently the accounts of Hamel and of the

Missionaries most differ, they will be found on examination

to be corroborative of each other. In many more material

points, geographical as well as others, there is a remarkable

agreement.

. The descriptions given of Korea by the Missionaries are the

fruits of enquiry, not of observation ; yet under advantages

that place the general accuracy of their information beyond

question. Hamel's Narrative, although entitled a journal, may
be presumed, from its manner and from the circumstances of the

case, to have been drawn up after his escape, and from memory
unassisted by notes. The same must be supposed of his de-

scription of the Kingdom of Korea. If he had undertaken them

during

* See Hist. General des Foyages, Vol.xi. p. 520.

G G 2
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CHAP. 9- during the leisure of a thirteen years captivity, the task would

have more awakened his observation, and it is possible would

have filled as many volumes as now it does pages.

When the missionaries in China, under the auspices of the

Emperor Kang-hi, (in the early part of the eighteenth century)

undertook the survey of the Chinese Empire, it was desirable

that Korea should be included in the same survey, and appear

on the same map with the Chinese Empire. On account of the

King of Korea's objections to the entrance of the missionaries

into his kingdom, the Emperor sent there a Tartar Lord as

Ambassador, accompanied by a Mandarine of the College of

Mathematics. Fi'ora these persons the Pere Regis derived all

his information respecting the interior of Korea. The names

of the provinces and of places coming to him thus through the

medium of Chinese interpreters, and of Chinese pronunciation,

would be most liable to corruption ; yet among the names

for Korea mentioned by P. Regis, we find Kaoli and Tchao-sien :

P. Fontaney gives the name Chout-sien for the Capital *, some

doubt however being entertained whether it was not meant for

the Kingdom. All these names have evident agreement with

the name Caosi in Hamel,

The missionaries and Hamel also agree in the kingdom being

divided into eight provinces, though they differ in the names.

The estimation made by Hamel of the distance travelled

from the South coast to the Capital, after making large allow-

ance for M'indings in the road, will place it a degree more North

than it appears on the Korean chart -j-; and this is the most

material disagreement between Hamel and the P. Regis. In

the Korean chart, the Capital is named King-kitao. Its latitude

was observed by the Chinese mathematician, 37° 38' N.

Hamel

* Lettres edijiantes. Vol. vii. p. 147.

f The chart of Korea published in Du Halde, was copied from a chart which

huDg up in the palace of the King of Korea.
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Hamel describes the kingdom to extend a degree more chap. p.

Northward than it is said to be in the missionary accounts ; but

in this particular he could have had no means of correct infor-

mation. The Dutch geographers in Hamel's time, Vischer and

Blaeu (J. Jansen) represented Korea in their charts as an island.

Other geographical works of the same da^e equally misrepresent

Korea : one, that on the Western side it is divided from China

only by a river which is three leagues broad *. All this shews

how little was then known by Europeans of the geography of

Korea, and makes the direct and clear manner in which Hamel

describes it to be a peninsula, and according to the shape it is

now believed to have, the more remarkable.

What Hamel says of Korea being supplied with almanacks

from China, is corroborated by the later testimony of the mis-

sionaries. Jn the sketch given by P. Regis of the history of the

Korean monarchy, he says, ' Korea is always to be regarded

' a tributary kingdom, for though in a number of ages there

* have been many interruptions to this state, yet sooner or later

• it is certain to return to being tributary.' And on one occasion

he relates ' at the termination of this war, the Emperor of

' China released all his Korean prisoners, and published an

• amnesty for the past, whilst the King of Korea on his part

* performed the customary homage, paid the tribute, and received

' the Chinese kalendar for the current year.' The custom is yet

more decidedly mentioned in the histories we have of China. In

the reign of the Emperor Kang-hi,, a Chinese General named

Ousan-guey, having revolted against the Tartar government and

assumed imperial authority, sent the Chinese kalendar to the

tributary Princes ; but they refused to receive it. It is worthy

remark that Hamel mentions the use of the Chinese kalendar

in Korea only on the footing of its being a convenience to the

Koreans, which strongly savours of Korean representation, as

they

* Le Voyagmr curieux qui fait le tour du Monde. Par. M.de B. Paiis, 1664.
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CHAP. 9. they doubtless had less repugnance to having it regarded in

that light than to acknowledging it to be a badge of their

subjection.

The Tartar Lord sent by the Emperor Kang-hi, on his

return from the Korean capital, complained to the mission-

aries, that whilst there he was constantly beset by a number

of people who narrowly watched his actions the whole time

he remained ; that notice of whatsoever he said, and of every

thing that passed in his hotel, was immediately transmitted to

the Palace by people stationed at small distances from each

other all the way between the hotel and the palace. Let this

be compared with what is related in the conclusion of Hamel's

description.

These are circumstances of agreement of so peculiar a nature,

that they leave no doubt of the reality of the adventures related

by Hamel ; nor is there less agreement in what is related of

Korean literature.

P. Eegis remarks, as Hamei before had done, that the Bonzes

or Priests in Korea were held in light estimation. Also, that

though the language of the Koreans differs both from the Chinese

and from the Tartar language, the Chinese letters were in use

all over the kingdom. Hamel says the Chinese writing was

employed in Korea for printing books, and for State concerns

;

and he notices a more convenient mode of writing in common
use among the Koreans, ' with which they write, more easily

' than they can with the other modes of writing, the names and
' things of which they have not before heard.' This is fully

supported both by Du Halde's account of the language of the

Mantcheoux Tartars, and by P. Martini's description of Niuche,

a country of Eastern Tartary bordering upon Korea ; Martini

Bays, ' from which peninsula it is separated by the great nioun-

' tain.' Also that ' the language of this people seems to have

* some affinity with that of the Persians. They have characters

' which
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* which resemble some of the Arabian letters. Their alphabet c ha v^,^

* differs much from tliat of the Chinese ; and their letters have

' sounds and pronunciations like ours, that is to say, of our

* A,B,C; but they boast of having more than sixty letters, which

* is caused by their making a distinct letter for the combined

' sound of a consonant and vowel ; as for ba, be, Sec'

The Tartai-s endeavoured to introduce the Tartar writing

into use among the Chinese ; but either jealousy of their con-

querors, or the partiahty naturally felt by a conquered people

for ancient customs which reminded them of their former

independence, made them resist Tartarian innovations. It is

related in Du Halde, that since the present family have been

on the throne, the language of the Mantcheoux Tartars has been

equally used at court with the Chinese language ; that in every

court of justice are two presidents, one a Tartar, the other a

native ; and that all public acts are written in both languages.

* But notwithstanding that the Tartar language is beyond

* comparison more easy to attain than the Chinese, it was in

' danger of being entirely abohshed, if the Tartars, who prefer

^ it to all others, had not been at great pains in making

* dictionaries of their language, and in translating Chinese

^ books. But the first dictionaries of the Tartar language

' proved useless from the explanations having been made in the

* Chinese characters, which were found incapable of giving

* either the true sounds or meanings.'*

The Chinese characters being employed by the Koreans for

their printed books in preference to their own letters, was

probably, like the reception of the Chinese almanack, one of the

consequences of Korea being a tributary state ; and it may be,

that the Chinese characters, complicated in their forms and

involving intricate meanings which keep the mind in continual

exercise.

* Du Ilalde. Tome 4'"^. Memarques sur la langue des Tartares Mantcheoux.
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CHAP. p. exercise, were thought to possess more dignity than the letters

or characters used simply as symbols of the elements of sounds

among the Tartars. There is, nevertheless, reason to conclude

from the long continued stagnant state of science in China, that

adherence to the use of these characters is a great, if not a prin-

cipal, impediment to the progress of knowledge in that part of

the world. Having entered so far on the subject of Chinese and

Tartar writing, the reader's patience is requested to a few general

remarks in explanation and support of those already advanced.

In the origin or infancy of language, it is to be conceived that

the sounds first employed would be such as were thought to imitate

the things, or most nearly to designate the meanings, desired

to be expressed ; and that those sounds which were generally

adopted became words of the new language. The commence-

ment of written communication took place in a similar manner,

by marks representative of the things or meanings intended.

That the characters used by the Chinese were of this kind,

expressive of things perfectly independent of their names in

language, their early books furnish striking instances, as

O for the Sun, ^ for the Moon,
(J) the middle, ^yi}[ moun-

tain. Du Halde has said, the Chinese have no alphabet, but

have as many characters as words, being in number not less

than 80,000. One writer has trebled this number ; but later

accounts of the Chinese writing reckon the number of Chinese

characters at 35,000. Great variations have been introduced in

many of the characters ; those above given, for example, have

in the course of many ages undergone alterations so great as

to amount almost to a total departure from the resemblances

first evident and intended. The alterations must be presumed

to have been made for the purpose of gaining some convenience,

most probably that of greater rapidity in writing.

Of the Chinese characters, 214 are regarded as elementary,

and as such are distinguished by the Chinese by a name which

7 signifies
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signifies mother characters. By various combinations of these chAP. 9.

mother characters, all the other characters are said to be pro-

'

duced. So constituted, each individual character originally

contained in some degree a natural representation or resemblance
of its meaning

; and though many of them have been rendered
complex by progressive variations and improvements, the whole
still retains much of its original and peculiar characteristic,

the being adapted to signify things and circumstances, without
reference to speech. It is indeed asserted that the inhabitants

of Japan, of Tonquin, and of the Lieou Kieou Islands, whose
languages are all different from the Chinese, can read the books
and correspond with the people of China without the least

mutual knowledge of each other's language. Such corres-

pondence may be supposed to serve for mercantile and for many
general purposes, but cannot be conceived to communicate
various shades of meaning with the same discrimination as can
be done by alphabetic writing. Nevertheless some among the
Missionaries have entertained so favourable an opinion of the
written characters of tlie Chinese as to wish they should be
cultivated in all parts of the world, that by their use the Gospel
might be universally propagated.

The Chinese however have possessed dictionaries many cen-
turies. It is said even that they had dictionaries before the
Christian era; consequently it maybe inferred they have so long
made an alphabetic use of their written characters to express
sounds

; and it is now more fully understood that they have
contrived a rude but regular syllabic kind of alphabet. A short

description of this, and of the awkward manner in which it is

made to answer the purpose, will be here given principally

from a dissertation on the Chinese characters which has appeared
in one of our literary Reviews *.

* Quarterli/ Reiiezo for May 1811. Art. vn. On the Characters and Sounds of the
Chinese Language. By J. Marshiuan. Printed at Sciampore. iSoq.

Vol. III. H II

'

The
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CHAP. q. The first step towards the application of wiilten characters

to express sounds is their acquiring by concurrence of custom,

or there being assigned to them, specific names. For the pur-

pose of an alphabet, the Chinese have selected forty-eight of

their mother characters on whose names they have been agreed,

and by means of these, they have fixed the names and sounds

of all the other characters. Of the selected mother characters,

thirty-six are appropriated to signify initial sounds, and twelve to

signify final sounds. An example is given in the word Ming.

A combination of the two characters which stand for the Sun and

the Moon is significant of Splendor ; and the word for Splendor

in the Chinese language is Ming, which has no resemblance, or

relation that we know of, to the Chinese names either of the sun

or the moon. To represent the sound of the character Ming, an

elementary character which is named Moo (but which signifies

Wood) is employed to shew the initial sound ; and the elementary

character Ching (which signifies Blue) is employed to shew the

final sound ; and together (with marks intended to indicate

the elision necessary) they are substituted for the word Ming.

Again, two characters which separately are named Pong and

Chan are used to express the sound Pan ; Chee and Loong for

Choong ; and others in like manner.

This alphabetic use of the Chinese characters does not appear

to have been exercised even to express the proper names of

nations or of families, much less in the composition of any book,

nor indeed to have been applied to any purpose except in their

dictionaries to ascertain the sounds of the Chinese characters ;

and it may be doubted if the method is suflficiently matured to

mark down a sentence in so certain a manner as shall secure its

being delivered from the writing precisely in the same words by

every different reader.

Chinese orthography in its present state is to be compared

to grain in the husk ; in want of much thrashing and winnow- '
4,

ing.

%
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ing. Every monosyllabic sound demands two characters to chap. 9.

express it, and each of these characters requires being cleared

of half its original power. However ludicrous it may seem,
the rule by which it is governed has no parallel but in our
Rebus. To the first half of my first, add the second half of my
second. These encumbrances are made the heavier by the
forms of the Chinese characters, in the contrivance of which it

is evident, by some among them being composed with not less

than seventy strokes, that complication and mystery were aimed
at, and simplicity carefully avoided lest knowledge should be too
freely communicated to the vulgar. If it is true that in China
literary knowledge is the only road to preferment, it is not
surprising that it should be guarded with the same jealous spirit

of exclusion, which is found to prevail in the arts and even in

handicrafts in other parts of the world. China has not been
singular in this respect. Moses is said to have been " learned
in all the cunning of the Egyptians." Pythagoras enjoined
silence to his disciples. The Druids chose to commit their stores

of knowledge to memory ; and the family of Woden by their skill

m writing became the leaders, and in process of time, the deities

of the Northern nations of Europe.

This affords some explanation for the co-existence of hiero-

glyphic characters with those which express sounds. China has
not furnished the most remarkable instance of the kind ; the

Egyptians continued the use of their hieroglyphics not only
after they had a common mode of writing of their own, but
even when, under the Ptolomies, the characters of the Greeks
Avere in full use at Alexandria; as is evident from the celebrated

inscription preserved in the British Museum.
It is probable that the venerable characters used by the Chinese,

Avere regarded by their less civilized con(iuerors, the Tartars, a»
the principal ingredient of that regularity of government and
stability of power to be admired in the Chinese empire, and

n u 2 novr
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CHAP. q. now transferred to themselves; and that as such the Chinese

characters have been respected and preserved. In smaller com-

munities, and in those which have been conquered by a n)ore

civiUzed people, hieroglyphics have disappeared, and the progress

of knowledge is no longer retarded at the threshold, as in China;

for dulness of intellect has never been imputed to the natives

of that country: on tlie contrary, it has been universally allowed

that they are penetrating and inventive. If they have not kept

pace with Europeans, it is not to be attributed to inferiority in

the powers of improvement ; but to the difference of tlie means

Vised for the acquirement of science.

To return to Hamel: Among the circumstances related by him

which appear questionable, may be reckoned the story of Euro-

pean harpoons found in whales caught in the seas of Korea. A
similar assertion was many years afterwards made by one of

Hamel's countrymen ; but though since their time the sea to

the North East of Korea has been much frequented by the

Russians, nothing has occurred to establish such a fact. On
a par with this is the opinion ascribed to the Koreans, that to the

North East from Korea there is not any thing but a sea without

bounds. They could not have been ignorant of the existence

of the land of Yesso. Plamel also exceeds belief in his descrip-

tion of the laws of the Koreans respecting women ; for it cannot

be credited of any people who live in fixed habitations, however

it may be allowed among them for men to repudiate their wives

at pleasure, that they shall be suffered to cast out into the world

their helpless offspring.

It is some disappointment, that with such an opportunity

there should not have been made a vocabulary of the lan-

guage. The Narrative is also very unsatisfactory in affording

^ little of circumstance that can bring us to any fomiliar

acquaintance with the modes of life, manners, and dispo-

sitions of the Koreans. In the course of so long a captivity

it
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it must be imagined that some of the Hollanders endeavoured chap. q.

to obtain wives from among the women of the country ; but

nothing is told by Hamcl of any one of them marrying, or

of any thing which prevented them from so doing. Hamel,

it is evident, was not a man of much enquiry, and it may
be farther concluded in his excuse, that writing from recollec-

tion, perhaps at first upon requisition, it Avas natural for him

to dwell most on those adventures which had made the

strongest impression on himself: accordingly we find a full third

of his Narrative occupied with the account of the shipwreck,

and of the escape.

If Hamel and his companions had been examined at their

return by capable persons, a very full and satisfactory account

might doubtless have been obtained of Korea. Whether the

Dutch East India Company took any steps tov\'ards procuring

the liberation of those of the crew of the Sparwer who were

left in that country, does not appear.
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CHAP. X.

Western Navigation from Europe to the East Indies. The Island

Formosa taken from the Hollanders.

CHAP. 10. A BOUT this time, the navigation from Europe to the

1654-1663. Molucca Islands and China, and likewise in the return to

Europe, appears to have been frequently performed by the

south oi America and across the South Sea. These voyages being

commercial undertakings, in which the discovery of new lands

was not sought after, few of them were distinguished by any

event of sufficient importance to bring them into public notice

;

and many, doubtless, were performed, of which there are now
no visible traces existing. The outward-bound passage by this

route was called, not unaptly, The JVestern Navigation to the

East.

Voyages of Among the voyages across the Pacific, which have barely

escaped oblivion, are three from Europe to the Moluccas, and

again back to Europe, performed by the same person, Jan Boon,

a Hollander, who between the years 1654 and 1663, crossed the

Pacific Ocean six times, and as often sailed through Strait le

Maire. In I664, he published at Rotterdam a Routier or

Directory for the Western Navigation *.

The frequency of these voyages may be conjectured from

a passage by the same author who has preserved the memory of

those performed by Jan Boon. Francisco de Seyxas y Lovera, in

treating of the currents in the neighbourhood of the Tierra del

Fuego, remarks, that they generally follow the course of the

wind ; and adds, ' 1 have experienced this in three voyages
' which I have made through Strait le Maire, to the Moluccas,

' to

* Descrip. Geogrupkica de la Region Amlral Magullauka. tbl. So. Madrid,

i6qo.
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• to China, and to Europe, with people who make those passages chap. lo.

* every year. *
'

i^^J^^
In 1662, the Hollanders were compelled to surrender their

fort at Tayowan to Chinese emigrants, and wholly to abandon

their establishments on the Island Formosa, after thirty-eight

years undisturbed possession. 'We. manner in which their

settlement in Formosa was obtained has been shewn; the history

of its overthrow is briefly as follows :

The whole interval in which the Dutch retained their establish- History

ments in Formosa was a period of great calamity to China, which °^ the Fall

suffered at the same time under the scourges of civil war and Dutch

of foreign invasion. In i644, the Mantcheoux Tartars made ments' hi'

themselves masters of Peking, the Chinese capital, and the Foioiosa.

Tartar Sovereign was acknowledged Emperor of China by most

of the Northern provinces of the empire. Previous to under-

taking the conquest of the Southern provinces, the Tartars

marched against Korea, and secured the submission of that

kingdom. The complete subjection of China was not effected

till after some years of contest. By the end of the year 1645,

however, twelve of the fifteen provinces of China had submitted

to the Tartar government. The three provinces which continued

to resist, were Fokien, Quang-tong, and Qiiang-si, which being

maritime and contiguous, and also mountainous, were the

longer able to withstand the invaders.

Throughout the whole course of this war, multitudes of Chinese

were continually emigrating to other countries, to escape the

dangers and calamities of their own. In an early part of the

struggle, above 25,000 families transported themselves to For-

mosa. At first, the Hollanders gave encouragement to the natives

of China to settle there, on account of the advantages to be

derived from the commerce they carried on with their country-

men on the Continent. If the Hollanders had been otherwise

inclined,

* Theatro Naval Ht/drographko. fol. 65,1. Madrid, 16S8.
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CHAP. 10. inclined, it is not probable they could have pfevented their

1654-1663. admission. The Dutch establishments were not on so large a

Govern- scale as to comprehend dominion over the whole Island, or to

Hollanders enable them to extend their jurisdiction beyond the towns and
i" villages in the neighbourhood of their principal fort. In these

Formosa.
, . , . ^ -, , • , /> • , t^ i

they wisely introduced a kind of mixed magistracy of Dutch

and native authority, . in the exercise of which the interest and

inclination of the natives were consulted. By this moderate

system, the natives in the Dutch district were reclaimed from

many barbarous customs, and became attached to the govern-

ment of the Hollanders. The increase of inhabitants in Fortnosa

by the emigrations from China, is said not to have occasioned any

inconvenience with respect to subsistence ; for the new comers

exerted so much industry in the cultivation of lands, that the

increased produce of rice and sugar in the Island not only sufficed

for the additional inhabitants, but allowed of large quantities

being employed in commerce with other nations of India.

The Chinese who resisted the Tartar invaders were headed

by a General named Ching-chi-kong, but who has been more

generally known by the name of Koxinga. His father, Ching-

chi-long, had also been one of the principal Commanders of the

Chinese forces under the last native Emperor, but had submitted

to the Tartars, who in return doomed him to perpetual imprison-

ment. The Tartars reaped as much advantage from divisions

among the Chinese, as from their own more warlike character,

and the bulk of the Chinese quietly submitted. As the Tartars

continued to gain ground, Koxinga and his followers were obliged

gradually to retreat from the interior to the coast, and, except

in a few tenable places, from the main-land to the Islands

which in such numbers surround the Chinese coast, wh6re, by

being masters of the sea, to which element the Tartars were

strangers, they were secure. 'I'he islands, however, were not

capable of furnishing subsistence for so great a multitude : to

4 remedy
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CHAP. lO.
remedy the defect, recourse was had to making descents on the
mam-land, which from the vigilance of the Tartars was always
attended with danger, and to cut off these means of obtaining
supplies, the Tartar government issued an edict commanding all

the inhabitants of the sea-coast to retire three leagues from the
sea. In consequence of this edict, many towns fell to ruin, and
an infinite number of families, whose subsistence depended upon
fishing, either perished or were reduced to extreme distress.

In this state of affairs, the large and fruitful Island of Formosa
became the object upon which the expelled Chinese rested their

best hopes, and they did not lose the recollection of the manner
in which it had been extorted from China by the Hollanders,
or that it was held by them without the imperial license having
at any time been granted. The Dutch Council at Batavia fore-

saw all the danger which threatened their Settlement. They
strengthened and added to the works of Fort Zealand at Tat/o-

wan, and in 1650, the Directors of the Company in Holland 1650.

ordered that the garrison at Formosa should be increased to

1,200 men. Nothing of a hostile nature had occurred between
the Dutch and the Chinese, and Koxinga kept fair in appear-
ances ; but it was known that his agents held secret correspond-

ence with the Chinese who resided in Formosa ; and so strong

a belief prevailed of his intention to come to them, that in

1652 the Chinese peasantry on the Island took up arms against 1652.

the Dutch government. Koxinga was then too fully employed
in Chhia to be able to afford them assistance ; the native For-

mosans also remained steady in their attachment to the Dutch,
and the insurgents were easily quelled. It was thought necessary

however to construct an additional fort to keep the Chinese

peasantry in awe. This new fort was named Provmce, and was
built on a bank opposite to Fort Zealand, from which it was
separated by a small arm of the sea.

Vol. III. 1
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The
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•with very little intercourse between the Hollanders and Kox-

inga's people, scarcely any vessel coming from China to trade

at Tayowan. The edict passed by the Tartar government, which

had the effect of laying waste the sea-coast, had also reduced

the maritime commerce of China to what was carried on by

the adherents to Koxinga's party, whose means for traffic were

far from abundant. Another cause occurred which must have

1655. created coolness towards the Hollanders. In 1655, the Governor

General at Batavia sent an Embassy to the Tartar Emperor, who

was then master of the City of Quang-tong. The Ambassador

was at Pekijig great part of the year 1656, but to very little

purpose ; which was attributed to the Portuguese missionaries

who were in great favour with the Emperor, and whose repre*

sentations it is believed made him refuse the Hollanders the

privileges they demanded.
• With all this stillness at Formosa, rumours were every day

current which gave the Hollanders cause to apprehend the

J656. storm was gathering. In 1656, Frederick Coyet was appointed

Governor of ToJ/oai'ff?*. Wishing to revive the communication

with Koxinga, both on account of commerce and of the oppor-

tunities it would afford to gain early intelligence of his plans,

he employed a Chinese merchant then settled in Formosa, named

Pincqua, whom he invested with the character of his Envoy,

and sent with a letter to Koxinga. Pincqua acquitted himself

of his commission with dexterity, and returned with an answer

from the Chinese General, who professed it to be his desire to

live in peace and on good terms with the Hollanders, and he

attributed the cessation of commerce to circumstances which

had rendered it necessary for him to employ otherwise all the

vessels he could find. After this explanation, the trade with

Cliina revived, and by the encouragement given to agriculture

and.
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and the good order preserved by the Governor, the Settlement ^J^^-
'°'

at Formosa enjoyed a temporary prosperity. 16^6,

' A favourable turn in Koxinga's affairs enabled him to attempt

the recovery of the province of Kiang-nan from the Tartars.

With the principal part of his force he formed the siege of the

city o^ Nimkiug ; but he sustained there a great defeat, and was

obliged not only to raise the siege, but to abandon the province.

He embarked with the remains of his army, and retreated to

Amoeif. In his way thither, he fell in with the Tartar fleet,

which he destro3'ed. It is related that, either to revenge his

late defeat or by way of retaliation, he ordered the ears and

noses of four thousand prisoners to be cut off, and in that con-

dition set them ashore; and that the Tartars not choosins to

endure so hideous a spectacle, they were by order of the

Emperor all put to death, on the pretence that they ought to

have conquered, or to have died in fighting for their country*.

The Hollanders had not cause long to continue satisfied with

Koxinga. Some Dutch vessels which went to trade at the

Ponghoii Isles were plundered. On complaint being made to

Koxinga, he denied that it had been done by his people, and

by way of retort accused the Dutch of having seized on some

6f his jonks in which money had been sent for the payment of

his troops in the Northern provinces whilst he was occupied in

the siege o( Nanking, the want of which money had obliged him

to disband part of his troops.

In the course of discussing these complaints, one of Koxinga's

mandarines suggested to him, that as great frauds were practised

at Amocy in the collection of the duties upon vessels trading

to and from Tayowany as well as in evasions of payment, the

evil might be remedied if the duties could be collected at

Tayowan upon the vessels which unloaded there. The matter

was

* DuHaide, Vol.1, p. 472

II 2
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CHAP. 1 0- was proposed in confidence to Pincqua, who, though employed

1656. as an agent on the part of the Hollanders, readily entered into

the views of his countrymen, and accepted a secret commission

to manage the business in Formosa. The Chinese merchants

resident there, from the dread of Koxinga's power or from incli-

nation to his cause, submitted to the regulation. This exercise

of sovereignty had been continued some time, when it was dis-

1659, covered by the Hollanders in the month of February 1659.

The Fiscal at Tayowan was directed to institute a process against

Pincqua, who being found culpable, was divested of his employ-

ment, and sentenced to so heavy a fine, that, not being able to

pay it and at the same time to satisfy his other creditors, he

became bankrupt, and fled to Koxinga. This bankruptcy' and

the stoppage of the collections gave so much offence to Koxinga,

that it was afterwards thought to have contributed in no small

degree to instigate him to war against the Dutch ; but he was

urged by much weightier considerations. His affairs on the

Continent became daily more desperate, and his possessions

diminished till they were limited almost exclusively to the

Islands. Numbers of his party, reduced to seek subsistence

elsewhere, dispersed in all directions. Among those who sought

refuge in Formosa were many who had served in his army, and

who affirmed without scruple that their General and the re-

mainder of his troops Avould soon follow them.

Many circumstances indicative of an approaching crisis in

, the fate of Formosa, seem to have advanced in very regular

progression. The Chinese in Formosa expected Koxinga in the

1660. spring of 166O; and as that time approached they began to

assume an insolent deportment towards both the natives of

Formosa and the Hollanders, and to indulge themselves in

boastings of the valour of Koxinga and his troops, of the good-

ness of their armour which was proof against musket ball, and

which covered them from head to foot. The merchants showed

S backwardness
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backwardness in tlie payment of duties, and fishermen who had chap. lOv

been in the constant habit of coming daily to the forts, discon- igoo.

tinned their attendance and kept aloof. Letters were inter-

cepted which spoke confidently of Koxinga being on the eve of

undertaking the conquest of Formosa. The Hollanders increased

in vigilance over the conduct and practices of the Chinese

residing in Fo7'mosa, some of the most considerable of whom
ihey arrested and retained in Fort Zealand as hostages for the

good behaviour of the rest. Many sus])ected persons were ap-

prehended ; and in the inquisition made to discover conspiracies,

the Governor, Frederick Coj'et, put some of the Chinese to the

torture, and among others one of the hostages, on a charge of

having prevaricated in his answers to certain questions; a measure

Mhich occasioned loud complaints against him not only then,

but afterwards at Batavia.

The spring of 1660 passed Avithout any movement being made

by Koxinga ; and a Mandarine of his party, with whom the

Governor of Tcnjiwan was in correspcmdence, wrote word that

his master was surprised at hearing the Hollanders had put

themselves to much trouble and expence in preparations against

a war which he had no thought of undertaking.

The Council at Batavia had long regarded with dissatisfaction

the continually increasing expence of the Formosa establish-

ment ; but the Governor's representations jnade the danger

appear pressing, and they determined on sending thither a fleet

of twelve ships Avith large reinforcements. This fleet left

Batavia June the l6th (l66o), and whilst it was expected, as

well as during its stay in the China Sea^ Koxinga refrained from>

betraying any manifestation of a design against Formosa.

The instructions sent by the Supreme Council at Batavia la-

the Governor and Council utTai/owan, directed, * if the appre-

' hensions entertained of the designs of Koxinga against Formosa

* should prove to have been without foundation, as had before

^ happened
1^,
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* happened, that the fleet and armament should be employed in

' an expedition against Macao ; the capture of which place it

' was hoped would prevent so large an equipment having been
' made to no purpose.'

The Dutch garrison at Tayowan, now reinforced by the arrival

^f the fleet, consisted of 1,500 men, a force Avhich the Dutch
Admiral conceived superior to any attack which Chinese troops,

whatsoever their number, were capable of making ; and believing

the Settlement perfectly secure, he applied to the Governor to

spare a detachment to assist in the reduction of Macao. The
Admiral's dcniand being debated in the Council at Tayowan,

Captain Pedel, an Ofiicer of the troops, suggested the propriety

of endeavouring, as a preliminary step, to ascertain the inten-

tions of the Chinese General, by the knowledge of which their

future determinations might be guided. This plan being adopted.

Deputies were appointed to go to Amoey with a letter from the

Governor,wherein explanations on various points were demanded;
and they left Tayowan on the last day of October.

Koveinber. Koxinga was found at the Island Quemoey. Since the battle

of Nanking he had been so hard pressed by the Tartars as to

,
be obliged to abandon to them some of the Islands, particularly

the Island Amoey, one of the principal both in size and import-

ance. He had laid an embargo upon all the trading jonks,

which had much the appearance of preparation for a grand

embarkation. The semblance of friendship to the Hollanders,

though evidently a mask, was not yet to be laid aside. The
Deputies were received with professions of regard ; and to the

letter from the Governor of Tayowan, Koxinga returned a written

answer. In it, he complained of the false reports which had
been spread of his entertaining hostile intentions against the

lioiUinders, and he reproached the Governor for having shewn

too ready a disposition to believe them. He spoke advan-

tageously of his afiairs with the Tartars, and represented his

retreat
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yetreat from A?noei/ ns a feint to ensnare the enem3\ Respecting chat. lo.

some late disputes with the Hollanders, he says* ' Four years 1660.

' ago a letter and presents were brought to me from the Governor

' at Batavia.. I would not receive the presents, and made
* answer at the time, demanding satisfaction to be made for the

' stopping and plundering of some of my jonks. By another

' letter since received, I find he calls in doubt the truth of my
' allegations, M'hich I consider as a denial to do me justice.

' Nevertheless I have thought it better to consult my patience

* than on account of so small a loss to quarrel with the Hol-
* landers.' He concluded with saying he was too fully occupied

for the present with the Tartars to pay much attention to other

affairs, but promised as soon as he could get any respite, that

he would give to the commerce with Formosa every content and

facility in his power.

The recent loss of the Island Amoey rendered the necessities

of Koxinga's party, and the system they were to pursue, too

evident to be disguised by professions. ^Vhat other resource

remained for the expatriated Chinese than to seek a country;

capable of maintaining them "^ and Avhat country presented

itself in every respect so adapted to their wants a?, Eovmosa?

It is related that when the Dutch Deputies were admitted to an

audience, one of them more hardy than the rest, with a view to

penetrate the designs of the Chinese General, proposed some

questions in a more direct manner than was usual, or than was

thought consistent with the respect due to the person addressed;

who thereupon abruptly broke up the conference, observing,

* that it was not always his custom to make known his inten-

tions ; that sometimes it might happen to be rumoured he was-

going to the West Avlsen he had resolved to go to the East.*-

Saying this, he dismissed the Deputies.

r- Neither Koxinga's answer, nor the situation of his affairs^,

inclined the Governor and his Council to lend aid to the Admiral*,.

who>
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Macao. In great discontent against the Governor, he sailed on

1661. his return to Batavia with part of his fleet in February 1661,

and the other ships separated on different services.

The Admiral, Jan Van der Laan, as soon as he arrived at

Batavia, preferred articles of accusation against Governor Coyet

to the Supreme Council of the Indies, of which the principal

was, that through unreasonable terror he had prevented the

siege of Macao from being undertaken. The Council at Batavia

judged exactly as the Admiral had done, that the European

force aiTai/owan w-as more than sufficient for ils defence ag;iiiist

any number of people such as China produced. '.i'l)ey dis-

approved Governor Coyet's conduct, and by a letter dated June

the 21st, 1661, notified to him his suspension from all employ-

ment in the Company's service, and ordered him to repair to

Batavia, to answer the charges against him. The Fiscal of

Batavia^ Herman Clenk, was appointed to supersede Covet as

Governor at Tayowan ; and on the day the letter was dated, he

sailed from Batavia.

This was unwisely estimating the power of numbers under the

despotic rule of an able leader: the people under Koxinga

moreover were far above the average character of the Chinese

;

they were men who had voluntarily encountered peril rather

than they would submit, as the great body of their countrymen

had done, to the dominion of a foreign power, and who, as

well as their General, had been many years schooled in great

vicissitudes of fortune.

Widely differing from the conjectures of the Batavian Council

were the events at this time passing at Formosa, No sooner had

the Dutch fleet departed from the China Sea, than Koxinga put

his troops in motion. Cooped up in small Islands and straitened

in subsistence, the smallest delay best suited their necessities.

Towards the end of April he embarked with 25,000 troops, and

on
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c n A p. 10.on the last day of the month at the break of day, his fleet, con

sisting of many hundreds of vessels of different sizes, appeared i66i.

in sioht of Fort Zealand. The leadiuo; division was commanded ^P'!'^
c '^

_
3otu.

by a Tartar named Bepontoc, who had engaged himself to the

party of Koxinga, and who conducted the disembarkation with so

much success and expedition, being assisted by some thousaiids

of the Chinese before settled in Formosa who crowded to the

shore to welcome their countrymen, that in two hours time the

greater part of the array had entered the creeks Nortlnvard of

Fori Zealand, and many of the troops had landed. There yet

remained at Tayorvan of Van der Laan's fleet, two large ships

and two small barks, and directions were given for placing them

where they could give most obstruction to the descent. A body

of the enemy had disembarked at a point of land on one side

of a canal called the Fass of Lakiemuisse, about a league to the

North of Fort Zealand, the possession of which station would

put it in their power to disturb the communication between

Fort Zealand and the Fort Province. The Governor thought it

necessary to dislodge them before they should have time to

intrench themselves, for which purpose he sent a detachment

of 240 of the Dutch troops under Captain Pedel ; and ordered

the ships to the Pass of Lakiemuisse to co-operate with them. The

troops had to cross the water fjoni Fort Zealand, which occupied

so much time that when they drew near the point, the enemy had

landed to the number of 4,000 men, and were formed in regular

order. The habitual contempt entertained by Europeans for the

prowess of the Chinese, who, they say, cannot endure the smell

of the match, made the Hollanders, without hesitating on account

of the disparity of numbers, press forward to the attack; but

they became sensible of their error when they found tlsat the

Chinese, instead of dispersing at the first charge of musketry

as had been expected, returned the fire with their musketry,

accompanied with flights of arrows; and a body of the Chinese

Vol. III. K k troops
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1661. It became necessary to order a retreat, in the beginning of

April. which the Dutch preserved their ranks ; but being closely pressed

on all sides, and their Commander being killed, dismay and

flight ensued. Besides the Captain, 1 18 Hollanders tell in this

encounter, and the arms of nearly all the rest became the spoil

of the enemy. Yet raoie unfortunate were the Hollanders in

their attempt to oppose the invaders by sea. The ships ordered

to co-operate with the troops, on arriving near Lakicmuisse were

attacked by a whole fleet of jonks. Two of the largest were

sunk by the Hollanders, but the ship Hector being the most

advanced, five or six of the jonks grappled with her. A heavy

fire of cannon and musketry was kept up on both sides, till of

a sudden, the atmosphere round them was wholly obscured

ivith thick smoke, and all was silent.

"When the smoke cleared away, neither the Hector nor the

jonks were seen. It must be imagined, that the powder of the

ship, or of one of the jonks, tdok fire, and exploding, commu-
nicated fire to the magazines of the rest, and produced the like

fatal effect upon the whole. A few individuals of the crews

escaped the general destruction : but except to the sufferers,

this was not felt as a mutual misfortune. The Chinese were

more elated by the diminution of the Dutch force than depressed

by their own loss. The Dutch had suffered in much the greater

proportion, of which their enemies were so sensible, that a mul-

titude of other jonks pressed to the attack of the remaining

three Dutch ships, whose Commanders found it necessary to set

all their sails and stand off to sea to avoid being environed by

so great a number of enemies. Two of them afterwards fought

their way through the fleet of the Chinese, and got safe back

Mndiev Fort Zealand; the third, a yacht called the Marie, was

too small to make the like attempt with any prospect of

succeeding ; and her Captain finding his retreat to the fort cut

off.
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off, thought he could no way do a more essential service than chap. lo.

by can-ying early intelligence to Batavia of what had happened ^"^661^**^

and was passing. The Northern monsoon was over, and the April. .

South West monsoon had just set in, with which it would be

easy for succours to come from Batavia to Tayowan, if the

necessary communication could be conveyed to Batavia, which
against the SW monsoon was not practicable by the usual

navigation. In this difficulty, the Captain of the Marie deter-

mined on trying if he could make the passage by going to the

Eastward of the Philippitie Islands. How well he succeeded
will be shewn hereafter.

With the possession of the Bass of Lakiemuisse Koxinga dis-

posed his troops in such a manner as to cut off the communica-
tion between the forts Zealand and Province. All these matters

happened in the course of a few hours. By a train of neglects,

the small fort of Brovince was in several respects ill provided
for sustaining a siege. Some months before this time, a resolu-

tion of the Council at Taijowan had directed that Fort Brovince

should be stored with six months provisions and necessaries of

all kinds, and the Governor had given order accordingly ; but

either the execution had been postponed on a behef that it

could be done at any time the occasion might require ; or if the

order was executed at the time, the subsequent consumption

had not been recruited ; so that there was very little in the fort

either of provisions or ammunition. The gunpowder had been

embezzled; the wells were dried up; and the fort was crowded
with persons who in the present perilous circumstances had
gone there for refuge. No flat-bottomed craft had been pro-

vided for maintaining the communication between the two
forts ; and unfortunately, on the first landing of the enemy, the

garrison of Fort Brovince was reinforced with sixty men from
Fort Zealand', instead of which, the garrison ought to have been
withdrawn, and the fort demolished.

K K 2 The
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1661.

The Council were too late sensible of the untenable state of

Fort Province, and their only hope respecting it now was that it

might capitulate on terms which Avould bring its garrison to

May. strengthen that of Fort Zealand. In this exigency, they deter-

mined to send Deputies to Koxinga with propositions of accom-

modation ; the first of which was to offsr him a sum of money,

•with entire liberty of trading to Formosa, on condition that he

would withdraw his forces from the Island. If this was not

accepted, they wei'e to offer the relinquishment to him of the

rest of Formosa, provided he would consent to the Hollanders

retaining quiet possession of Tayowan. A safe-conduct being

obtained, on the 3d of May, the Deputies waited on Koxinga,

who received them seated in his tent, and surrounded by his chief

Officers. The Deputies produced their letters of credence, and

one of them made an harangue in the Dutch language, which

was interpreted by a young Hollander who had studied the

Chinese. Koxinga paid little attention to either; but bluntly

observed to the Deputies, that ' the friendship of the Dutch

Company towards him was of the same cast as that which they

entertained for other Princes of India ; that it would endure as

long as the Company found advantage in it. With respect to

Formosa, he said, it had always been a dependency of China

;

that the permission granted the Hollanders to inhabit it, was

not for an unlimited time, but for so long only as the Chinese

could conveniently spare it. The time was now come that they

were in want of it, and it was nothing more than just that the

Hollanders, who were strangers, should give room to the rightful

lords of the place. He said he did not come to make war

on the Company ; he had no wish to plunder their eU'ects ; on

the contrary, they Mere at full liberty to embark them, to de-

molish their forts, and to carry away their cannon ; and they

should be welcome to the assistance of his jonks in transporting

them to Batavia, provided the thing were done quickly ; and

4 . friendship
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friendship ^vould then be preserved between him and the ^r^V;^-

Company/ 1661.

The Deputies on resuming their address declared the terms May.

they were authorised to offer. Koxinga however would listen to

no composition, but said, ' the Dutch must immediately quit the

* Island. If the Governor consented, he might the next morning

* put aloft the Prince's flag [i; e. of the Prince of Orange] ; if on.

* the contrary he intended resistance, he need only hoist the red

' flao-. There was no occasion for other formalities, or for more

* deputations.' With this abrupt plainness of manners and

apparent promptitude of decision in Koxinga, there was no

small mixture of little artifice. Companies of the best looking

Chinese troops were continually paraded by the tent in which

the Deputies were, under pretence of going to relieve others

who were upon guard, or of returning from duty after relief;

and this was so often repeated that the Hollanders recollected

seeing many of the same countenances more than once. Koxinga

allowed the Deputies to visit the Fort Province, that they might

be convinced of its incapability of making defence.

The next morning, May the 4th, the red flag was spread

abroad at the flag-staff of Fort Zealand; but Fort Province was

surrendered to Koxinga, and its garrison, consisting of about

SOO men, became prisoners of war on no other terms than their

lives being granted. On the 5th, the enemy took possession of

the small towni of Zealand near the fort, Avithin which the

inhabitants with their effects were received. The native For-

mosans seeing their former Governors, the Hollanders, unable to

face the enemy, or to afibrd them protection, submitted tliem-

selves quietly to the authority of Koxinga.

During the rest of the month, Koxinga's troops were employed

in preparing batteries against Fort Zealand, for which purpose

they brought 28 cannon into the town. But their first suc-

cess had made them so negligent, that on the 25th in the

, mornijig,
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1661. the Hollanders, with great rapidity and courage, succeeded in

May. spiking their cannon. The Dutch Governor was afterwards

blamed for not making more advantage of the disorder into

which the Chinese were thrown. It is indeed seldom the business

of a sallying party from a besieged place to go in pursuit of a

flying enemy ; but it was thought that if on this occasion the

whole garrison had gone forth during the first impression, and

,
had risked a general battle, they would have gained a complete

victory. In the afternoon of the same day two other sorties

were made, in consequence of which, Koxinga removed his

cannon to behind the town ; and that his men might not be

exposed unnecessarily, he converted the siege into a blockade.

This measure was adopted upon the belief that until the season

of the Northern monsoon arrived, no intelligence from Formosa

. could be conveyed to Batavia ; that the Governor General and

his Council would then have to wait the next return of the

Southern monsoon before they could send succours ; and that

the fort could not so long hold out.

In this calculation he was deceived and disappointed by the

diligence of the Commander of the Marie yacht, who, after

leaving Tayowan, went to the Eastward of the Philippine Islands,

and had the good fortune to make his passage to Batavia in

fifty-three days from the time of his departure. On June the

523d, he communicated to the Governor General and to the

Council of the Indies the unwelcome and unhoped for news

of the invasion of Formosa, and of the catastrophe of the ship

Hector and her crew.

This was probably the first instance of a passage from the

China Sea to the Southward being effected against the Southern

monsoon ; and it was due to the Commander of the Marie to

have mentioned him by name. It would also have been satis-

factory to know whether in the commencement he worked against

th^
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the monsoon round the South end of Formosa, or bore away chap. lo.

round the North end. ^"^"^^T^^

It was but two days before the arrival of the Marie at Batavia,

that the Council had publicly censured the conduct of the

Governor of Formosa as having been guided b}? unreasonable

apprehensions of danger ; and that another person by their

appointment had gone to supersede him in his Government. As
the best reparation in their power, and which was a kind of
acknowledgment that they had judged erroneously, they imme-
diately dispatched a yacht to revoke the new Governor's com-
mission, and to re-establish M. Coyet, if he should have been
displaced. Succours were got ready with the greatest possible
expedition ; and on July the 5th, ten ships having on board 700
soldiers, sailed from Batavia for Formosa.

M. Clenck, the person who had been named successor to

Governor Coyet, having sailed a fortnight earlier than the
succours, arrived first at Tayowan. On the 30th of July, he My.
came in sight of Fort Zealand, and was equally surprised and
mortified at seeing the red flag flying at the flagstaff, and a fleet

of some hundreds of Chinese vessels lying in the * Northern
Road.' Instead of the quiet possession of a lucrative govern-
ment, he found himself appointed to fill the post of the oreatest

danger in the gift of the Company. Clenck came to an anchor
in the ' Southern Road,' where his ship lay unmolested by the
enemy, which is to be accounted for by the unwieldiness of the
Chinese jonks, and their incapabihty to turn to windward against

a fresh of wind. Neither was the fort so closely. invested oa
the side towards the sea as to prevent communication with
the ship.

The History which has been published of this siege is con-
tained in a Memoir entitled t'Verwaerloosde Formosa (i. e. Formosa
Neglected) written principally with the design to justify Governor
Coyet, and to retort upon his accusers, the Governor and Council

at
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CHAP. 10. at Batavia, to whose ill-timed parsimony the author attributes

^CGi. the loss of Tai/owo7i. What is related of Clenck in this Memoir

sounds like the ludicrous exaggeration of a party writer. M.
Clenck, says the account, sent on shore to the fort the dispatches

from the Council at Batavia, and at the same time a message to

announce his own arrival and his appointment as Governor ;

but he could not prevail on himself to land to enter upon his

new charge. After remaining some days in the road, he was

relieved from this embarrassing situation by a gale of wind, which

obliged the ship he was in, or afforded an excuse for her, to quit

the road and put out to sea. He then assembled a Council,

the members of which concurred Avith him in opinion that they

ought to proceed with the ship on her voyage to Japan; which

was accordingly put in execution, and nothing more of Clenck

was heard at Tayowan. For this abandonment, and on charges

of other misconduct, on his return to Batavia he was prosecuted

by the Fiscal :
' but,' says the author, ' as -dt Batavia more than

' at any other place, the gibbet is for the unfortunate only, and

* as a person appointed a Governor ought not to be treated

* like a scoundrel, to the great scandal of so high an office, and

' of the choice made, he was sent to Holland to make his defence

* to the Directors of the Company, Avho understanding the

' matter according to the Memoirs which were transmitted with

* him, did not treat him rudely.'

August. August the 12th, the fleet with the succours from Batavia

anchored in the road of Tayowan ; but the weather was stormy,

and to the great disappointment of the garrison, when a part

only of the troops and stores had been landed, the tempest

increased, and forced the ships from their anchorage. This

kind of weather continued till towards the middle of Sep-

tember : the winds then becoming moderate, the ships re-

covered their anchorage in the road, and the rest of the troops

disembarked. .

The
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The garrison thus reinforced was strong enough to act on the chap. 10.

offensive. Attacks were made on the shipping of the Chinese, ^tsT!*^
and on some of their posts, with various success. In one of Scpteiuber.

these affairs wdiich took place September the l6th, by an un-
lucky alteration of the wind, the plan of the Hollanders was
defeated, and they lost 120 men.

To this time the Dutch had kept tw^o garrisons in the Norlh
of Formosa, one of which was at Fort Kelang, taken from tlie

Spaniards; the other was at a place called Tamsui, about ten

leagues to the westward of Kelang. It was now resolved to

withdraw these garrisons to strengthen the garrison of Fort

Zealand ; for which purpose three ships were dispatched North-
ward. Other ships of the Dutch Fleet were sent to cruise

between the Ponghou Islands and Formosa, to intercept the vessels

of Koxinga in their passage to and from his army.

Koxinga yet held possession of some of the Islands near the

coast of China, if not of parts of the mainland. In November, November.
a letter was received by the Governor of Tayowan from the
Tartar Governor of Foittcheou-fou, (by the Hollanders called

Hoc-sieu) containing proposals for an alliance against their

common enemy. The Tartar Governor desired the assistance

of the Dutch ships to destroy the remains of Koxinga's force in

his province, and promised in return to assist the Governor of
Tayowan with men and provisions. The Council, after delibera-

tion, determined to accept the offer of the Governor of Hoc-
sieu

',
and also the better to husband their means for defending

Fort Zealand, they ordered the women, children, and all other
persons within the fort, useless in the present circumstances, to be
embarked for Batavia. Another matter which underwent full

discussion in the Council was, whether the effects belonging to
the Company should be embarked for Batavia, or be kept in
the fort. Against their removal it was argued, 1st, that the
sending them away would make both the enemy and their own
Vol. hi. I, ^ gamson
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CHAP. 10. garrison imagine the Council had not a good opinion of their

1661. abihty to defend the place:—2dly, that in the event of being

obliged to surrender after obstinate resistance, there would be

no consideration for which terms could be expected from an

enraged enemy, who on not finding any other satisfaction for

their great losses, might seek it in vengeance ; whereas, the

prospect of a good booty would calm their resentment, and be

a means of securing the lives and liberties of the remaining

garrison ; who to the last would have the power to destroy the

booty, if terms were not granted to them. Another reason

which the respect due to superiors kept out of debate in the

Covmcil, but which nevertheless had its share in influencing

their determination, was, an apprehension that by securing the

effects of the Company, the alacrity of the Government at

Batavia in hastening succours to them would be lessened. These

considerations induced the Council at Fort Zealand to decide

that the fort and the goods of the Company should stand or

fall together. A similar circumstance occurred in the year

1618 in the Island Jotoa, where the beseiged Hollanders were

unanimous in their opinion not to embark the effects of the

Company.

December. December the 3d, three of the largest ships and two store

ships sailed from Tayowan for the coast of China to join their

new confederate, the Governor of Hoc-sieti. The chief Com-

mander of the troops at Fort Zealand, Jacob Caeuw, undertook

the command of this expedition, and with him some of the best

troops were embarked. This was in the season of the Northern

monsoon, and the weather proving stormy, the ships could not

reach their intended destination, but anchored among the

Fonghou Isles in a place where the bottom was rocky and foul,

as is most of the ground near those Islands. Three of the

ships lost their anchors, and on that account were obliged to

return to Tayowan, The other two ships, in one of which was

the
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the Commander Caeuw, bore away first for Siam, and afterwards chap. io.

returned to Batavia. In the histojy of the siege, Caeuw is '^^^
accused of having wilfully deserted his station ; but it is more
probable that his ship had fallen so far to leeward as not to be
able to recover Formosa. Complaint was sent against him from
Tayowan, and the Fiscal was thereupon directed to prosecute
him

; which, says the author, was done with great lenity. He
was judged in some degree culpable, and was sentenced to pay
a fine, and to be suspended six months from his employments.
The departure of these ships and the troops in them, being

joined to the disappointment of their hopes of an alliance with
the Tartars, threw the garrison of Fort Zealand, which till then
had acted with great spirit, into a state of despondency. Ap-
prehensions began to prevail that the fort would be carried
by storm, and a general massacre follow. Several of the soldiers

deserted to the enemy, and Koxinga did not neglect (his oppor-
tunity of pressing the siege. In the month of January he again ^qq^^
constructed batteries, and on the 25th began to cannonade the January.

fort. By the advice of some of the deserters, he directed his

principal efforts against a redoubt on the SE side of the fort,

called the redoubt of Utrecht, by the possession of which,
besides that it overlooked other works of the fort, he would be
able to incommode the communication with the shipping. The
redoubt was in a short time battered to ruins, and those who
had defended it were obliged to retire within the fort, after
spiking the cannon that had not been rendered unserviceable.
The loss of the redoubt of Utrecht happened in the end of
January 1662, and the enemy began to erect new batteries on
the spot against one of the bastions of the fort.

On this nearer approach of danger, the Governor summoned
a general Council, at which all the Officers of the troops, and
persons in office, down to Ensigns and sub-clerks, were called
to assist. The fijst matter proposed to their consideration was,

^ ^ '-^ whether
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CHAP. lO. whether they should endeavour by a sortie of the garrison to

1662. drive the enemy from the works newly occupied by them. Of
twenty-nine members composing the Council, four (Lieutenant

Gerrit Gerritz of the troops, and three Clerks of the names of

I'homas Van Jperen, Daniel Six, and Pauhis Davidsz de Vick)

gave their opinion for a sortie ; and the votes of these brave

men are uncandidly ridiculed in the account published, as being

wholly unsupported by argument and given without hope. The

majority, says the author, looked upon a sortie as an act of

desperation, and as such it was rejected. The next subject

deliberated was, whether or not the defence of the fort could

be maintained. The Governor argued in favour of holding

out. He represented that ' the enemy could have very little

powder left, seeing they had consumed so large a quantity in

the seige ; yet should the contrary be the case and a breach be

made by their cannon, the garrison were Avell able to defend it

if the beseigers should be hardy enough to make a general

assault, which he did not believe they Avould venture to do,

having already lost so many of their best men ; that the fort

was well furnished with every thing necessary to their defence

;

that succours Avere to be expected from Batavia as soon as the

change of the monsoon Avould alloAv; and that at all events they

Avere able to stand at least two assaults of the enemy.'

Governor Coyet on this occasion, no doubt delivered the

opinion Avhich he deemed becoming in him as Governor to

profess, and probably it Avas his real opinion ; but he Avanted

resolution to act according to its dictates, and therefore sub-

mitted it to the decision of a Council, that they might share

with him in the responsibility which Avould attach to the sur-

render of the place. The Council debated on the whole of the

Governor's statement point by point, and in conclusion it Avas

ficclared to be the opinion of the majority, that the fort could

not be defended till the arrival of fresh succours from Batavia

:

they
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they therefore advised to treat with the enemy for terms of chap. lo.

capitulation. Tlie Governor was not obstinate ; a suspension ^"^TeST^
of hostilities was demanded, and Deputies were once more ap-

pointed to wait on Koxinga.

The negociation occupied five days, at the end of which a

treaty was concluded, specified to be between ' His Highness Febraary.

the Lord Teibingh Tsiante Teysiancon Koxinga, who had held

the Castle of Zeelandia, besieged from the 1st day of May 1661,

to the 1st day of February 1662, on the one part; and his Excel-

lency Frederick Coyet, Governor of the said Castle, in behalf

of the Netherland Company, on the other part.' The articles

were to the following purport : That the Fort Zealand, with Surrender

the cannon, arms, stores, and all other effects therein belono'ins ^^"
f"''?OS) Zealaud.

to the Company, should be delivered up to the Chinese General

Koxinga ; Avith the exception of as much of the provisions and
sea. stores as were necessary to the subsistence and conveyance
of the garrison to Batavia, which the Hollanders were to be
allowed to retain : That the effects belonging to the individuals

of the garrison should be embarked without impediment: That
twenty-eight persons of the grand Council should be allowed

to take with them in specie (of their own property) the value

of 200 rix dollars each; and twenty other persons to carry

away among them in the whole to the value of 1,000 rix

dollars : That all books and papers might be carried away :

That the garrison should march out of the fort under arms,

with drum beating, coloure flying, and match lighted ; each
man also carrying his effects and money, with which, after

being examined by the Chinese OflScers, they should embark
at such places as the Governor should direct : And lastly, that

all prisoners taken on either side since the commencement of

the siege should be released. This capitulation was signed and
confirmed by. oath; and hostages were mutually delivered,

who remained as such till the terms of the capitulation were

executed.
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CHAP. lo. executed. The effects of the Company which were left to the

'
1662. captors were estimated at 472,500 hvres. A small number only

of the Dutch prisoners were recovered, many having been put

to death by the Chinese, who never shewed mercy to any

prisoner they found endeavouring to escape.

Whether Fort Zealand could have been maintained by the

Hollanders against the power of Koxinga, is a question not

easy to decide upon. By the length of time which it held out,

notwithstanding many mismanagements and neglects, and con-

sidering that at last it was surrendered with a garrison in it

of six hundred effective men well provided with all things

necessary, it seems probable that a well-conducted defence

would have brought Koxinga to compromise differences, and

to have consented to their retaining their Fort and Factory on

condition of their acknowledging his sovereignty over the rest

of Formosa. The Settlement of Toyowan had served the Dutch

only as an occasional depot for their China and Japan trade, and

its loss was not attended with any ruinous or irremediable

consequences to the Company. The Government at Batavia

however were so much dissatisfied at its surrender, that Governor

Coyet and his principal Officers on their arrival at Batavia were

arrested and put in prison, where they were kept two years

before sentence was pronounced on them.

The apologist for the surrender attributes the loss of Formosa

to the parsimony of the Government at Batavia in not allowing

works to the extent necessary for its defence to be constructed ;

but a fact more evident is, that in Fort Province they had an

outwork too much, which with respect to the main Fort neither

gave nor could receive protection. Governor Coyet appears to

have been a well-disposed man, but more qualified to manage

in times of security than in those -which demanded spirit and

exertion. He was deficient in military knowledge, and at the

Kamc time both timid and negligent; whence it came to pass

that
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that the place was found unprepared by an expected enemy, chap^^

and in the conclusion, the surrender was precipitate and pre- 1662.

ceded its necessity. His advocate however remarks truly

enough, that other persons were much more in fault than the

Governor ; and it is not without reason that he contrasts the

lenity shewn to ' the Clencks and Caeuws' with the severity

which Governor Coyet experienced. After two years imprison-

ment at Batavia, this unfortunate Governor was sentenced to

perpetual exile at one of the Banda Isles.

On the estabHshment of Prince William of Orange (afterwards

King of England) in the powers and office of Stadtholder, the

relations of Coyet by their solicitations and representations

prevailed on the Prince to interpose in his behalf, in consequence

of which his recal from banishment was obtained, on condition

that he should bind himself to pass the rest of his life in the

United Provhices, and that he should not in any manner medtlle

with East Indian affairs, either on his own account or on the

account of others. The Order for his recal is dated May I2th,

1674, and in the same year was published the Narrative so often

cited here of the siege, under a title conveying an imputation

of neslisence on the Council of the Indies at Batavia^. This

Narrative may be regarded in substance as to the facts, the

same as the representation made to the Prince of Orange in

favour of Frederick Coyet. Setting aside its partialities, it is

well written, and is accompanied with most of the documents

to which it refers, and also with cuts.

It

* The full title of the Narrative is t'Ferwaer loosde Formosa ; of Waeraclitig verhael

koeda/iigh door cer-waerloosinge der Nederlandcrs in O. fndieii, het Ei/lant Formosa,

van den Chinescn Mandori/n, eride Zeeroover, Coxinga, overrompe/t, venneesteit, cade

ont-weldight is gezcorden. i. e. Formosa Neglected; or a true Relation in zchat manner

by the negligence of the Netherlanders in the East Indies, the Island Formosa, btf tlie

Chinese Mandarin and Sea-rover Coxinga, teas surprised, conquered, and taken. A
French translation of it, not so full as in the original, but sufficitntly satisfactory,

is in Vol. Xth. of the Rec. des Foyages de la Compagnie.
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CHAP. lO. It may be satisfactory to the Reader to be informed of a few

'16627^ circumstances in addition to the foregoing narrative. In 1662,

the same year in Avhich Koxinga became master of Fort Zealand,

died the Tartar Sovereign Chun-tchi, the Conqueror and the

first Emperor of China of the present reigning family. He
Avas succeeded, according to his own appointment, by his

fourth son, Kang-hi, then only eight years of age. Koxinga

established himself Sovereign of Formosa, and introduced there

the same laws, customs, and government, as in China. His

Palace and Court he settled in the Fort of Zealand, and erected

other Forts in different parts of the Island. The Hollanders

afterwards assisted the Tartar Government of China in dis-

possessing Koxinga's forces of the small Islands, and the few

remaining holds they had kept in China and near the Chinese

coast,

Koxinga threatened to invade the Island Luconia, and caused

considerable alarm to the Spaniards ; but whatever projects

he had formed against Luconia, his death, which happened

before he had been quite two years in possession of the

sovereignty of Formosa, prevented his attempting their accom-

plishment. He was succeeded by his son, Tching-king-mai,

who is said to have been extremely fond of literature, and

himself studious ; but at the same time indolent and neglectful

of the cultivation of the country, and of other public concerns.

In the 12th year of Kang-hi Emperor of China, the Provinces

of Quang-tong and Fokien revolted against his Government.

Tching-king-mai thought this a good opportunity to avenge

the injuries his countrymen had sustained from the Tartars,

and accordingly he fitted out a large fleet and army, and

went to join the King of Fokien against his old enemies. But

unfortunately the Kings of Fokien and of Formosa could not

agree about some point of precedency, and these simple Princes

carried their disputes to such lengths, that from being allies

5 ftnd
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and confederates they became enemies. The King of jPoA-zen chaf, lo.

was worsted by the King of Formosa, and the Tartars stepped ^^iS^
in to reap the advantage of the victory. Tching-king-mai
returned with his forces to Formosa, and not long after died.

He was succeeded by his son,Tching-ke-san. In the meantime
a general amnesty was published in the name of the Emperor
of China, for all the emigrant Chinese who would return and
submit to the established Government ; and notice of this was
conveyed to Formosa, which, joined to the misconduct of

Tching-king-mai, occasioned a great desertion of Chinese from
Formosa, and produced such an effect upon the dispositions

of those who remained, that, on being threatened with an
invasion from China, the young Prince Tching-ke-san sent aa
Ambassador to the Chinese Emperor to make his submission,

and in the year 1683 he yielded up his authority in Formosa,.

and went to reside at the Court of the Emperor at Peking*.
Thus terminated the Sovereignty erected by Koxinga; but
which, if it had remained under the direction of abilities and
enterprise equal to those possessed by its founder, would pro-
bably have been extended and established over many of the

Eastern Islands.

The Dutch appear to have continued at enmity with Formosa
as long as it remained under tlie dominion of Koxinga's family.

A Dutch ship named the Kuylemburg, about the year 1672,
being unfortunately stranded on the coast of Formosa, the
crew were massacred by the Chinese under Koxinga's successor.

After the submission of Tching-ke-sun, /omosa was constituted

a part of the Province of Fokien ; and the Dutch seem then
to have been allowed the liberty of traffic there. This is said,

however, on no better authority than Psalmanaazaar's ; but it

must be supposed that in inventing a History of Formosa

* Du Halde. Vpl. L Of the Province of Fokkn.

Vo I.. III. M M intended
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cHAP^io. intended to impose on the world, he took some pains to quaFify

himself for the task by enquiry afler real information. He
says, * although the Fort of the Dutch at Tayowan was de-

• molished, yet upon some fair promises, they were afterwards

• permitted to land there ; and when they can find what they

* have a mind to in Formosa^ they go no farther ; but when
* they miss of their aim there, they travel farther to Japan.'

According to Du Halde, a chain of mountains divides the

Eastern part of Formosa from the Western. He says that the

Western part only was under the dominion of China, and that

the Eastern part was inhabited by barbarians and was not

cultivated. The great influx of Chinese which preceded and

also which accompanied Koxinga's invasion must have put the

whole of the Island in the power of that Chief, and doubtless

made cultivation spread ; but the submission of Formosa to the

Emperor Kang-hi causing numbers of the Chinese who had

settled there under Koxinga to return to China, might have

an opposite effect.
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CHAP. XL

Early instance of the use of Time Keepers at Sea, Of Islands

marked in the Charts with the name Santa Tecla. Voyage of

Jean Baptiste de la FoUada.

AMONG the Manuscripts in the Sloane Collection at the

"^^ British Museum, is one containing an account of the going

of two watches at sea, from April the 29th to the 4th of Sep-

tember 1663*. General improvements in maritime science

belong to every class of maritime history ; and as this is one

of the earliest examples on record of any attempt at keeping

a ship's reckoning in longitude by means of chronometers, it

well merits notice.

In the Journal kept of their rates, the watches are distin-

guished from each other by the letters A and B. Tiiey were

wound up every day nearly at noon, and their difference was

then noted. The watch A appears to have gone steadily the

whole time. Watch B, both from accidents and by its own
defects, stopped several times, and on being set again was

always adjusted to A ; so that in fact, it is of the watch A only

that the account was kept. No computation for the longitude

is remarked till after August the 1 3th, about which time the ship

took a fresh departure from Lisbon. Between that date and

September the 5th, the time b^^ the watch was frequently com-

pared with the apparent or solar time, and the difference com-

pared with the longitude according to the dead reckoning, as in

the following examples:—
* August 19th. We being in the latitude of 39° lo' and distant

* from our departure at Lisbon 180 miles, which makes 4° 45' of

' longitude,

• AyscQUgh's Catalogue. No. 698, 26,

CHAP. XI.

1663.

Acconnt
of the

going of

two
watches.
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CHAP. 11,

1664.

Of tlie

Islands

Santa
Tt'cla.

Doubts
concerning

them.

* longitude, I found tlie watches to be a quarter of an hour

* before the Sun.'

' 2Qd. We being in latitude 41* 7' and Westward of our

* departure 234 miles, which makes 5° 2' of longitude, the watch

* was a quarter of an hour and five minutes before the Sun/

The Journalist states, ' the watches were set going at Lisbon

' according to the course of the Sun ; and these observations

' I took coming home with a ring-dial Avhen the Sun and
' opportunity presented.'

Nothing is said in the Journal of the land-fall or making of

the land after leaving Lisbon, so that it is not seen how the

watch performed. Neither does the name of the ship or of the

Journalist appear in the manuscript.

To the 3'ear 1664 has been assigned a discovery which the

navigations of our own time have rendered very doubtful. A
Spanish Galeon named the San Josef, sailing from the Philippines

towards New Spai7i, on the 23d of September in the year above-

mentioned, made land, which those on board took to be three

small Islands* ; and as such they have been entered on the

charts, in latitude between 34° 45' and 35° 45' N, and in longi-

tude from 4° to 5° to the East of the coast of Japan, with the

name of Santa Tecla or of Islas del Ano 1664. The Tables in

the Navegacion Especulativo (a work printed at Manila, the

author of which, J.G.Cabrera Bueno, was a Pilot Mayor of

the Galeons) gives their situation in latitude 34° 20' to 3 4° 58' N,

and in longitude 19° to 19° 15' E from the meridian of the

Ejnbocadero de San Bernardino.

The Islands of Santa Tecla have lately been sought after in

vain. In August 1801, the Spanish frigate San Rafael, com-

manded by D. Dom. Navarro, sailed over the spots on which

groupes of Islands are marked in the charts with the dates of

the

* Voyage of Gemelli Careri. English Traiislatiou ia CVmrc/uV/. vol. iv. p. 458,
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the years 1664 and 171 6, and found no land*. If the disap- chap. n.
pointment was owing only to the incorrectness of the reckonings ''^V^-'

of (he early navigators, and the Islands in'question were really

discovered, they are to be sought to the Eastward of their

marked situations. But it is much more probable, and is the

opinion of the author of the Memorias on the Spanish naviga-

tions, that the land made by the Galeon the San Josef, and
believed to be three Islands, was part of tlie SEast coast of

Japan seen at such a distance as for only the higher lands to be
visible above the horizon.

In the year 1667, a French ship of 500 tons burthen belong- jgg,

ing to Rouen, commanded by Jean Baptiste de la Follada, j.Baptiste
sailed Eastward from the Molucca Isles on her return to Europe. ^^ '^

This voyage is remarkable for its being the most early instance fiomVe
which has come into public notice, of a ship belonging to the t^F^ance
French nation being in the South Sea. The navigation laws
of France made early provision for collecting and preserving
the Journals of their mariners ; and it cannot be doubted that
an exammation into their marine depositaries would restore to
light niany enterprises which without such examination must
remain for ever in oblivion. It is probable that the outward
passage of de la Follada from Europe to China was made by
' the Western navigation to the East.' One cause, however,
operated more constantly upon the British and the Dutch, than
upon the French, to incite them to undertake expeditions to
the South Sea, which was, their rooted enmity to the Spaniards,
and which in fact was the sole motive of their first circum-
navigations.

The voyage of Jean Baptiste de la Follada was attended
with unfortunate circumstances. In returning to Europe, his

ship

* Memorias sobre las observ. astron. hechas por los Naieganfes Espamles: por
JJ09 Jos. Esphwsa y Tello. Madrid, 1809.
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CHAP. u. ship was wrecked on the Western coast o^ South America^ a

1667^ short distance to the North of the entrance of the Strait of

Magallianes. The loss of the ship was attributed to a strong

indraught or current which set towards the ENE, and carried

her among the rocks. As much was saved from the wreck as

served to build a vessel of 90 tons burthen, which was com-

pleted in five months. In this vessel, those of the crew who

had escaped shipwreck embarked, Avith some of the most

valuable part of the cargo which had also been saved, and re-

turned homeward*.

F.deSeyxas In the same year, Francisco de Seyxas y Lovera sailed in a

y overa.
j)^|.j.|^ gj^jp ^j-qj^ ^^^ Moluccas Eastward for Europe.

* Theatro Naval Hydrographico> fol. 6o; fix.
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CHAP. XII.

Commencement of Missionar^y Undertakings to the Islands in the

South Sea; and Settlement of the Ladrone Islands by th6

Spaniards.

A S society advances in civilization, the disposition to tyrannize chap. 12.

almost inseparable from uncontrolled power becomes

tempered by moral and prudential considerations, and is ren-

dered less sweeping and destructive in its operations, than in the

more ignorant state of natural society. To this general maxim,

the fate of the native inhabitants of the Ladrone Islands forms

a melancholy exception. Of all the intercourse of Europeans

with the natives of the South Sea Islands, the settlement of the

Ladrones by the Spaniards has been the most unfortunate.

The seventeenth century was far advanced before the labours

of the Christian Missionaries began to be directed to the pro-

pagation of the Gospel among the Islands of the Pacific Ocean.

The earlier expeditions undertaken by the Spaniards were

indeed, most, if not ail of them, attended by persons of the

Religious Orders, in whose prescribed duties was included the

instructing and convertiog the natives of uncivilized countries ;

but their intercourse with the Islanders of the South Sea had

been of too short-lived and transitory a nature to allow of their

entering on the task of Religious instruction. The zeal of the

Spaniards for conversion was not confined to the Ministers of

the Church : among the discoverers of that nation generally,

it has been only less predominant than the spirit of con-,

quest. The ordinances contained in Pope Alexander the Vlth's

Bull of Partition are addressed equally to the secular as to the

spiritual sons of the Roman Church. Ut Fides Catholica et

Christiana Religio exaltetur ac uhilihet antplictur^ animarttmq;

mim procureturj ac barbarcc Nationes deprimantur ^ ad I'ldem

ipsam
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CHAP, i; ipsatn reducantur. Also, Vopulos in hujiismodi instdis ^' ferr/'s

degentes, ad Christianam Religionem suscipkndum iiiducere velitis

^' debeatis, nee, pericida nee labores idlo unqiinm tempore vos

deterreant. i. e. That the Catholic Faith and Christian Religion

should be exalted and everi/ xi'here be spread, and the salvation of

souls be obtained, and barbarous Nations be subdued and brought

to the Faith. Also, The people living in Islands and lands of this

sort, you will and ought to bring to the Christian Religion : nor

Jet perils nor labours at any time deter you. Consonant with

this were the feelings of the early discoverers. In the second

voyage of Mendana, when at the Islands which he named las

Marquesas de Mendoga, we are told that nothing caused the

discoverers so )nuch regret as the leaving behind them so fine

a people to perish.

The first Mission appointed to any of the Islands in the

South Sea was for the Ladrones, and the project has been attri-

buted to the pious charity of an individual ; but the colonization

of these Islands, conveniently situated and in other respects

commodious for the commerce from New Spain to the East

Indies, naturally came in contemplation of the Spaniards on

their obtaining possession of the Philippine Islaiids. The execu-

tion had probably been delayed only because the opportunity

was always present ; and it is represented at last to have taken

place merely as a Missionary undertaking, upon motives wholly

pure and disinterested. A history of this Mission and of the

establishment of a Spanish colony at the Ladrones, was drawn

up with the help of authentic documents, and published by a

Jesuit Father, Charles le Gobien, a native of St. Malo, who held

an office called Secretaire et Procureur des Missions, and who,

through zeal for the honour of the society to which he be-

longed, has by colouring and concealment, without any evident

direct falsification of fact, given the garb and semblance of

holiness and compassion to a course of systematic oppression,

^ by
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by which many Islands in the highest degree fruitful and once chap. 12.

filled with people, have been rende-red desolate, wild, and wholly

bereft of inhabitants. This is said not unhesitatingly and with-

out reflection, but with full conviction that a charge so serious

if made upon A^ague or insufficient grounds would merit severe

reprehension ; and that on the other hand, palliation or for-

bearance from considerations of delicacy where a race of men
has been annihilated, would be un^vorthy the cause of truth, and

inconsistent with the proper motives of collecting and offering

information to the public.

It is alleged that this awful reverse was principally occasioned

by the visitation of heaven, in a contagious distemper which

swept off great numbers of the inhabitants : but the Spaniards,

instead of mitigating, adopted a measure which infinitely aggra-

vated the calamity. Le Pere Gobien published his History in

1 700, at which time he seems to have entertained no suspicion

that so strange a catastrophe would come to pass. He entitled

it, Histoire des Isles Marianes nouvellemcnt converties a. la Religion

Chretienne, et de la mart glovieuse des premieres Missionnaires qui

y out preche la Foy*.

According to this authority (which however defective in

candour is founded on good information), Diego Luis de San-

vitores, a native of Castile and a father of the Society of Jesus,

having gone to New Spain on Missionary duty, embarked

thence in the year J 662, in one of the Manila ships for the

Fhilippine Islands. In the passage the ship touched at the

Ladrones ; where Sanvitores, who appears to have been a man

of great piety and benevolence, was so strongly wrought on by

what he observed of the condition and character of the natives,

that he conceived the design of a mission being employed there

to instruct them in the duties of Christianity. It is related of

Sanvitores,

* i. e. History of the Mariarws Isfa/uh tieii/i/ converted to the Cliihtian Religion,

and of the glorious death of the First Martyrs zoho preached there the Faith.

Vol. III. N n
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cH AP, la. Sanvitores, that before he became acquainted with theselslanders,
"''"^ *~*^ he had made a resolution to devote himself to preaching the

Gospel in Japan^ a country Avhich before all others may be called

the Land of Martyrdom, under a persuasion that he had a call

from heaven, and that God would favour him with opportunity

to gain entrance there : but when at the Ladrones he saw the

extreme ignorance of a docile people, he became immediately

convinced that it was his duty to labour at their conversion.

1663. Thus impressed, Sanvitoi'es on his arrival at Manila made ap-

toThe"
plication to the Governor of the Philippines to assist his purpose

;

Ladrones but obtaining neither assistance nor encouragement, he deter-
pioposeclby .

i i
• 1 • i- • •

P. Luis de mmed on addressmg his solicitations direct to King Philip the
Sanvjtores. jy^]^ ^f Spain. In the memorial attributed to him, which is

written in the most ardent spirit of persuasion, the Monarch is

reminded of the counsel formerly given by the Holy St. Francis

Xavier to the King of Portugal, ' that every day the King
* ought to devote one quarter of an hour to meditate on the

* admirable admonitory text of St. Matthew, TVhat is a ?nan

* profited if he shall gain the whole World and lose his own Soul ?

* that by such meditation he may be prepared against the time

* when the King of kings shall call him to judgment, and say

* to him, " Render an account of your administration." In the

developement of his plan for the proposed mission, he recom-

mends to his Majesty, that his authority should be especially

exerted in guarding the natives, whose conversion was to be
undertaken, from being pillaged by the Spaniards. The good
father at the same time made application in writing to the

Queen (Phihp's Consort, Maria Anna ofAustria) and to other per-

sons of distinction. His proposal was received with great favor,

• and orders were sent to the Governor of the Philippines to furnish

him with the means requisite for establishing a mission at the

Ladrones. Long before the man(iate could be obeyed, Philip

thelVth died*; which event however did notset aside the project.^ ^5!^
* Philip died in September 1665.
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\Vhilst Sanvitores was busied in making this application, chap. 12.

another plan for forming a Missionary establishment to in- ^^5^'
troduce the Christian Religion into the uncivilized countries Plan for a

of the Southern hemisphere, was zealously recommended, in a ^^hexTrm
w'ork which was published at Paris in 16G3, with the extra- Australis,

ordinary title of Memoires toiidiant I'Etablissement dune Mission j.Pauliiiier.

Chrestienne dam le Troisieme Monde, autrement appelle la

Terr e Austr ale. Par un Ecclesiasfique, origiiiaire de cette meme
Terre. i.e. Memoirs relative to the establishment of a Cliriatian Mission

in the Third V\'o^ijVi, otherwise called the South Land. By an

Ecclesiastic, a descendant from the Natives of this same Land. These
Memoirs, which are comprised in a small duodecimo, were de-

dicated to Pope Alexander the Vllth, to whose co.isideration

the author recommends the case of the ' poor miserable Austra-
* lians who had groaned for so many ages under the tyranny
' of Satan.' The writer continues, ' If your Holiness shall hesitate

' to accord the relief prayed for, the blame must be imputed
' to the weakness of their advocate, whose representations tailed

* in procuring that which a faithful picture of their miseries

* must have obtained. Yet however deficient in ability, I could
' not without abandoning my duty, dispense with taking this

* office for the natives of the Terre Australe, to which I ana

' bound both by birth and by profession.' To explain the

nature and force of his obligations, he proceeds to relate, that

shortly after the navigation to the East Indies was discovered by
the Portuguese, some French merchants, attracted by the fame
of their rich commerce, equipped a ship to undertake a voyage

thither, which departed from Hoofeur under the conduct of the

Sieur de Gonneville in the month of June 1503. ' Storms near
* the Cope of Good Hope caused them to lose their route, and
m the end abandoned them to a wearisome calm in an un-

' known sea, Avhere they were consoled by the sight of many
' birds, which were observed to come from, and to return towards

N N £ * the
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CHAP, 12. ' the South, and made them conclude there was land to the

* South ; and steering in that direction, they came to a great

* country, which is not very distant from the direct navigation

* to the East Indies, and to which M. de Gonneville and his

* company gave the name of the Southern India. They anchored

* in a river that had a resemblance to the river Orne which

* washes the walls of Caen. The land was inhabited, and the

* Europeans were received by the inhabitants with veneration

* and treated with friendship. Their sojourn here was six months,

* in which time they sought to make up a cargo of the produce

* of the country wherewith to return to France, for the crew

* refused to proceed farther, under pretext of the weak and

* bad condition of the ship/

The voyage of de Gonneville is noticed in Vol. 1st. (Chap. 20),

and an opinion is there given that the Southern India discovered

by him is no other than the Island Madagascar *. In a case so

evident it cannot be necessary to resume the discussion ; but

some farther particulars of the voyage related in the Memoir

are worth mentioning here. Captain de Gonneville was un-

willing to depart from this land without taking with him a

sample of the inhabitants, ' according to the custom of dis-

coverers of new lands ;' but to effect his purpose he did not

recur to fraud or force. He was on such friendly terms with

the natives, that their Chief or King consented to let one of his

own sons, a youth named Essemoric, go in the ship to see the

country of his visitors, on a condition promised, that he should

be brought back to his native land instructed in all the things

which
f '

'

' ' '

—

' " ' I. '
.

• Many conjectures have been made concerning the situation of de Gonneville'*

Southern India, the most eccentric of which is by M. de la Borde, author of Unt
Histoire abrege de la Mer du Sud, published in 1791, who expresses his convictioa

that the land discovered by Gonneville is situated near the meridian of New
Zealand, and between the 50th and 60th degree of South latitude. It would not

be easy to find a parallel iastance of a ship being driven so wide of her uitended

course.
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which his countrymen most admired in the persons or manners chap. 12.

of the Trenchnien; and especially that he should be tauoht
'"^""'

the mysteries of European arms, that thereby they micht be
able to vanquish their enemies.

Gonueville's ship sailed from this land on July the 3d 1504 5

but was not fortunate in her return ; for after arriving in si^ht

of the French coast, she was captured by an English privateer;
Avhich mischance was attended by another in the loss of all the
journals. When M. de Gonneville and his Officers afterwards
arrived in France, they drew up a declaration of their voyatre,

containing the circumstances above mentioned, which declara-
tion was lodged in the French Admiralty, « conformably to the
* ancient ordonnances of the JMarine, which wisely and usefully
• ordained, that the French seamen should deposit at the Office
* of the Marine the journals and memoirs of their distant navi-
• gations.' No attempt was made to restore Essemoric to his

country. It is probable de Gonneville had not the means to fulfil

his engagement; but he had the justice to make such recom-
pense as was in his power. Essemoric was baptised, and was
married into M. de GonneviUe's family. It is said he was living

in the year 1583. Of this marriage, Jean Paulmicr, the author
of the work now noticed, was a descendant. Jean Paulmier
was Canon of Lisieux. He subscribes himself J. P. D. C. Pnstre
Itid. et Chanoine de I'EgUse Cathedrale de S. P. D. L. and claims
to himself the honor of being the elder branch of the family
of the first Christian of the Terre Austrak. It was afterwards
his lot to be the last survivor of Essemoric's descendants, two
brothers, both younger than himself, dying without issue.

By the declaration of de Gonneville and his Officers, it ap-
pears that the natives of the laud whence Essemoric was brought,
whom their kinsman calls poor miserable Australians, were,
except m their ignorance, in an enviable rather than a pitiable

condition. Contented, inhabiting a land of pleiUy ; and (in the

words
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CHAP. 12. words of the declaration) ' Gens simples, ne demandam qua menef

^""^^7^ joijeuse vie sans grand travail:' ' a simple people who desired only

to lead a happy life without much labour :' to which may be

added on the evidence of their intercourse with the Europeans,

tlvat they were of sociable and friendly dispositions. Whoever

has read the voyages of William Dampier and Robert Drury,

setting aside all argument from geographical calculation, will

allow that this description is more suited to the inhabitants of

Madagascar than to the inhabitants of New Holland. On such

a people, instruction might doubtless be well bestowed, and the

pains taken to procure this advantage for them is highly to the

honour of their descendant, the Abbe Pauln)ier.

It does not seem to have at all entered into the imagination

of the Abbe that he might possibly be of Madagascar origm

:

yel, as if by an instinctive sympathy, he adverts to that country

as being most commodiously situated and circumstanced, to serve

for a station of intermediate communication between France and

the proposed Missionary establishment at the Terre Australe.

* There was formed, he says, in the year 1642, a society under

' the title of Compagnie Franpise de I'Orient (the French Com-
* pauy of the East) which has established a French Colony in

* the great Island of Madagascar. This colony presents great

' convenience for the Mission by ships passing and repassing to

* and from France. The Madagascar settlement affords a place

' of rest, and a depot, whence a single vessel belonging to the

' Mission can at small expence communicate with the Tei^e

' Australe, and possibly the expence may be largely recom-

' pensed by commerce with the Australians. Sim{)le JNlissions,

* unconnected with military support, and free from the em-

^ baiTassments which inevitably attend conquests, seem to

* promise the best fruit, and certainly with the smallest ex-

' pence. The cost of a Mission of this nature might be fur-

» nished by private individuals, who -would rejoice to subscribe

5 '
^ 'to
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* to so pious and generous a project. It would be proper to chap. la.

' send with the Missionaries some labourers to cultivate the

' land, that the introduction of a number of new people might

* not be a weight upon the natives : and it would likewise be

* serviceable to embark with them artisans, such as carpenters,

* smiths, and manvifacturers of linen, whence much benetit might

*. be derived ; and these arts, being new and unknown in that

* country, would make tliose who practised them esteemed,

* and they would be certain of gaining the affection of the

* inhabitants/

In this advice there is much of justice, of sound sense and

of patriotic feeling in the author for those whom he regarded

as his countrymen. His Memoir contains many other good

reflections on the subject of Missions to uncivilized countries.

The Abbe had many years prior to the publication of this book

made application to tlie principal managers of the affairs of les

Missions Eirangeres, and he continued throughout his life to

solicit their interest with the Court of France, to cause the

prouHse made to his ancestors to be fulfilled ; but the Terre

Australe, to which his proposals pointed, being so remote in

situation, and so wholly unconnected with any undertaking that

France, or the subjects of France, had then in hand or in con-

ten) plation, his intercessions were of no avail.

The Padre Diego Luis de Sanvitores, as already observed,

was more successful in his application. I'he widow of Philip

the IVth, who was appointed Queen Regent during the minority

of her son, Charles the ild, was no less zealous for the advance-

ment of the Christian Faith than the late King had been, and

she not only confirmed, but forwarded the execution of the

directions which had been given respecting a IMission to the

Ladrones. 1

The communication between Madrid and Manila was by the

way of New Spain, and was subject to great delays. Yet more

so
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1668.

Mission
to the

Ladrone
Islands.

CHAP. 13. SO was the getting from Manila to the Ladrones; those Islands

lying in the track usually sailed by the ships from New Spain,

but being scarcely ever visited by ships last from the Philippine

Islands. The King's order to the Governor of the Philippines

was dated June 1665. On its being received, a Mission was

appointed for the Ladrone Islands, of which Luis de Sanvitores

was nominated the head ; but under the spiritual jurisdiction

of the Bishop of Nombre de Dios in the Island Zebu. In

August 1667, P. Sanvitores departed from Manila in a ship which

was to go first to New Spain, and in her return thence to touch

at the Ladrone Islands. By this tedious and circuitous route,

the Mission arrived at its destination in June 1668, just three

years from the date of the King's order.

The Mission consisted of Padre de Sanvitores and five other

fathers of the same order, with some lay assistants, most of

whom were natives of the Philippine Islands who had voluntarily

engaged to serve in quality of catechists.

On the 15th of June, the ship made the Ladrone Islands,

and quickly were seen coming from the shore the canoes of the

natives. The elders as well as the junior members of the

Mission had imbibed the prepossessions of P. Sanvitores in

favour of the Islanders, and, by length of expectation, were

wound up to a high degree of impatient longing to bestow

marks of their kindness on those for whose spiritual welfare

they had undertaken so long a voyage. Before the first canoes

drew near, the fathers manifested so much eager solicitude by

signals of invitation, that the Islanders, who had been making

of their own accord all the haste they could towards the ship,

became mistrustful that treachery was intended, and stopped

short at some distance. The more pressingly the invitations

were repeated, the less were they disposed to approach the

ship. Tired out at length, Padre de Sanvitores gave over his

vain endeavours, and directed the Litanies of the Holy Virgin

tQ
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to be chanted. Almost as soon as this service commenced, the chap. 12-

Islanders, forgetting their apprehensions, flocked to the ship, 1668.

and climbing up her sides they mixed with the Spaniards, and

joined in the chant.

The ship anchored at the Island Guahan. The first object

of the Missionaries, which was to acquire the good-will of the

natives, was attained without difficulty; and in a short time

they entered on the more serious business of the Mission.

The language of the Ladrone Islanders, and the general forms

of society established among them, had much resemblance to

those of a people of the Philippijie Islands called Tagales, and

it is supposed they are derived from the same stock. The

Spaniards had also acquired a knowledge of the language and

customs of the people of the Ladrones from the frequency of

their ships touching at the Islands. This advantage added to

the mild manners of the Jesuit Fathers, and the animated be-

nevolence of Sanvitores their Chief, took strong hold of the

affections of the natives, and gave to their preaching all the

influence which was to be expected over a people of easy dis-

positions, Avho for the first time saw theaiselves visited bj

Europeans from motives of kindness.

Partial descriptions of the people of the Ladrone Islands have

been given in the accounts of several voyages in the preceding

part of this work. Briefly, they were a robust people differing

little in persons and manners from the natives of many other

'of the South Sea Islands. Living apparently a life of entire

liberty, and without seeming to be imder the control of any law

or government, three distinct orders of society were established,

and strictly preserved among them ; i. e. the Charmrris or Chiefs,

who were the principal and hereditary proprietors of the soil

;

a middle class consisting mostly of the younger branches of the

former; and an inferior class. The first Missionaries who landed

were received and entertained by a Chamorris named Quipuha,

Vol. III. 6 o who
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CHAP. 12. who as long as lie lived continued a firm friend to the

""^lees!^ Mission.

There were living at this time at the Ladrones two of the crew

of the Spanish ship la Concepcion, wrecked there in the year

1638, who from that period had constantly resided at the

Islands. One of these was a native of Malabar, of the name
of Laurent : tliis man zealously entered into the service of the

Mission in the useful qualities of catechist and interpreter. The
other was an Indian also, a native of Macassar, who had formerly

been christened, but was now perverted and living in paganism

among the people of the Ladrones. Besides these two, another

alien born was found here who had become naturalized by the

hospitality of the inhabitants and by long residence : this third

man was a native of China, named Choco, who in the year

1648, sailing in his vessel from Manila bound for Ternate during

the Western monsoon, had been driven Eastward and wrecked

on one of the Ladrone Islands.

The ship in which the Missionaries came remained long

enough at Guahan to ascertain their being favourably received

by the natives, and then departed, leaving behind the fathers

and their followers.

For some time, the Chiefs among the Islanders, we are told,

vied with each other in kindness to the Missionaries. A piece

of ground, the gift of Quipuha, was allotted at Agadna, the

principal village in the Island Guahan, for building a church.

In honour of the Queen Regent, Avho was regarded as the

patroness of the Mission, and to remove a stigma which had

remained against the Islanders from the time of the discovery

by Magalhanes, the name of this whole chain of Islands was

changed from the Ladrones to that of the Marianas. The earlier

name, however, was so firmly establislied that it has never entirely

yielded to the alteration, and in some charts of the present day

are still to be seen the Ladrone Islands.

The
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The Mission had gained a friend and useful assistant in chap. 12.

Laurent ; but on the other hand an enemy was found in the 1558.

native of China. Padre de Sanvitores, hearing that this man

was at great pains to prejudice tlie natives against the Mission,

undertook to seek him at his dwelhng, which was at a piace

called Taa at the South extremity of Guahan, for the purpose

of converting him to the Christian Faith, which he effected

;

but the Cliinaman was not firm, and soon apostatized.

For the greater advancement of the work, the Missionaries

separated and spread themselves in different directions. P. de

Morales with assistants went to Tinian,\he inhabitants of which

Island received them with great eagerness; and whiht this good

disposition tov/ards the Mission lasted, some of the fathers

passed through the whole range of the Marianas.

One of the first disagreements which is related to have hap-

pened between the Missionaries and their converts, arose from

the lofty conceptions entertained by the latter of the respect

proper to be observed for the superior class ; the distinction

of casts being as firmly rooted, and flourishing in as full pride

among the unclad ignorant nativ'es of the Marianas as in any

of the nations of the East. The principal people objected to

baptism being administered to the common people, who they

held were of too low a cast to be entitled to so great a benefit.

As the Islanders were very generally what the French call grand

railleurs, the Missionaries did not immediately believe them to be

serious; but they persisted in their objection. ' If, as you tell

' us,' said they, ' your Religion elevates a man to a participation

' of the Divine nature, it would be profaning so precious a gift

' to communicate it to vile and base people.' It was with great

difficulty they could be made to comprehend, or be persuaded

to assent to the equalising doctrine held by the Missionaries, that

God would hereafter make no olher distinction among men than

according to their performance of the duties enjoined by Religion.

O o a Tiie
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CHAP. 12. The dispersion of the Mission was attended with unfortunate

1668. circumstances. Before the end of October, Padre Morales was
obhged to retreat from Tinian, the inhabitants of that Island

having broken out into violence against the Mission, by which
himself had been dangerously wounded, and Serjeant Laurent
a Castilian, and Gabriel de la Croix a native of the Philippines,

had both perished in the sea; whether in endeavouring to

escape, or thrown in by the natives is not said, nor is the cause

of so sudden a change in the disposition of the people of Tinian

explained. Padre de Sanvitores, who appears to have been

ever most ready to go where there was most danger, returned

with P. Morales to Tinian, and succeeded in quieting the natives

and reconciling them to the Mission. Morales after this went

to visit the Northern Islands, and P. de Sanvitores returned to

Guahan.

1669. ^y the commencement of 1669, the Church at Agadna was

finished, and was opened on the Festival of the Purification of

the Blessed Virgin. In the April ensuing, P. de Sanvitores had

an opportunity of transmitting to his Patroness an account of

the progress of the Mission, concerning which, he says, ' not-

withstanding many obstacles, we have this year baptised more

than 13,000 Islanders, and we have instructed nearly 20,000

Catechumens in the eleven Islands M-hich we have discovered.'

This rapidity of conversion marks alike the eagerness of the

teachers for gaining proselytes, and the pliability of disposition

of the natives : a pliability, however, which was less the result

of docility than of carelessness and indolence. The people of the

Marianas had one trait of character in common with the inhabi-

tants of de Gonneville's Land : they were no less desirous of the

Vie Joyeuse sans grand travail. Gobien describes them to have

been greatly addicted to pleasure and idleness, and adds, ' their

' inconstancy and levity are incredible. What they ardently

' desire one minute, they care not for the next. They follow

4 ' their
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* their caprice blindly, and give themselves little trouble about f",^^:^^*

' consequences, or indeed about any thing.' On such subjects 1669.

it is more easy to make impressions than to secure their con-

tinuance, and especially in things which demand any practice

of self-denial.

P. de Sanvitores wrote also a Memorial to recommend the

founding seminaries for the education of the young Islanders

of both sexes ; in consequence of which recommendation Col-

leges were erected and endowed, but not during the life of

Sanvitores.

The Chamorris Quipuha died a short time after the establish^

ment of the Mission. He was the first of his country who

received baptism, and being moreover a man of principal rank,

the Padre de Sanvitores thought this a good opportunity to

break through the heathenish customs observed in the sepulture

of the natives, and demanded that he should be buried in the

church. The kinsmen of the deceased opposed the Padre's

design, as they were desirous that he should be laid in the cave

where- the remains of his ancestors had been deposited; but

the perseverance of Sanvitores prevailed, and the funeral was

performed in the church with all the solemnity and respect

which could be shewn to a person of distinguished merit. Pere

le Gobien relates that the discontent of the Islanders was soon

dissipated ; for the son of Quipuha a few days after publicly

affirmed his father had appeared to him, and had said, " My
" son, rejoice, for I have the happiness to be in Heaven."

Whether the fathers condescended to practise upon the

credulity of the natives, or the historian to enhance the credit

of the Mission has introduced a miracle here, or that the matter

really happened as related, it would be presuming too much to

pretend to determine ; but it is proper to remark that super-

abundant zeal for the order of which he was a member has

been imputed to Gobien, and in the composition of his History

of
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(Shap. 12. of this Mission, the canonization of the Apostle of the Marianas

1669. seems to have been aimed at, which however met so little

countenance from the See of Rome, that P.Gobien was required,

or found it necessary, to prefix to his history a formal protesta-

tion, that he did not pretend to attribute the title of Saint, of

Apostle, or of Martyr, to the Apostolical men therein men-

tioned. Nothing can be more at variance than his protestation

and his History.

Padre Morales had returned from his voyage to the Northern

Islands; and in a consultation held on his report, the fathers

agreed to divide among them the care of the different Islands.

Previous to making the division, the P. Sanvitores was requested

to make a progress through them, which he undertook. He
departed from Agadna upon this business in July 1669, attended

by Brother Laurent. At the Island Sat/pan he found the natives

ill-disposed towards the Missionaries. They demanded of him

to perform miracles, which doubtless they had been taught to

expect, and they reviled him for his noncompliance. He never-

theless proceeded onward to the North, and was more favourably

received atAssongong and Maug, many of the inhabitants of which

two Islands he baptised. In his return from the North, being at

Anatajan, he dispatched Brother Laurent to make convei'ts at

some of the villages, whilst he visited others himself. ' Laurent,'

says P.Gobien, * obeyed the instructions of his Superior with a zeal

* that obtained for him the Crown of Martyrdom.' Whilst he was

baptising a 3'oung female, some of the Islanders, enraged at the

death of an infant which had happened shortly after its being bap-

tised, fell upon him with their lances and killed him. This Laurent

had lived at the Lad7'ones thirty-one years. P. Gobien reckons

him the first Martyr who butlered there for the Faith, although

two persons are before related to have lost their lives in the

service of the Mission. It appears in the sequel of Gobicn's

narrative, that the Islanders by this time had sufficient cause to

apprehend
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apprehend the Spaniards came to be masters over them ; and ^^J^^^^
it was natural for them to regard Laurent, whose hospitable 1669.

reception and long residence should have naturalised with

them, as a traitor. Gobien has accompanied his death with

prodigies.

After the loss of his assistant, P. de Sanvitores went to Tinian,

which Island he found in a disturbed state, from quarrels of the

inhabitants among themselves. With a view to pacify them

and prevent bloodshed, the I'adre placed himself between the

wrangling parties, and exhorted them to peace ; but his inter-

ference was not well taken by either side. They threw stones

at him, which P. Gobien says were converted into dust as they

approached him, and fell to the ground hke sand. Nevertheless

he was obliged to retreat. He then returned to Guahan, where

he assembled his Catechists and others attached to the Mission,

to Avhom he represented that it was necessary to the glory of

God to march against the infidels, to deliver them from the

tyranny of the Devil ; and with a force which consisted of the

Missionaries, their assistants, and ten natives of the Philippines

under the conduct of a Captain Juan de la Cruz, he again went

to Tinian. By this armed mediation he succeeded not only in 1670.

pacifying the two parties, but in engaging each to build a

Church in Tinian ; and the place where stones had been thrown

at the Padre was named the Field of the Holy Cross. This

occurrence took place in January 1670.

But notwithstanding the great pains taken by Sanvitores and

his fellow labourers, the Mission did not increase in favour with

the Islanders. Before the month of January finished, a father

of the Mission, P. Luis de Medina, Avho after the pacification

at Tinian went to Sai/pan, was there killed by the natives, and

with him, one of the Catechists named Hypolito de la Cruz. It

must be acknowledged that Padre de Medina in an extra-

ordinary manner wrought his own martyrdom. He arrived at

Sat/pan
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CHAP. 12. Sat/pan on the 2.9th. Upon his landing, parents hid tlieir

**^767o. children to prevent his baptising them, being prepossessed with

a beUef that it would cause them to die prematurely. Medina,

in opposition lo the desire of the natives, directed his route

towards a mountain named Sugrian. On the first notice of his

approach, the women caught up iheir children and fled from

their habitations. The Padre being informed that some of them

were o-one towards the sea coast, he followed them. At a place

called Tipo he found an infant but a few days old, whom he

demanded to baptise ; but he met with so rude a refusal that

he was obliged to desist. He afterwards at a village named

KaOf went from house to house enquiring for children that he

might baptise them ; and hearing the cries of one, he would

not be prevented from entering the house, whereupon he was

assaulted by the natives and killed.

Padre de Sanvitores had returned to Guahan, and on account

of the altered disposition of the natives, the labours of the

Mission were for a time confined to that island. Pere Gobien

relates, that during this interval the want of rain occasioned

great distress on the Island ; till P. de Sanvitores composed for

the natives, and taught them, a prayer in their own language,

which he encouraged them to repeat with assurances that they

would the next day experience its good effects in an abundant

rain : and according as he had said, it happened. Pere Gobien

does acknowledge this to be un miracle eclatant.

Nothing farther of consequence is noticed to have passed

till towards autumn that year, when, some time in the month

of August, a Spaniard named Peralta was found murdered in

the woods, Avhere he had gone to cut wood for the purpose of

erecting crosses. ' The Serjeant Major Don Juan de SantiagOi

arrested some of the inhabitants of Agadna who were suspected

of the crime, and put them in prison ; but on examination, no

praof being found against them, they were released. 'J'he

natives
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natives nevertheless were much dissatisfied at this exercise of chap. 12.

authority, P. Gobien says, ' It was in vain to represent to 1670.

* them the justice of this procedure; that it was as much for

' their interest, as for the interest of the Spaniards, to preserve

* the peace, and to execute justice on the guilty ; for that

* otherwise no one would be a moment safe from violence/ The

Islanders did not acquiesce in the reasonableness of justice

being executed on them by the Spaniards ; they regarded the

imprisonment of their countrymen as an affront to their nation

;

and upon the Spaniards shortly after attempting to apprehend

another of the natives who was suspected of being concerned

in the murder, a tumult ensued^ in which one of the Spanish

soldiers killed a Chamorris named Guafac. The people of

Guahan took to their arms, and the Spaniards to their defences.

Gobien says, ' the Spaniards now palisaded round their quarters,

* which, till this time, had been quite unprotected ; for as they

* had remained in these Islands only to assist the Missionaries

* and to work with them at the conversion of the Islanders,

* they had made no preparation for their defence, although they

* knew from the first, that they had to deal with a people who
' were malignant and deceitful ; but they now erected two small

' towers to which they gave the name of Forts, and they

' mounted two old pieces of cannon that they found lying by
* the sea side. Captain Don Juan de la Cruz also made a review

* of the troops, which amounted to thirty-one, twelve of whom
' were Spaniards, and nineteen natives of the Philippines

; [In

this statement the Fathers and their spiritual assistants seem not

included] ' but their strength was not in their numbers or their

' arms : it was in the trust they put in God.'

Here, through the veil of most audacious hypocrisy, the truth

becomes manifest. No one of the order has more contributed

than Pere le Gobien to the designation of equivocation and

misrepresentation by the term Jesuitical. The military array

VO L, 111. P P of
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CHAP. 12. of the Spaniards comes upon the reader of Gobien's History

^^^ by surprise. His narrative tells simply of the landing a few

Missionaries and a few assistants, who had piously come for the

sole purpose of preaching the Gospel to the ignorant natives

of the Ladrone Islands, now honoured with the name of the

Marianas. The convenience of a settlement to provide refresh-

ment for the ships from New Spain is not even hinted at as a

contingency. Nothing is said of the introduction of troops.

The occasion is first brought into view ; the troops are then

produced, being found, like the cannon, accidentally at hand,

first in the instance of the pacification at Tinian, and now for

the assumption of a sovereign jurisdiction.

To blame the Spaniards for taking possession of the Ladro7ies,

an act which the general practice of mankind from the earliest

times has countenanced, would seem idle ; nevertheless, men
will have to answer for their usurpations. Eor the disingenuous-

ness of the narrative, the work of a Jesuit not their countryman,

the Spaniards are in no way responsible. Waiving the abstract

question of right, and admitting, according to the custom of

nations, strength to entitle to dominion over weakness, the sense

and moral feelings of mankind have invariably acknowledged

. that in such exertions of power, the duty of protection is in-

separably attached to the exercise of sovereign sway ; and

according to this criterion it appears most proper for human
judgement to pronounce on the conduct of Spai7i towards these

Islanders, as far as it can be traced.

If it is true, as represented, that the Spaniards entered as

guests, meaning afterwards to assert dominion, it was acting in

a manner for which no excuse can be accepted ; and, most of

all, derogatory to the character of a powerful nation. When
Spain determined on taking possession of the Ladrones, she.

should have done it in the most open undisguised manner, and

at first with a force sufficient for the Islanders to be sensible

5 of
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of their incapability to make resistance. Also, in constituting chap. 12.

the land a part of the Spanish Monarchy, its inhabitants should "^^^e^
have been put on the same footing, in all respects, as the other
subjects of Spain ; and their persons, properties, and civil rights,

have been placed equally with those of Spaniards, under the
protection of the same laws. These are iiot visionary ideas

There existed no worthy cause, nor consideration worth attend-

ing to, to prevent the establishment of a Government for the

Islands upon so plain a system. It will be seen in the sequel
that necessity caused this wholesome plan to be adopted ; that
it was found beneficial beyond expectation ; and that it was not
persevered in. With the exception of the short interval here
alluded to, the whole progress of the Spanish settlement corre-

sponded to its beginning.

During the first violence of the rage of the Islanders for the
death of the Chamorris Guafac, the Spaniards remained within
their fortifications, invested by the natives. ' These Europeans,'
said the Islanders, ' would have done well to have remained in
' their own country : we wanted not their help to live happily.
* They come to trouble our repose, to lay us under restraints

;

' and they bring us their maladies without teaching us how to
* cure them.' According to Pere Gobien, the Padre Sanvitores

was so moved with sorrow to see his flock exposed to the furies

of war, that he proposed they should be demanded to make
peace. But the Spaniards exclaimed, ' Know you not the
* cowardly genius of these people, and that our making such
« advances will render them more insolent ?' " I should forgive

" you such sentiments" replied Sanvitores, " if we were come
" here to conquer; but as we are come only to convert these

Islanders, all our honour consists in making them know and
" love Jesus Christ."

The War lasted forty days, towards the end of which, the

Spaniards made a sortie unexpectedly upon the inhabitants,

p p 2 whom
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whom thej drove before them, and put many to the sword. No
Spaniard was killed in the whole War, and only one wounded

by a blow with a stone in the stomach, of which he soon re-

covered. It is to be conjectured the Spanish force at this time

was greater than Gobien has mentioned, as the Islanders sued

September, for peace ; which was granted them after some negociation, and

on conditions, the principal of which Gobien says, were, ' that

* thenceforward the Islanders should every one assist at the

' Sunday service, at the celebrations of mass, at the festivals;

' that they should attend to receive religious instruction, and
' should regularly send their children to catechism/—' From
* this time the natives shcAved more deference and respect for

' the Spaniards than before.' Here to the letter was fulfilled

the command, Ut barbarce nationes deprimanhir et ad Fidan

reducMiitur. Though not noticed by Gobien, it is to be supposed

provision was made by this treaty for the supply of the Mission,

of the Garrison, and of the King's ships that should stop at the

Marianas.

The peace was concluded in September; and eight days after,

the zeal of P. de Sanvitores inspired him with the resolution

of visiting a village situated in a scarcely accessible part of the

mountain Chuchugu, distant a league and a half from Agadna^

the inhabitants of which were extremely averse to being visited

by strangers. These were inducements too great for Sanvitores

to withstand. He went accompanied by a catechist and a

guide, and returned safe with the satisfaction of having baptised

eight infants.

1671. In June 1671, the Mission was reinforced by the arrival of

four Fathers from New Spain, among whom was P. Alonzo Lopez,

a Spaniard, who afterwards, from his own examinations, made
a chart of the Islands. What reinforcement came to the gar-

risen at the same time, is not mentioned ; but the ship which

brought the Fathers was named Nu€st7'a Sefiora de Biien Socorro.

The
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The IVlissionaries, wilfully blind to the true causes of the dis-
^^JJ^^^:^'

inclination of the Islanders to the Christian Religion, attributed 167 1-,

it to their extreme levity, and to the artifices of Choco, who is

said to have erected himself into a Bonze, and to have taught the

Chinese superstitions. It is evident that on the first arrival - of

the INIission at the Ladrones, the natives were free from super-

stitions or prejudices which could oppose the introduction of

Christianity among them, and that they shewed no unwillingness

to receive instruction from the Missionaries. Other instruction

does not appear to have been meditated for them ; and this, it

may be presumed, was so coupled with precepts to inculcate

obedience and submission to new powers, that, without the

usurpations practised, it might reasonably have wrought a change

in their disposition. But they now saw the coming of the

Spaniards in its proper light. It was the descending upon them

of a plague overwhelming all their best enjoyments. Their liberty

and their ignorant happiness were to be exchanged for subjection

and restraint ; and the fruitfulness of their land was to become

the prey of proud conquerors, who demanded, as it were taunt-

ingly, to be acknowledged their best benefactors : the Mis-

sionaries from insinuating had become assuming, and the Mission

was now regarded with dread.

The Spaniards on this occasion copied the policy practised

by the Portuguese Missionaries in other parts of the world.

Gobien relates * Several of the principal Chamorris who had .

< become Christians, were indignant at the behaviour of the

* infidel Islanders to the young converts, and they laid hold of

' this opportunity to put themselves under the protection of the

* King of Spain, and to send their complaints against their unruly

' countrymen to the Governor of the Philippine Islands. They

' chose for this important commission three fervent Christians

* from among the nobility of the Islanders, Don Ignace Osi,

* Don Pedro Guiran, and Don Matthias Yay. These three

/ ' persons
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CHAP. 12. < persons embarked for Manila from the Island Guahan on June

1671. ' the 13th 1671.' From Manila they were sent to New Spain.

One of them died in the voyage ; but Don Osi and Don Yay
arrived at Mexico, and, according to Gobien, petitioned the

viceroy in the name and behalf of all the Christians of the

Marianas, that he would send them a Governor and a Garrison.

The Archbishop of Mexico, who was then Viceroy of New Spain,

embraced the Ambassadors, and graciously promised that their

demand should be accorded.

In the mean time, the Mission being strengthened as above

related, the Fathers and their assistants again spread themselves

among the Northern Islands. Guahan, being the principal

Island, and the seat of the establishment, was divided by the

P. Sanvitores into four districts, in each of which he caused

a Church to be built, and ' this division was so equal, that

' each Church had jurisdiction over 40 villages.' This corro-

borates the estimate made by the Missionaries of the population

of the Marianas at that time. They reckoned the inhabitants

of Guahan at 30,000 ; of Saypan the same ; and of Tinian and

the other Islands in the like proportion to their size.

From Gobien's history we learn in part the ecclesiastical

tyranny exercised over these devoted people, and nothing of

other exactions and oppressions ; except at one time he laments,

that, whilst the Missionaries were piously employed in giving them

instruction, the Spanish soldiers M^ere committing outrages.

As the Mission became more disliked, in the same proportion

the Missionaries became more active and persevering. In many
places the natives to escape their visits, dug trenches and made
obstructions in the roads ; but in vain. ' You are blind,' said

the Fathers, ' to be the enemies of the Spaniards, who only

' seek to enlighten you, and to do you good. Their intention

' is to shew you the road to Heaven, and to conduct you
' there.' These speeches did not allay the discontent of the

natives,
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natives, which, before any plan was matured by them, fresh chap. 12.

circumstances of irritation occasioned to break out in violence. ^6^2.

A young catechist named Bazan, a Mexican, and not more than

in his nineteenth year, ambitious of imitating his superiors,

went to the Mount Chuchugu, where he was killed for his in-

trusion. This happened on the last day of March 1672, and,

as if it was the prelude of general revolt, three other persons

of the Mission were immediately after put to death by the

natives. The Padre de Sanvitores was then at Nisichan, a village

on the East side of the Island ; but hearing of the death of

Bazan, he set out to return to Agadna in company with an

attendant, a native of the Philippines. Early in the morning

of April the 2d, they came together to the village of Tumhan, April,

where lived an Islander named Matapang, whose infant daughter

Sanvitores wished to baptise. Gobien relates, ' This Matapang
' had been instructed and baptised by Padre de Sanvitores him-

' self, after having been cured of a mortal wound by the efficacy

' of the Padre's prayers ; but Matapang was ungrateful, and

' fell from his duty. P. Sanvitores endeavoured to reclaim him,

* and demanded to be allowed to baptise the infant. Matapang
' rephed by threatening to kill him if he did not immediately

' depart.' Not deterred by this rebuff, the determined Mis-

sionary watched his opportunity, and during a short absence

of Matapang, entered the house and succeeded in baptising the

child, which he had scarcely accomplished when Matapang

returned, who in a rage fell upon Sanvitores, and the neighbours

joining in the assault, both Sanvitores and his assistant were ^^^^j^ ^^

killed. Thus at the age of 45 years fell the Apostle of the P. l>iego

Marianas, Diego Luis de Sanvitores, ' who had established the Sanvitgies.

' Christian Faith in thirteen Islands, had founded eight Churches,

' established three Seminaries for the instruction of youth, and

* who had baptised near 50,000 of these Islanders.' It detracts

something from the piety of Sanvitores tliat in his zeal for

propagating
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GH A p. 12 propagating the Christian Faith, may be discerned much of an

"^QyT^ ambition to render himself conspicuous.

On these events, both the Spaniards and the Islanders took

to their arms : but the arrival of ships in the beginning of June

the same year made the Spaniards strong enough to quell all

disturbances. Matapaug withdrew to one of the Islands North-

ward, and numbers of the natives of Guahan emigrated to

other Islands.

Sanvitores was succeeded as superior of the Mission by a Jesuit

named Francisco Solano, who appears to have been a person no

less persevering than his predecessor. The natives were allowed

no respite. Pere Gobien relates of a Chamorris named Quipuha,

a kinsman of the Chamorris of the same name who had so well

deserved of the Mission, that he had been converted to Chris-

tianity, and had received baptism ;
' but regardless of his duties,

' he had quitted his wife and taken another, to the great scandal

' of the new Church. Neither exhortations, nor the prayers

' of the Catechists, had any effect on him. Padre Solano,

' touched at a blindness so deplorable, undertook to reclaim

* him, and represented to him the certain perdition which would

* attend his obstinacy.'—" I will run the risk," said Quipuha,

" rather than part from a wife who is so dear to me."—" Miserable

" man," exclaimed Padre Solano, in a tone capable of inspiring

' terror, " take care what you do, for to-morrow you will die."

* Quipuha laughed at his menace. The next day, he came out

' of his house in company with the person to whom he was

* so much devoted ; but before he had walked many steps, he

' fell dead in her presence. A punishment so striking had

' a marvellous effect on the young converts, who regarded

' P. Solano as a Saint.' It seems ill judged of Gobien to

tell a story so calculated to excite suspicions of foul play. The

most probable explanation of the circumstance is, that the

Chamorris died unexpectedly, and that the Missionaries laid

hol^
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hold of the occasion to convert his death into a miracle, furnish- chap. 12.

ing the necessary additions.

As a remedy to the obstinacy of the people of the Marianas,

two hundred inhabitants of the Philippines were ordered thither

to strengthen what was called the Mission. Not to detain the 1676.

reader with more particulars than are necessary to shew in what

manner the conversion of the Heathen was here conducted, it is

sufficient to mention that in the course of a few years the natives

several times revolted, and always to their own disadvantage

;

each revolt terminating in their suffering and submission.

Among the natives most conspicuous for opposition to the

Spaniards, was a Chamorris named Aguarin, Gobien says, ' of

* an elevated and mischievous genius, who in all their assemblies

' endeavoured to make his countrymen distrustful of the

* Spaniards, saying of them that they never pardoned injuries

' when they had opportunity of taking vengeance; and who
' was constantly exhorting them to exert themselves for their

* deliverance from the tyranny and from the yoke the Spaniards

* had imposed upon them/ Almost the whole year 1677 was a 167;.

time of warfare between the Spaniards and the natives ; but

in 1678 a reinforcement of troops arrived from New Spain, 1678.

which put an end to the disturbances in Gualian. The churches

in that Island were restored, and, says Gobien, ' a new fervour

' was seen. The Catholic Religion would now have been
' established without obstacle, if some villains (scelerats) who
* withheld their countrymen from being converted, had been
* exterminated ; but the people of Ago/an and of some other

' places gave protection to these evil persons, although they were
* desired no less than seven times to drive out the seditious :

' instead of which they put themselves in a state of defence.

* On the approach of the Spanish troops to attack them, they

' fled. They were invited to return to their houses ; but these

Vol. III. Qq 'proud
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vJ^/-^^'
' P^^^ud people chose rather to pass over to the Island Zarpana
' than to make the smallest satisfaction to the Spaniards.'

1680. In 1680, D. Josef de Quiroga became Governor of the

Marianas, to whose finishing hand may be imputed the total

depopulation and abandonment of the Northern Islands.

Quiroga had received a military education. Gobien relates of

him, that ' after signalising himself in the wars of Flanders,

' he turned hermit and lived in solitude near the town of

* Salamanca. Padre Thyrsus Gonzalez, afterwards elected

. ' General of the Company of Jesuits, was his Director, who
' made known to Quiroga the martyrdom of the Apostle of the

* Marianas ; and foreseeing how serviceable a man of Quiroga's

* piety and military experience would be in retaining the bai'-

* barians in their duty, and in upholding the interests of

* religion, he proposed to his penitent that it Avould be more
* to the glory of God he should pass into the Islands, than that

* he should remain in solitude. Quiroga on his side consulted

' God, and found himself So strongly moved to undertake what
* his Director had proposed, that he did not doubt the inspi-

* ration came from God.'

From this sketch of his life, Quiroga should be regarded as a

military Jesuit in disguise, commissioned to be the avenger of

the death of Sanvitores. In the very commencement of his

government he adopted the plan of terrifying the natives of the

Marianas into obedience by examples of severity ; and entered

on its execution with an activity which had not been shewn by

his predecessors, and which was not demanded at the time by

any particular occasion. The people of Guahan who had not

submitted he sought after in the mountains, and attacked them

in their fastnesses, which afforded small security against a

European military force. The chiefs of the diycontented who
fell into his hands he caused to be executed as criminals, for

9 being

»
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CHAP. 12.being disturbers of the public tranquillity. He seemed bent

on convincing the natives that their personal safety was to be ^1680.

obtained no otherwise than by perfect submission ; they saw,

however, an alternative in flight.

Obedience was secured in Guahan ; but the Missionaries

were chagrined at seeing the Island Zarpana become a place of

refuge for the obstinate, and Quiroga embarked with his troops

to reduce that Island. On arriving there, ' I come not,' says

Quiroga, ' as an enemy ; but only to punish the authors of the

* troubles. They are among you, and I order you to deliver

* them into my hands.' Many of the Islanders were killed in

this expedition ; more made their submission, and were sent back

to Guahan to occupy their former habitations ; and what is

most to be regretted, many of the proscribed fell into the hands

of this merciless Governor. Among the natives who died in battle

was Matapang, the man who had been principally instrumental

in the death of Sanvi tores. It was some disappointment to the

victors that he was not taken alive. ' This miserable wretch,'

says Gobien, ' defended himself with so much obstinacy to the

' last, that they were necessitated to give him many wounds
' with a lance, whereof he died in the way,' The Chamorris

Aguarin was more unfortunate, and with the other prisoners

taken was sent to Guahan. Pere Gobien says, ' on leurjit lew

' proces, et on les executa avec tout I'appareil qui pouvoit inspirer

' de la crainte aux harhares.' ' They were brought to trial, and

executed with all the apparatus that could inspire terror into

the barbarians.' Unfortunate barbarians ! to be delivered into

the keeping of such rulers. The barbarities exercised upon

them can only be conjectured, for Gobien has noticed these

occurrences in a general manner v/ithout revealing the particu-

lars; but it is most credible that these petty tyrants, the

Governor and the Chief of the Missionaries, being subject to

no control, and there being no earthly power to whom the

Q Q s Islanders
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CHAP. 12. Islanders had any means of appeal, in the exercise and proud

display of their delegated authority, fed their vanity with all

the pomp and cruel circumstances of an Aido da FS.

iggj. In 1681, there was so great a desertion of Guahan by its

terrified inhabitants, that Quiroga judged it necessary to make

two more expeditions to the Northern Islands, to search for

people, the want of them being found an inconvenience which

it was now desired to remedy ; for the Island Guahan, notwith-

standing its fruitfulness, would not furnish for all the occasions

of the Spaniards without cultivation ; and to be themselves

cultivators of the soil was no part of the intention of their

coming.

To prevent in some degree the dispersion of a dechning

population, Quiroga abolished small villages, and obliged the

people to dwell in more compact neighbourhoods, making of

many villages one small town. Before this period, the mischiefs

produced by the misgovernment of these Islands had awakened

the attention of the Court of Madrid, and a Governor General

over ' the Marianas and the lands adjacent' was appointed by

the King, with powers entirely independent of the Viceroy of

Meiico and of the Governor of the Philippine Islands. The per-

Don Anto-
g^j, chosen for this office was Don Antonio de Saravia, who

mo cle

Saravia. arrived at Guahan in the month of August 1681, whilst Josef

de Quiroga was absent on his third campaign to the Northern

Islands.

Don Antonio, after conferring with some of the native Cha-

morris, convened a General Assembly of all the inhabitants,

which was fully attended. He proposed to them to take an

oath of fidelity to the King of Spain, and to acknowledge him

Lord and Sovereign of all these Islands. The natives assented,

and the oath of allegiance was administered to them. They

thereby engaged ' to be the faithful subjects of the King

* (Carlos II.), to obey bis commands in the same manner as

• his
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* his other vassals and subjects.' By this account it seems as chap. 12.

if here for the first time the Spaniards came to a full understand- 16.81.

ing with the Islanders respecting the pretensions of the Crown

of Spain. This act, Avhich was performed September 8th, 168 1,

was doubtless understood, and by the Spanish Court intended, in

the nature of a Convention, to establish the Islanders on an

equality with the other subjects of Spain. The Governor

General entertained the Chiefs magnificently on the occasion,

and distributed presents among the people. Gobien, with

more correctness than he has in general drawn characters, says

of Don Antonio de Saravia, ' He was a man of wisdom and

* virtue, and if he had been of a stronger constitution, a more

* accomplished Governor could not have been chosen.' He
found employment for the troops. He regulated the police of

the towns and villages in Giiahan under their own Chamorris,

and one of them he appointed to be Lieutenant General of the

Island. ' The inhabitants now began to take the manners of

' the Spaniards, and to adopt their customs. Artisans were

* procured to settle in the different villages to teach handicraft

' work, manufacturing of linen, and other useful arts ; children

' were taught to read and write, and during this Government,

' God blessed the labours of the Missionaries. There was an

* extraordinary change in all the Island. The people became
' docile, and received instruction with a willingness not before

' known. The harvest was abundant. New churches and semi-

* naries sprung up on all sides, and the Mission had the conso-

' lation to see the whole Island of GuaJian make profession of

' the Christian Faith.' The Northern Islands also again received

the Missionaries, and on their report Don Antonio proposed to

make a progress through them ; but at Zarpana he was pre-

vented by a tempest from going farther North.

This good and capable Governor enjoyed but little more than

two years the happiness of having restored tranquillity and con-

fidence
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CHAP. 12. fidence to a harassed and terrified people. He died in Novem-

1683. ber 1683, leaving the Mission in a more prosperous and settled

state than it had before known. This gleam of sunshine shews

the natives of the Ladrones to have been open to conciliation;

and it is not one of the least remarkable instances afforded in

history, of the great importance to a whole people which may
attach to individual character. The stake depending here was

nothing less than the preservation, or total ruin of the whole

body of the native inhabitants.

^ On the death of Don Antonio de Saravia, the Government

of the Marianas fell again into base hands, and what was

in the extreme disheartening to the natives, into the very same

under which they had already been driven almost to desperation.

Damien d' Esplana had formerly held the Government, and is

commended by Gobien for his conduct on an occasion prior to

the present, when by putting himself at the head of the Spanish

troops he contributed not a little to the progress of the holy

Religion. This man and Quiroga both happened to be on the

spot ; and d' Esplana being the senior, became the successor to

Don Antonio. In concert they determined on the conquest of

the Northern Isles, and it was settled that Quiroga should go

with part of their force on that expedition, and d' Esplana stay

with the remainder at Guahan. Quiroga departed on March
the S2d, with a frigate and a fleet of twenty canoes, and the

next morning at day-break arrived at Tinian. The surprised

inhabitants immediately made their submission, which was
accepted, ' and the peace was ratified by the presents which the

* people of Tinian brought to the Spaniards ; and moreover
• they joined some of their canoes to the Spanish flotilla.' At
one Island Quiroga on his landing shot the principal Chamorris

with a pistol. At Saypan, he burnt many of the villages, and
a Chamorris who was called Radahao, or the Great Father, was

^ forced to withdraw to some other Island. The title Radahao

was
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was probably synonymous Avith the Earee Kuhie, which signifies chap. 12.

Great Chief", at the Society Isles. 1683.

The Northern Isles were rendered submissive, and Quiroga

erected a fort at Snypan. But whilst these things were trans-

acting, discontent and revolt broke out in Guahan. Gobien

says, ' the natives regarded the duties of the Christian life as

an insupportable yoke, and they sighed for their ancient

liberty without daring to explain themselves. The bad

success of former insurrections, the punishment of the sedi-

tious, and above all the sad fate (triste sort) of Aguarin the

Chief of the last revolt, rendered them timid and circumspect,

and they restrained themselves to sigh in secret and lament

the loss of their liberty, and to wait with patience till some

favourable occasion should offer for them to shew their hatred

and resentment. They were in this disposition when D. Da-

mien d' Esplana and D. Josef de Quiroga determined upon

the conquest of the Northern Isles, which much increased their

inquietude, because they regarded those Isles as places of

refuge, should the Spaniards drive them to extremities. After

long dehberation, they resolved to take up arms and make a

last effort to free themselves.' In this instance Gobien, the

advocate for the cause of the Mission, has suffered to escape

him a more just sense of feeling for the natives than he has

shewn on any other occasion. The invasion of the Northern

Isles is the only cause mentioned for this revolt of the natives,

and it is not improbable that this provocation, joined with the

advantage given by the division of the Spanish force, might

be sufficient to make them resolve on war. Damien d' Esplana,

however, was aman of bad character, already unpopular with

the Islanders, and he was afterwards disgraced by an accusation of

amassing money during his government of the Marianas. How
could that be done otherwise than by exactions, and oppres-

sively monopolising the productions of the Island to traffic with

the
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CHAP. 3 2. the Acapulco ships for his own profit? Under two such men

1683. as d' Esplana and Quiroga there Avas no chance that the inhabi-

tants would not have cause for complaint.

The Chief of this revolt was a Chamorris whose native name

was Yura ; but who had received the Christian appellation of

Antonio, and was called Don Antonio Yura. The time chosen

for a general insurrection was the 23d of July. After mass

that day, as Damien d' Esplana the Governor came from the

church, he was attacked by a party of Islanders and left for dead.

Other bodies of the natives at the same time attacked the Fort

and the Missionary house; they killed the sentinels, but failed of

getting possession of the fort. The Missionary house was

entered, and several belonging to the Mission were put to death.

On the whole, at the breaking out of this revolt, nearly fift}^

Spanish soldiers, four of the Missionary Fathers, and several of

their assistants, lost their lives. On the other hand, the Island

Chief Yura fell in the attack on the Governor ; and the Governor

who was thought dead, was conveyed into the fort, and his

wounds found not to be dangerous. The death of Yura dis-

concerted the measures of the insurgents, and gave opportunitjr

for the Spaniards who had escaped the slaughter to get into the

fort ] which however was shortly after invested, whilst the church

and Missionary house were burnt to the ground.

Immediately that the knowledge of the insurrection at Guahan

reached the other Islands, there was a general rising against

the Spaniards, and some small parties and stragglers were killed.

Quiroga, however, got through all difficulties, and hastened to

rejoin d' Esplana. On his return, the revolters in Guahan werp

attacked and dispersed, their houses burnt, and their lands

ravaged. Many abandoned Guahan and went to other Islands,

and those who remained concealed themselves in the woods.

1685. At this time (in March 1685) an English Buccaneer ship, com-

manded by John Eaton, touched at Guahan, having come from the

Peruviai^
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Peruvian coast, bound to the East Indies. On board Eaton's ship chap. 12

was Wilham Ambrosia Cowley, whose narrative of his voyage has ^^
been published, and to whose gross barbarity it will be difficult to

produce a parallel; as will appear by the following extract from
his account. ' Sunday the I5th, we lying at anchor at Guahan,
' went on shore and got some cocoa-nuts, and had a free trade
' with the Indians, till the morning of the 1 7th, when our men
' going to the low Island which lieth on the West side of Guahan,
' the Indians fell upon our boat with stones and lances. Upon
* which we made some shots at them, and killed and wounded
' some; but our men got no harm. Two days after, the
' Governor of the Island, being a Spaniard, came down to a
' point of land not far from the ship, and sent his boat with
' a letter written in Spanish, French, and Dutch, demanding
' what we were and whence we came. Our answer was written
' in French, that we were employed by some gentlemen of
« France upon discovery of the unknown parts of the world.
* The messenger was sent on board again immediately to desire

' our Captain to come to the shore side, which our Commander
' did. We quickly came to a right understanding with one

I another, and satisfied the Governor that we had killed some
' of the Indians in our own defence ; and he gave us toleration

' to kill them all if we would.' ' These Indians before we
' came, revolted from the Spaniards, and seeing us at first did
' take us for the great ship from Acapuko, which ship in her
' outward-bound voyage seldom carries less than 1,500 souls,

* her sailing crew being 400, and strikes a great dread upon
' these Indians. These Indians are of large stature ; they have
' no arms but lances and slings. We took four of these infidels

' prisoners, and brought them on board, binding their hands
* behind them ; but they had not been long there, when three

' of them leaped overboard into the sea, swimming away from
' the ship with their hands tied behind them. However, we
Vo L. HI, R R < sent
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CHAP. 12. ' sent the boat after them, and found a strong man at the first

1685.
' blow could not penetrate their skins with a cutlass * : one of

* them had received, in my judgment, 40 shots in his body
* before he died ; and the last of the three that was killed had
* swam a good English mile first, not only with his hands behind

* him, as before, but also with his arms pinioned.' ' But to

* return to the Spanish Governor's kindness, he sent us 30 hogs,

* greens and rice, as a present ; and our Captain presented him
* with six small guns. Whilst we were watering our ship, two

' Indians who were born at Manila came to us, and they told

* us, that the major part of the Indians were run away to another

* Island 10 leagues off.'

1686. The year after this, i.e. in 1686, William Dampier was at

Guahan, whose plain and impartial description of the state

of the inhabitants, in the most convincing manner corroborates

the history of their persecution. He says, ' Not long before

' we arrived here, the natives rose on the Spaniards ; but the

* Governor and his soldiers at length prevailed and drove them
' from the fort. So when they found themselves disappointed
' of their intent, they destroyed the plantations and stock, and
* then went' away to other Islands.' * Now, there are not on
* the Island above 100 Indians, for all that were in the con-
' spiracy went away. As for those who yet remain, if they
' were not actually concerned in that broil, yet their hearts are
' also bent against the Spaniards, for they ofi'ered to carry us
' to the fort and assist us in the conquest of the Island ; but
' our Captain (Swan) Avas not for molesting the Spaniards here,'

In describing the persons of the natives, Dampier says, ' they

* are long visaged and stern of countenance ;'—(an alteration

from

* In Cowley's manuscript Journal which is preserved in the British Museum,
it is related, ' the boat coming up with them, our carpenter being a strong man,
' thought with his sword to cut off the head of one of them, but he struck t^^ o
' blowB before he could fetch blood.' MS. p. 50.
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from their natural character produced by the change in their "^"^^^

fortune). Dampier feelingly adds, ' yet we found them affable 1688.

' and courteous.'

The two Spanish Chiefs, d'Esplana and Quiroga, did not agree

in all things ; but in i688, d'Esplana retired to the Philippines,

and left the government to Quiroga. Gobien says, ' the first

* care of this Governor was to make religion flourish again in

' Guahan ; and not content with re-estabhshing order and piety

' there, he resolved also to subject the Islands of the North. He
' likewise caused search to be made for a great Island which had

' been discovered by the Admiral Don Francisco Lazeano in the Island

' year 1686, and by him had been named Caro/i?ia in honour of
c"^'^nna^

* the King of Spain, Carlos II. Quiroga wished to extend the m 1686.

* Faith to its infidel inhabitants, and for that purpose sent some

' soldiers, and with them the Chamorris Don Alonso Soon ; but

' after taking much pains, they could not find the Island.'

The number of Missionaries that continually flocked to the

Indies is astonishing ; not so much on account of the zeai and

enterprising spirit manifested by them, as that the Spanish

Government should consent to their settlements being so much

encumbered. A ship from NezD Spain was, about this time, cast

on the rocks in entering the port of Agadna, and wrecked. The

crew, with more than twenty Religious of the Order of San

Francisco, and 100 soldiers, were saved. Among or with these,

were many who for crimes had been sentenced to transportation

from New Spain to make Colonies at the Philippine Islands. Gobien

says triumphantly on the wreck of this ship at Guahan, ' It was

* a succour which God seemed to send for the reduction of the

' Islands to the North.'

The return of Damien d'Esplana prevented the immediate

execution of this project ; but his death replaced Quiroga in the

Government, in August 1694. In October, he went with a force ,6^4.

to Zarpanot where * the natives submitted to his orders, and pre-

R R S ' sented
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c H A p. 12. < sehted their infants to him to be baptised to the number of 1 50,

1695. ' some of Avhom were sent to the seminary at Jgadna.'

In July 1 695, Quiroga again embarked from Guahan for the

Northern Isles. On landing at Tinian, he found there no inha-

bitants ; for as he approached, they retired to the Island Aguigan,

which, being mountainous, they had fortified for their defence.

* Quiroga, seeing these barbarians were resolved to perish rather

' than to yield, determined to attack and storm their intrench-

* ments/ This was done, and the works carried. Quarter was

then offered to the vanquished natives on condition of their being

all removed to the Island Guahan, Gobien says, ' there to be in-

* structed in the truths and maxims of the Christian Religion.'

Under the dread of instant death, the natives yielded them-

selves to the tyrannous condition imposed, which was put in

execution the next day, and these ill-fated people were thus

hurried off to repeople a land once their own, which had been

wrested from them, from Avhich they had been driven by per-

secution aud oppression ; there to cultivate the soil for their

oppressors, to crouch to them ; in short, they were most basely

carried into abject slavery : and all this was perpetrated under the

unrighteous assumption, that it advanced the cause of Religion.

• This victory,' says Gobien, ' established peace. The in-

' habitants of the Isles of Ga7ii (for so the Isles farther North

' are called) did not wait for troops. They submitted to

' the Spaniards, and were ordered to remove to the Island

' Saypan to be instructed. They obeyed ; Christianity became

' flourishiiig ; the Missionaries laboured with indefatigable zeal,

' and the time marked for the conversion of this abandoned

' people seemed to be arrived, according to Avhat had been

' foretold of them by Padre Diego Luis de Sanvitores.' In this

exulting language has Gobien related the fatal act which com-

pleted irrecoverably the destruction of the natives.

Gobien's History of the Marianas comes no loM'er than 1695.

The
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The events which followed are not known except in their chap. 12.

general issue, which is learnt from voyagers who have touched

there. It is seen above, that Quiroga, callous to the grief and

despair of the natives, and blind to the consequences, collected

the population of the whole range of the Marianas into the

two Islands Saypan and Guahan. A second removal subsequently

took place in the abandonment of Saypan. When Commodore

Anson (in 1742) anchored at Tinian, it was without inhabi-

tants. He found there a small bark called a proa, in which

a few Spaniards and Indians had come to jerk beef for the

garrison at Guahan ; there being on the Island Tiniaji, ' cattle,

hogs, and poultry, running wild in incredible numbers, all

excellent in their kind.' Some of the Spanish crew were made

prisoners by tlie English, who learnt from them the former

state of this now desert Island, and the information they gave

was corroborated by the numerous remains of buildings seen

by Commodore Anson's people in all parts of the Island. The

woods were loaded with fruits of many kinds. The writer of

Commodore Anson's voyage describes Tinian almost in rapturous

terms for the delightfulness of the scener}', and the luxuriant

plenty found there ; allayed by the regret that such a country

should remain waste and unenjoyed by any human being. He
says, ' it may be 'wondered at that an Island so exquisitely

* furnished with the conveniencies of life, and so well adapted

' to the enjoyment of mankind, should be entirely destitute

' of inhabitants. It is not fifty years since the Island Avas de-

* populated. The Indians in our custody assured us that

' formerly the three Islands of Tinian, Rota, and Guahan, were

* all full of inhabitants ; that Tinian alone contained 30,000

* souls. But a sickness ragino; amona-st these Islands which

' destroyed multitudes of the people, the Spaniards, to recruit

' their numbers at Guahan, 01 deved all the inhabitants oilinian

' thither ; where languishing for their former habitations and

' their
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cHAP^i2. ' their customary method of life, the greatest part of them ia

' a few years died of grief.' In the same voyage, the remain-

ing natives of the Loclrones are described a bold strong people,

no way defective in understanding. ' Their flying proas are so

* ingenious and extraordinary an invention that it would do

' honour to any nation.'

The fall from grandeur, to poverty and loss of rank, in the

distant prospect from the elevation appears insupportable ; but

it does not exclude hope or happiness, and is trivial in com-

parison with the reverse of fortune which these Islanders

suffered. Gobien, who has given some just and well drawn

strokes of character of the natives of the Marianas, as they

were found at the first entrance of the Mission, describes them

to have been robust and healthy ; and the air in which they

lived to be so salubrious, as to have furnished extraordinary

instances of longevity. He relates that in the first year of the

Mission, the Fathers baptised more than 1 20 natives who were

above 100 years of age. Though this must have been said on

the authority of an estimate formed from appearances, (for it

cannot be supposed the natives kept any register of their ages,

or that they had any method of reckoning time which could be

depended on to that extent) it bespeaks a people happily

circumstanced. lie says, ' the great age to which they live is

* to be attributed to their frugal nourishment, the life they lead

* without dependence, without care, without chagrin or in-

' quietude. They are joyous and fond of pleasure. They amuse
* themselves with singing, dancing, leaping; they rally one

' another pleasantly in conversation, and divert themselves with

' a thousand bufiboneries.'

This ma}' be called their childhood, the days of their inex-

perience. Like the natives of the Society Islands, those of the

Marianas were extremely susceptible of compassion. They

melted at the sight of distress, and in the most soothing

compassionate
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compassionate tones gave vent to their sj-mpatby. P. Gobien

says they were most eloquent in their grief. " The afflicted

" native exclaims, There is no longer life for me. I shall never

" again behold what gave happiness to my days and joy to my
^* heart. Alas ! I have lost every thing. Nothing remains for

*' me but bitterness and sorrow." In their mourning, if their

affection for the deceased was great, they would remain so long

without eating, and so exhaust themselves with crying and

lamentation, as to be scarcely recognisable. In Dampier's time

we find adversity had stamped on them a different character;

they were tlien * long visaged and stern of countenance.'

According to Gobien, the first removal of the natives by

Quiroga preceded the great sickness mentioned in Anson's

Voyage ; of which sickness Gobien appears not to have had

any knowledge at the time he wrote. That removal cut them

off from all prospect of a return of their former state, fixed

them in bondage, and made them a prey to unceasing regret,

to terror, and to smothered rage; causes sufficient to shake the

constitutions of the most firm in mind, and with these people

to have generated the malad3% The knowledge of one fact is

wanting to determine how far it had that effect, which is,

whether the sickness which swept off such numbers was con-

fined to the natives, or whether the Spaniards also suffered.

In an equal degree it is by no means probable they \\T)uld ; for

when disease attacks a people who are under deep depression,

with no ray of cheerful hope to support their spirits, life is not

thought worth care, and is resigned without a struggle.

In his character of these Islanders, Gobien says, ' they hold

' theft in abhorrence; consequently it was not just to call

' them Ladrones.' As far as respected the productions of their

own Islands and their dealings with each other, this may be

believed ; but instances have been very rare of the honesty

of the South Sea Islanders holding firm against the temptation

of

CHAP. 12.
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c HA p^ 1 J. of iron or other favourite European commodities. The in-

justice done to the people of the Ladroiies has been in rendering

them rfiore conspicuous for frailty in this particular than other

Islanders of the South Sea. Another extraordinary matter

affirmed by Gobien is, that the people of the Ladrones were

wholly unacquainted with fire until they were visited by

Magalhanes, who, in burning one of their villages, produced

to them the first fire they had ever seen. Pere Gobien has not

given the authority on which he relates this ; and the chief

cause for wonder is, that he could himself give credit to so

improbable a story.

It is understood, and it is to be hoped truly, that many

of the natives of the Marianas made their escape and emigrated

to some of the Islands comprehended under the name ol" las

CaroUnas. These emigrations, and the descriptions they con-

veyed of the Mission at the Marianas, proved fatal afterwards

to Padre Cantova and thirteen other persons out of fourteen

who went with him (in 1731) from Guahan to one of the

Carolina Islands, where they purposed to establish a Mission,

When Cantova saw the evil intentions of the natives towards

him, he demanded why they should desire his death who had

never done them injury ? " You come," said they, " to destroy

" our customs *."

liR Barbinais, and Clipperton, in the years 1716 and 17SJ1,

estimated the number of the inhabitants at Guahaii to be

under 2,000. According to the accounts which were obtained

from the Spaniards at the time Commodore Anson was at Tinian,

the Island Guahan contained nearly 4,000 inhabitants, which,

with between two and three hundred Indians on Rota, who

were placed there to cultivate rice for Guahan, composed the

whole of the population of the Marianas at that time.

The

* Lettrcs edijiantes el curieur. vol. xviii & xxii ; ancient edition. Also cited in

Nnvig.aux Terres Australes. Art. xlvui.
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The use of the Marianas to the Spaniards has been, the sup- chap. 12.

ply of refreshments to the annual ship from Acapulco to the

Philippines, a purpose which for a century preceding the Mission,

had been cheaply and without difficulty answered by traffic with

the natives ; and so it might have continued without incurring the

expence and trouble of maintaining there an establishment with

a garrison. It is alleged that the conversion of the natives was

a principal consideration, to which end the conquest was neces-

sary. The Sovereigns of Europe who first extended their rule

over newly discovered and distant regions, to escape the reproach

of usurpation, procured the Bull of Partition, which created

for them a title to their acquisitions, and declared, not merely

,that it was innocent in them to subdue, but that to do so was

their bounden duty. But it must occur that the Gospel was

not less necessary to the people of a thousand other Islands in

the South Sea, whose conversion nevertheless was not under-

taken ; and it must be concluded that the situation of the

Ladrones marked them for preference.

If tlie piety of the Missionaries had induced them to attempt

the conversion of the Ladrones without applying for assistance

to the Spanish Government, and they had engaged in the work

unbacked by a military force, they would have retained their

humility, a quality better adapted to gain real converts than

the assuming obtrusiveness which was substituted in its stead.

Here, however, is found a dilemma. To enforce the Gospel by

violent means is a profanation of the Christian Religion, as well

as a perversion of its doctrines. And in the Missionary under-

takings of the last twenty years in the South Sea, humility has

failed of success ; which seems to warrant the assertion of Pere

Gobien, that the extreme levity Of the Islanders rendered them

incapable of attending to instruction. The Abbe Pauimier

considered the matter more justly. He says, * It would be

^ serviceable to embark with the Missionaries, artisans such as

Vol. hi. S s ' carpenters,
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CHAP. 12, * carpenters, smiths, and manufacturers of linen; and these arts,

* being new and unknown in that country, would make those

* who practised them esteemed, and they would be certain of

* gaining the affections of the inhabitants/ The levity of

which Gobien complains was fostered by idleness and M'ant of

employment. Idleness is truly said to be the root of all evil

;

and with equal truth Industry may be called the parent or source

of all virtue. From industry arises commerce, and from com-

merce good government. Throughout the world it is seen that

the most commercial people frame for themselves the best

governments. Some may choose to invert the argument, and to

hold, that commerce flourishes in proportion to the goodness

of a government :—and it must be acknowledged there is a

mutual re-action.

Among an uncivilised people, the first endeavour towards

their cultivation should be, to win them to industrious pursuits

by teaching them arts profitable to themselves, and which evi-

dently to their own comprehension tend to ameliorate their

condition in this world. The importance of this kind of

improvement has seldom been sufficiently attended to in Missions

for propagating the Christian Religion.

The Ladrone Islands lay so conveniently within the grasp of

the Spaniards, and were so fully in their power, without a pro-

bability of their possession being disturbed by the interference

of other Europeans, that, under Providence, it seems to have

depended upon their own conduct to reduce them to a wreck ; or

to render them a populous thriving colony, attached to Spaitiy

and adding strength and security to her other possessions.

Chart by With Pere Gobien's History was published a Chart of the

Lopez'
Marianas made by the Missionary Padre Alonso Lopez ; and a

geographical description of the magnitudes and relative situa-

5 tions
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tions of the several Islands, by Padre Luis de Morales. The ^^^^^'^:

accordance between the chart and the description shews them
to have been made with mutual comparison and assistance.

This is the only delineation known to have been made of the

whole connected chain from actual view, and it is therefore

copied here. Gobien says, ' The best port of the Island

' Guahan is at Agadna, where ships may lie well sheltered from
' winds, in excellent anchoring ground from 10 to 18 fathoms
' depth. Umatag is the place where the Hollanders have some-
* times anchored. At the Island Sarpana are two good anchor-
* ages, one near the South end, the other at the NW. end *.'

By the latest observations, the latitude of the most Southern

part of Guahan has been found 13° 14' N. which differs only

a few miles from Lopez. Any farther comparison of his Chart
with subsequent examinations will appear more regularly with

the later accounts.

* Histoire des Isles Mariartes, pp. 75 8c 77.

S S 2
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CHAP. XHI.

Voyage of Captain John Narbrough to Patagonia and Chili.

CHAP. 13. TN the year 1669, the Admiralty of Great Britain, the Duke
""•^ -*- of York being then High Admiral, equipped and sent forth

two ships for the South Sea under the command of Captain

John Narbrough, on apian partly commercial and partly for

discovery.

No authentic account of this voyage was published till the

year 1694, when an abridgement of the Journal of the Com-

mander made its appearance, forming part of a small collection

of Voyages contained in a single octavo volume, edited and

printed by Messrs. Smith and Walford, who were printers to the

Koyal Society, and who received the original Journal of Captain

Narbrough from the then Secretary of the Admiralty, the Hon.

Samuel Pepys. Some want of skill in drawing up the abridge-

ment has occasioned breaks in the narrative; but the parts

deficient can be supplied from other sources, of which the

principal is the manuscript Journal of one of Narbrough's Lieu-

tenants, Nathaniel Pecket, which has been preserved in the

British Museum. A few years after Smith and Walford's pub-

lication, another narrative of the same voyage, but with the

title of Captain Wood's Voyage through the Streights of Magellan,

made its appearance in a small collection of Voj'ages edited by

Captain William Hacke, and was afterwards inserted in a sup-

plementary volume to Dampiers Voyages (now received as the

4th volume) published by Knapton, Dampicr's original pub-

lisher. The Captain Wood whose name is prefixed to this

second narrative, was a Mr. John Wood, who sailed with Captain

Narbrough to the South Sea as master's mate. He was after-

' wards (in 1 676) appointed to command one of the King's ships

on
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on a voyage to the North East of Europe to attempt the dis- chap. 13.

covery of a passage that way to Japan ; but his ship was un-

fortunately wrecked on the coast of Nova Zemhln. Captain

Wood's Journal of his voyage to the North East was published

by Messrs. Walford and Smith in 1694, and in the same volume

with Captain Narbrough's Voj'age to the South Sea. Thus

before Hacke's Collection came out, the name and reputation

of Captain Wood were well known to the public; and the pub-

lishers of Hacke's Collection, looking to their own advantage,

chose not to drop the title of Captain from his narrative of the

Voyage through the Streights of Magellan, in which he served

in a subordinate situation under Captain Narbrough. From

this inaccurac}^, or, more strictly speaking, deception, it has

resulted that Wood's Voyage through the Streights has been mis-

taken for an expedition separate from, and unconnected with,

that of Captain Narbrough ; and the error was strengthened

by Captain Narbrough not being mentioned by name in Wood's

printed narrative.

Of the above mentioned journals, Captain Narbrough's is

the most full of remark; at the same time it is just to notice

that Lieutenant Pecket has by no means been negligent in that

respect, and also that his journal was evidently written at or near

the date of the events. The narrative attributed to Mr. Wood,

as well the one published as a manuscript preserved in the British

Museum, bears marks of having been in part composed after

the voyage was concluded, and with the free use of Lieutenant

Pecket's Journal.

A Spanish writer, Seyxas y Lovera, speaks of a Southern

Directory of this voyage having been published in England in

1673, by an Englishman named John Templemant who sailed

with Narbrough. It is probable this Directory is not now ex-

tant : no other mention of it has been met with by the editor

of the present account.

Captain
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CHAP. 13. Captain Narbrough's nautical remarks and descriptions (as

already printed) though in many particulars they require farther

abridgement, are so good that there would be risk of committing

injury to give them in any other than his own words. At the same

time, the journals of Lieutenant Pecket and Mr, Wood furnish

information which is not in the Captain's Journal, and which in

most instances supply the connection wanted. The additions

made from thosejournals are marked and included within hooks or

crotchets ; and where explanation or comment has been thought

necessary, it is given in the form of note at the bottom of the page.

The accounts above mentioned do not furnish any copy of

the orders and instructions under which Captain Narbrough

sailed, nor do they express fully the intent of the voyage. From
a paper of Instructions given by Captain Narbrough to the Com-
mander of the smaller ship, it appears that one purpose of the

undertaking was ' to lay the foundation of a trade with the

natives of Chili.' Another design of the voyage was, to search

for a passage from the South Sea by sailing to the North between

America and Tartary. The evidence of this last mentioned inten-

tion has been preserved by Mr. Nicholas Witsen in his Nord Sf

Oost Tartarye. Grenville Colhns, then a young man, but after-

wards well known for his excellent surveys of the British coast

published in his Coasting Pilot, a work which continued for more

than a century the principal and almost the only guide to mari-

ners in those parts, sailed with Captain Narbrough in his voyage

to the South Sea. In a correspondence which many years after

took place between him and Mr. Witsen concerning the pro-

babilities of a Northern passage to India, he mentions the plan

intended by Narbrough, and the cause why it was not prosecuted.

Mr.Wit en inserted this letter from Grenville Collins in his work

on North and East Tartary, from which it is here copied*.

Letter

* N.Sf 0. Tartari/e. vol. lid. p. 566. edit, of 1692.
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CHAP. 13.

Letterfrom Captain Grenville Collins, to M.Nicholas Witsen.

Sir,

THE last time I had the honour of seeing you, you were

pleased to desire my opinion concerning the probability of find-

ing a passage to Japan by the North.

My inclinations from my youth have been bent on discoveries,

and in the year 1669 I had the honour to be with Sir John

Narbrough in the South Sea, whose noble design was most

unfortunately frustrated by the cov/ardice of our consort, who

most basely left us in a storm before we got to the Straits of

Maggalena, and returned back for England, reporting we were

lost in a storm. This ship was laden with stores and provisions

and all manner of necessaries for such a voyage, with materials

for building a small sloop in the South Sea, being more con-

venient for discovery. And had not this misfortune happened,

our design was to have sailed to California, and from thence to

have searched the North coast. But to our great grief, we were

forced to return from Baldivia in the South Sea to England.

King Charles was pleased to say that he would have the same

voyage prosecuted again.

In the year 1676, Captain Wood, an ingenious seaman and

mathematician, was resolved on a discovery between Greenland

and 'Nova Zembla, His Majesty having provided him with two

ships. Myself was Master under the said Captain. The pro-

ceedings of that voyage, you, Sir, have by you, which voyage

has given me full satisfaction that there is no passage between

Greenland or Spitzhergen and Nova Zembla.

As for Mr. Moxon's opinion of finding a passage on the West

side of Spitzhergen, I leave that to your own judgement, your

eountrymen resorting much there every year for whale fishing,

who are the only judges how far a ship may sail that way. As

for a passage through the JVt/gates, all our English endeavours

proved
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cH AF. 13. proved ineffectual ; and what may be yet farther done I know

no man that knows more than yourself.

But since it is my misfortune that I cannot make any more

discoveries abroad, I have for these 10 years past employed

myself in making a new and exact survey of Great Britain's

sea coast, which I hope will prove useful to navigation, especially

to England and Holland, which nations may God Almighty

prosper by sea and land ; Which is the cordial prayer of.

Sir,

, , , .
Your most obedient humble Servant,

rrom on board their

Majesties' Yacht the Mary, Grenville Collins^

June the loth, 1691. Hydrographer to then- Majesties.

Another person, afterwards a distinguished character, who
served under Captain Narbrough in his voyage to Chili, was

Mr. Cloudesley Shovel, then in his twentieth year.

A JOURNAL kept by Captain John Narbrough.

Captain MAY the 15th, 1669- This day, being Saturday, I received

broug'h's
^'^^^ *^^ ^°"- ^"^^ Wren, Secretary to his R. H. the Duke of

Journal. York, my commission to command His Majesty's ship the

Sweepstakes, lying at Deptford in the River Thames.

1669. Sunday, September 26th*, set out [from the Downs] at His

September Majesty's proper cost, in one of his own ships named the Sweep-

g . stakes, burthen 300 tons, with 36 great ordnance, manned with

the Downs. 80 men and boys, victualled for fourteen months at whole allow-

ance of all provisions, both good and wholesome, having oatmeal

for fish, and four tons and a half of brandy in lieu of beer,

with stores of all sorts compleat for twelve months, with pro-

vision of craft to take fish and fowls. And in company with

H^l

* The time of Captain Narbrough's sailing from England was nearly four months
and a half after the ship was commissioned. The delay in the equipment, how-
ever, is not accounted for, or even noticed, though it occasioned the difference of

a whole year in the arrival at the coast of Chili.
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us, the Bachelour pink, burthen of 70 tons, having four great chap. 13.

ordnance, and other munition proportionable, manned with 1669,

nineteen men, and one boy, and victualled and stored for twelve

months. We had goods on board to the value of ;^ 300. as

followeth ; knives, scissars, glasses, beads, hatchets, bills, hoes,

nails, needles, pins, bells, linens, cloths, tobacco and pipes, pro-

vided at His Majesty's charge, to trade with the natives.

Wednesday the 29th, we passed the Lizard, whence I take

my departure. October 17th, I made Madeira. October.

Saturday the 23d, I crossed the Tropic of Cancer ; all my men

in good health, I praise God for it. Many of my men who

had been with me in the Indies formerly, were let blood, which

I take in these hot climates to be a great preserver of health,

diverting calentures. In two voyages before to St. Helena and

one to the coast of Guinea, several of my men under that dis-

temper were preserved by bleeding. In all these voyages I was

never sick, for whenever I came near the Equinoctial I always

breathed a vein.

Thursday the SSth, in the morning, we saw the Isle of Mayo) Capede
\ crdc

it makes a high hill and craggy to the East part, and low land isands.

towards the shore at the Northwest part of the Island. At Mayo.

I I o'clock, we anchored in the road, in 7 fathoms depth, sandy

bottom, about a mile from the shore ; the Northernmost point

of the Road bearing NNWfW, and the Southern point SE,

from us, distant half a league. There are craggy rocks to the

South of the road near the shore ; but to the North is a low

sandy shore. The road is at the NWbW part of the Island in

a small sandy bay. There is a salt pond a bow shot from the

sea in the low flat land. Fresh water is very scarce here. I went

on shore, and found a heap of salt of about 20 tons. I after-

wards sent the lono; boat which brouscht off 2 tons and a half,

the surf came in so much that no more could be got oft'. We
haled the seine and caught abundance of good mullets, some

Vol. III. T t cavallos
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CHAP. 13. cavallos and silver fish. One of the Islanders, a negro, came

i66q. aboard, whom I desired to tell the inhabitants that if they

Mayo. would bring their cattle I would buy of them. This side of

the Island is dry land without wood. Here are many goats

and guinea-hens.

The 29th. This morning we bought some goats at half a

^iece of eight per head, and 8 cows, excellent good meat, at

6 pieces of eight each cow, giving back the skins. My men

caught many fish with the seine, which we split and laid in

pickle four hours, then dried them to keep, which they will a

long time in any climate, and are very good victuals at sea.

This day several ships passed by in sight to the Westward, which

were the Portuguese fleet bound for Brasil : they hauled into

Po7't Praya in the Isle of St.Jago, At night I weighed, the

Bachelor Pink in company. IMy reason for touching at the

Isle of May was to get salt, which I knew would be a great

help to get provisions in the voyage.

Saturday the 30th. 1 anchored in Port Praya Road, in

10 fathoms rough ground; 1 could not go into the best

of the road because the Portuguese fleet of about thirty-

six sail were riding in it. The Great Padre Eternel^, the

Admiral, bound for Brasil, is a very great ship and well

built: they say she is in burthen 1,700 tons: she has ports

for three tier of guns flush; but now she had but 80 guns,

and was poorly manned with seamen. At my coming to

anchor the Admiral saluted me with seven guns. I thanked

him with as many, and I saluted the Fort with five guns,

which returned three. I sent my Lieutenant on shore

to ask leave of the Governor to Mater, which he granted

forthwith.

Sunday

* The name of tins great Portuguese ship exceeds all that has been com-

pluhied of for irreverence in the nomenclature of the Spanish marine.
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Sunday the 31st. This morning Don Carolus* went ashore, chat. 13.

I got oft' with much ado a boat's lading of water, for the Por- 1669.

tuguese boats were fiUing too ; and some soldiers at the watering October,

place snatched off" some of our men's hats, and ran away with
st^jT-n)

them, wherefore I would not let my men go any more this day

for fear of quarrelling.

The fresh water here is in great quantity, very good, and

keeps well at sea. [Wood is almost as scarce here as at the

Isle of Mai/.]

On leaving this place, I acquainted ray Lieutenant and Master, November,

that I had orders to sail to the coast of America to the South

of the River Plate, and to tlie • Streights of Magellan, through

which we were to pass into the South Seas. I ordered my
Lieutenant to call all hands to prayers, and we read service and

begged of God Almighty a prosperous voyage.

Insfructions for Mr. Humphrey Fleming, Commander of His

Majesty's hired Tink the Bachelour.

YOU are hereby required to keep company with His Majesty's instiuc-

ship the Sweepstakes till you come to the Streights of Magellan, ""'3^ ^^ *''*

through which you are to pass into the South Sea, and to sail manderof

along the West coast of America Northerly, till you come as
^^^ '" '

high as Baldivia, where you shall receive further orders from

me, in case you keep in company. You are to understand that

you are to be employed as I shall see occasion, to discover

lands, bays, havens, &c.

The design of this voyage is to make a discovery of the seas

and coasts of that part of the world, and, if possible, to lay the

foundation

* The Don Carolus who is here mentioned for the first time, was a Spaniard who
was believed to be well acquainted witii the Spanish Settlements on botti sides of

South America, and on that account had been engaged to go with C;iptain Narbiough,

he is mentioned in Seixas y Loiera by the name of Carlos Enriquez Cierq.

T T 2
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CHAP. 13. foundation of a trade there. You are not to do injury to such

1669. Spaniards as jou shall meet with, nor meddle with any place

November, where they are planted. You are to take observations with as

much accuracy as you can, and to cause your mates and com-

pany to do the like, of all headlands, islands, havens, rivers,

shoals, rocks, soundings, courses of tides, currents, &c. wherever

you come, and to cause draughts and designs to be made of

them. You are in all places where you land to observe the

nature of the soil, and what fruits, woods, grain, fowls, and

beasts, it produces ; what stones and minerals ; and what fish

the rivers and the sea abound with. You are to do your utmost

to procure of the minerals to carry to England, to deliver them

to his Royal . Highness's Secretary. You are to remark the

temper and inclinations of the Indian inhabitants, and where

you can gain correspondence with them, to make them sensible

of the great power and wealth of the Prince and Nation to

whom you belong, and that you are sent on purpose to set on

foot a trade and to make friendship with them : but above all,

for the honour of our Prince and Nation, you are to take care

that your men do not by any rude behaviour or injuries to them

create an aversion in them to the English Nation ; but on the

contrary, that they endeavour to gain their love by kind and

civil usage, and whosoever shall act otherwise, you are to

correct him or them for so doing. You are to husband your

provisions and stores to the best advantage, and at all places

where you endeavour to get provisions, wood or water, to be

careful that your men be well guarded, for there have been

many cut off by their own neglect. You are to be careful to

have your ship kept sweet and clean for the preservation of

your men's healths. And God prosper us.

Given under my hand on board His Majesty's ship Sweepstakes,

at the Island of St. Jago, in Fort Praya Road.

November 5lh, I669. JoJm Narbrongh.
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Instructions for the better finding each other after separation by v.^-v^^
chance, foul weather, or otherwise. ^^^9-

'

.
November.

IN case of separation at sea, you are to endeavour to meet

again by looking well abroad, and to observe the order in your

sailing instructions so as to know each other at sight. The
next post of rendezvous will be Port St. Julian. You are to

stay there for the Sweepstakes two whole months if you get

there before her; and she shall do the like for you. You may
also, as you sail along the coast of America, enquire for me at

Po7-t Desire. If I shall come to any place and be gone again

before you come thither, I will leave a board nailed to a pole or

a tree, engraven with the ship's name, the day of my departure,

and the port I intend to go to next. I desire you would do

the same; and at Port St. Julian I shall leave an order for you

put in a glass bottle, tied to a pole and placed on the Island

which is in the harbour, at the West end thereof.

Nov. 5th, 1669. John Narbrough.

To Captain Humphrey Fleming.

[November 5th, we set sail from St.Jago, directing our course

Southward.]

December 4th, we caught some bonetas and one shark. Our December.

men eat both, and account the shark a good iish.

The 7th. To day, the cooper found two butts of beer had

leaked out,—-and this day all of us drank water only ; for it

was ever my order that the meanest boy in the ship should

have the same allowance with m3fself, and I never permitted

any officer to have a better piece of meat than what fell to his

lot; but one man blinded with a cloth served every mess as

they were called, and it was touch and take : so we never had

any dissatisfaction on that score.

The 18th. All the ship's company, God be praised, in good

health. ]Most of them were let blood after I had crossed the

Tropic
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CHAP. 13. Tropic of Cancer, and none were troubled with the calenture. In
'*'*"'*''"'*^

the hot weather I allow a quart of vinegar to six men per week.

Monday, January the 31st. Variation by an amplitude this

1670. morning, 19° 43' East. [Latitude at noon 39° 24' S.] Course
January,

steered is SW by my compass.

February, Tuesday, February the l st. Foggy weather. Several beds of

sea weeds floating in the sea, and sea fowls striking about them

for small fish. It fell calm in the afternoon ; we had many small

shrimps about the ship, and eight young seals came close to us.

This evening I sounded, but had no ground at 1 30 fathoms.

The wind was at South, a fine gale : I steered in WSW. At

1 at night, I observed the water to ripple as if it were over

a shoal, and on sounding, we had ground at 70 fathoms, the

bottom fine red sand inclining to grey.

The 2d. Several beds of sea weed driving to and fro in

knots. These weeds are five or six fathoms long, in strings, with

broad leaves on them of a brown colour ; at the root hangs

a clod or rock of two or three potmds weight. We shot some

sea fowls like gulls, which were good meat.

February 5th. We were this day in latitude 41° S, and lon-

gitude West from the Lizard 52° 50'. I advised with Don
Carolus where it would be best for us to hale in with the land.

He told me I might do what I would, for he did not understand

the coast. It was his whole discourse in the voyage that he

had been here in a galley,, and knew all the coasts from the

^iver of Plate through the Streights, and all along the West

coast to Lima. Being arrived here, as far as I can perceive by

him, he knows nothing of the matter, nor any thing appertain-

ing to navigation.

The 19th. I sounded often to-day, and had 50 and 53 fathoms,

black sand mixed with bright fine sand. Many seals, porpoises,

' and penguins were seen to day, and three whales. In the

afternoon the wind was at EbS, a stout gale, and a great sea. We
5 stood

o
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company.

21gt.

Make the

Ameiicaa
Coast.

stood close hauled to the Southward under our courses, the chap. 13.

Pink half a mile to windward of us. She outsails us now it 1670.

blows, and steers along with us v/ith only her mainsail set. [In February,

the night we lost siiAit of our consort the Bachelour Pink. Wind ^^^ ^'"^

.
- parts

at NE, with hazy foggy weather. MS. Journal, Pecket.J

Monday the 21st. At a quarter past eight this morning,

I saw the land bearing West about 4 leagues distant. We
sounded and had 21 fathoms, small stones and sand. I stood

in West by compass towards the land : the wind was at NbE,
a fresh gale almost along the shore. The Northernmost land

I could see, which was Cape Blanco, bore NNW of me about

two leagues. The land to the Southward of me trended away

South Westerly, of an ordinary height by the water side ; but

up in the land are hills like tables on the top. At 9 o'clock,

I braced the head-sails to the mast, and lay so half an hour

till the fog cleared up that I might make the land plainly,

being within 5 miles of the shore which made a kind of bay.

I sounded and had 1 7 fathoms rough ground. Between nine

and ten o'clock, there was a fine clear, by which I saw the land

plainly. It looked reddish like seared grass ; no woods to be

seen on hill or valley, but all bare as the grass downs in Eng-

land. The land lies by the sea side NNE and SSW as fur as

I could see to the Southward. We have had no observation

for the latitude these three days, being foggy weather. Variation

of the compass 1
8° Easterly.

[The land we first saw proved to be Penguin Island, but we

being unacquainted with the coast and having had no observa-

tion for three days, supposed it to be the Cape called Cape

Blanco, and we stood to- the Southward expecting to fall in with

Port Desire. We went within 2 or 3 leagues of the shore in

£5 fathoms; but not finding the Port, at night we brought the

ship to tiie wind, and stood off and on.

On the 20.(1, being fair weather, we had a very good observation,

and

32d.
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CHAP. 13. and found ourselves io latitude 48° 20' S, and to the Southward

jg-Q of Fort Desire. That evening we came to an anchor in SO

February, fathoms, in a fair sandy bay. At the North end of this Bay
is a small rocky Island full of seals, therefore we called this

Seals Bay. Seal's Bay. It is in latitude 48° 1
5' S.

«3d. The 23d, we weighed and stood to the Northward to look

for Fort Desire. MS. Journal, Pecket.]

Uth. Thursday the 24th. Hazy weather. Wind WNW, a fresh

gale. This morning I sent men to the topmast head to look

abroad, but no sight of the Pink. I judge she must be in

Port Desire. Stood to the Northward. 1 went in my pinnace

along the shore, whilst the ship sailed in the offing. The shore

side is in beaches and scattered rocks. At the North end of

Seals Bay lies a small rocky Island copling up like a haycock

[which was called Seal Island]. It is cov^ered with grey-coloured

fowls dung. It is little more than a cable's length from the

Point of the Main, and a very strong tide runs between. There

are many broken rocks about it by the sea side. Here the

main land is low and sandy; up the country is in large downs

and hills, without wood any where.

[Lieutenant Pecket went in the pinnace close along the shore

of a Bay which is to the North of Seal Islatid ; and at the

North end of this Bay is a small rocky Island. Pecket.] On
this Island are abundance of seals and sea fowls : we gave it

Toma- the name of Tomahauke Island, from an Indian club found

Island, here. It is all a craggy rock, a little bigger than Seal Island,

from which it is 8 leagues distant to the NNE. To the NW of

Tomahauke Island is a deep rounding Bay, called in the charts

Sjpiring's Spiring's Bay,^ wherein lie three small Islands of an indifferent

height. I crossed this Bay in the pinnace and had soundings,

in the midway 21 fathoms, rough ground. It is seven miles

broad,

* The Bai/ d'Esperlans of W. Schouten.

Bay.
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broad, and near three leagues deep. It rounds with a turning chap. 13.

up to the NNWward behind a point, upon which rounding "^J^
point stand black rocks, which make Uke a ragged building, February.

and a tower in it. The shore is steep black rocks. At the

North East point of this Spiring's Bay, the land makes out full '

like a fore-land. At the face of this fore-land lie six rocky
Islands

; one is a musket-shot from the main ; the rest farther

off: the outwardmost is the biggest, a mile from the point of
the Main, and is called Penguin Island : it is indifferent high at Penguin
the ends and low in the middle: it is near three quarters of a ^*'^°'^-

mile long NNE and SSW, and near half a mile broad East and
West

:
it is all craggy rock except the low part of the middle,

which is gravelly with a little green grass. Seals lie all about
the sides, and on the tops of the highest rocks. The number
of seals, penguins, and sea fowl upon these Islands is almost
incredible. The penguins frequent the biggest Islands most. I

put ashore at one Island., and took into my boat 300 penguins
m less than half an hour. Many broken rocks and foul around
Jie among these Islands, and some extend to two leagues distance.

To the Northward of them is a Bay, four leagues long, and
a league and a half deep ; in the North West thereof lies the

harbour of Port Desire, bearing NNW from Penguin Islaiid,

distant about 3 leagues. In the middle of the coast of this Bay
are steep white cliffs, near two miles lopg.

[On this day (the 24th) we anchored in the outer Bay of 241!,.

Port Desire, in 16 fathoms. P. & W.] I kept a light out all

night that the Pink might see if she came along ; and in the
first part of the night a great fire was made on the shore for the
same purpose.

The 26th. [We weighed and went with our ship into the 26di.

harbour
;
when at anchor there, the Spired Rock like to a watch I" I'ort

tower bore SE, the same being shut in with a parcel of blue
^''''"''

rocks. P. ScJV.l The ship rode moored at the Harbour-mouth
^'«^' Ilf- U u within
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ni A p. 13. witliin the Muscle bank in 6 fatliom at low water. I sent men
1670. upon the hills on the North shore to look abroad for the Pink,

February, and to make a fire in the dry grass, but they could not see

Desirf
^^^' ^ sounded the harbour in many places to-day at low

water, and found it a very good one for great ships to ride in,

provided they have good cables and anchors. This day we

were taken up with viewing the harbour, so that we did not

advance above a mile and a half into the land. The soil is

gravelly and dry, in some vallies well mixed with black mould.

I found no wood, and very little fresh water : on the hilly and

large downs few bushes ; but there Avas dry long grass growing

in tufts and knots. I saw several places where people had lain

behind bushes upon grass plucked up, and where they had made
small fires and roasted limpets and muscles ; but I saw no people,

fire, or smoke, except our own. I went to a flag which 1 left

yesterday on a hill with beads at it; but finding nobody had

been there, let it stand. We saw two hares running over the

hills. In the vallies between the rocks grow abundance of wild

pease, which had green leaves and blueish l:)lossoms, growing on

vines tangled together, both tasting like green pease leaves in

England ; also very sweet smelling herbs like tares, very green

with white and yellow flowers ; likewise green herbs much like

sage. These herbs with the pease leaves make a good sallad-

Here are abundance of good muscles, limpets on the rocks,

seals, pied divers as big as ducks, grey and black shags, ducks,

and sea fowls. To-day, I went upon one of the Islands in the

harbour, and caught as many young black shags in their nests

as loaded the pinnace. All the company eat of young seals

and penguins, and commeiuled them for good food.

[We found on the North side of the harbour two small pools

of fresh water; the first is half a mile up a valley in a gulley

of rocks, NNE from the ship, and NNW from the lower rock

(i.e. the Tower Rock). This was the best water, it being a

spring.
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In Port
Desire.

28tb.

spring. The other is a mile within the harbour, and half a mile chap. 13.

higher than where the ship rode, being in a gulley NWbW '^"^q''^^

from the ship, and half a bowshot distant from the salt water. February.

This last we called Peckett's Well. From the different Journals.']

These springs or pools are but small, and the water is a little

brackish or saltish, for in the dry vallies the earth is naturally

saltish
: tlie ground and the rocks have a white rhime of salt-

petre hanging on them.

The 28th, I went into the land two miles North West, the

country hilly, the land dry, without wood or water. Here and
there some bushes with prickly branches, and leaves like white
thorn

; the lesser bushes have small dry nut-galls growing on
them, with a small dry seed hot in the mouth as pepper. I

digged in several places, but saw nothing but gravelly sand and
rocks, and no sort of metal or mineral. We saw to-day nine

beasts feeding on the grass, very like deer, but larger, and had
longer necks, but no horns ; reddish coloured on the back and
aloft, and whitish under their bellies and up their flanks. When
we got within a furlong of them, they fell a neighing like horses;

one answered another, and then all run away.
Tuesday, March the 1st, we dug the wells deeper. I saw

three ostriches, but could not get near enough to make a shot
at them. I had a greyhound with me which I turned loose,

who gave one of them a turn, but she recovered and took to

the hills and escaped. I found two handfuls of wool among
the grass, where the natives had made a fire : it was like the
Spanish red wool which they bring out of India, and very fine. I
set the greyhound after some of the large beasts like deer, but
they were too swift for him.

The 4th, At noon this day, I went with both the boats to

an Island in the harbour which we call Seal Island, and in half

an hours time we killed iOO seals : striking them on the head
kills them presently. As soon as they were knocked down we

u u 2 cut

March.
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;hap. 13. cut their throats that they niiglit bleed well, whilst they were

1670. hot. We laid them on the rocks, and at night the boat fetched
March, them all off. The next day we flayed them, and cut them
In Port

Desire. ^"^" good handsome pieces and salted them well up in bulk on

deal boards, that the blood might drain off. The great male

seals resemble a lion in their shaggy heads, necks, and faces,

as well as in their roar. Their shape is very deformed, for their

hind part tapers, where grow two fins or feet; two more grow-

out of their breast, so that they can go on land a great pace,

and climb rocks and hills of a good height. They delight to

sleep on shore. Some are very large, upwards of eighteen feet

in length, and thicker about than a butt in the bilge, and

excessive fat. They'll gape at you when you come to them as

if they Avould devour you, and 'tis labour enough for two men
to kill one of the great ones with a handspike, which is the best

weapon for that purpose. Those we cured were all young seals

that sucked their dams, who as soon as they come ashore, bleat

;

immediately come her young ones and bleat about her like

lambs, and suck her. One old female suckles four or five, and

beats away other young ones that come near, whence I believe

they have four or five at a time. The young ones that we killed

were as big as a middling dog. The meat looks as well and as

Avhite as lamb, and is very good now ; when it is a little salt it

will eat much better. We cut the fat from the great ones to

make oil for lamps. The oil of the young ones is very sweet

and good to fry any food with ; our men say, as good as olive

oil. My men to-day gathered the green pease leaves and herbs,

which some eat raw and some boiled.

Sunday the 6th. This day, after prayers, I went ashore

on the South side of the harbour, having twelve armed men
with me, and travelled eight miles into the land SWbW.
My Lieutenant went up the river in the boat nine or ten

miles; and my other Lieutenant went on the North side

5 with
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with ten armed men, to view the land and to look for chap. 13.

people. 1670.

In my travels, I found one of the great beasts like a deer, March,

dead and whole : his back had pretty long avooI of the colour
^leshe

of dried rose leaves ; his belly was white ; he was as big as a

small colt ; he had a long neck, a head like a sheep, so was his

mouth and ears ; his legs very long, and cloven-footed like

a deer ; a short bushy tail of a reddish colour ; no horns. It was

a male. I believe these beasts are Peruvian sheep (Guanaeoes).

I had his paunch opened to search for the Bezoar stone, which

I had heard Spaniards in the West Indies say were taken from

the guanaco, but found none. I saw several herds of these '

beasts to da}', sometimes thirty or forty together; I could not

get near enough to shoot at them : they neigh like young

horses. I saw nine ostriches, but they outrun my greyhound

up the hills. We saw a fox, a wild dog, and some hares, of

which last the greyhound killed one : they are larger than our

English hares ; and instead of a tail have a little stub about an

inch long without hair on it : they burrow in holes in the ground

like rabbits. We saw no woods, only a few bushes like white

thorns. Here and there are gullies of fresh water in the vallies,

made by the snow dissolving. I saw several places of salt

water, occasioned by the natural saltness of the earth. Here

are no fruits nor herbs. I could see no sign of people; no birds

but kites, and some small birds like sparrows and linnets. Here

are flies and humbleb'ees ; and we saw some small four-footed

animals running in the grass, speckled, and shaped like the

lizard. It was ten o'clock at night by the time I returned to

the ship.

I found on board my Lieutenant that went up the river. They

saw five small Islands which had sea fowls on them, and bushes

fit for fewel. The river grows broader upwards, and has several

rocks in it. They saw places where people had been, but sa\^

no
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CHAP. 13.

IO7O.

March.

In Port

Desire.

no people, fire, or smoke, nor found any fresh water, wood, or

mineral. The land hilly with grass on it.

At midnight, those that had been sent Northward returned

on board. They had travelled about eight miles into the land

NW, and had found neither people, fresh water, nor wood. They

saw guanacoes, ostriches, hares, and kites. No kind of fruit

or berry. I charged them to search in gullies where water had

run, for grains of gold, because gold is found ingrains in gullies,

and much gold is found in the land on the other side of America^

not 200 leagues distant from us. Much saltpetre hangs on

the earth where water has been, in a kind of flower : the plashes

of water they met with were as salt as brine.

We saw smelts eighteen inches long, lying dead on the shore;

but we have not hitherto seen one oyster or other shell-fish

[except large muscles and limpets, of which we made good

use]. As I was standing by the water-side, a seal chased on

shore a fish as large as a mackarel and like a mullet: one

of the seamen took it up ; it was excellent good. Here must

be a great quantity of fish to maintain the innumerable seals,

penguins, and other fowls here that live upon nothing else,

and are all exceeding fat. I have seen seals in this harbour

swimming with their heads above water, with large fish in their

mouths.

Sunday the 13th, I went up the river in my boat. I passed

the Island where brushy bushes grow and where we had taken

shags: there the river grows broader and is nearly a mile across,

and continues to be of that breadth for four miles ; then it

becomes narrower and turns to the SW. At this turning is

a low rocky Island, where we found a post five feet long set

up (it had been the timber of a ship) with a piece of board

about a foot square nailed to it. At the foot of the post, one

of my men found a piece of sheet lead, which had this inscription

engraven on it.

MDCXV,
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MDCXV. EEN SCHIP ENDE EEN JACHT GENAEMT ^j;^^
EENDRACHT EN HOORN GEARRIVEERT DEN VIII "^70.

DECEMBER VERTROKEN MET EEN SCHIP D'EEN-

DRACHT DEN X. JANUARY: MDCXVI.

C.I.EEMAIRE S.W.C.SCHOVTS
AR.CLASSEN I.C.SCHOVTS CL.IANSEN BAN.

[i. e. MDCXV. A ship and a yacht named the Eendiacht

and Hoorn arrived here December 8th. Departed with one

ship, January 10th, MDCXVI.]

In a hole of the post lay a tin box with a sheet of written

paper enclosed in it, but so eaten by the rust of the box that

it could not be read. I named this Le Maire's Island. We
found on it several pieces of board of the wreck of some ship

that had been burned. The people of the country cannot o-et

upon this Island. From hence I went and landed on the North

side of the river, and walked two miles into the land. The
soil here is marly and good, and there is grass all over. I duo-

in two or three places and found sandy ground near a foot deep,

then marie. In my opinion it might be made excellent corn

ground : it is very like the land on Newmarket heath. I crossed

the river to the South shore ; we made the boat fast in a creek,

and went all hands up the land three miles. We saw guanacoes

and ostriches, but could not get within shot. I saw the foot-

steps of five men. I measured my foot with them, which was

larger and longer by half an inch than any of them. It being

near night, we plucked up grass and laid it to the best advantage

for shelter, and here we lay all night, keeping watch two by

two. Cold air to-night, wind at West.

Monday the 14th. At daylight we turned out, and marched

four miles SWbS. Wc found no fresli water, nor sisn of

people. We saw foxes, and wild dogs pretty large, and a grey

cat like an English one, running up the hills. We caught an

armadillo
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CHAP.

1670.

March.

In Port
Desire.

Tower
Rock.

^- armadillo which the dogs put to ground : they have holes like

rabbits. We soon dug her out. It was as big as a great hedge-

hog and not much unlike one. The dogs could not hurt her.

We saw rats, and a kind of polecats with two white streaks on

the back, and all the rest black. Our dogs killed two; they

stunk very much. We likewise saw some partridges. In the

afternoon we returned to the boat, and went through a creek

two miles long, which is dry at low water and not more than

thirty feet wide. It makes a fair Island of moderate height

;

the greater part of it is of a sandy marly soil. It is two miles

long and half a mile broad. We saw above twenty hares on it,

and the greyhounds killed two. I called it Hare Island. It is

8 miles up the river from the narrow. [Some of the hares here

\veigh 20 lbs. a piece. JVooin.

The 24th, I went on shore on the South side to the peeked

rock, and found it a natural rock standing on a small round

hill, as if it had been built there by man : it has a cleft on the

top as big in circumference as a butt. It is near 40 feet high

above the hill on which it stands : about it lie little lumps of

rocks. The biggest tree growing near this harbour, as far as

Ave went, would not make a helve for a hatchet, but there are

bushes will serve for firing. This day we fetched all our things

from the shore, and got the, ship ready to sail. I filled here

40 tons of water ; and we gathered good salt on the rocks.

March the 25th. Gentlemen, you are by me desu'ed to

take notice, that this day I take possession of this Harbour, and

River of Port Desire, and of all the land in this country on

both shores, for the use of his Majesty King Charles the lid,

of Great Britain, and his heirs.

God save our King ; and I fired three ordnance.

Tort Desire in America lies in latitude 47° 48' S. The variation

of the compass here is 17° 30' N Easterly. [Mr. Wood says,

* it confirn7.s that the variation alters much, for in the year

' 1591;
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* 1591, Mr. John Davis found only 5° variation here*.' The chap. 13.

harbour's mouth is but narrow, being at the entrance not above 1670.

a musket-shot over. Lieutenant Packet went with the pinnace March,

up the river as far as she could go. Tiie river runs up the country ^"
^P^'^

£5 or 30 miles. We could not get above 20 miles up with our

boat, and we then put ashore and walked till we saw it dry

from side to side, AVe found no signs of people, nor any thing

worth observation ; but all a barren land. It is high water in

Port Desire at 1 2 o'clock upon the full and change of the moon,

and at spring tides it ebbs and flows about three fathoms right

up and doAvnf-, The tide runs exceedingly strong. A ship

may enter the harbour at an}' time of tide if the wind is fair,

for there is water enough at low -water. At three quarters ebb,

you see all the dangers going in. As you come from the

Northward from Cape Blanco, there lies about a league distant

from the coast a ledge of rocks that are a good height above

the water, besides several other breakers. The Spired Rock, like

a watch tower, which is on the South side of the entrance of

Port Desire and about half a mile from the sea side, is a vtry

good mark for knowing the port. You are to keep nearest

to the South side in going in, on account of a shoal point to

the North, and likewise of two rocks near that side, which are

covered at half tide. AVithin the harbour about two miles and

a half from the entrance, there is on the South side, between

an Island and the main land, a very good and convenient oozy

ereek where a ship may lie on shore without any danger; and

if

* This remark is in Wood's manuscript descriptions, where also is a small Plan

of Port Desire without a scale, and which seems to have been drawn from
memory. The principal information given in it is the depth of water, which is

marked q fathoms in the fair way of the entrance of the harbour, and decreasing

to 6 fathoms where the ship rode.

f Commodore Byron found the rise and fall at the spring tides to be twenty-
Bfiven feet,

Vo I. 111. X X
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if on going into Port Desire you should be forced with an

Easterly wind and a strong tide of flood, so as that you cannot

bring the ship up with your anchors, you must of necessity run

into this creek ; but you must take care to avoid a rock that

lies in the fair way as you go into the creek, and is covered

at half tide. You may sail on either side of the rock with-

out danger. This is the place where Captain John Davis

moored liis ship*. We saw no inhabitants all the time we lay

in this port, although on one day in February we saw a fire on

shore. On the 25th day of March, we set sail from Port Desire.

Pecket and Wood].

Saturday the 26th, wind at West. I stood to the North-

ward. This morning when the sun appeared above the East

horizon, the moon was setting in the West horizon, being

eclipsed in London at 1 1 h. 10m. AM, but here at 6'h. yom.

which gives difference of time between the meridians of London

and Cape Blanco, 4 hours 40 minutes, and is 70 degrees in

longitude. If the nioon had not been clouded, I might have

been exact, but I presume I am not much out-^-.

Cape Blanco lies in latitude 47° 20' S, and is 4 miles to the

East of [the entrance of] Port Desire.

Port Desire is in - - - - ~ - - - 47 48 S.

Penguin Island m -------4755.
April the 1st, we were off Seals Bay in latitude 48° 10' S.

The 2d. Wind at NNW, a fine gale. I steered SSW and

SbW by my compass as the coast lies, and sailed along in

SO fathoms, black sand, distant from the shore near 3 leagues.

At 9 in the forenoon, I saw a small flat Island Westward of

me,

* '1 his creek, which Wood reconiinends as a safe place for a ship, is distinguish-

able in Schouten's Chart, where ' the rock in the fair way' is laid down. See

Vol. II. opposite p. 367.

i" The Tower Rock on the South side of the entrance of Port Desire, as observed

in Captain Wallis's Voyage, is in lal.47° 56' S, and long. 67° 10' AV from Greenzokh.

See Vol.11, note at bottom of page 368. The latitudes given by Captain Narbrough

serve to shew his estimation of the distances between the stations mentioned.
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me, about a league off the main land. It lies in 48' 40' S. The chap. 13

main land opposite is high, in large hills. Two leagues more ^C^
to the South, the land is low in a great plain, and a beach by -^pnl.

the sea side ; but the shore opposite to the Island is rocky. Two
leagues Eastward from this Island, I had 23 fathoms depth. I
hauled in for the shore and sailed within 5 miles of it. All
along from this Island to Port Si.Julian, I had 18 or 20 fathoms
depth, fine black sand. The land is low, and the sea shore is

a long beach for four leagues together ; here and there a rock.
After you are one league to the Southward of the flat Island,
the shore lies SSW and NNE. At the South end of this beach
in-land are high round hills ; but at the sea side is a steep white
cliff with a black streak in it. Some small black bushes were
seen ; but no wood or tree.

In this Bai/ is Port St. Julian ; the harbour's mouth is in the Bay
middle of the Bay, but you cannot see it without [in the ofling] ^^^°''^

because of one point shutting in the other ; you nnist send your ^Jdifn."

boat in to discover the harbour at low water, and the bar with-
out, for 'tis a barred harboui-. The land in the country West of
Port St. Julian, is the highest land I saw in all the country. To
the South the land is plain, without any hill as far as we could
at this time see. This afternoon, it proved calm. I anchored
in the Bay before St. Julian, in 12 fathoms, the harbour's mouth
bearing WSW, about two leagues distant. I sent my boat in

to discover the harbour, and to see if the Pink was there. At 6,

the boat returned, my Lieutenant told me there was water
enough for a bigger ship ; but no Pink, nor sign of her having
been there.

I rode fast during the night, a small tide running where
I rode

; but the water ebbed near three fathoms perpendicular.

It is near nine leagues from the Flat Island to Saint Julian *,

SSW
'* This distance does not agree with the Latitudes given.

X X 2
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c^Pj^- SSW and NNE as the shore lies. The entrance of Port

1670. St. Julian is in latitude 49° lO' S: and longitude from Pen-
"^P"'- guin Island T IS' W. Variation here is I6M0' East.

4th. * [Monday the 4th ; it being fair weather and the wind

Northerly, we Aveighed and stood to the Southward. We went

within 6 miles of the shore, and had not less than S5 fathoms

all along, till we came into latitude 49° 55' S. From here we
returned again for St. Julian, by reason we did not like the

weather. On the morning of the 6th, we anchored in 8 fathoms

in the Bay of Port St. Julian. The Lieutenant and the Master

7th. were sent to buoy the channel into the harbour. The 7th, in

In Port the morning, we weighed and went into the harbour with the
San Julian. , .

1 1 i 1 -i • 1

snip, and ancliored about a mile withm the narrow, in 9 fathoms

depth at high water ; at low water we had but 4f fathoms.

The best of the channel going into Port St. Julian lyeth SW
and NE : it is good to buoy it first. At low water, there is

not above 4 foot water upon the bar. It is high water about

half an hour past 1 1 o'clock on the full and change day of the

moon. Here are three Islands on the West side of the harbour

which lye very high and near to one another, so that at low

water you may go [walk] from one to another, or from them to

the main land. Lieut. Pecket's Journal].

[Wood says, ' At the mouth of St. Julian lies a beachy bar,

which at high water has on it four fathoms depth ; at low water

only four feet. Northward of the harbour's mouth about a mile

and a half, there are certain white cliffs that seem so many
Islands. When the middle of these cliffs and a saddle in the

land behind them appear in one, you are then on the bar. When
you are over it, keep in the fair way till about a mile and a half

up, when you may anchor in 6 or /fathoms : but the best place

to moor a ship in, is between the Isle of True Justice (so named

by

* There is a chasm in llie printed Journal of Capt. Narbrough, from April tht;

2d to April the 13th.
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by Sir Francis Drake) and an Island near it. The tides in this chap. 13.

harbour are sometimes uncertain, for in a Southerly wind the ^"^^6^^

neap tides will rise as high as the spring ones. On the U'th April.

In Por
San Julian.

of April, myself with the boatswain and two seamen, went up ^" ^°'^

to the top of a hill on the West side of the harbour, which is

the highest land between Cape St. George and the Streights of
Magellan, and there I engraved my name, and called the place

Mount JVood. From hence to the Northward, I discovered

a gieat lake, towards which we advanced about two miles; when
looking about me, [ perceived somewhat to have a motion behind

a bush, which I supposed to be one of the country sheep or

deer, and made me move towards it to shoot it ; but I found

it to be a man and one of the natives of the country, who
perceiving I bad discovered him, removed farther off to behind

a hill, where he was met by six others Avith their bows and
arrows, which made me think it advisable to return to the ship;

which I did accordingly, being followed by the natives at a

distance. JVood.]

Wednesday the 13th, we haled the seyne on the East side

of the harbour at the first of the flood, and we cauo'ht five

hundred fishes as big as large mullets, much like them, grey

with scales, some as big as a man's leg, and they eat admirably

well. Here are muscles on the rocks; and oyster shells growing

in veins on the rocks, but no meat in them.

The 18th, cold air and snow; the winter is come strons and
stormy, so that it will be impossible to hold the coast into the

Streights, for the wind blows altogether from the AVest, or West
Southerly, in such gusts as will force a ship off the coast. I

ordered the Purser to serve the Company brandy-wine for their

allowance at a quart per week for each man. I got a boat's

lading of the wood of the country for firing. All the Company
eatisalted seal and penguins for their allowance; sweet and

good meat and keeps mcU in salt.

The
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CHAP. 13. The 22d, I went ashore on the NW side to a salt pond which

3670. '^vas crusted over like a pavement with very white and good salt,

April. two inches thick for two miles long. In February here is salt

S-^^TT*^
enough to fill a thousand .ships. We took some, and laid up
near two tons out of the water, for there was water over the

salt, which was beginning to decay with the rain beating on

it. We carried as much on board with us as filled a puncheon,

good white stone salt and of a very pleasant smell. [Wood
relates ' we employed fifty of our men to heap together a

quantity of salt lest the rain should fall and dissolve it; but

going three days after to fetch some of it off, we could not find

as much as would fill an egg shell, which was the more admirable

since there had no rain fallen in the mean time.]

We now unrigged the ship and made all snug, intending to

Avinter in this harbour, which is safe to ride in, and good refresh-

ment to be had, as ducks, sea fowls, &c.

May. May the 6th, I went ashore on the NW side with thirty

men, and travelled seven or eight miles up the hill : we saw no

people. The land is large grass downs in most places. On the

tops of the hills, and in the ground, are very large oyster shells

:

they lie in veins in the earth and in the firm rocks, and on the

sides of the hills : they are the biggest oyster shells that ever

I saw, some being six, some seven inches broad ; yet not one

oyster is to be found in the harbour. We saw no trees, nor any

sign of minerals. We found a good spring of fresh water up

in the hills, and saw several salt-water ponds six miles inland,

made by the saltness of the earth. We saw ostriches, guanacoes,

and a fox. I returned on board with my Company very weary.

Friday the I3th. This day, a gentleman of my Company,

Mr.John Wood, walking on the Island of True Justice, found three

small pieces of gold wire in two muscle shells, fastened together

by a green gut string : the gold was to the value of two shillings

English. [On this Island of True Justice were found graves

.') and
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and human bones, which were supposed to be of some of Sir chap, is-

Francis Drake's men. JV.] 1670.

June the 6th. This day I went ashore with 16 men, and June,

travelled ten miles West into the land. We could not go farther I" Poft

for snow and the cold. We could see nothing but hill beyond

hill, without tree, bush, or sign of people. I saw many guanacoes

and ostriches ; and I gathered some handfuls of guanacoes wool

in places where the natives had been. The land is a dry gravelly

soil with sand, and in many places a marie two foot below the

surface. The grass, which is dry, grows in knots, not long but

thick. The earth in the valleys is of a nitrous nature.

A man hath an excellent stomach here. Nothing comes

amiss ; 1 can eat foxes and kites as savourily as if they were

mutton ; not one man complains of colds or coughs. The

ostriches here are not so big as the ostriches in Barbari/, nor

of the same colour or feather: these are grey on the back, with

shaggy feathers of no use, and the feathers on their bellies are

white. They have long legs and small wings ; they cannot fly ;

they have a long neck and a small head ; and are beaked nearly

like a goose. They are like a great turkey cock, good lean dry

meat, and sweet.

Wednesday the 22d. This day Mr. John Wood went ashore

on the West side of the harbour, and some men armed with

him. They travelled into the land WbN about 4 miles, where

they saw seven people of the country. [Mr. Wood relates 'I

* set out early this morning (the 22d) Westward, with six men
' in my company, and had not travelled above two miles when
* we met seven savages, who came running down the hill to us,

* making signs for us to go back again, with much raving and
' noise, yet they did not otier to draw their arrows ; but one

' of them who was an old man, came nearer to us than the rest,

' and also made signs we should depart, to whom I threw a

* knife, a bottle of brandy, and a neckcloth, in order to pacify

' him

;
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1670.

June.

In Port

San Julian

July.

CHAP. 13. « him; but seeing him persist in the same signs as before, and

* that the savageness of the people seemed to be incorrigible,

' we returned on board again. They had no other apparel than

' mantles made of skins sewed together : their faces and bodies

' were painted with many colours.'] They repeated the word

Ozse very often ; they have a harsh speech, and speak in the

throat. They are people of a middling stature ; well shaped ;

tawny olive coloured ; black hair not vei'v long ; they seem to

be of a rude behaviour, for they took no notice of any thing

;

the rest of their company staid at the hill. They can endure

nnich cold, for all their lower parts were naked. Mr. Wood was

taller than any of them. They had small dogs with them. This

night we saw a fire in the hills.

July the 2d. I went on shore on the East side. We killed

a great guanacoe with the greyhound.—I saw where the natives

had made earthen pots and had glazed them, for there lay some

of their stuff run together. The guanacoe weighed, cleaved

in his quarters, 250 lbs. neat. He served all the Company for

a day, and was good meat.

We found several marks of some Christian ships having been

in this harbour formerly.

July the 31st. Pair weather: wind SW, a stiff gale : the

weather cold as in the height of winter in England : the air

rather sharper and dryer. 1 have twelve men lame with the

cold, and their legs and thighs are turned as black as a hat,

in spots.

August the 2d ; we begin to fit our rigging, and to get the

ship ready for sea. Here are hundreds of guanacoes in com-

panies near the water side : but my greyhound is lame, so that

I cannot make her run. Here also are many ostriches, with

green plovers at the water side, and some swans, but not full

so large as ours : they are white, save a black head, and half

the neck and legs black. Here are some white geese like the

European

August:
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European geese. The brant geese are some white, some black chap. 13.

and grey. The mallards and ducks are grey, and the teals 1670.

are grey. August.

Tuesday the l6th, I sent the boat for water to a swash on the
g/n juUan.

East side of the harbour : two of my men saw two people of

the country behind a bush ; my men went towards them ; they

went away and left a bundle of skins under the bush. My men

made signs, but they would not stay : my men did not go after

them, but they brought the bundle on board to shew to me,

and two mongrel dogs which were coupled together. I opened

the bundle, in which were several bags of skins, and some red

and white earth and soot or paint in a bag : they had flint

stones and arrow heads in the bundle : I searched the bundle

all over to see for grains of gold, but did not find any : there

were bracelets of shells, a small point of a nail in a stick for

a bodkin, and pieces of flint made fast with a green gut in the

split of a stick : the muscle-shells are their knives. I put all

things up in the bag and made it fast. Their dogs are much
of the race of Spanish dogs, large mongrel, but very tame : they

were of a grey colour and were painted red in spots: they Avere

very lean. I carried them ashore the next day, [and left the

bag and all things in the same place whence they had been

taken ; but the dogs were turned loose, with beads fastened to

their necks].

Tuesday the 30th. Foggy weather. The wind at North. 30th.

We travelled away West into the land about twenty miles : the

land all dry, with grass, and bushes in some places like thorns.

Fresh water comes running out of the hills, and sedges grow on

the brinks of the rivulets, and brave green grass and a green

herb of a pretty strong hot taste ; but no trees. Many salt-

water ponds ; and we saw fowls like herons, but all red ; guana-

coes hundreds in a company, and twenty ostriches ; hares and
partridges greyer and bigger than ours, snipes, and small birds

;

Vo L. III. Y Y kites.
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kites, small hawks, and owls. We caught two armadilloes, and
I saw two foxes and a wild dog. [The armadillo here is a little

animal somewhat less than the land turtle, having a jointed

shell on the back: we found them excellent food. Here is

likewise a little creature with a bushy tail which we called a

Huffer, because when he sets sight upon you, he will stand

vapouring and patting with his fore feet upon the ground, yet

hath no manner of defence for himself but with his breech ; for

upon your approach, he turns about and makes the most

abominable stink in the world. Wood]. The land is clear and

good pasturage for cattle, lying in plains and grassy meadows.

This afternoon it rained and was foggy, so that we knew not

which way to go, although we had a compass wdth us. We got

to some bushes, and made a fire, and here we stayed all night.

W^e neither saw nor heard any thing in the night.

The farthest that I went into this land Avas 25 miles WNW
from the harbour mouth. All things I saw I have mentioned

excepting some small creatures like efts, which run in the grass:

no manner of snake or venomous creature : here are some earth-

worms, caterpillars, and other insects, but few in number. [What

there is for fire-wood is more plentiful in Port Sati Julian than at

Port Desire. It grows near the water side in little brushes].

My men being weak, I thought it most fit to go for Por^ Desire

again, to refresh the men, and knowing I could have there what

penguins and seals I would, it being my intention to salt up a

quantity of each. September the 16th, in the forenoon I sailed

from Port San Julian NNE for Port Desire.

[The ISth, we arrived at the said Port. On the night of the

same day, Mr, Wood made an observation of an eclipse of the

moon, by which he calculated the longitude of Port Desire to

be 73" West of the meridian of London.

When the ship was first at Port Desire, Ave sowed several

sorts of English seed, as turnips, carrots, colworts, radishes, beans,

pease.

Vf
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pease, and onions ; some of each of which, that the Patagonians
^^]|^;1^:^-,

bad left, we found upon our return. The turnips were very good, 1670.

but the radishes, pease and beans were gone to seeds. We could September.

not perceive that the Indians had used any of them ; but had only In Port

pulled them up by the roots and left them to wither. JVoocll.

We took seals and penguins, and salted the flesh in bulk on

the rocks, keeping it covered from the wind. The penguins

eggs are very good nourishment. [We gathered about 1 00,000

of them, which we kept four months very good. fF.]

Friday the 30th. I went about ten miles up the river with

Don Carolus ; we lay out all night, but saw no people : this

same night however, the people of the country came to our little

well, which is up the valley, and stole an iron pot, and three

suits of clothes which our men had laid there to dry, with some

other linen : but they did not meddle with the beads which are

hung upon a pole on the hills, and they will not come near it

nor meddle M'ith it. The people of the country have made in

a valley the form of the ship in earth and bushes, and stuck up

pieces of sticks for masts, and redded the bushes all over with

red earth ; the model I imagine is to record our ship, for they

cannot have any records but by imitation : this fancy we let

alone untouched, only I laid a string or two of beads on it, and

came away.

October the 1 1th. Our men are all in good health, lusty and October.

fat : those which had the scurvy are got very well with fresh meat

and such green herbs as they can get on the shore. Here is

provision enough of seals and penguins to lade ships if s^^*- ^Q

plenty ; and I can assure its lasting four montl-° » « eet, if not longer,

provided care be taken in tb^ bleeding, dressing, and salting *.

Salt

* It did not happen to Captain Naibrougli, as unfortunately it did to Captain

John Davis, to have occasion to make the experiment of salted penguins keeping

in the hot latitudes. See Vol, II, p. 105.

Y y a
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cHAP^. Salt may be had at St. Julian's, and I believe also may be made
1670. at Port Desire in the summer; for here is dried salt in the hollows

October, of the rocks, and here are several flats where pits may be made to
In Port let in salt-water, and so make salt, as I have seen in other places.
Uesire. m. • i- iIhe pengLun lives by catching fish which he dives for, and is

very nimble in the water : he is as big as a brant goose, and
weighs near about eight pounds : they have no wings, but flat

stumps like fins : their coat is a downy stumped feather : they are

a blackish grey on the back and heads, and white about their necks
and down their bellies: they are short-legged, and stand upright
like little children in white aprons, and in companies together.

They will bite hard, but they are very tame, and will drive to your
boat's side like sheep, and there you may knock them, on the head
all one after another ; they will not make any great haste away.

^^Pon°°' ^" ^^^^ ^^^^^' ^ weighed anchor and sailed out of Port Desire,

Desire. Standing Southward. The 2 1st, we passed Cap". Fair Weather in

Gallegos.
51°30'S. Here goes in the Jlim- Ga//e^os*.

Cape de las
"^^^ ^^d, we Came to Cape Virgin Mart/. [About 4 league*

Virgenes. towards the North of this Cape it is all white cliffs and steep up,

the Cape being the highest land : and about a cable's length to

the North of the Cape, there is a black spot in the clifts. From
Lowbeachy the pitch of the Cape SW there lieth a beachy point reaching

SSWofthe about a league into the sea : on this beach grow small bushes,
Cape, the Eastern point of the beach bears SSW per compass from

Cape Virgin Mary. Pecket and JVood]. I find the variation

here to be 1
7° Easterly.

[The

* It is concerning this rvi... .v.^^ Seixas y Lovera has cited Templemant. Seixas
says, ' the Rio de Gallegos is very deep, ,.;,], ^ large eutrance : the land on the
' Northern side is high, and near that shore are reets \j[ iv-^tg ^hich we saw. To
' which may be added what is said by John Templemant, an i^-'-aii^hman who
' went to the South at the same time with Carlos Enriquez Clerk, in the Soutnti^
* Directory written by him and printed in England in the year 1673, that on the
* said North side of the said River there are some dunp-erous reefs of which the sood
' mariner should keep well clear; but near the Southern shore the channel is fair

' and deep.' Descr. Geog. de la Reg. Mag. foi. 59,2^
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[The 23d, sailing along towards Cape Orange, we had 20 and

55 fathoras depth in the fair way. About 4 leagues SW of

Point Possession we haled in WbN, to get near the North shore,

and we fell in with shoal water ; at once we had but 5 fathoms,

and then Cape Orange bore SSW of us distant two leagues. We
bore oft' to the SE again and had 19 fathoms, and then we
steered away for the First Narrow. Pecket].

Here is anchoring all about in the fair way from Cape Virgin

Mary till you come into the Narrow. I did not find much tide

any where except in the Narrow : the flood sets into the

Streights : it is six hours flood and two hours ebb ; it riseth and
falls near four fathoms perpendicular ; and is high water here

on the change day of the moon at 1 1 o'clock as well as I could

perceive. Many beds of rock Aveed are driving to and fro

here. I was open of the Narrow at five o'clock this afternoon,

having a fine gale at NNE, but could not get past a league into

it, the tide running out so strong that I could not stem it. I was
in danger of running the ship against steep rocks which lie on
the North side, she taking a shear with the tide. There grow
long weeds on the rocks ; I went and sounded over them, and
had five feet water on them, and 14 fathoms by the side of them
next the channel : they come from the point of the Narrow on
the North side a mile off. [On the North shore three anchors
lay upon the sand]. At 8 o'clock the wind came to the NW;
it fell very dark and rained much. I was forced to fiill back
out of the Narrow as well as I could. I could not see the shore,

and it fell a flat calm ; finding £5 fathoms water, pebble stones

and oozy bottom, I anchored and rode a^' light.

It is eight leagues and something be trom the First to the 2511,.

Second Narrow. The Reach between t lem shews like a little

sea, for till I had sailed therein 3 leagues we could not see to the

Second Narrow. A mile or two to the North Eastward of the

point of the Second Narrow, there is a bay, and a white cliif of

ordinary
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[The £3d, sailing along towards Cape Orange, we had 20 and

S5 fathoms depth in the fair way. About 4 leagues SW of

Foint Fossession we haled in WbN, to get near the North shore,

and we fell in with shoal water ; at once we had but 5 fathoms,

and then Cape Orange bore SSW of us distant two leagues. "We
bore oft' to the SE again and had 19 fathoms, and then we
Steered away for the First Narrow. Fecket].

Here is anchoring all about in the fair way from Cape Virgin

Mary till you come into the Narrow. I did not find much tide

any where except in the Narrow: the flood sets into the

Streights : it is six hours flood and two hours ebb ; it riseth and
falls near four fathoms perpendicular; and is high water here

on the change day of the moon at 1 1 o'clock as well as I could

perceive. Many beds of rock weed are driving to and fro

here. I was open of the Narrozv at five o'clock this afternoon,

having a fine gale at NNE, but could not get past a league into

it, the tide running out so strong that I could not stem it. I was

in danger of running the ship against steep rocks which lie on
the North side, she taking a shear with the tide. There grow
long weeds on the rocks ; I went and sounded over them, and
had five feet water on them, and 14 fathoms by the side of them
next the channel : they come from the point of the Narrow on
the North side a mile off". [On the North shore three anchors
lay upon the sand]. At 8 o'clock the wind came to the NW;
it fell very dark and rained much. I was forced to fall back
out of the Narrow as well as I could. I could not see the shore,

and it fell a flat calm ; finding £5 fathoms water, pebble stones

and oozy bottom, I anchored and rode a^' light.

It is eight leagues and something be irom the First to the 25111.

Second Narrow. The Reach between t lem shews like a little

sea, for till I had sailed therein 3 leagues we could not see to the

Second Narrow. A mile or two to the North Eastward of the

point of the Second Narrow, there is a bay, and a white clilf of

ordinary

atmtUt
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CHAP. 13

1670.
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af Magal-
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gfitli.

ordinary height which is called Cape St. Gregory. In that Bav
you may ride in 8 fathoms, clean sand}^ bottom, a good half

mile from the shore, and it is a good road when the winds are in

the Western quarters.

In sailing through the Second Narrow I sounded in the fair

way, and had 28 and SO fathoms, the bottom small stones. In

the evening [of the 'i5th], we anchored about two miles to the

North of Elizabeth Island, in eight fathoms and a half, fine black

sand, the East point of the Island bearing SbE. [Here we lay

sheltered from the strength of the tide.]

'I'he 26th, in the morning I went on shore on Elizabeth Island^

and at my landing, nineteen of the country people came from

the hills to me. I exchano-ed with them some knives and beads

for their bows and arrows, and for their coats which were made
of young guanacoes skins. I gave them a hatchet and other

tilings, and they seemed pleased. I shewed them gold, which

they would have had : I made signs that if they had any, or

if any were in the land, I would give knives and beads for it.

I laid gold and bright copper into the ground, and made as if

I found it there, and looked to and fro on the earth as if I looked

for such things : they looked one on another and spake to each

other some words, but I could not perceive that they understood

me, or that they knew gold or any other metal. They catched

at every thing they could reach : they tried to break the boat's

grapnel with stones, and would have carried it away. I caused

them to sit down and put strings of beads about their necks

:

still they desired iiiore. My Lieutenant Pecket and several

of my men danced with them. My Lieutenant, for one of their

coats, gave them his coat, which they desired to have because

it was red. After two hours conference, I made signs that

I would go on board and would return Avith more things. They

then set themselves down on the grass, and immediately set fire

to the grass on the side of the bank : by what means they got

fire
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1

fire so suddenly I could not understand. These people are of a chap. 13.

middle stature both men and women: well hmbed, and roundish ^"^^g^^

faced with low foreheads: their noses are of a mean size; their October,

eyes black ; their teeth smooth, close set, and very white ; small Strait

ears; their hair is very black and harsh, and kept even and *"

hmie?^
round on the forepart : they are full breasted ; of a tawny olive

colour; but were redded much with red earth and grease, and
their faces dawbed in spots with white clay, and in black streaks

with smut, in no method: their arms and feet the like. They
have small heads and short fingers : they are active, and nimble
in going and running : their garment which is made of skins

sewed, is in form of a carpet about five feet square, or according

to the largeness of the person : they have a cap of the skins of

fowls with the feathers on, and have pieces of skin tied about
their feet to keep them from the ground : they are hardy in

enduring cold, and when they are stirring, generally go naked
from head to foot, and do not shrink from the weather, which
was very cold when I saw them. They have no hair on their

bodies or faces. Some of the M'omen have a piece of skin

before them, and they wear bracelets of shells. The men only

have caps. The men are fuller faced than the women. Their

language is harsh, and they speak ratling in the throat, and
thick. I could not understand the meaning of any word they

spake ; except that when they did not like a thing, they would
cry Ur, Ur, ratling in their throats. Their food is what they

can get, fish or flesh : they are under no government, but every

man does as he thinks fit; for they had no respect to any one,

nor were under obedience to any in their company : neither did

they make shew of worshipping any thing, either sun or moon.
On our first going to land, they came directly to us, making
a noise, and every man had his bow ready strung and two arrows

in his hand. Their bows are about an ell Ions;; their arrows

near eighteen inches long, neatly njade of wood and headed

with
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f«_^p^i3^ wilh flints pointed broad-arrow fashion and well fastened; the

ether end is feathered. These people have large mongrel dogs

niVich like the race of Spanish dogs, and of several colours. I

of Mao'al-
^^^ ^^^ ^^® ^"^ other domestic creature with them, nor did I at

hanes. this time see their boats, for they lay at the other end of the

Island next the main land. They were waiting for fair weather

to go to the other Islands for penguins. [We found neither

wood nor fresh water on this part of the Island. The soil bore

good grass and divers sorts of berries. A small vessel may sail

round Elizabeth Island ; but the channel at the West end is

narrow, and the depth in some places not above three fathoms;

and there is danger because of rocks and foul ground. Tecket'].

30th. The 30th, [we weighed and stood to the Southward]. At
I'resh night, we anchored in a small Bay in 1 1 fathoms, gravelly ground,

half a mile from the shore. No tide runs here to thwart a ship ;

the water rises and falls 10 feet perpendicular. This Bay hath

two rivulets of fresh water, [into which you may row your boat

and fill water casks] and good timber trees : also wild currants and

many such like bushes. [Geese and ducks are in plenty here],

3i^t-
[ W'^e weighed the next day]. It is six leagues ivom Fresh

Water Bat/ to Fort Famine South and North from the one to the

point of the other. [As the ship sailed towards Port Famine,

Mr. Wood and others went in the pinnace along by the shore;

and about two leagues and a half to the South of Fresh fVater

Bay they came to a small sandy Bay, at the NE end of which

are rocks and shoals about two cables length off". Here they

found two canoes and some natives, who were very quiet, and

60on became familiar with our men. Several things were s;iven

to thera, but Avhatever was red they esteemed most, and in lieu

of our commodities, gave us their bows and their skin coats.

But finding now our ship was gone before, they made all the

haste they could to their canoes, and followed her to Port

Famine. Jioocl]. The point near Port Famine, (Point Saint AnneJ
1

1

cannot
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cannot be discerned as you come from the Northward till you chap. 13.

bring it on the NW of you. The Bay lies up in a little hook ,57^

NV/, and the land on the West side is low and sandy, and much October.

drift wood lies on it like a carpenter's yard.
/Ma''^al-

In Port Famine is good \|>ooding and watering, and good hanc.s.

catching of fish. At one hale with the seine 1 haled ashore
i7n„^-p,.,

above 500 large fishes like mullets, all scaly: here are smelts

twenty inches long, many anchovies, and some stnall skates. Here

grow trees of good large timber 40 inches through, the leaves

are green and large like bay tree leaves in England : the rind

is pretty thick, and grey on the outside ; if you chew it, it is

hotter than pepper and more quick : when dry it has a spicy

smell. We used it with our pease and other provisions, and

found it wholesome and good : we also steeped it in the water

we drank, and it gave the water a good flavour. These kind

of trees grow in many places on both shores of the Strrights.

In all these woods I could not find any fruit trees, or oak, or

ash, or hazel. Here are but two sorts of timber, one is the

pepper rind tree which is indifferent wood; tlie other is a timber

much like our beech. Here are the best and bis-o-cst trees in

all the Streights, and great planks may be cut out of them. I

saw no mineral any where. Here are herbs which we boiled for

salleting, and green grass with it, which relished pretty well. It

is bad travelling in the woods because of the old trees and un-

derwoods. The lands to the NW and West of Port Famine

rise up in very high hills. We can see the tops of them all

barren and ragged peeping over those mountains next to the

shore. I do verily believe that in these mountains there is

metal either of gold or copper ; for a man [native] who Came

aboard to whom I shewed my ring, pointed up to the mountains

and spake something to me. Their language is much in the

throat, not very fluent, but is uttered with good deliberation.

I could not perceive but only the younger people were obedient

Vol. HL Z z to
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fiHA p. 13. to the elder, and the women to the men : I took the men's coats

1670. and put about the women, but the men did not suffer them to

October, keep the coats long. I profferred them to exchange one of my
ofAlagal- l^*^s ^or one of theirs, and they laughed, but the Indian lad
hancs. hung back, I gave to the m^n ^nives and fish-hooks; to the

Pamjne. ^^ds and women, jews trumps, pipes, looking glasses and beads:

ihey refused brandy.

November. [November 3d, we sailed from Port Famine. The -^vcather

3^' proved foggy, and Ave had no place to anchor in, so we kept

4th. Pb'i"o ^<^ «^"^^ fro ^^J night. The next day we were abreast

of Cape Froward].

Cape CapeFrozpard is the Southernmost land of the great Continent

of America. It lies in 53" 5£' S latitude. On the back of it is

very high land : the face of the Cape is steep up, and of a good

lieight. I sounded with my boat close to the Cape and had

40 fathoms depth : in mid-channel there is no ground at 200

fathoms, and but little tide as I saw. The compass has here

16° East variation.

[The coast from Cape Fraward to Cape Holland is WbN about

5 leagues. A little to the Eastward of Cape Holland is a sandy

Wood's Bay where a ship may ride in 1 8 or 20 fathoms, a good birth from
""^' the shore; but we could not get there to anchor. It was called,

after our Master's mate's name, flood's Bay. PecA-e^*].

5th. The 5th, I was abreast of Cape Holland. From the pitch

of Cape Froward to the pitch of Cape Holland the Streight lies

in the channel WbN nearest, and is distant full five leagues:

and from the pitch of Cape Holland to the pitch of Capt

Gallant, the Streight lies in tlie channel WbN a little Northerly

and

* The MS copy of Wood's Journal is not conLaiiied beyond September tlie

26th. In Haeke's publication, Wood's Buy is said to be situated to the West of

Ctij)e Ho/taud. Captain Narbrough, however, has placed it in his Chart on the

East side of Cape Holland, as likewise have the later Charts. In the Spanish

Chart of 1788 it is named the Bat/ de Sglauo, and a plan of the Bai/ is given is

the Relacion del Utii/iw f kige.
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and is distant 8 leagues. For a more exact situation of the

several promontories, bays, and soundings, I refer the reader to

the large draught of tlie Magellan Streights, drawn by my own
hand on the place.

The Streight shews now as if there was no passage to tlie

Westward. At this distance I saw two large openings into the

South land; one opposite to an Island I called Charles Island^;

the other more to the Westward, up a bite where I saw many
whales spouting, and I called that place Whale Bay. [Night

coming on we put into a Bay to the Eastward of Cape Gallant,

to which we gave the name of Fortescue's Bay, within which is

a fair sandy cove for small ships, called by our Captain, Fort

Gallant. Wood's printed Voyage
-f-].

From Cape Gallant to a low point 3 leagues to the Westward,

the channel of the Streight lies NWbW a little Northerly : this

reach is not more than two miles broad ::j: from the North shore

to the Islands which I called The Royal Isles, and the Western-

most of them 1 called Rupert's Island. The low point on the

North shore abreast Rupert's Island I called Point Passage.

Monday the 7th, I rode at anchor all day close to the shore

[in a Bay on the NW side of Point Passage which was named
Elizabeth Bay]. In the afternoon I went in my boat over to the

South shore opposite to Elizabeth Bay, to the point called

Whale Point. I travelled up the hills two miles, but could not

see any gold or metal : the land is very irregular and rocky,

with mossy kind of grass growing on it ; and is very boggj and
rotten, for I thrust down a lance of sixteen feet long into the

ground with one hand very ©asily. Here grow juniper trees, some^ a foot

* In the Spanish Chart /. de hs Priiicipes.

t P. 89. This Port it is probable received the aame of Part Gallant in the fir»Jt

Voyage of Cavendish, after a vessel of his small squadron named the Hugh Gallant.

X Both Captain Narbrough's Chart and the Spanish Chart lay down the breadth
of the Strait tu this part three miles.
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CHAP, 13. a foot through, the wood not very sweet. Here are brant geese

1670. and ducks. .1 could not travel farther for snow on the moun-

Novembcr. tains, SO I returned to the boat. I saw where the natives had
Strait been. Here are good muscles on the rocks, and many seed

ofMagal-
. , , ,• ,

hanes. pearls m every muscle; also limpets, and sea eggs. The rippling

here is not worth notice, for it is but an hour of either ebb or

flood that the tide runs strong. On the South side of the

Streight in the reach between Elizabeth's Bay and &t. Jerom's

Jiiver there are several brave coves, like the wet dock at Dept-

J'ord, and safe to lay ships in from either much wind or sea. Tiie

shore sides are rocky, and sleep to, in most places. In the

main channel there is no ground at 100 fathoms. Also in the

Bays on the South side there is deep water; and in the Bays,

and close along the South shore, lie small Islands.

Two leagues Westward of Elizabeth Bay, several streams of

snow water run down the clitis of the hills. The land on the

North shore is low and woody, and up a valley in this low land

there runs a fresh water river, shallow at low water, but into

which shallops or small vessels may go at high water, for the

Batchelor's tide riseth here eight or nine feet. I named it Batchelors River.

Before the mouth of this river is good anchoring, in 9 to 12

fathoms, sandy bottom, a fair birth off the shore. The tide

runs but ordinary; the flood comes from the Westward, and

the tide that comes out of St. Jerom's Channel makes a rippling

with the stream of the tide in the Streight. This road that is

VorkRoad. before Batchclors River I called York Road; it is a good place

to ride in witli Woatpily winds, for here cannot go any great

sea, neither shall a man be embujed. so that if a cable break

he will have the Streight open. The Westerly winds are the

greatest winds that blow here, for the trees all stoop to these

winds and lean Easterward ; and the West side of all the trees

that stand open, are made flat with the winds. The tops of the

mountains look to the Eastward. On the shores which he open

o ^
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to the East, the grass grows clown to the water side, and they chap. 13.

arc the greener shores ; but on the shores exposed to the West, 1670.

the grass and trees are weather beaten and worn away, and the November,

shore sides niueh tewed with the surge. .. aV'"*^i°
. .

or Magal-
Capc Q,uad is u steep up Cape : it shews hke a great building hanes.

of a castle. Here are hio;h mountains on both shores of the CapeQuail.

Streight, and craggy barren rocks. The water very deep in the

channel ; no ground at 100 fathoms. This is the most crooked

part of all the Streight, therefore I called it Crooked Pleach.
^iCeadf'

. ^Monday the 14th. This morning I was abreast of a Cape

on the South side, which I called Cape Mundoy, distant from q^^^

Cape Quad about 13 leagues. The Streight here keeps NWbW Sunday.

to Cape Upright, which is a steep upright cliff, 4 leagues distant Cape

from Cape Mundaij. I tind little or no tide to run here : there Upright.

is no ground in the channel at 200 fathoms, a musket-shot off

the shore on either side. Many coves and sounds run into the

South shore. I have sailed fair along by the South shore all

this day j for the North shore makes in broken Islands. Here

lie along the South shore several small Islands, but no danger,

for they are all steep to. This day at noon I was abreast of an

Island which lies on the Northern side of the Streight, which

I cullocl Wfsiiniinater Island ; it is a high rocky Island shewing

like Westminster Hall: there are many Islands, also broken ^^'est-

ground and rocks between that and the North shore ; I called "HaTr
these Islands The Lawijers.

Lawyers.

From Cape Quad till you come into the South Sea, is high

land all the way on both shores, and barren rocks with snow on

them. Indeed from Cape Quad to the South Sea, I called this

land South Desolation, it being so desolate land to behold. The

compass hath 14" 10' variation Easterly here.

I make the whole length of the Streights of Magellan from

Cape Virgin Mary to Cape Deseado, including every reach and

turning, to be 116 leagues; and so much I sailed from one sea

to
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CHAP. 13. to the Other, according to ipy estimation. The difFerenoe of

1670. longitude I make 7° 14'*.

November.
jjej-g ]jg f^^^ ^^^^ Islands at the North part of this mouth-

of Magal- of the Streight in the South Sea; they, are pretty near together;
hanes- ^^^ Easternmost stands singly by itself, and is round copling up>

Direction

;

a fair height, like a haycock ; the other three are flattish. I called

'''^Sr' ^^^^^ t^^ ^^^^*
"if'

i^irectioHf,

[During the night of the 14th, we plied "Westward with the

Avind at NW. The 15th, the weather being hazy, and like to

blow, we bore into the Streights again, and put into a small

Bay about 3 leagues within the Cape (Pillar), where we lay in

1 3 fathoms good anchorage. At the West end of this Bay lie

5 or 6 small rocky Islands, which do not shew as Islands when.

you are a mile from them, but appear then as if joined to the

mainland. Here are two or three beds of weeds as you go

into the Bay, but there is water enough over them. We named
Tuesday this Tuesday Bai)%; therein is a small cove at the Western part,

I^ort de la
which is a good birth from the Islands and where no winds cau

Miseri- \ixyit you, and you may ride in what depth you choose from

10 to 3 fathoms. We found wood and water plenty here, and

berries like hurts : also wild geese, ducks, and other wild fowl.

The 19th, at one in the afternoon, we sailed out of Tiip*iin«/ I?«^

having the wind at ESE. At 4, the Cape (Pillar) bore South,

distant about 3 leagues, and we steered away NNW for Baldivia.
xii«^ :i.^Lii, no liau a iiooij gctit: Hom tlic SSW. In thc aftcmoon

"^CmLf
^^^ s^^ortened sail and lay the ships head SEward. At 7, we saw
the land, but night coming on, we lay to. Peckef].

The 26th, The land makes in Islands lying near the main
land. Inland are high and large hills, which stretch North

^
'. and

• This is half u degree more than the positions as at present established will give.

t In most Charts now named I'ke Evutigelists.

% Tliis Bay is the Port de la Misericordia of Sarmiento. See vol. II. p. 33. In
Narbrough's Chart it is marked Tuesdai/ Doi/, but tlte editors of his Journal have
oitjrely omitted to uientiou it-.
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and South with snow on the tops of the highest. At 8 o'clock

I made the Island Nuestra Senora del Socoiro (The Island of our

Lady of Succour). I steered for it NEbE. It made rounding

up at the Eastern end, and lower in the middle than at either

end : it maketh with a ridge running from one end to the other,

and trees growing on it : the shore is rockj on the South side,

with some broken rocks near it, and on the SE end of the

Island stand two copling peaked rocks close to the shore, and
white on the top with fowls dung. The Island is of a fine

height and all woody on the North side. 'I'he woods are all

green, and fresh water runs down in five or six gullies.
'

This

Island lies in 45° S, and longitude from Cape Pillar 1° 19' East.

Variation here 11° Easterly.

[At one o'clock after noon we anchored in a fair sandy Bay on
the East side of the Island Socorro in 10 fathoms. A point of the

Island bore NWbW from our anchorage, distant 5 miles ; and
the part of the Island nearest to us was about half a league

distant. Fecketl. I went ashore with my boats for fresh water.

I saw an old Indian hut and some cut sticks ; but all old done,

and no sign of people being now on the Island. The soil is

a sandy black earth : no signs of minerals. The Island is so

grown all over with impenetrable thick woods, that I could not

see the inward part. The woods are ordinary timber; none

that I saw was fit to make planks. The nature of the wood is

much like beech and birch, and here is a heavy white wood
good for little but firing. No fruit or herbs. [On the rocks are

store of sea fowl. We killed of them between two and three

hundred -with sticks].

The 30lh. [Being fair weather, the wind Southerly, we weighed

anchor and stood over to the Main to look for a harbour. We saw
several appearances like openings, and the land makes here all like

Islands. Pecket]. I went in my boat to an Island adjacent to

the main : the channel between has many rocks, and foul ground,

i3 so
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CHAP. 13.

1070.
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SO that I durst not venture the ship in. This Island at a distance

shewed as if it had been the main, being four leagues long from

the North point to the South point; it is of a mean height ; in

some places one league and in some two leagues broad, and is

grown all over with thick wood of the same kind as we found
in the Island Socorro. I saw no kind of mineral in it. Not
finding this Island noted in any draught [chart] I called it after

my Own name Narbrough Island, and took possession of it for

His Majesty and his Heirs.

South East from Narbrough Islaitcl, on the main, about 3 leagues

distant, there runs into the land a river or sound, and some
broken ground lies before it. The shore is rocky, and there are

high hills on the land on both sides of the opening, Avhich lies

in East and West. I take it for that place which in the draughts

is called St. Domingo'''. It lies in latitude 44° 50' S. To the

Southward tliereof all along the coast as far as 1 could see, are

many high Islands grown over Avith woods. [We returned to

the Island N.S.del Socorro and anchored near it in 7 fathoms].

This day, all the bread in the ship is expended : myself and all

the company eat pease in lieu of bread. My company, I thank

God, are indifferent well in health, being 72 in number. No
fish to be taken here with hooks. Many porpusses and some

whales about us.

[December the 5th, we set sail for the Island Castro^ the

•wind being SWbW, At 8 this evening the Island of Succour

bore SbE, distant 5 leagues.

The 6th, at noon we saw the Island of Castro: it bore WNW,
distance 4 miles, and we stood close aboard the shore, and run

down

* Neither the Chart in Ulloa nor any of the Spanish Charts lately in use shew

the name St. Domingo to any River or Port in this part of South America, or the

name of N. S. del Socorro to any Island near the Coast hereabouts. The Spanish

Atlas of 179S places an Island very near the Coast of Chili, in 44° 40' S latitude,

which in shape and situation answers neatly to Narbrough'3 description of the

Island to which he gave his own jianie.
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down NNW until tlic Easternmost part of the Island bore NW
of us; and betwixt the North and NAV was all open, and we
saw only the Island, and the main land to the Eastward of us.

We then tacked and plied close under the Island. The Lieu-

tenant went with the pinnace to set Senior Carolus ashore, to

see for Indians and to trade with them ; but there went too much
sea for landing, so the boat returned on board again, and we
stood otf to sea all night, intending for Baklivia. We had much
wind in the night at NW. Pecket].

No-ma7is Idand lies in latitude 43" 47* S, and in lono-itude

East from Cape Pillar 1° 29'. The variation of the compass
here is 10 degrees Easterly. This Island is that which the
draughts make to lie at the South end of Castro [Chiloe], at the

mouth of the going in of the chanflel which is between Castro

and the main. The draughts of this coast are bad, for they
do not shew the several Islands that lie near it, but lay down
all along a straight coast.

[The 14th, in the afternoon, we fell in with the river of Bal-

divia; and the Spaniards at a fort, on discovering us, fired a gun].

The next morning at 7 o'clock, Signior Carlos was set ashore on
the South side of the harbour of Baldivia, without the entrance

a mile, in a small sandy Ba}' about two miles within Point

Galera. He carried with him a sword, and a case of pistols,

and his best apparel, and a bag with his beads and knives ;

together with scissars, looking-glasses, combs, rings, pipes, jews-

harps, bells, and tobacco ; all which things he had of me to

give to the natives. He took his leave of my Lieutenant, and
desired him to look out for his fire in the night. He went from

the boat along the sea-side in the path towards the harbour's

mouth for a quarter of a mile, and then turned behind a point

of rocks out of sight.

The land here is all woody, so thick that there is no travelling

except by the water-side. ]\Iy people gathered green apples

Vol. IIL A a a off
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CHAP. 13. off the trees at the edge of the wood, much hke our European

1670. winter fruit: the apples are bigger than wahiuls.

December. T!ie inouth ,of ithe liarbour of Baldivia Ueth in latitude 39° 56' S,

Baldivia.
gj^^^j [^ longitude East from Cape Pillar 2° 4 1'. [Two canoes came
to the ship, but, finding u^ to be strangers, the people in them

would not come on board, hut M'ent immediately back, to the

lanxl. We stood oft' and in during the night. P.]

i6i\t. The l6th, at 8 in the forenoon, I sent a boat, to where Doa.

Carlos had been landed. The boat rowed alons; the shore to-

wards the harbour: at the point on the South side of (the. harbour

stands a small fort of 7 guns, cnMed Si. James's Forf^ My boat

came suddenly on it, and before they perceived it to be a fort,,

they were within shot of it. The Spaniards on the. shove waived^

with, a white, flag, and called to them-. My Lieutenant rowed 1

to. them, and asked of what country theywere : they answered,

;

of Spain, 'i'hey asked of what countr3^he was; and he answered ^

of England. They asked him to come on shore, which he did,;

and was in. hopes to have, seen Don Carlos there, for the fort Avas

not.a.mile from, .the place where he was landed.

On my Lieutenant's landing, about twenty Spaniards and'

Indians came to the water-side, in arms, and received him and.

his company ashore, and conducted him up the bank about,

twenty yards from the water-side, to under a great tree, where^,

the Captain of the Fort and two other Spani&h gentlemen received ,

him under the shade with great courtesy. They sat them on

chairs and benches placed about a table under the sliade, for

the Sun slione very warm. The Spanish Captain called for

wine, which was brought to him in a great silver bowl. He
,
drank to my Lieutenant, and bid him welcome ashore, and
caused five of his ordnance to be fired, being glad to see

Enghshmen in that place. After every one had drank, and my
Lieutenant had thanked him for his entertainment, he desired

my gentlemen to sit down, and discoursed with them. He ,

3 askyd
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asked by what way tliey came info this sea, what their Captain's chap. 13.

name Avas,and if there were wars in England. My Lieutenant ^"^^^^
answered to his demands, and asked hiuj if they were in peace December.

Avith the Indians. The Captain answered, they Avere at wars i^^iWivia.

with them round about, (wafting his hand round tiie harbour)

•and that the Indians Were a vahant people and very barbarous,

and fought on horseback, and did them much spoil : that two
days before, they came out of the woods and killed a Spanish

Captain as he stood at his duty by the side of the Fort, and
<;ut off his head and carried it away sticking on their lance.

They seem fearful of the Indians, for they will not stir any way
tinarhied, neither do they clear any of the woods on this side

©f the harbour, nor walk beyond a musket-shot distant froni

the pahsadoes. The Spaniards say that the Indians have much
gold, and that their ariiiour for the breast is fine beaten gold. In
the afternoon, a dinner was brought out of the Fort to the tent

where they were : the first course was soppas (soups), then oleos,

then pullets, then fish, all dressed with hot sauce : the last course
was sweetmeats

: every course was served in silver dishes, and
all the plates wer6 silver, and the pots and stewpans, and all the

utensils belonging to the cooking Were silver, a large bason to

wash their hands in was silvct', and the hilts of the soldiers

swords w-ere silver; but the hilts of the officers swords were
gold of good value. Silver is but little esteemed anions them :

their boast was, P/afa no vallanada, much oro in terra.

Four Spanish gentlemen [one of them a Captain] desired to

go aboard with my Lieutenant to see the ship, and to pilot hci

into the harbour if I Avould cohie in. I had much discourse

vfith these Spanish gentlemen : they sa}^ that the natives are of

;^iga»fic; stature, and that they muster on horseback eight and
ten thousand men in arms, and well disciDlined: that the Indians

•about Ormnoi antl Chi'loe have much gold, and that they trade

'<^'ith it M'iththe Spaniards. The Spanish Captain said that they

A A A s have
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CHAP. 13. have ships going yearly from Lima to Manila, and that they

,5^Q have a great trade with the Chinese: that they return by North-

Pecember. wards to Califomia and to Acapulco ; thence they come to

Baldivia. Panama, and then home to the Port of Lima. The Captain

demanded wliither I was bound? I answered, for China; that

we had rich lading for that country, and only touched at this

place for the refreshing of my men, and to take in wood and

fresh Avater. This Captain said I should have what the country

would afford; and as for fresh water, pointing to a place near

by, he said, I might there have Agiia del oro (which signifies

water of gold). This caused me to laugh; whereupon he said,

the water came running from the hills where they find gold, and

brought gold with it. He said, they wash the earth which is in

the mountains, and find the gold in the bowl or tray when the

earth is washed out ; and they buy gold of the Indians, who

gather it in the gullies of the hills, being washed in there by the

rains and the melting of snows.

A ship from Lima brings to Baldivia cloths, ammunition,

wines, tobacco, and sugar; and she lades from Baldivia with

gold and bezoar stone, red wool, &c. and Indian slaves that

the Spaniards take in these parts ; the Indians of Peru they

bring hither as soldiers against the Chili Indians, of which sol-

diers my men saw many at the fort. These Spaniards did

not care to answer me to many things I would gladly have

known. I laid the draught of all that coast on the table before

them, and asked who lived at this port, and who lived at that;

at some plact-s tl>ey would say Spaniards, at some the Indians ;

but they did not care to answer my questions, and framed other

discourse to Avaive mine. I asked if shipping could go in

between Castro and the main land; but they could not or

would not tell me.

Tliese Spaniards report this to be the finest country in the

whole world, abounding above other countries with all delights

for
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for mankind. Themselves bore good testimony of the healthiness chap. 15.

of the country. Here is great store of cattle, and all provisions; 1670.

abundance of gold and silver; and fruits of many kinds, as December,

apples, plumbs, pears, olives, apricots, peaches, quinces, oranges, ^^'^I'^i^'

lemons, melons, and many others.

The 17th. [We stood in, and at noon anchored in the road 17th:.

before the River of Baldivia, in 1 5 fathoms, black sandy bottom

;

Toint Galera, which is on the South side, bearing WbS one

mile distant ; and St. Peters Fort, which stands on an Island in

the middle of the river, bearing SEbE, distant about four miles.

In the afternoon. Lieutenant Pecket Mas sent in the pinnace to

land the Spanish gentlemen ; all the enquiry he could make
concernino; Don Canjlus signified nothino;; no manner of tidinss

of him could be learnt].

There went ashore in the boat eighteen of my best men I had

in the ship, men of good observation, to inspect into matters

of this concern which I had acquainted them with, as touching

the manner of the harbour, and the fortifications the Spaniards

have, and the disposition of the people ; and that it was my
desire to have conference with the natives of the country that

are at wars with the Spaniards, if by any means it could be

obtained : for it is my whole desire to lay the foundation of a
trade there for the English nation for the future; for I see

plainly this country is lost for want of true knowledse of it.

My men who went ir, tUt^ hn-^t ..Ucpn^f^A tK^ l.uih,^!,. cnA fl.r.

fortifications, and took good notice of the people. The Spaniards

bought several things of my boat's crew, and paid in good

pieces of eight: but they would not part with any gold, though,

my men were desirous to have some rather than silver ; neither

would they give bread in payment. The thing-s which they

bought of my men were two fowling-pieces which cost in Eng-

land about 20s. a-piece, and the Spaniards gave sixteen pieces

of eight a-picce for them ; cases of knives of 3 s. a-piece in

England'O
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cHA,p. 13. England the Spauiarcls gave five pieoes of eigh.t for; for single

"^"^70." tenpeiwy wires ihe.y -gave ,a .piece of eight ; for leather gloves

Deceiubei-. of te^pencc a pairj a piece of e.ight ; and nine pieces of eight

Baldivia.
f^^^. (.Jq^Jj ^oats of the seamen which cost sixteen shillings iji

England. The Spaniards were verj'g^iliant m tlieir apparel. My
Lieutenant and men were treated very courteously ; they were

iwt permitted to go into tlse foit, but were entertained in a

,tent. Four of the Spaniards wives would needs go into the

English boat and sit down on the benches, that they might say

they had been in a bo,at which came from Europe. These were

very proper white women, born in Peru of Spanish j^arents. The

Spaniards have also Indian women to their wives.

The Cajitain of St.Jago's Fort presented my Lieutenant with

a silver tol)acco-bo.\', a cane, and a plume of ostrich feathers,

not so good as the Barbary feather. My people could not come

to converse with the natives who are at wars with the Spaniards.

The Indians made a fire by the Avood's side within the harbour,

and hung out a Avhite flag on a long pole, and kept wafting it

a long time. My Lieutenapt would have gone to them; but

the Spaniards would not permit him.

18th. The 18th. [Tiiis dt^y Lieutenant Armiger was sent on shore

to ask leave to fill fresh water, when the Governor of St. Peter's

Fort stopped four of our men ashore, but for Avhat leason we

know not. P.]

My seamen which came aboard in my boat, told me that the

j-,n;iin-uuiiL jiati oeen -di I'ort i:it.Jago, and liad delivered my
message [demanding leave to fetch water] to the Captain of

.the Fort St. Jago, who said he had no order for it, and he wished

my Lieutenant to go to Fort St. Pedro, which he did, and a friar

a^id two other Spaniards went over with him in the boat, the

flag of truce flying and the trumpeter sounding till they landed
at the Fort. At landing, tlie Lieutenant was received courteously
hjy several Spanish gentlemen, and was desired to walk up to

a tent
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a tent where the Governor was. My Lieutenant presented my en \p. i.^.

respects to the Governor, and dehvered to him the cheese, and 1670.

hutt'er, totjjether with the spice, glasses and tobacco-pipes, which December^

I sent to him, ar.d acquainted him that I desired to know it" he BuWivia.

would permit my boats to water. The Governor caused my
Lieutenant and Mr. Fortescue to sit down, and drank to them

ifi a silver bowl with CA?/i wine. He gave no answer to the

Lieutenant at present, but sent an officer and soldiers and seized

on my boat: my Lieutenant desired to know what the meaning

of this was : the Governor answered, that he had order from

Don Pedro de Montajez, the Captain General of Chili, to keep

them till the ship vras l^rouglit into the harbour under the com-

mand of the Castle, and he was sorry he had no more Officers

of the ship in possession.

I' era Copia.

A Letter from Lieutenant Armigcr to Captain Narbrough. (5

Sir,

Myself and Mr. Foiiescue are kept here as prisoners ; for zcrhat

cause I cannort tell; but they still pretend much friendship, and say^

if you zi)ill bring the ship into the harbour, you shall have all the

accommodation that tnay.be.

Sir, I need not advise iiou further.

I am, Thomas Armiger.

December 18/7/, I67O. Jo/ui Fortescue.

I examined my seamen which came in my boat from the

Lieutenant, and they informed me of the whole matter. 1 talked

with two Indians that Ciim6 aboard, vrho could speak the Spanish

tongue indifferently well. They told me that I was a friend to

the Indians of the mountains, and that I was not a Spaniard,

and they desired to know where my countrj' was. 1 made

answer that my country is a little way ofl^", on the other side of

the
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CHAP. 13. the sea; and that I would come again and bring knives, hatchets,

jg_Q beads, gbsses, and other things, and hve in the country with

December, them ; and that they should see my country ; and that my King

I?.aldivia. is the greatest King in the world, and commands all other Kings,

and would give them many things. 'J he Indians laughed and

seemed to be very glad. I bad them accjuaint the Indians of

the mountains, or in-lands, that I was their friend, and that if

they would come to me I would give them hatchets and swords;

tl^at I came purposely to speak with them, and that my Master,

the great King of England, had sent them many things, and

would willingly see them.

After these people had heard all that I said to them, they

sat for a lime mute, and considering the kindnesses they received

from me and .my company, and that they must go ashore again

under the command of the cruel Spaniards, they weeped ex-

tremely. I gave to each of them a knife, a looking-glass, and

some beads. I was in great hopes all this time, that by means

of these people I should have an opportunity to speak with my
golden friends [the Indians of the mountains].

These people are of a middle stature, strongly set, and tawny

coloured, with long black flaggy hair : their features tolerable,

of a somewhat melancholy countenance : they wear small caps,

and iheir garment is a long mantle, or a square piece of cloth

^vove of the wool of guanacoes, with a hole in the middle through

which they put their head. Some wear breeches and half

.stockings ; but no shoes nor shirts.

J9th. The 19th. [Lieutenant Pecket went in the boat with a flag

of truce to parley with the Spaniards at a distance, but they

would not come off" to answer our expectations, so the Lieu-

tenant returned aboard after settins: the two Indians on shore,

one of whom carried a letter with him for the Governor, to

demand the reason why he stopped our men. P.]

A Note
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A Note which I sent to Lieutenant Armiger, v.rf»-^-^«*i^

enclosed in a Letter. December.

Lieutenant, take what notice you can of the fortifications of the
^a^'''^'^'

Fort, and what strength they have of people in it, and whether

they ore able to withstand a ship ; and what quantity of provisions

they have in it ; and whether Don Carlos be there. Send me an

account thereof by John Wilkins : I will use all endeavours to have

you off, when I understand the strength of the place.

I remain your loving Friend,

John Narbrough.

Burn all the letters you receive from me, and in case of

examination •

I find at Baldivia 8° lo' East variation. I much reason with

myself that the variation differs so greatly in the same latitude

betM'een the Eastern and Western side of the land of America,.

for on the East side in latitude 40° S, I found the compass to

have 20° East variation.

[The next day, the Governor sent off a canoe to fetch the 20th..

clothes of our men whom they had detained, and it being the

men's desire, the clothes were sent, and a letter to the Governor
to demand if he would release the men.

The 21st. This day a canoe came with a flag of truce, and sist,

brought word that the Governor would not send off our men ; so Sail froca.

we set sail and stood off to sea. P.]
'

Baldivia,

My intent is, if weather permit me, to sail all along the

coast from Baldivia to the Southward, till I come to the-

Streight's Mouth.

The names of the four men of my Company detained by the-

Spaniards at Baldivia, and whom I left there, are

Thomas Armiger, Lieutenant, aged 40 ; born in Norfolk.

John Fortescue, Gent, aged 27 ; born in Kent.

YoL. III. B B B Hush
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CHAP. 13. Hugh Cooe, Trumpeter, aged 28 ; .born in JVapping.

1670. Thomas Highway, linguist, aged 35 years, a tawny Moor,

December, born in Barbary of Moorish parents : he turned Christian

and lived in London. He speaks the Spanish tongue very

clear. He had formerly lived at Cadiz with an English

merchant. All these four were healthy sound men, and of

good presence and spirit, which gives me great hopes that

they will live to give an account of that country, and of their

travels *.

Description The harbour of Baldivia is near a mile and a half broad.

Port of St. Peter's fort is on an Island near two miles from the harbour's

Baldivia. mouth ; and any ship may come in and beat them from their

guns in St. Jago's Fort and in St. Andrew's Sconce, both of which

are on the South side of the harbour. Three rivers from the

country empty themselves into the port of Baldivia with a brisk

stream, which causeth the stream always to set out of the

harbour, and the water to be fresh just within the harbour's

mouth. These rivers 1 believe are not navigable for shipping

to Baldivia, for a vessel that was here sent her goods up in boats

and in flat-bottomed barges. Here grow good canes on the

shore side, such as come from the East Indies called bamboos

;

some are above twenty feet long.

22d. Thursday the 22d, the wind Avas at SW, and we plied to

v.'indward. At noon I observed the latitude 40° 3' S. I was

then 3 leagues from the shore, and could not get ground at

80 fathoms.
'

23cl. [The 23d, we stood in with the shore, and at 1 1 in the forenoon

came to an anchor in 15 fathoms in a sandy bay, abt>ut 9 miles

South of Baldivia. The boat was sent ashore to see for Indians

and to trade with them. The country is very woody : they

could

* By the wliole of the foregoing account as well as by the short list of prisoners,

it appears that the Spaniards did not seize tl)c boat, and that those only who
were on shore were detained

J
that is to say, tUe two officers, the interpreter, and

trumpeter..
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could see no people nor sign of people, and returned aboard chap. 13.

again. AVe weighed anchor, and made the best of our way to jg^^

the Streights of Magellan. P.] December,

Friday, January the 6th, 1671, we made die Four Isles of 1671.

Direction [the Evangelists]. When they bore North of me Januaiy.

3 leagues distant, I sounded, but could not get ground at

70 fathoms. It is the safest way, in my opinion, for those who the Strait

desire to enter the Streights of Magellan at the West mouth, to ot M«gal-

bear in for the land in the latitude of these Isles of Direction

and to make them. [At four this afternoon we anchored in a

Bay 7 leagues within the Streights, in 14 fathoms].

In Tuesday Bay and Island Bay, (on the South shore of the Tuesday

StreightJ, grow thick shrubby bushes on the lower lands, which
iJ\!^^l

have on them berries like hurts. The bushes will also serve for Bay.

fuel. Here are geese, ducks, and sea-birds ; muscles and limpets

on the rocks, but of other fish I saw none. I rowed two miles

up a Sound and could have gone farther, but it blew hard and

rained. The water is mighty deep in the Sound.

The 7th, in the morning, we sailed, and in the evening I an* 7tTi.

chored before the place called Batchelor's River, in 9 fathoms, Bau-helo/*
' River,

clear sandy ground, 2 cables length from the shore. The worst

wind here is a South wind, but there cannot then go much sea,

,

the Streight being here but 2 leagues broad. Batchelor's River

is 2 lea2;ues to the Eastward of St. Jerome's Channel. The tide

runs of an indifferent strength in this place both ebb and flood

;

it sets in and out of St. Jerotne's Channel, rising and falling about

8 or 9 feet perpendicular. At the going in of Batchelor's River

there is not above ten feet depth at high water.

Sunday the 8th, 1 went in my boat 4 miles up Batchelor's River, Sth.

which was as far as the boat could go. The river ends in a small

creek coming out of a lake of fresh water which is in a valley
<?, t

amongst the hills. We marched into the land five or six miles, of Magal-

and were slopped from going farther by hills rising very steep,

B B B g and
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CHAP. 13. and by impenetrable woods. We saw no beast, or other crea-

1671. ture, nor mineral of any kind. . The rocks are a kind of white:

January, marble. At nio-ht we wot on board.

Contination

from
Lieutenant
Pecket's

Journal.

9th.

In Port
Famine.

Pebruary.

The published Journal ef Captain Narbrough goes no farther.

The continuation of the Voyage, which is merely the return

of the ship to England, is given briefly from Lieutenant

Pecket's Journal.

January the 9th, we sailed from before Batcheloi-s River ;

and the 1 Ith, anchored in Port Famine, where we completed our

water. We found here a single Indian, who, as far as we could

comprehend from his signs, had escaped from other Indians who

had made him their slave, and he was now travelling to seek

his friends. One of our boats went nine miles up Sedges River,

the end of which they did not see, and were prevented by float-

ing timber and shallows from going further up.

February the 4th, at four in the morning we left Port Famine.

At 6 in the evening, we anchored in a fine sandy Bay about

4 leagues to the Northward of Fresh Water Bay, in 12 fathoms.

We caught here with the seine a great many large smelts, some

of them twenty inches long and eight inches about.

The 13th, one of our boats was sent to the First or Fastern

Narrow. They landed at a small sandy cove in the North shore,

where the three anchors had been seen. These anchors were

Spanish ; they lay above high water mark : one of them was

twelve feet long in the shank, and the other two were nearly

as long. The land here is full of rats, which burrow in the earth

like rabbits. Their food we supposed to be limpets, for there

lay great quantity of limpet-shells close to their holes.

Tuesday the 14th; this day the ship sailed through the Eastern

Narrow, and we entered the North Sea. In the afternoon, we

passed Cape Virgin Mary,

11 The
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The 24th, we anchored in the outer Bay of Port Desire, in chap. 13

1 4 fathoms. The next day we sent the long-boat into the harbour, 1671.

and she brought off five or six puncheons of water, which was all February.

that could be got there ; and what they brought was brackish. ^^"^'''

The 26th, we sailed from Port Desire. Here is very good

sounding all along the coast from Cape Virgin Mary to Cape

Blanco. Within five leagues of the Main you will have 25 and

30 fathoms depth ; and ten leagues ofl^, you will have 50 and

55 fathoms, black oozy sand.

May the 24th, we anchored in Angria Road at Tercera, May.

whence we sailed on the 26th; and on June the lOth we Juae.

made the Lizard.

On our arrival in Port, we understood that tlie Spanish Arrival

Ambassador at our Court had resented our Voyage into the
'"^"^'^'^'^

South Sea, but without any further notice being taken of it.

This Voyage, Avhich was productive of no new discovery, and

unattended with any important or remarkable event, has become
conspicuous through the diligence and attention of the Com-
mander, in observing and noting down whatsoever appeared to

him worthy of remark. The generality of readers probably will

find small entertainment from his voyage ; but it is due to Captain

Narbrough to acknowledge that his geographical and nautical

remarks, and also his observations on the soil, produce, and
other circumstances of the places vlsUc-d iiy him, iiavo ij«^<_ii ur

great service to tliose who since his time have navigated to the

Southern parts of America, and will be useful to future navi-

gators. His voyage, more than any other, may be regarded as

a directory for the navigation to the coast of Patagonia and the

Strait of Magalhanes.

Captain Narbrough was a good seaman, provident, and

careful of his ship and ship's crew: it is therefore the more to

b&
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«HAP. 13.be regretted that he appears to so httle advantage in some

other respects. Weak, inexperienced, and seduced by an am-

bition to shew himself an expert and crafty statesman; the

whole of his intercourse with the native Chilese and with the

Spaniards at Baldivia, exhibits the most ludicrous mixture of

simplicity and cunning. The blame however is in no small

degree attributable to the scheme of the voyage, which was

planned during a time of profound peace between Great

Britain and Spain, by persons the most exalted in rank and

power, and who committed its execution to an Officer of distin-

guished character. Whether the expedition to Chili deserves to

be treated as a clandestine attempt upon the rights of another

nation, or only as an act of bad neighbourhood, will admit of

question. Tampering with the natives to make them look to

Great Britain for protection, and employing his people to re-

connoitre the fortifications, were causes sufficient to justify the

apprehending and detaining his people ; though at the same

time their detention would have justified Captain Narbrough in

any measures for obtaining their release ; so distant from law

are the customs of nations. Eighteen sailors landed in a foreign

territory, with the grave and important task assigned them to

perform the part of a Corps de Savans, must have presented

a spectacle too grotesque not to have attracted the notice of

the Spaniards, if no other motive had existed to excite their

curiosity : but they had at this time very serious cause of alarm

.^^A «.pf,-oU<:>.^oio.» f«r tlio occuiitj uf iheir American possessions.

The Buccaneers under Morgan, an Englishman, had crossed the

Isthmus ufAmerica from the West Indian sea, and had made tliem-

selves masters of Panama, which city they ruined, and were yet

remaining in possession of its ruins, at the time Narbrough's ship

anchored at Baldivia. Their ravages extended to the Bearl Islands

in the Bay of Panama, -diul not till the end of February following

did they quit the shores of the South Sea to recross the Isthmus.

The
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The letter written by NarlDrough to Lieutenant Armigcr (if chap. 13,

it realJy was sent) may be called a masterpiece of silliness : and
'

on the contrary, the Lieutenant's letter may be quoted as an
example for its discretion and propriety. The most discredit-

able of the proceedings in this voyage, is Captain Narbrough's
abandonment of that Officer and the other persons on shore
with him, without making any eifort for. their deliverance. A
Spanish author remarks on the occasion, that ' apprehensive
of losing also his ship, he departed precipitately from the Strait.'

' Rezeloso de perder el mismo Navio partio precipitadamentt en

husca del Estrecho.' It is not indeed easy to account otherwise
for his sudden relinquishment of the attempt to open a commerce
with the Chilese, and for his hasty departure so early in the

season. The fact may be thus stated ;

December 1670. On the 15th, after fourteen months voyage,
arrived oft' Baldivia.

The 1 7th, anchored at the entrance of the harbour.

The 18th, four persons belonging to the ship were seized by
the Spaniards.

On the 21st of the same month, sailed from Baldivia to return

to England.

It might ironically have been said, that the business of Nar-
brough's Voyage was to set four men on shore at Baldivia. The
persons so landed were lel"t to their fate without interference

being made in their behalf by the British Government. A sub-
sequent voyager, many years afterwards, speaks of Lieutenant
Armiger being in Baldivia.

The Voyage of Narbrough is one of many transactions which
should obviate all re])roach from the Spaniards for the reserve

they have maintained respecting their American possessions.

In the Noticia de las Erpediciones al Magalhanes, it is said,

that an English ship of 40 guns passed the Strait in 1670, and
was taken at Baldivia. This seems to. be nothing more than

a report
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CHAP. 13. a report originating in the circumstance of the detention of

Captain Narbrough's men.

Remarks on the Charts of the Strait of Magaliianes.

The Chart made by Captain Narbrough of the Strait of Magal-

hanes may be esteemed the foundation of all the subsequent

Charts, although in their construction, this of Narbrough's has

not been sufficiently consulted.

The earliest Charts to be met with wherein the shores of the

Strait appear marked with any tolerable degree of resemblance,

are those made by the Dutch navigators. We are told that

good plans were more early drawn by the Spaniards, particularly

by Juan Ladrilleros in 1558, and by Pedro de Sarmiento in

15S0; but these were not made public ; and after the failure of

the plan for fortifying the passage of the Strait, the Spaniards

discontinued sailing by that route. Captain John Davis also,

in the second Vo3^age of Cavendish, made a plan of the Strait,

which the liistory of that Voyage describes to have been ' so

* exquisite that it could not in any sort be bettered ; by which

* in the deep dark night without any doubting, he and the

' Master conveyed the ship through that crooked channel.'

Captain Davis's plan has not been preserved, although there is

extant a tract published by him in 1595, (two years after his

return from the Strait) with the title of The Worldes Hydro-'

grnphical Description. But the sole intention and endeavour of

the adventurous author in this publication, was, to demonstrate

the probability of the existence of ' a short and speedy passage

' from England into the South Seas by a Northerly navigation
;'

for not discouraged by the dangers and disappointments ex-

perienced in three attempts he had already made, he here

invites his countrymen to promote the farther prosecution and

completion of the discovery, and the principal point for dis-

jCjujsitioa in his treatise, which is short, is, whether America be

joined
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joined to, or separate from, the old Continent. A brief descrip- chap, 13.

tion of the Straights of Magillane, however, is incidentally in-

troduced, and therein he speaks of his own navigation through

it, and of the plan he had made, in the following words :
* 1 have

' thrice passed the same Sti-aights, and have felt the fury thereof.

* But now knowing the place as I doe (for I have described

' every creek therein), I know it to be a voyage of as grealj

* certainty and ease as any whatsoever that beareth the distance

' from England that these Straights doe.'

The Chart made by J.Cornelitz May who sailed with Admiral

Spilbergen; is to be reckoned the first published of the Strait

which merits being called a Plan. The next improvement of

consequence in the geography of the Strait is the Chart formed

by Captain Narbrough. The published Charts of the Strait

which are entitled to notice appeared in the order following

;

1. The Chart by John Cornelitz May, shipmaster to Admiral

Spilbergen ; published in 16 19.

2. By Captain John Narbrough. Not published till 1694.

3. By Mons' Froger; published in 1698.

4. By M. Frezier. 1716.

5. A Chart of the Strait, published with3I. de Bougainville's

Voyage round the World. 1771.

6. A Chart, comprehending the observations and discoveries

made in the Strait by the Captains Byron, Wallis, and Carteret

;

engraved by Mr. J. Russel under the direction of our great

navigator Captain James Cook ; 1773.

7. A Chart constructed from asurvey taken in the Spanish frigate

S" Maria de la Cabesa, in 1 785-6 ; published at Madrid in 1 788.

The Chart by M. Froger (published Avith the Voyage of

M. de Genues) added to the geography of the Strait the know-

ledge of several ports not laid down in any preceding Chart.

Frezier's Chart contributed nothing certain : it was not in-

VoL. III. C c c . lendec!
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cHAP^iS. tended for pilotage, but drawn to elucidate a particular object,

on which account it has a claim to notice.

In the Chart to Bougainville's Voyage, the soundings are neg-

lected. Another instance of inattention is, that the lines of the

shores in this Chart are not drawn conformable with the plans of

harbours in the Strait which were taken in the same Voyage, and

published with its history. The track of the ship is laid down,

M'hich in a partial survey is information of consequence, as it

shews where there was opportunity of being correct, and where

the distance was too great for accuracy to be expected.

To the English Chart also there is a track, which however

is not of any single ship or passage through the Strait, but a

compounded track, evidently designed to shew the opportunities

for examination which occurred in the course of the three distinct

navigations of Byron, Wallis, and Carteret.

In the outline of the shores of the Strait, no part lies more

obvious to examination than the coast from Port Famine to

Cape Froward; yet in this short distance the Charts differ

remarkably from each other, both in the direction and the dis-

tance. In M. Bougainville's Chart, the length of coast between

these two stations is nearly double what it is in Narbrough's,

or in the Spanish Chart.

The Spanish Chart of the Strait is to be esteemed the most

accurate in the positions of the principal Capes and Points of

land, the express and single object of the Voyage of the Spanish

frigate being to survey the Strait, and the Surveyors being

furnished with the best instruments of every kind. It is to the

credit of the earlier Charts, that they have generally a very close

agreement with the Spanish Chart. The difference chiefly worth

remarking between the English and the Spanish survey is, in the

banks and soundings laid down between the Eastern entrance

ofthe Strait and Cape de las Virgenes, in which space, the English

Chart shews many dangers, but the S[)anish, except in the part

immediately
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immediately contiguous to the Eastern Angostura and the shore chap. 13.

of the Bay de la Posf:essio7i, a clear navigation with deep water.

The low point of land projecting to the South from the land

of Cape de las Virgenes, named Dungeness Point in the later

English Chart, and Pimta de Miera in the Spanish, is not noticed

by Captain Narbrough either in his Chart or published Journal,

although very accurately described by Lieutenant Pecket.

The later English Chart shews a bank with shoal water, of

4 or A leagues extent, the Western part situated five miles South
from Cape Possession, and the Eastern part within three leagues

to the W SW of the Dungeness Point or Punta de Miera. Captain
Wallis, in his Journal December the 17th, 1766, says 'When
' we got about two leagues to the West of Dungeness Point,

' and were standing off shore (the wind being from the West-
* ward) we fell in with a shoal upon which we had but 7 fathoms
* water at half flood : this obliged us to make short tacks and
* to keep continually heaving the lead.' The constructor of the

Spanish Chart, with this statement of the fact before him, has,

somewhat heretically, refused to give it credit, and so far from

laying down bank or shoal, has marked over and near the spot

S5 and 40 fathoms depth. The Derrotero (Directory) to the

Spanish survey remarks that, ' Captain Wallis being about

* 2 leagues from the Punta de Miera, fell into 7 fathoms water

;

* but his narrative is so confused in this part, that it gives no
' absolute idea of his situation. And although his plan manifests

* that there is a shoal to the South of this point, the frigate

* (Santa Maria de la Cabesa) made several boards, and passed

* from one coast to the other near the same place, finding

* always deep water. Is it not possible that the strong cur-

* rents which are in these parts form and move these banks

* of sand?'* Theforceof currents, such as are known to run near

the entrance of the Strait of Magalhanes, may doubtless produce

great

• Retacion del Ultimo Viage. p. 98.

C C C 2
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CHAP. 13. great revolutions in a sandy bottom ; but the change of a 7 fathcm

bank to a depth of between 25 and 40 fathoms, seems so extra-

ordinary an alteration to admit, that it is less difficult to suppose

the traverses of the Spanish frigate were made to the Eastward of

the place where the shoal was found by Captain Wallis. Narbrough's

line of soundings passes a small distance to the North of it.

But to lay another case before the reader. Commodore Byron

in the Dolphin, in 1765, being bound Eastward out of the Strait,

relates after passing the First or Eastern Narrow, ' Having now seen

' the ship safe through, I went into my cabin to get some rest, and
' soon fell asleep ; but in less than half an hour I was awakened
' by the beating of the ship upon a bank. We had grounded
' upon a hard sand, and happy for us, it was calm ; and by the

' time we had carried an anchor astern, the ship w-ent off by
' the mere rising of the tide. The last cast of the lead before

^ we were aground, we had 13 fathoms. This shoal lies directly

^ in the fair way between Cape Virgin Mary and the First

' Narrow. It is more than two leagues long, and full as broad.

' When we were upon it. Point Fossession bore NE [per compass]
' distant 3 leagues ; and the entrance of the Narrow SW distant

' 2 leagues. I afterwards saw many parts of it dry, and the

' sea breaking high over other parts.' This bank is not noticed

in the Spanish Chart, and the soundings marked nearest to the

spot are 1 7 and £4 fathoms.

The track of the frigate Santa Maria is not marked in the

Spanish Chart ; but admitting that she sailed, or that the Spanish

surveyors sounded, over the spot where the Dolphin grounded
in 1765, and that they found deep water, still it would be neces-

sary for a notice to be inserted on the Chart, specifying that Com-
modore Byron in 1765, found there a shoal which was in part

dry at low water ; and for a similar notice to be inserted at the

place of Captain Wallis's shoal. The author of the Derrotero

recommends to those who sail this way to observe constantly the

colour of the water, which by its change always gives notice of

4 any
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any sudden change of depth. This precaution should by ho chap. 13.

means be neglected ; and it is worth observing that the varieties

in the bottom are more readily distinguishefl by a look-out

from the top of the mast than from the deck.

Besides the Derrotero or Directory, there is published with the

Spanish Chart, a Journal of the particulars of the navigation of

the frigate whilst occupied hi the survey, which necessarily gives

much information which the Chart could not be made to com-
municate ; but the Hydrographer should not place reliance more
than he can help to the Mariner's studying a Directory. Mariners

frequently consult a Chart without the opportunity, and some-
times without a thought of looking for farther directions; it is

therefore necessary that every species of danger should be made
apparent as much as is practicable upon the Chart itself.

From the Journal of the navigation of the S" Maria de la

Cabesa, it appears that she came unexpectedly upon a bank
of 3 f fathoms depth, between the Angostura de la Esperanza

or Eastern Narrow and the Cape de la Possession. On March
the I6th (1686) in the afternoon, being homeward bound, she
sailed out of the Strait through the Eastern Angostura, assisted

by the tide then running to the NE. At 7 in the evening, being
something (algoj to the East of the Angostura, and very near
to the coast of the Continent, she anchored in 7 fathoms, sand
and gravelly bottom. The tide soon turned and tooi^ ita o^v..oo

to the SW, and the water rose imtil the depth increased to

9 fathoms ; but at midnight, the stream still continuing in the

same direction, the depth began to diminish, [the ship most

probably was embayed and lying in an eddy stream] and at

5 in the morning it was not quite 3 f fathoms. A thick fog

prevented the land from being seen, and the situation being

thought dangerous, the ship was got imder sail. The Journal

says, * The soundings were our only'guide. At first the depth
* increased : afterwards it suddenly shoaled, and we came upon

' a bank
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CHAP. 33. * a bank of 3| fathoms depth. The direction of the course was
* changed in doubtand uncertainty, but thesoundings increased*/

A continuance of the fog obscured the land, and no bearings

could be taken. This bank, if not the same on which Commodore
Byron grounded, must have been near the same spot.

In the Chart of the Strait to the Voyages of Byron, Wallis,

and Carteret, Byron's shoal seems laid down at too great a dis-

tance from the Fir-st Narrow, and the distance between the First

Narrow and Poitit Possession is considerably greater in the English

Charts than in the Spanish Chart. The latter, as before observed,

is to be preferred in the positions of the headlands. The English

Chart to the Voyages just mentioned, and which is published

with Hawkesworth's Collection, possesses a valuable convenience

in presenting a view of the country on both sides of the Strait,

drawn on the lines of the shores, making them both plan and

landscape, in the manner of some of the early Dutch Charts.

The entrance of the Strait from the Eastward is evidently a

navigation which requires much circumspection. If a new Chart

shall ever be made of this celebrated Strait, it will be desirable

that full attention should be paid to the Charts preceding, and

as much of their contents admitted as are reconcileable, and

have not been invalidated.

The copy of Captain Narbrongh's Chart which accompanies

*w,a or>^oMiit of Viic Voyage, is engraved by Mr. John Russel,

the person who engraved the Chart of the Strait to the Voyages

of Captains Byron, Wallis, and Carteret, as published by

Hawkesworth. He also engraved several of the Charts to the

second Voyage of Captain Cook ; and it is with satisfaction I

take this opportunity to acknowledge the care and attention of

Mr. Russel on the Charts of this volume. On the neatness of

the execution the reader is the most proper judge.

* Relacion del Ultimo Viage al Estrec/io. p. 51, 52.
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CHAP. XIV.

trading Voyages from Europe to the South Sea, hy Strait le

Maire. Attempt hy the English East India Company to re-

establish their Trade with Japan. Voyage of Thomas Peche

to the Molucca a7id Phihppine Islands, and in search of the

Strait of Anian.

OOME Voyages to the South Sea have been noticed in a pre- chap. 14.

ceding Chapter on the sole authority of Francisco de Seixas
^-^^*<^^*^

y Lovera. The greater part of this and of the ensuing Chapter

will be occupied with other Voyages, the memory of M'hich

has been preserved by the same author.

In 1671, some Dutch and British merchants in partnership, 1671.

fitted out al Amsterdam, a ship of 400 tons, and a Bilander * Voyage of

of 80 tons, and furnished them with cargoes for a trading j^^^

Voyage to the South Sea. Part of their lading was shipped at Holland

Cadiz, therefore it is to be supposed they obtained Spanish South Sea,

licenses. They sailed to the South Sea by the Strait le Maire,

and went to different ports of Chili, Peru, and New <Spam. They

disposed of their cargoes principally at Guayaquil and RiaLexa,

and returned to Holland, having made a prosperous voyage-f-.

Seixas, from whom the foregoing is related, was a seafaring 167s.

man and many years a shipmaster in trading voyages. He East Coast

passed the Strait le Maire himself three times betw^een the del Fuego.

beginning of the year 1672, and the year 1675; of which

navigations the only material circumstance remarked by him,

is the following description of part of the Eastern coast of the

Ticrra

* A vessel with two masts, distinguished from other two-masted vessels by the

form of her mainsail, which extended from one end to the other ol a yard placed

fore and aft and peaked up at the after end. 1 his kind of mainsail was found

inconvenient in square-rigged vessels, and has been discontinued many years.

t Descrip. Geog. de la Region Austr. Magal. Madrid 1690. foi.28.
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Tierra del Fuego. ' In sailing past the entrance of the Canal

' de San Sebastian towards Capede Penus, keeping near the coast,

' you go two or three leagues in 6 and in 7 fathoms depth. Close

' to the shore lie some small rocks above water, which appear

' like fishermen's boats : and in going thence towards the Cape

' de Pe}ias there is another well sheltered (apacible) Bay, with

' good depth of water and a large river, where also are a great

Juan Clas. ' number of Indians, as is affirmed by Juan Clas, who stopped

' eighteen days in the said Bay ; in which we also were in the

' year 1672, in our passage from Holland to TeiTenate.

' And on passing the said Cape de Penas towards the South or

' SE, there is another great Bay, with very high mountains

' covered with snow, which appear like Islands, the summits

* being level and woody. In sailing by this coast to Cape Santa

' hies, you have £4 and 25 fathoms depth, with clear bottom *.'

1673. In 1673, an endeavour was made by the English East India

Attempt Company to revive their trade with Japan ; an account of which

Eno-iish to Scheuchi^er has inserted in a second Appendix to Kmmpfers
re-estabhsh JUstory of Japan, being an extract from a Sea Journal found

with Japan, among the papers of Sir Robert Southwell. In a short preface

to this account, Scheuchzer remarks, ' the trade of the English

' with Japan, which was begun soon after the commencement
' of the seventeenth century by Captain John Saris (who ob-

' tained very advantageous privileges of the then reigning

' Monarch on behalf of the East India Company, in consequence

' whereof an English factory was settled at Firando in the jear

* 1613), was entirely given up about the year 1623 or 1624 ; and

' I cannot find that any attempt was made to revive it till the

' reign of King Charles the lid, in the year 1673, the Journal

• of which undertaking I have thought fit to annex to this work.'

The

* DfScT. Ge-jgr, de /as Keg. Ma^al. lo).64.
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The extract which then follows from the Journal, commences at
^^Jjl^;^

the arrival of the ship at Nangasaki, in June 1673, and breaks 1673.

off at her departure from that Port, in the ensuing August.
-wan^asaki

The circumstances related of this visit to Japan are briefly as

follows. On June the 29th in the forenoon, the ship Return,

belonging to the English East India Company, being arrived

before Nangasakif two boats came to her from the shore, one

Avith Japanese the other with Dutch colours. They made en-

quiries of what country the ship was, and whence she came,

and desired that she should anchor ; also that there should be

no sounding of trumpets on board, nor firing of guns. In about

two hours after, nine boats came to the ship, having in them

the Governor of Nangasaki with a considerable retinue. This

company, in number .fourteen persons, were entertained in the

great cabin. Among them were five interpreters, one for the

Portuguese, and four for the Dutch language. The Journalist,

Avho seems to have been the Commander of the ship Return,

relates, ' I answered the questions which the Governor put to

' me by his interpreter, by telling him we came with license from

* the King of England for the East India Company to have

' commerce with tlrem, as we had several years before, now
* forty-nine years past, and that we brought letters from our

' King : and I also tendered them a copy of the articles or

* privileges granted to us at our first entrance, by the Emperor,
' in the Japan character, which ihey perused and read, and
* could understand, asking much for the original or grant itself

' with the Emperor's chop or seal ; which I said we had not, by
' reason it was delivered to the Emperor's council at our departure

' from Firando. They asked if we had peace with Portugal

' and Spain, and how long our King had been married to the

' daughter of Portugal, and what children she had. To which

' I answered thyt we had peace with all nations ; that our King
* had been married about eleven years, and that he had no

Vo L. III. D D D ' children
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CHAP. 14. « children by the Queen. I acquainted them of presents we
* had for his Imperial Majesty, which seemed to please them.

' They asked,what Religion we had? I told them the Christian,

* in the same manner as the Dutch, not Papists.'

* They said, if we would be content to trade as the Dutch,

* we must, according to the custom at Japan, deliver our guns

* and ammunition into their keeping, and our two boats ; they

' said nothing should be diminished, and that then they would

' send to the Emperor; to which we consented. They brought

* boats to ride by us as guards, ahead and astern and on both

' sides, at a small distance from the ship, full of soldiers ; but

' they did not take our great guns ashore. They took the names
* of every man on board, and viewed every one, and they brought

* a Dutchman with them to see if we were English.'

It was not before the 28th of July that an ansv.'er arrived

from Jedo, with the Emperor's orders to the Governor concerning

the English ship. During this time, she was frequently visited

by the Governor and his interpreters, who repeatedly made

strict examination into every particular they could imagine of

the ship, her crew and cargo. At the conclusion of each visit

they took leave with much courtesy, ' again told us they had

' sent to the Emperor, and wished us to be chearful and con-

' tented, and so departed.'

' We daily went to prayers, with singing of psalms publicly

* upon the quarter deck. All the questions they put to us, they

* did it in the Portuguese language, and were answered in the

* same, or Spanish ; and they then put the same questions into

' Dutch ; and thus ihey constantly did, asking one thing five

* or six times over.'

* July the 1st, the Governor and interpreters came aboard

* and examined me concerning the affairs of Tayowan ; to which

* I answered, that our interpreter there had told me, that in

* regard the Governor of JSangasaki the last year had put a price

5 ' upon
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upon theu" goods, they intended not to come this year with en a p. u-

any jonks. Being asked if they of Tayowan intended to set 1673.

out their jonks to rob upon the coast of iUhim, I ^nsyered At

I knew of no such intent.'
*"^^*

' July the 6th, it being Sunday, we put out colours with Saint

George's Cross : they asked why we put out these colours, not

having spread them before since our coming ? 1 said this was

our Sunday, which came every seventh day, and it was our

custom. They asked again what way we worshipped God ? I

said by prayer every morning and even. They asked, did the

Dutch do the like ? I told them I believed they did : with all

which they seemed satisfied ; and having asked these questions

several times over, they wrote them down together with my
answers, and gave them me to sign, which 1 did, although

1 understood not their character ; all the interpreters firmed

the sanie, and put their seals to it. Then wishing us not to

throw any thing overboard by night, to keep our men sober,

not to give them leave to go in the water to swim, and to

forbear fighting; I also desired them to send us some hogs,

bisket, salt, fish, radishes, turnips, and other salleting, with a

barrel of sackee ; they promised to send us the next day what

we wanted, and so departed not saying any thing against our

colours, having been on board five hours and very trouble-

some. About an hour after, in the same evening, they returned

on board again, and said that in our colours we now put abroad

there was a cross, and asked how it came that when we first

entered the colours we then wore had no cross in them, only

stripes white and red? I answered, the colours we came in

with were new colours of silk and were made without a cross,

because the Chinese had told us they [the Japanese] were

great enemies to the cross for the Portugal's sake, and that it

would be better taken not to wear the cross at our first

entrance.'

D D D 2 * Tlie
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CHAP. 14. ' The 7th, in the morning about six o'clock, two Dutch ships

from Batavia entered the harbour: we put out our EngUsh

colours with the cross, flag, ancient, and jack. About ten

o'clock came on board the interpreters with two chief men,

and they told us that for the future, until orders came from

Jedo, they would not advise us to wear those colours, it being

so near the Portugal cross : any other colours we might wear,

but not in the form of a cross. This they advised us to observe

from them as our friends, not that it was the command of the

Governor or Emperor. About eight at night, came on board

two secretaries and seven interpreters, and they told me the

news the two ships brought from Batavia was, that the English

and French were joined together and made war against the

Hollanders. They asked that since the Hollanders and we
had made peace five or six years since and had promised to

assist each other, and were both of one Religion, how it came
to pass that we fell out with the Dutch, and joined the French

that was a Roman Catholick ? Then they shewed me a paper

signed by Mr. Martinus Caesar, Chief here for the Dutch,

wherein he declared the above news to be true, and promised

the Governor that notwithstanding there was war between

the two nations, that in this Port both by water and land he

and his men should live peaceably with us, as likewise in any

part of the Emperor of Japa7is country ; for such were his

commands; and therefore required of me to sign the like

paper, that we should live peaceably with the Dutch and

not put any affronts upon them. For which I returned him

thanks, and made him the same promises, and signed to a

paper in the Japanese character. I also proposed to them,

that since there was war betvveen the two nations, they would

let our ships depart first out of their Ports ; for the Dutch

were like to be double the number of ships to us. Which

proposition they said was but reason ; and when the Emperors
' orders
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orders came for our reception, we might propose that or any c'^p^u.

thing else judged necessary.'

' July the 8th. This day they brought from the shore some

fresh provisions ; viz. three small hogs rated 24 tayle [equal to

forty rix-doUars]; some fish, bisket, one tub of sackee containing

four gallons, at 2f tayle ; all our provisions amounting to 6i co-

pangs, every thing being excessive dear, contrary to what we

had been informed ; but we find the price of every small thing

to be put down in writing by order of the Government, and we

comply with their rates, it being not fitting for us to refuse

any thing they bring for our relief, until we have admittance to

trade, and a house ashore.'

' They told us that but three more Dutch ships were expected

to come here this year. On the 19th, arrived a jonk, not

quite fifty days from Batavia : the men were all Chinese, and

colours Chinese, her lading being pepper, sugar, callicoes,

allejaes, &c. for account of particular Chinamen here at

Nangasaki.'

' July the 28th. This morning about ten o'clock came on

board our ship in three boats, the chief Secretaries, and one

Banjoise, with seven interpreters, and other attendants. They

told us that they had received letters from the Emperor, whom
they had acquainted with our being here, and with the intent

of our coming to trade upon account of our former friendship,

all which they were advised had ht^t^n ooncirlr>icU, bui m
regard our King was married with the Daughter of Portugal

their enemy, they could not admit us to have any trade, and

for no other reason. They said this was the Emperor's plea-

sure, and express order, and they could make no alteration in

it : they likewise said we must be gone with the first wind, nay

within twenty days. I replied, it was impossible for us to

go until the monsoon changed. They asked how many days

we desired? I replied, forty-five days hence I supposed the

* winds
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CHAP. 14> winds might be favourable. They said what provisions we
wanted for our occasions we should have, and they seemed to

give consent to our staying until the monsoon changed. They

expressed themselves to be very sorry we could not be admitted

to trade. I urged several times that we had license by our

last articles to come here and trade, and that we had been

near two years upon this voyage, wherefore I again and again

desired we might be admitted to sell this ship's lading of goods.

They said they could make no alteration in what the Emperor

had commanded ; his will was that we must be gone and come

hither no more, for by reason of our alliance with Portugal

they would not admit of us.'

* July the 3 1st. We made a waft, and two interpreters came

on board. We desired provisions, and we told tliem we had

no more money, and therefore desired them to take payment,

in goods for the provisions we wanted ; ofiering them English

cloth or China silk, as they best liked. They took note of our

request and promised to return the next day. Finding several

of our men discontented for want of provisions, which we could

not procure, we were fain to give them good words, and large

promises to make them amends, to prevent a mutiny, espe-

cially in our condition, for by the Japanese orders, Ave might

not strike our men for any crime, which we were more ready

to observe lest they should take any advantage against us.'

* August tko od, the interpreters came on board, and desired

a particular account of what we should want weekly during

our stay, and for six weeks provisions to carry us hence to

Bantam, all which Ave put down in writing, and they pro-

mised to bring us weekly Avhat we desired, and for payment
they would take China goods ; but English goods they Avould

have none. On the 6th, in the afternoon, a ship entered the

harbour Avhich we all knew to be the Experiment belonging

to our honourable employers, and Avhich had been dispatched

* by
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* by us from Tayowan for Bantam the 19th of November last; chap. 14.

* but to our great grief and discontent we saw she was a prisoner, 1673.

' and on the 8th, two great Dutch fly-boats came in sight of the At

* iiarbour, and we learnt that all the Experiment's men were
* prifoners at Batavia.'

* The 22d, in the morning, a fly-boat came in from Batavia.

* They said that Koxinga of Tayowan's jonks were roving upon
* the coast of China taking what they could/

* The S5th, came off the interpreters, and said the wind being

* Northerly, we must make ready to be gone within one or two
* days, and desired to know what we wanted.'

' The 26th, we were told that we must go the next day, and
* that our boats and ammunition would be sent to us. I enquired

' of the Secretaries, whether we might return hitherafter the death

* of our Queen? They answered, possibly we might, if the Em-
* peror could be satisfied we were not in amity with Poi'tugal.

* But one of them said, he could not assure to us admission,

* and our surest way was not to come ; for their Emperor s com-
* mands, according to the Japan saying, Avere like the sweat that

* goeth out of a man's hands and body, which never returned

;

' so the Emperor's commands admit of no alteration. I desired

* to have some answer in writing to shew our honourable em-
* ployers in England for their satisfaction. They answered,

* they had no order from the Emperor to that effect, and what
* we had received verbally was sufficient. They promised that

* none of the six Dutch ships which were there at Nangasaki
* should stir out of port these two months : they wished us a
* happy voyage, and many years of life : so giving them many
* thanks for their continual favours, we parted with much out-

* ward courtesy and seeming reluctancy.'

' The 27th in the morning, an old Secretary and several in-

* terpreters came to us with our ammunition and our boats, but
* our powder was not to be delivered to us till we were out of

the
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CHAP. 14. * the harbour. We weighed our anchors. The wind being but

' httle, about forty Japan boats took us in tow. We had a

' pendant of red and white out from the main topmast, and no
Nangasaki.

« Q^^er colours. About three o'clock, the wind being contrary,

* we anchored at four miles distant from Nangasaki. A guard

* and a great number of boats with spectators, came from the

' harbour with us to see us out to sea.'

* The 28th, at 5 o'clock in the morning, with a small gale at

' NE, we got under sail, and took our leaves, praising God to

' be out of their clutches, having been three months in their

' Port in continual fears.'

' During the time we lay in Nangasaki harbour, there came in

' six Dutch ships of the Company, and twelve jonks in all, viz.

' eight from Batavia, two from Siam, one from Canton, and one

' from Cambodia. They had not any from Tayowan, because

* as before said, they put the price upon their sugar and skins

;

' and so they intend to do with other people, which if they do,

' few people will go after their commodities upon such terms.'

The Voyage next to be noticed has the appearance of romance,

and it is probable that it is so in part; but there is reason for

believing the circumstances related of the navigation are founded

in fact. They are here translated from the Theatro Naval Hy-
drographico of Seixas y Lovera. Cap. XL Dc las Corrientes,

y Mareas del Mar del Sur.

Voyage of ' So great has been the avarice of the English, that ever since

Peche. * the Indias were discovered, many of them have employed
* their lives and means in investigating the Straits and Passages

* from the North Sea to the South Sea. Among those who have
' inherited this avarice and curiosity is Thomas Peche, an
' Englishman of great experience in navigation and cosmo-
' graphy, who after making eight voyages to the East Indies in

' 1 6 yearsj
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16 years, and having spent twelve years of his life in trading

and pirating in the JVest Indies, quitted these occupations, and

reforming (as he says in his Directory) to lead a good life, he

returned to his native country, England, in the year 1 669.

But after remaining there four years, in the year 1673, he en-

tered into partnership with others, and equipped at the Port

of Bristol a ship of 500 tons, mounting 44 cannon; and two

small frigates, each of 1 50 tons with eighteen pieces of artil-

lery ; the whole being manned with 270 men, under the pre-

tence of undertaking a trading voyage to the Canaries ; which

Islands he passed with his three ships, and pursued his voyage

direct to trade at the Molucca and the Phillippine Islands,

passing through the Passage of le Maire.'

* And after they had continued in those parts twenty-six

months and some days, it appeared to the said Thomas Peche,

that from the Philippines he might return to England in a

shorter time by the Strait of Anian than by the East Indies or

by the Strait of Magalhanes ; therefore he determined to sail on

that route with his large ship, and one of the small ships, the

other small ship having some time before been separated from

him by bad weather, or by the worse intention of those in her/

' And when he had navigated, as he says, till he was 120

leagues within the Strait of Anian ^ the month of October being

begun, the North winds prevailed much, and the waves Avere

impelled from the North towards the South, which caused the

currents in the said Strait of Anian to be so rapid and strong,

that if they had remained there longer they must undoubtedly

have perished. Being therefore obliged to retreat, he left the

Canal of Anian, and sailed along the coasts of the Californias,

Nezv Spain^ Peru, and by the Strait of Magalhanes to the

ISSorth Sea, in the year 1677, having from the commencement

of the voyage to this time cast into the sea twenty-six men

who had died, and thirty men alive, because there was not

1673.

His search

for the

Strait of
Anian.

1676.

Vol. III. E E E ' provisions
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Publication

of Peche's

Voyage.

provisions to maintain them, and because he discovered that

they were conspiring to seize on his two ships, and the riches in

them, much of which riches, it is reported, was obtained out ofa

Spanish vessel which he captured on the coast of Luconia.'

' But setting apart what farther is reported in the voyage

of this Author, and touching only on the subject, of the cur-

rents, he says, that when he entered the Strait ofAnion, he found

that from the point of the Cape Mendocino of California to more

than twenty leagues within the Canal, the waters ran towards

the North East; but that in the open sea, at a distance from

the coast of Yesso, the currents ran towards the SSW. to the

Canals formed by the Compagnies Land and by the Staten

Land of the Hollanders ; from which said canals, he remarks,

that the currents set at all times directly to the South for

more than 'JO leagues, and afterwards towards the West.

All which, and much more, the curious will find in the voyage

of the said Thomas Peche, which was printed in the 3'ear 1679

in the French and English languages, in Holland, France, and

in England, being contained in something less than twenty

quarto sheets of paper. And moreover, I affirm, that 1 saw

the Author sevci'al times in the years 1682, 1683, and 1684,

in Holland ; that he then had in his company a Mestizo

Spaniard born in the Philippines, and a Sangley, both of them

capable persons, and skilled in navigation and cosmography,

V ith whom I hear he has returned to the South Sea, or to the

Philippine Islands, and both the one and the other without

any license.'

From this account of Thomas Peche's navigation, it ap-

pears probable that in his search for the Strait of Anian, ho

went as far as the Aleutian or Fox Islands. Through some of

the Channels or Straits formed by those Islands, the tide rushes

Avilh an impetuosity that will fully answer to the description he

has given of the rapidity of the currents in his Strait of Anian.
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CHAP. XV.

VoT/age of Antonio de la Roch^. Biscovenj hy the Japanese

of the Island Bune-sima ; with various other matters.

nPHERE remains to be noticed on the single authority so chap. 15.

-*- often quoted in the last Chapter, the Voyage of Antonio ^-*^v"*-^

de la Rochb, less extraordinary in its circumstances than the

Voyage of Thomas Peche, but which has obtained a greater

degree of celebrity by having given rise to a disputed point in

geography. Seixas y Lovcra has entitled a section of his

Descripcion Geographica de la Region Magallanica appropriated

to this Voyage, ' Of the Discovery made hy Antonio de la Roch^

' of another New Passage from the North Sea to the South Sea.'

Seixas, to whom thanks are due for the information which he

alone has preserved, may not be praised for clearness or pre-

cision. IMany of his phrases are susceptible of more than one

interpretation ; on which account it has been judged proper in

some material passages to accompany what is proposed for the

translation with the original Spanish. Seixas begins his account

with the following observation :

' As Hendrick Brouwer accidentally found a new passage to Voyage

' navigate freely between the North and the South Seas by the
^ekUodi'?

' East of the Staten La7id, in like manner did Antonio de la

' Roche and his companions, in the year 1675, fall in with

• another passage farther to the East than the land Brouwer

* had before discovered. In the description given by la Roch^,

' privately printed in London, in tAvelve sheets bound in quarto,

' in the year l678, and in the French language, it is said that

' tlie said land is an Island, and that towards the SE and

' South there is another separate land, distant at the least

' more than ten leagues from the liefore nientioned land, near

E E E 2 'to
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CHAP. 15. « to which by its Eastern coast, which they say runs NE and
' SW Westerly, they sailed for the North Sea *.'

Seixas proceeds to relate, that the circumstance which occa-

sioned the discovery of the said passage, Avas the return richly

laden to Rotterdam of the ship and bilander which the Dutch

and British merchants had sent out in 1671, to trade on the

coasts of the South Sea. An assistant Pilot and a young

Frenchman who had made the Voyage in those vessels, being

at CadiZf met there with ' Antonio de la Rochfe, an English

merchant (although the son of a French father and born in

London) and discoursing with him on the advantages which

had accrued to them by the said Voyage, Roch^ was induced

to close with the offers of the said Pilot and Frenchman to

undertake a similar Voyage. To which end having settled

"^1674. « his concerns, he went with them first to London, and thence

to Hamburgh, where they equipped a vessel of 350 tons, and

a bilander of 50 tons, providing them with cargoes ; with which

they sailed, having on board the two vessels 56 men. In the

month of May, 1674, they arrived at the Island Teneriffe,

where they took in wine and other necessaries ; and prosecuted

their Voyage so prosperously, says the aforesaid directory,

that having sailed from Teneriffe on July the 5th, they passed

through the jS^razY le Maire on the iSth of September, and

continued their Voyage without stopping, to the coast of Peru ;

whence, after selling a small part of their cargo, they sailed

back to the Island Chiloe to careen their vessels, to refresh their

crews, and to take provisions for their return to Murope.'

' And

May.
At

Teneriffe.

September.

In the

Soutli Sea.

* dize, que la dicha ticrra es una Ida, y que uzia la par.te del Suesfe, y del Sur

avia otra tierra apartada, a lo menos mas de lo leguas de la dicha ultima tierra,

por junto adude salieron para el Mar del Norte, por su Costa Oriental, que dizen

qui corre Nordeste Sudueste. It appears necessary to the sense to render la dicha

ultima, the before mentioned ; and it is likewise to be presumed that the por junto

adonde has relation to the Northern land, as la Rocho could not have sailed for

the North Sea by the Eastern coast of the Southern land.
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* And endeavouring to go by the Passage of Le Maire, chap. 15,

in April 1675, they could not effect it, by reason of high """Tsts!^
winds and currents which set so strong to the East, that April

if they had desired to return to the lands of the Strait Return

of Magallanes, they could not have done it; neither could South Sea.

they get near the Staten Land to go to the North Sea by
Brouwers Passage; which made them disconsolate, for it

was the beginning of winter in those parts, and they were
apprehensive they should find it difficult to escape with

their lives, especially as they had no knowledge whatever
of the land which they now newly saw towards the East; Land

which reconnoitring and using diligence to approach, they to'thT E^t
found a Bay in which they anchored, near to a Cape or o^' Staten

Point which stretches out to the SE, where they had depth
^''''"'^'

at 28, 30, and 40 fathoms, the bottom of sand and stones :

in which situation they had sight of some mountains of
snow, near to the coast. With much tempestuous v\reather,

they remained here fourteen days, at the end of which time,

the weather having become clear, they found they were at

the end of this land by Avhich they had anchored ; and
they saw that towards the South East and South, there

was other high land covered with snow ; leaving which,
and having a gentle SW wind, they made way as well as ^^ Roch^'.
they were able, and sailed in sight of the said coast of the Passrig.p.

Island which they left towards the West, seeing [also] the

aforesaid Southern land in the said quarter ; and it ap-

peared to them that from the one to the other land, the

said opening was ten leagues, a little more or less, and
that the currents were strong to the North East, and they

steering to the ENE, found themselves in the North Sea,

havmg in the course of three gla.sses, passed through
the said passage, which they say is very short, for that

' the
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CHAP. 15. « the land comprehended in the said new Island appeared to

1675. ' be small*.

' Leaving this land and sailing afterwards an entire day to

' the NW, the wind came from the South, so stormy and strong,

' that they sailed three other days towards the North, till they

' decreased their latitude to 46° S, in which parallel they felt

' assured they were in the North Sea ; that then directing their

' course towards the Bahia de Todos los Santos, they discovered

Isla ' in 45° S latitude a very large and pleasant Island, with a good

^of
^

' P^''^ towards the Eastern part, in which they found fresh

La Roche. ' water, wood, and fish : but they saw no people on this coast,

' although they remained there six days ; at the end of which

* they sailed for the Bahia de Todos los Santos, and afterwards

' to RocheUe, where tliey arrived on the £9th of September

' of the said 3'ear. It appears then true what some report,

' that to the East of the Passage of Le Maire are many Islands;

' and Pierre Dubai, a French Geographer, has laid down those

' of La Roche in his hemisphere, in the latitude which we
' have said.'

To

* ' mai/ormenteno tenietido conocimiento, ui noticias de In iierra, que nuevam'etc ih'i

' tiendo uziu el oriente, la qiial recoiiociendo, y haziertdo diligecia para urrimarse

' a ella, halluron una cmmadn, en que dieron fondo junto a un cabo, opunta, que se

' iiendepara el Sueste con 28, 30,3/ 40, brazas de fondo de arena, 1/ pkdra, en cui/o

* sitio estaiulo d vista de Unas montaiias de nievc, junto a la propria Costa, con muchas
' tempestades, hizieron alii mansion de catvrce dias^ al cabo de los quales aviedo el

' tiempo clareado, reconocieron que estavan en el fin de aquella tierra, junto a donde

' dieron J'oudo, y vieron, que por la parte del Sueste, 11 del Sur se via otra tierra alta

.

' cubierta de niete; la qual dexando, y, entrandoles, el viento por el Suduestc

' kntamcnfe, rebassaron como pudieron, y salieron a la vista de la dicha Costa de la

' Isla que dcxurr.n por la parte Occidental, vietido la dicha tierra Austral, por las

' diclias partes, pareciendolcs, que de una a otra abria las dichas 10 ieguas, poco

' mas, d mcnos, y que las corrientes eran grandes para el ISordeste, a citya buelta

' saliendo governando a Lesnoideste, se hallaro en el Mar del Norte, en el intermedia

' de tres ainpolidas, descnbocados del dicho Passage, q dizenes muy breve, por ser

' poca la tierra que parece comprehender la dicha Nueva Isla ;' Descr.

Geogr. de la Reg. Magal. Ibl. 29 & 30.
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To this narrative is to be added some remarks which Seixas ^ " * ^j^-

has made in another part of his Geogrnphical Description, con- 1675.

cerning the situation of La Roche's Passage. He says, ' The
' passage of Le Maire falls under the meridian of 310 degrees,

' a httle more or less, and the two passages of Brouwer and of

' La Roche are found between Statcn Island and two Islands

' M'hich are to the Eastward of Staten Island, in such manner
' that they come between the meridian circles of 320 degrees

' and 330 degrees: ih& Passage of La Roche falls under the

'meridian of 328 degrees; and the. said two Islands, and some
' smaller Islands near them, are in latitude 55 degrees and a

' half, and in 55 degrees. The which accords with the best

* corrected maps.' ' xind Antonio de la Roche speaking of

• the variation after he had left the South Sea to return home-
' ward, saj's, that near the Eastern land of his Passage he

' found the needle had 19 degrees variation*.' If the coast

nearest to which La Rochfe anchored extended thence North

Eastward, the opposite land being South Eastward from his

anchorage, it is not possible to say which was the Eastern land

of his Passage. La Roche being bound Northward and having

a fair wind, it is natural to suppose he would sail nearest to

the Northern Land.

The difficulties, conjectures, and doubts, that have arisen

respecting the discoveries of La Roche will be briefly stated.

Seixas places La Roche's Passage 1 8 degrees of longitude to or the

the East of Strait le Maire : whether on other ground than Sitinitions
=

ui' La
conjecture js not expressed, but La Roche himself seems to Roche's

have been too much lost in his reckoning for satisfactory infor-
discoveries.

mation to be derived from him of his situation either in latitude

or longitude. Later conjectures have pointed to land eleven

degrees more to the East, M'hich was seen in 1756 by the

Spanish ship Leon, and named the Island San Pedro, and again^ ill

Besc. Geog. de la lieg. Magul. fol. 19 ; S;. fol. 47.
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in 1775, by Captain Cook, who gave it the name of South

Georgia. The latitude agrees with that mentioned by Seixas

for La Roche's land ; and the Easterly currents found by the

Leon at a season of the year not very different (i.e. in June)

strengthen the probability of identity. On the other hand.

Captain Cook, w^hose navigation is correctly and minutely

described, saw no land to the South or SE of South Georgia,

except Gierke's Rocks, the situation of which seems too much

to the East to be supposed the Southern land of La Roches

Passage, they lying EbS, true, from the South East end of

Georgia, and distant from the nearest part 14 leagues. It is

however to be observed, that Captain Cook had much foggy

weather when near the South part of South Georgia ; also, that

many floating Islands of ice have been found in that latitude,

one of which might easily have been mistaken for ' high land

* covered with snow/

The text of Seixas in the part which relates to La Roche's

Passage has been differently understood by Mr. Dalrymple and

M. Fleurieu. The translation given in this Chapter agrees nearest

Avith that of Mr. Dalrymple. M. Eleurieu's interpretation seems

to favour the notions that had been long entertained of the

existence of a Southern Continent ; for he makes the Passage

of La Roche to be between a large land and a small Island to

the North West of it. * il se trouve dans une heure et demie

' hors du passage, qu'il dit etre fort court, pai'ceque I'isle nouvelle

' qui forme ce canal avec les terres au Sud Est est fort petite,'

i.e. ' he found himself in an hour and a half, clear of the

' passage, which he says is very short, because the new Island

* which forms this channel with the lands to the South East
' is very small.' ' It appears,' says M. Fleurieu, * that La
* Roch^ as well as Captain Cook passed between the Islands

' called by Captain Cook Willis's Island and Bird Island,

' but that La Rochfe judged ill concerning the sij^e of

5 « the
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* the channel*.' It is clearly expressed in the narrative given chap. 15.

by Seixas, that the land on the North or NW side of La Roche's

Passage was the first land seen by La Roche after his missing

Strait le Maire and Brouwer's Passage; and that it was near this

land he anchored. It seems reasonable therefore, though perhaps

not sufficiently clear to be insisted upon, that by ' la dicha Nueva

Isloy in the Spanish narrative, should be understood the Island

last discovered. If La Roches Passage was really ascertained, it

would facilitate the search for the Isia Grande, or large and plea-

sant Island said to be discovered by La Roche in latitude 45° S,

which has been placed in the charts two or three degrees of longi-

tude to the West of the meridian assigned to La Roches Passage ;

but wiiich has not been recognised since the Voyage of La Roch^.

A sea reckoning has at all times been more liable to ten or twelve

degrees error in longitude than to an error of three degrees in the

latitude, the weather seldom continuing such a length of time to

deny an observation as to admit of error in the latitude to so great

an amount. It is not however improbable that this happened to

La Rochfe, who met with much bad weather, and found currents

setting to the North East: and this being supposed, will afford

in all other particulars, a clear and satisfactory explanation

of his navigation. For example. La Roch^ from the South Sea

sailed round Cape Home, intending for Strait le Maire; but

was driven to the Eastward of Staten Island (how far he knew

not) ; and sailing Northward, fell in with the Southern part of

John Davis's South Land (since called the Falkland's Islands and

sometimes the Malouines) ; and whilst he lay there at anchor,

he had sight of the Island afterwards seen by Beauchesne.

Also, on leaving this Land, he sailed one entire day to the

NW, and three other days towards the North, which brought

him

* WilUss Island and Bird hland are sinall isJaniis near the N VV end of Huutk

Georgia ; the channel between them is about a league wide, and the farthest ot

the two is not more than two leagues distant from the great Island.

Vol. in. F F F
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CHAF. 15. him to latitude 46*. The difference of latitude between this

parallel and the Southern part of John Davis's South Land falls

short of what might be supposed from the description given

of the four da3's navigation ; but as La Roch^ designed for the

coast of Brasil, it is most probable that his course during those

four days was more Westerly than appears by the narrative.

Feeling assured that he was in the Atlantic Ocean, he then

directed his course towards the Bay de Todos los Sa7itos, by

which is to be understood an alteration of the course to one

more Westerly than he had before been steering, that he might

get in with the American coast. In latitude 45* he found

land which he describes una Isla Grande. In the American

continent and on the coast of Patagonia, to the North East

of the Gulf de San Jorge, between the said Gulf and a Bay
called the Ensenada de Camarones, is a large projecting head-

land, in latitude 45° S, whence the coast, both on its North

and on its South part, falls back deep Westward. Such a head-

land seen from its Eastern part will shew a clear termination

both ways and have the appearance of an Island. Seixas, in

describing the Patagonian coast, says, ' in the latitude of 45*

* are many and famous ports ; and in this latitude is the land

* of the Cape de Santa Elena, which different authors say, afar

' off appears like an Island*.' In the present Charts, the name
Santa Elena is affixed to a Point on the North side of the

Bay de Cainarones. Either of these head-lands, and no other

land since found in the South Atlantic, will answer to La Roche's

Isla Grande.

This supjjosition would reduce the discoveries of La Roch^
to the Island since named after M. Beauchesne (in that case its

second discoverer). The matter however, will continue open to

variety of conjecture, until satisfactory search shall have been

made, and either the Isla Grande be found, or proof obtained

that

* Desc. Geog. de la Reg. Magal. fol. 55, 2.
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that in the South Atlantic, in the parallel of 45° S, as far at chap. 15,

least as to 40* of longitude East of the continental coast in that

latitude, there does not exist such an Island.

Seixas mentions the sailing of three French ships in the year 1675.

1675, to the East Indies by the Western navigation ; and

another Voyage a few years after, in the same route, made

by Nicholas Clarcer : but he gives no other circumstance of

their navigation.

In Kaempfer's History of Japan is the following account of a Island

discovery made by the Japanese :

discovered
' About the year 1675, the Japanese accidentally discovered by the

* a very large Island, one of their barks having been forced

' there in a storm from the Island Fatsisio, from which they

' computed it to be 300 miles distant towards the East. They
' met with no inhabitants, but found it to be a very pleasant

' and fruitful country, well supplied with fre"sh water, and

* furnished with plenty of plants and trees, particularly the

* Arrack Tree, which however might give room to conjecture?

* that the Island lay rather to the South of Japan than to the

' East, these trees growing only in hot countries. They called

* it Bune-sima, or the Island Biine, and because they found no
* inhabitants upon it, they marked it with the character of an
' uninhabited Island. On the shores they found an incredible

* number of fish, and crabs, some of which were from four to

' six feet long*.' It would be useless to make any conjecture

on the situation of this Island, except that the miles were pro-

bably Dutch measure, 15 to a degree. The crabs from four to

six feet long, no dtnibt, were turtle.

In 1676, was published at Vannes in the French language, 1676.

a work entitled Un Nouveau I'oyas^c de la Terre Australe, by Romauce
. . . % .

of a V ovage
Jaques Sadeur. This is a fictitious \ 03'age, not written, however, by Jaques

with ^^^^''''

* Ktcmpfer's Hiitory of Japan . liook I. Chap. 4.

r F F 2
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with the intention to impose on the credulity of the pubhc, but

to serve as a vehicle to certain strange fancies and opinions of the

author, believed to be a person of the name of Gabriel Foigni,

a degraded Priest (Cordelier defroqui), who for indecent con-

duct had been dismissed from the Church. His opinions in

this work are censured as approaching to impiety ; but managed

it seems, with much adroitness and delicacy*. Of the

adventures of the supposed author, Sadeur, M. Bayle says,

* he was shipwrecked a fourth time, and forced by accidents

* which no one is obliged to believe, to approach the Terre

* Australe, where he says he lived thirty-two years
-f-.'

This notice has been thought necessary, lest any one seeing

the title only, might suppose the book contained the history of

a real Voyage.

* 'II 7/ a dans cette relation certaines choses menagei si Jinement que J'ai quelque

peine a m'imaginer que Foigni eut eti capable de cette delicatesse. Bayle's Diet,

Histor. et Critique. Art. Sadeur.

t See also Nouveau Did. Historique. Art. Foigni.
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CHAP. XVI.

Discoveries made by the Japanese to the North. Attempts of the

Portuguese to renew their Trade with Japan, The name

Carol inas given to Islands Southward of the Marianas. First

Mission of the French Jesuits to China. Islas de 1688. Island

Donna Maria de Lajara.

nPHlS History is now brought to a period when the pes- chap. i6.

sessions of the Spaniards on the shores of the South Sea
^-'~*~'*—

were invaded by bodies of piratical adventurers, who for several

years, not only disputed with them the sovereignty of the

Pacific Ocean, but may be said to have endangered the whole

of the Spanish dominion in America. Within the same period,

some circumstances occurred of a different nature and uncon-

nected with the before mentioned, which require being noticed;

and it will be most convenient to dispose of them first, to

obviate all necessity of interruption in the accounts of the

Buccaneer expeditions.

In 1684, a Voyage was undertaken by the Japanese by com- 1684.

mand of their Emperor, to make discoveries of the lands to

the North of Yesso. Kaempfer, who was in Japan from 1690

to 1692, has given the following account concerning the infor-

mation which in his time the Japanese had obtained of those

lands:

* The Japanese say, that the country which lies behind the Discoveries

' Island Jeso'gasima, which is by them called Oku Jeso, is 300
jj^^jj^gg

' Japanese miles long *. The crew of a Japanese vessel that totlieNonh

* was wrecked on that coast some years ago, met among the ^
' rude and savage inhabitants, some persons clad in Chinese

' silks.

* Kaempfer reckoas 333 Japanese miles equal to 200 German miles ; but taking

two Japanese miles to be equal to one German mile, will accord more nearly with

the computed distances of the Japanese.
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CHAP. 16. ' siiks. About the year 1684, a jonk was sent thither ott

purpose upon discovery, and at her return, having been three

months absent, gave the same account. An experienced

Japanese Pilot well acquainted with the seas about Japan,

informed me, that between Japan and Jeso-gasima the currents

ran alternately, sometimes East sometimes West ; and that

behind Jeso-gasima, there is only one current which runs

constantly and directly North ; whence he concluded that near

Daats, (by which name the Japanese call Tartary) there must

be a communication with another Sea to the North. A few

years ago, another imperial jonk was sent out in quest of those

countries. They sailed from the East coast of Japan, and

after many troubles and incommodities endured between

40 and 50 degrees of North latitude, they discovered a very

large Continent, which they supposed to be America, where

meeting a good harbour, they staid during the winter, and so

returned the next year, without bringing the least account

whatever of that country or its inhabitants, excepting only

that it ran farther to the NW. After that time, it was resolved

at the Court of Japan to be at no farther pain or expence

about the discovery of those Countries *.'

The country discovered by the Japanese in the last of the

above mentioned Voyages, which was thought to be the American

continent, theie can be little doubt was the coast of Kamtschatka,

on the Western side of the Lopatka.

1685. In February, 1685, a Japanese bark was driven on one

Japanese of the Islands in the neighbourhood of Macao, and there

wrecked wrecked ; but her crew, which consisted of twelve men, got
nearMacao.

g^^^^. ^^ land. The Portuguese at Macao gave them assistance,

and caused all that could be saved of the vessel and cargo to

be sold for their benefit. This accident was thought by the

Portuguese to afford an excellent opportunity for endeavouring

to

Kampfei's History of' Japan. Book. I. Chap. 4.
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to recover their trade with Japan, and it was determined to chap. i6.

make the experiment. 1685.

This was the third attempt made by the Portuguese to renew Attempts

their intercourse with Japan since the extermination of Chris- Pomio^uese

tianity in that country in 1638. In the year immediatelv fol-
to/enew

, .
,

-^ •' their trade
lowmg that ot the massacre, an edict was pubhshed by the with Japan.

Kubo or Emperor, prohibiting the Portuguese to enter with

their ships into the ports of Japan, or to hold any commerce
with Japan, under pain of death and of their ships and mer-
chandize being consumed by fire. The next Portuguese ships

which arrived from Macao, as they approached the port of

Nangasaki, received a notification of the edict, and with it an
order to depart immediately from the coasts of Japan ; and
it was declared to the Commanders, that their ships were the •

last ships of their nation, which on coming to Japan would not

be treated as enemies. On the return of these ships to Macao,

the Governor and Council came to the strange resolution of

sending a solemn embassy to the Emperor of Japan. Four
persons of the first consideration in Macao voluntarilv eno-aored

in this service as Ambassadors, and they embarked on board

a ship with a numerous train, in June 1C40. The ship arrived

at Nangasaki on July the 6th. The Governor of Na?i^asaki

secured the ship, and put her under a guard till the Kubo's
pleasure should be known. On the 1st of August, Commis-
sioners from the Kubo arrived at Nangasaki, Avith instructions

to examine into all the circumstances of so unexpected a visit,

and to cause the laws respecting foreigners to be put in execu-
tion. A Court was assembled in the Town Hall of Nansasaki

:

the Ambassadors and their attendants, in number 74 persons,

were conducted thither as criminals, and arraigned before the

Kubo's Commissioners assisted by the Governor. After a regular

trial with all observance of forms, the prisoners were adjudged

to have incurred the penalty prescribed by the law. Sixtj'-one

^ persons.
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persons, among whom were the Ambassadors, suffered death by

decapitation. Thirteen of the meanest of the crew were par-

doned, they being reserved to carry inteUigence to Macao of

all that passed, and a Japanese built vessel was given to them

for their return : the Portuguese ship, with her furniture and

every thing belonging to her, was burnt, according to the sentence

of the law*.

In 1647, the Portuguese had the humility to send another

embassy to Japan, tb treat of a renewal of the commerce with

Macao. This was not attended with more success than the

embassy of the year 1640, but was less unfortunate. The

Ambassadors went with two well provided ships to Nangasaki,

where they remained from July the 26th to September the 6th,

waiting to learn the Kubo's pleasure. On the first of their

arrival they were required to deliver their cannon, rudder, and

sails, into the keeping of the Japanese, till the time for their

departure should come ; but the Portuguese Commanders ex-

cused themselves from complying, alledging they had received

strict orders to the contrary from the Governor of Macao. The

Kubo refused to enter into negociation with them, and the ships

departed without any measures being taken by the Japanese

to detain them-f*.

The third attempt of the Portuguese was made in 1685, in

consequence of the Japanese bark already mentioned being

wrecked near Macao, and is related by Dr. J. P. Gemelli

Careri. Tiie crew of tiie Japan vessel, with their effects, were

embarked on board a ship named the St. Paul, which sailed

from Macao, and arrived at Nangasaki on July the sd, at

night. She was immediately boarded by a Mandarine, or

Officer of high authority, Avho came attended by an interpreter

and four notaries. The Portuguese were strictly examined; and

though

* Relation de la Province du Japoii. Par le P. Fr. Cardim. Paris 1646.

•j- Hist, dc la Conq. de la Chinapor el Tartaro. Por Juan de Palafox. Paris 1670.
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though it might be supposed tlie bringing home the Japanese chap. i6.

seamen would have satisfactorily accounted for their comino-, ^^1685.

they M'ere closely interrogated whether they did not know of
the law in Japan which prohibited Christians to enter any port

or part of the Empire, upon pain of death ; ' but,' says the

narrator, ' the Portuguese discreetly answered to all the in-

' terrogatories, denying all knowledge of such a law. The next
' day, the Mandarine set out for Miaco, to acquaint the Emperor
' of the arrival of the Portuguese ship, and the circumstances
* relative thereto. During his absence the ship was supplied
' with refreshments.'

The Mandarine returned to NangasaJd the thirty-fifth day after

his departure thence. It seems to be a state maxim in Japa7i

(and in many parts of the Eastj that lenity shewn beyond the

letter of the law, derogates from the dignity of the Ruler, and
levels him to the standard of common humanity. The Kubo
therefore was not to be supposed to have been made acquainted
with the visit of the Portuguese, or with any part of the trans-

action. The Mandarine went on board the Portuguese ship

attended by his notaries and interpreters: he told the Captain

that the Kubo could not be spoken with, and that the Secretary

of State, to whom the arrival of the Portus-uese had been com-
municated, had taken the business upon himself. The ship, he

said, must immediately depart, and he enjoined all the persons

on board never more to return to Japan upon any account

whatsoever; forasmuch as at present they M'ere pardoned and
their lives given to them, solely in return for the kindness which

had been shewn to the Japanese seamen.

What treatment the Japanese crew received from their

countrymen M-as not known to the Portuguese ; and probably

it was a matter not determined upon till after their departure.

The Japanese inquisitors had been most particular in their

enquiries to learn what length of time the crew of the wrecked
Vol. III. G G G -

vessel
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CHAP. 16. vessel had been at Macao ; in what part of the City, and in

1685. what manner they had hved ; and what communication either in

Macao or on shipboard they had held with the Christians. The

Portuguese Captain demanded of the Mandarine, what the

Portuguese were to do in case any other Japanese vessel should

be cast upon their land ? To which question no answer

was given.

They were then bid to give an account of what provisions

they wanted, and a time was appointed for them to depart*.

1686. In 1686, a Spanish ship, being near the meridian of the

Island Marianas, and a little to the South of the track usually sailed
Tinm f*n 1

3

Carolina, fi'om New Spain to the Philippines, fell in with an Island, which

her Commander, Don Francisco Lazeano, named la Carolina, in

honour of the King of Spain, Carlos Ild-f. According to

Gemelli Carer), this Island was seen by Charles Jos. de Milan,

who some time after was ordered to go in search of ' the Southern

' Islands in this neighbourhood, and especially of the one which

' himself had seen in 1686 and called Carolina; whence he was

' to bring one of the inhabitants, that further information might

' be obtained :|:.' By others, the Island of 1686 was called

San Bernahe, because it was discovered on the festival of that

Apostle, and in some Spanish Charts, an Island San Bernabi is

placed to the South of Guahan ; but the name Carolina pre-

vailed, and it has been extended over all the space between the

parallels of Guahan and 5° of North latitude, and Eastward

Carolinas of the Philippine Islands as far as to 35 degrees ; every Island
Islands,

^yitj^jn those limits, whether known or not, having been corn-
er iNew ' ' o

Philippiues. prehended under the general denomination of the Carolinas or

Carolijie

* Voyage round the V/orld, by J. F. Gemelli Careri. Part IV. Book I. English

Translation, ia Churchill's Collection of Voi/ages. Vol. IV.

f See p. 307 of this Volume.

+ Voyage of GemeUi Gtircri. Part V. Book II,
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Caroline Islaijch. But the particular Island which was first chap. i6.

named Carolina in 1686, has not since been recognized*. 1686.

Several small Memoirs respecting the Carolinas, subsequent

to the discovery of 1686, are found in the letters of the Jesuit

Missionaries, the substance of Avhich it is proposed to give in

the sequel, collected under one head.

The year 1687 was the first of the introduction of the Mis- 1687.

sionaries of France into China. The manner in which this took , J?^""^*^
Mission

place is related with some interest by Pere Fontaney. The French of the

Academy, by order of the King, Louis XIV, then in the height jesuTt^to

of his prosperity, undertook to labour at reforming the geography China.

of the World, and sent capable persons to all the ports of the

Mediterranean, to different parts of Europe, Africa, and America;

but they were under much embarrassment how to make choice

of proper persons to employ in India and China, being appre-

hensive that umbrage might be given to other Powers, and that

those whom they should send might not be well received there.

In this difficulty, they cast their eyes on the Jesuits.

P. Fontaney relates, ' In the year 1684, M.Colbert did me the

' honour to communicate to me his views in the following words

;

' which I shall never forget.' " The sciences, my good Fariier, do
" not merit that you should be at the trouble of crossing the seas,

" and that you should reduce yourself to live in another world, far

*' distant from your country and friends. But as the desire to con-

" vert Infidels, and to gain souls to Jesus Christ, has often induced

" the reverend Fathers to undertake the like Voyages, I should

" wish that they would so make use of this occasion ; and that

" at such times as they shall not be occupied with the preaching

" of

* See letter of P.Paul Clain, in Lettres des Missions Etrangeres. Tom. xv. p. 203.

edit, of 1781. Also P. Gobien's Hist, des Isles Marianes. p- 377. During the

reign of Philip the Vtli, the Islands between the MariarMS and the Philippine

Islands were sometimes called the New Philippines.

G G G 2
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CHAP. 16. « of the Gospel, they would make upon the places where they

" happen to be, those observations which are wanting to us

" towards the perfecting of the Sciences and Arts."

This project failed of being then put in execution to the extent

intended, by the death of this great Minister ; but in 1685,

an embassy arrived at Paris from Siom, to projxjse an alliance

between the two nations. This embassy was produced by the

exertions of some Missionaries who had lately gone over to

India from France, who being men of much merit, grew into

favour with the King of Siam ; and at their recommendation,

entertaining also apprehensions of the designs of the Dutch,

he sent his Ambassadors. The King of France determined in

return to send an Ambassador to Siaiu, and M. de Louvois,

the Minister who succeeded M. Colbert, demanded from the

Superiors of the College of Jesuits, six able mathematicians to

accompany the embassy to India. Pere Fontaney was named
of the six. His proceeding to China met with some opposition

from the Portuguese; but in 1687, he embarked at Siam in

a Chinese vessel, and in the month of July that year, landed

at Nimpo, or Ningpo, in the Province of Tche-kiang.

In the early Spanish charts and tables of the situations of

places, are inserted three Islands forming a small groupe, dis-

Islas de tinguished no otherwise hy name than in being marked Islan

'^^^- de 1688 (Islands of 1688). They are placed in latitude 35" 30'

to 36° 40' N, and in longitude from the Embocadero de San

Bernardino 17° 40' to 19° East. No account appears to give

information by Avhom they were discovered, or whether they

are inhabited, or desert; but as this land discovered in 1688

has a more Westerly situation assigned to it on the charts

than S" Tecla, it must in no less a degree be liable to the

doubt of its being a part of the coast of Japan. [See page 268,

preceding].

It
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Island

Donna
Maria de
Lajara.

It seems proper in this place to speak of the Island Donna cm a p. 16.

Maria de Lajara, the date of its discovery not being known.

Neither is it known who was the discoverer. The only account

or description met with concerning it, except of its situation,

is in Gemelli Careri's Voyage from the Philippine Islands to New
Spain. The ship in which Careri was, touched at the Marianas.

On the 4th and 8th of October, by the reckonings of the Pilots,

they were near the Islands Rica de Oro and Rica de Plata. ' On
' Sunday, October the 21st (1697),' Careri says, * our latitude

' was 36° 37' N. The needle varied a point Eastward. The
' sight of a dove rejoiced all on board. The old seamen
' imagined the dove was blown off by strong winds from an
' Island named Donna Maria de Lajara after a young Spanish

* woman, who in returning from Manila^ not having patience

' to endure longer the inconveniencies of the passage, threw

* herself into the sea thereabouts. There are in this Island sa

' great a number of pigeons that they darken the air. They
' are not land pigeons, though like them in the beak and
* feathers. Their feet are like those of the duck, and
* they are called sea-pigeons. The Island is in latitude

* 3 1 degrees N *.'

The latitude given by Careri, which appears to have been

learnt from the mariners on board, differs much from the

Spanish charts and tables, none of which place Donna Maria

de Lajara in a higher latitude than £8°| N; or in less than 27°l-

In the longitude, the Spanish charts have varied from each other

more than ten degrees, that is to say, from 76° 30' to 87° 1
5' East

from the Embocadero de San Bernardino. The Emhocadero is

in longitude 123° 45' East from Greemvich, or nearly so. In

the early charts and tables, the difference between that meridian

and the meridian of Cape San Lucar is marked 1 2 degrees short

of what has since been found the fact; and as the discovery

of

Voyage round the World by Dr. J. F. Gemelli Careri. Part V. Book Hid.
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CHAP. 16. of the Island Doima Maria de Lajara was made in the passage

EastM'ard, its situation is to be supposed more Easterly than it

appears in the old Spanish charts *.

* The late British and French South Sea navigators have been at great pains

in searching for the Island Donna Maria de Lajara ; but ail their search proved

fruitless. The Spaniards have had more success. A luanuscript Spanish chart

of a late date, brought to England by the late Captain James Colnet, shews an

Island of ly leagues extent in latitude, i.e. from 27° 40' to 28^" 30' N ; its longitude

151° 4 W of Cadiz {or 157° I W of Greemeich) ; with a note specifying that it

was discovered in 1781 by the Spanish ship Hercules, and that it was well

inhabited.

And more recently, another Island has been seen in the same parallel, but

considerably farther Westward. The Spanish frigate Nuestra Senora del Pilar

commanded by Miguel Zapiain, from Manila bound to Acapulco, on November

the 10th, 1799, saw an Island in 28° 9' N latitude; and in longitude, by reckoning

without observation, 177° 55' W of Cadiz (or 184° 12'W of Greenwich). Its

extent was about 4' NNE and SSW. He named it /. del Patrocinio, (the Isle of
Protection). This notice is extracted from the Memorias sobre las Observ. Si,c. por

Don Jos. Espinosa y Tello. Madrid 1809.



APPENDIX

To Volume The Third.

MEMOIR, Explanatory of a Chart of the Coast of China and the

Sea Eastward, from the River of Canton to the Southern Islands

of Japan. (Being the Chart which fronts the Title page to this Volume).

•^

List of the Authorities on zvhich the Chart is formed.

A.D.

CHART of the China Sras, Manuscript.—By Hessel Gerritz - 1632

Oosf Iiidien Zee Fakkel.—Joannes Van Keulen - - - - 1699

Missionary Survey of China --.-)
IT , , r i.u 1^ J In Du Halde - - 1708 to 1716
Korea, by natives 01 the Korea - -3

Plan of the Island .S'a«c/a«.—P. Caroccio ----- 1688

Island Sancian.—By an Officer of the British Ship Shaftsbury - 1747

Betvvten Sancian and Macao.—Chart by J. Paskal Larkins, T^vih-

\h\\eA m Air. Dahympli^'s Collection of Plans _ . - 1786

Plans of the River of 2uang-iong.—Capt. J. Huddart - - - 1785

- - - - - - - - - - - By M. de Guignes - - i8o8

Macao to Kin-ngao Point.— Mr. Dalrymple's Survey - 1759 to 1764

Macaj to the Lamos Isles.—By Capt. David Inverarity - - 1793

Various Plans of parts of the Coast of China, within the last

mentioned extent.—Published ui Mr. Dalrymple's Collection.

Chart of the China Sea.—By Capt. James Horsburgh - - 1806

Plan from Van Rechteren - - - - - - -1639
Part of the Coast of China.—Published by M. Bellin, from

a Dutch Manusciipt - - - - - - - 1764

Chart
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A.D.

Chart of Tchusan, the Qiiesan, and Hesan Isles, published by

Samuel Thornton.—Without date.

Copy of the last, with Additions, by J. Barrow Esq. Published

with. Staunton's History of Lord Macartney s Embassy - - 1796

Banks of Formosa, and Formosa.—Van Keulen - previous to 1699

ChdiYtoi For7nosa.—Published in Mr. Dalrymple's Collection; from

a Dutch Manuscript.—^Without date.

Pong-hou Isles.—Van Keulen - - _ _ previous to 1699
- - - - - From Dutch Manuscript without date.

From Journal of Capt. Robert Duffin - - 1792
The two last are in Mr. Dalrymple's Collection.

Japanese Chart of Japan.—Given to Capt. Broughton, in - - 1797
Dutch Charts of Firando, Nangasaki, and the Gotto Islands;

published in Mr. Dalrymple's Collection.—Without dates.

Charts and Journal of M. de la Perouse - - - _ 1786-7

Manuscript Chart, by Capt. James Colnet ... about 1789
Charts and Journal.— Published, and Manuscript, by Captain

W. R. Broughton 1795*01798
Chart of the Lieou-Kieou Islands.—By P. Gaubil, from the Memoir

of Supao Kouang, a Chinese Doctor - - - - -1721
(In Lettres Edifiantes, Vol. xxiii. Edit. 1781).

Manuscript Chart and Journal.—By Capt. James Torry - - 1803

Northern Bashee Islands.—By Mr. W. Wilson - - _ - 1707
Chart N" 43, of de la Perouse's Voyage 1787
Manuscript Chart by Capt. Anth.

Murray, of the Earl Howe East India Ship - _ . 1805
Channel between the Bashee Islands and Formosa.—By Capt;

James Horsburgh - - . "- . . _ - iSio

'T^HE great accession of geographical knowledge within the
-*- last fifty years, has effected a gradual and very beneficial

change in the character of Maritime Geography. Whdst much
of the surface of the Globe remained unknown, and our know-
ledge of the rest was extremely defective, the boldest conjecturer

4' was
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was sometimes reputed the best Geographer, as was evinced in

the reception given to Maps of a Southern Continent, and of
Navigable Channels through North America. Much it may with
truth be said yet remains unknown, and much is yet very imper-
fectly understood

: but the progrees in discovery co-operatino-

with the improvements in nautical instruments has been sutfi-

cient to produce the alteration alluded to, and at this time, the

acknowledged excellence of Maritime Geography consists in

minuteness of detail and in cautiousness to avoid error, qualities

very distant from the presumption and exercise of inventive
genius formerly countenanced.

To the attainment of correctness, much patient study is ne-
cessary

; for it ought to be held as a fundamental maxim in

Hydrography, that a Chart, as far as lies within the power of the
Hydrographer, should be the sum total of all the existing geo-
graphical information respecting the space dehneated. A plan
made from a particular survey, if so specified, is not answerable
for more than was verified in that survey ; but a Chart without
such qualification in its title, ought to contain whatever in pre-

ceding surveys is presumed authentic, or which subsequent sur-

veys have not invalidated. A first survey, or even a sketch of
land newly discovered, or of any place not before surveyed, is

to be used and may be esteemed a good Chart, until it is

superseded by another ; and it is afterwards valuable as an ori-

ginal document; but every future Chart of that place must be
pronounced good in proportion as it is a careful and judicious
compilation. The want of industry in this respect has occa-
sioned, and does continually occasion, good surveys to be pro-
ductive of bad Charts. Numerous are the instances which
occur of a succession of surveys of the same place, wherein
each Surveyor after the first, has dropped a portion of what his

predecessors had gained. The process at each step may be
stated to have been gaining much, and losing some.
Vol. III. Huh The
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The diligence in examining and compiling which is here re-

commended, becomes every day more and more expected and

required.

It may not be useless to mention, that the date of the con-

si;ruction of a Chart, is a necessary piece of information to those

who have occasion to use it. Seldom, except from inadvertency,

is a Chart of credible authority published without one ; but it

has been customary with many Map-makers to publish without

date, that their Chart should not be superseded, or its sale be

injured by one of later date. The omission of date may always

be regarded as symptomatic of many other defects.

A large portion of the Chart, the formation of which this

Memoir is intended to explain, comprehends coasts and seas'

which formerly were more frequented by Europeans than they

have been in our own time ; and this leads to enquiries some

distance back.

The long and early acquaintance of the Portuguese and

Hollanders with Chinw and Japan, enabled them more than

other Europeans to form good Maritime Charts of the coasts of

those Countries, and of the intermediate Sea. The Portuguese,

however^ have at all times been extremely reserved in publishing

Sea Charts, and very little of their East Indian geography worth

notice is to be met with, excepting the Chart of the East Indian

Seas, by J'.Texeira, a copy of which Thevenot has inserted in his

Collection of Voyages. Their reservedness in this particular is

attributable to thejealousy of the Portuguese Government, l^efore

the Dutch had sailed round tlie Cape of Good Hope, Cornelius

Houtman, (at whose suggestion it is said, and under whose

command, the first navigation of the Hollanders to India was

performed) being in Portugal, was apprehended and thrown

into prison, for being too diligent in his enquiries concerning

the Eastern Indies, and the course thither.

The Hollanders, in their East Indian commerce, have been

5 in
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in some respects similarly circumstanced with the Portuguefje ;

that is to say, a small State, becoming, by its extensive Indian

acquisitions and connections, an object of envy to its poi^verfnl

neighbours. The early Dutch navigators nevertlieless, are more

entitled to commendation for their industry in making Charts

and descriptions, and for their readiness of communication,

than any other maritime people of the same time.

The most early Chart I have seen of the ChiiM Seas, from

whicii in the present state of Alaritime Geography any profit

is to foe derix'ed, is a Dutch Manuscript Chart on vellum, (at

pa'esent the property of Mr. Arrowsmith) made by Hessel Hessel

Gerritz, in the year 1632. The Portuguese Chart by Texeira
^'^^^^'

was published seventeen years after the above date, and is in

the greater part, if not copied from Gerritz, drawn evidently

from the same sources : Yet it does not give so much informa-

tion, neither is it to be compared to the Chart of Gerritz for

care or coiTCctness.

It is not intended in this Memoir to trace the steps of im-

provement made in the geography of the coast of China since

the time of Gerritz. The present purpose requires only a notice

of the existing materials which have been resorted to in com-

posing the present Chart.

In 1699, Joannes Van Keulen published his East India -2ee joannee

Fakkel (i. e. Sea Torch, translated by the French Flambeau de la ^,^^"
. .

' Keulen.
Mer), in which he endeavoured to collect all that was then

known of the Geography of the East Indian and China Seas.

It is a work of very superior care and ability, much excelling

any set of Sea Charts before published of those Seas, perhaps

without injustice it might be added, or cf any other, with the

exception only of Grenville Collins's E7iglisk Coasting Pilot.

J. Van Keulen is styled in his title page, Kaart-maker (Hydro-

grapher) to the Netherland East India Company. The merits

of his Zee Fakkel have been overlooked, or have not been

II H n 2 sufficiently
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Missionary"-

Survey.

Chinese
Map of
China.

sufficiently attended to by the Geographers of other Countries

;

and many particulars are yet to be found in the Charts of Van
Keulen, which ought, but which are not, to be found in the

Charts of later date.

.
Next to be mentioned is the Jesuits' Survey of the Chinese

Empire, taken in the years 1708, to 1716; concerning which,

the late Mr. Dairymple, judging from a comparison of his own
knowledge of the coast of 2uang-io7ig \v^ith that part of the

Missionary Survey, expressed his opinion, that if the other

Provinces were equally well done, he might venture to say there

was not a place in the Chinese Empire but might be found with

the assistance of their Map. With the sea coast, however, the

Hollanders must have had more intimate acquaintance than

could possibly have been obtained by the Missionaries ; and that

such was the fact is visible on inspection. This is not said with

design to derogate from the merit of the Missionary Survey,

which, considering the small number of men of science em-

ployed (of Europeans only nine are named) and the extent of

the Empire surveyed, must be acknowledged one of the most

extraordinary achievements in practical Geography the world

has witnessed.

Among Maps of China which have been examined without

affording assistance to the present purpose, one is worth parti-

cularizing, as being the M'ork of Chinese geographers. This

sample of Chinese science formed part of the collection of

the late Mr. Dalrymple. It is in three books, and has the

appearance of being a division of the country into districts

for purposes of police. The drawing is in neat outlines, which

have little appearance of being done from actual measurement

or survey. The sea coast especially is much too rudely designed

to be of any service to navigation, or even to be identified with

the European Charts, except in a very few places, or with the

For the

interior

assistance of a knowledge of the Chinese characters
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interior it may probably be good authority. Its present possessor

is Robert H. Inglis, Esq.—It is, I am informed, without date.

In specifying the uses which have been made of tlie works The Co:ist

above named, and also of authorities of more recent date, I °^ China.

shall begin with the coast of China, proceeding Eastward from

the Province of Quang-tong.

The situation of Macao in latitude and longitude is taken as

generally admitted to be established, and as set down in the

Requisite Tables, the Connaissance des Terns, and other Tables,

i. e. the Southern part of the Island Macao, in lat. 22° 1
1' 20" N, Macao.

and longitude 113° 35' E from the meridian of Greenwich.

For the part Westward of Macao, to the Island Sanciun, Between
there is, besides Van Keulen and the Missionary Survey, a ^^^^° "^^

Lhart of the outer coast by Captain John Paskal Larkins, which
was published by Mr. Dalrymple, in 1786, and is in his

Collection of Plans. Captain Larkins's Chart, being the most

specific authority, is chiefly followed in the outer coast between
Macao and Sancian.

The Island Sancian. P. Louis Le Comte, a Jesuit Missionary, -phe Island

has given a plan of Sancian in his account of China ; not on his Sancian.

own authority, but on that of P. Caroccio, another Father of the

same order, who landed on the Island in i688, and found tlie

spot where St. Francis Xavier was buried. Mcndez Pinto says

the tomb of St. Francis was scarcely discoverable in 15.55,

being already so much overgrown with brush-wood and herbage.

Le Comte's friend came upon it by accident; but the plan he

has given of the Island diftisrs so materially from every other,

as not to be reconcileable, except by supposing the point of the

compass to which the flenr de lis is affixed in his plan, to have

been intended for the South point, in imitation of the Chinese

custom of fixing a distinguishmg mark to the South point, as

in European compasses is done to the North point.

Of
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Coast of Of the Island Sancian there is also a manuscript plan in the
China. TT 1 1 • 1 /^r»' 1 . ,

r r
Hydrographical Office at the Admiralty, which was drawn by
an Officer of the British ship Shaftesbury, in 1747. This has

a near agreement with the Island Sancian in the Missionary

Chart of the Province of Quang-to7ig ; and these two are fol-

lowed as the best authorities.

The manner in which the inner Islands, with the coast be-

tween Sancian and Macao is laid down, I regard to be merely

indicative of the general character of this part of the Chinese

coast ; confirmed by both Van Keulen and the Missionary Survey,

though in particulars they have little agreement.

from The survey made by the late Mr. Dalrymple, in the years

Eastward' to ^759, 1760, and 1764, is the ground-work for laying down the
Kin-ngao coast from Macao to Kin-ngao Point, and is to be depended

on from the superior abilities of the Surveyor, and because the

particulars of the survey were laid before the public. A Chart

of the South Coast of China, made in 1793, by Capt. David

Inverarity, was published by Mr. Dalrymple in 1801; and a

Chart of the China Sea has more recently been published by

Capt. James Horsburgh, many years Commander of a Ship in

the East Indies ; in both of which are included some useful plans

of particular parts of coast from Mr. Dalrymples Collection of

Plans, with additions of their own. Of the River Quang-tong,

plans have been published by Van Keulen, Capt. J. Huddart,

and M. de Guignes.

The latitudes in the Charts of Captains Inverarity and Hors-

burgh I have followed generally, as more to be relied on than

those obtained from observations half a century back. This

places the whole of the coast from Macao to Kin-ngao Point,

some miles more South than it is laid down in the more early

Chart by Mr. Dalrymple. A fe\r corrections have likewise been

made to the Islands South Eastward of Macao from the late

survey of Messrs. Ross and Maughan.

The
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White
Rock.

The well-known Rock called the Pedra hrnnca, it is natural to The Uoott

expect should be a station accurately determined with respect branca.

to its position from Macao ; the distance being short, and the

intermediate space being at least as much tiequented by Euro-

pean shipping as any other part of the Coast of China.

Nevertheless there are great disagreements in the placing this

Rock, both in latitude and in distance from Macao, as will

appear in the following comparative statement:

The/ Pedra branca is placed by Mr. Dalrymple, in latitude,

22° ^& N. and long. 1° 40' E from Macad.

Capt. Inverarity £2 21 .... 1 26

Capt. Horsburgh 22 20 -f- ... 1 36

In the Req. Tables 22 16 . . . . 1 47. 42

Captain Inverarity has placed the Pedra branca not suffix

ciently Eastward, which is evident by its position in his Chart

from Fokai Point. Another rock called the White Rock, which

is in the same parallel with Fokai Point, and 10 miles East of it,

appears in his Chart NNE from Pedra branca : but by Mr.

Dairymple's Survey it is NbW. In Capt. Plorsburgh's Chart,

the White Rock is placed more Eastward than by Mr. Dalrymple;

which creates some doubt whether the same Rock was intended

by him as the one to which Mr. Dalrymple has applied the name.

R is to be observed that White Rock is a name too generally de-

scriptive in warm latitudes, every uninhabited rock that' is higher

than the wash of the sea being very liable to be whitened by the

same cause, i. e. the dung of sea fowls. In the present case, two

Rocks so near each other as to be visible at' the same time, are

called, one, the fVhite Rock, the other, Pedra branca, which in

the Portuguese language signifies White Rock; and tlieir only

nominal distinction is in the ditFerence of the languages.

The latitudes given of the Pedra branca by Capt. Inverarity

and by Captain Horsburgh so nearly agreeing, are to be relied

on. The longitude trom Macao I have taken according to

Captain
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Coast of Captain Horsburgh, who was furnished with chronometers : which

places the Pedra hranca in lat. 22° 21' N and long. 115° 1
1' E

from the meridian of Greenwich.

To the South Eastward from the Pedra branca, at from 7 to

9 leagues distance, a shoal or bank is laid down by J. J. Blaeu,

and by Van Keulen, which I do not find in any other Chart.

Waksach- It is marked with the words Waksachtig or Waasagtige grond,
'g ion

• ^jjg exact meaning of which I have not been able to learn ; but

it seems to be from the Dutch word Waakeriy to watch, and to

be similarly intended with the Abriojos (open your eyes) so fre-

quent in the Spanish and Portuguese Charts.

From From Kin-ngao Point to the Hesan (or Black) Islands, the out-

to t^e° ^^^^ °^ coast has been drawn according to Van Keulen, with the

Hesanlsles. following exceptions. The South part of Naji-gao Island and the

Lamos Islands are taken from a plan by Mr. Edward Murphy, in

Mr. Dalrymple's Collection ; and about nine leagues of coast

near the City of Fou-tcheou-fou towards the Northern part of the

Province of Fokien, is taken from a plan published by M. Bellin.

The general direction of the coast also, in the whole range from

Kin-ngao to the Hesan Isles, is laid down in a direction about
2° more Easterly than in Van Keulen, to conform with modern

observations of the latitudes and longitudes. The longitude of

the Hesan Isles is deduced from observations which will be spe-

cified, and which place them in 122° iS' East from Greenwich.

Amoey. In the Dutch Narrative of the Voyage of Van Rechteren,

is a plan of the Port of Amoey ; but the plan in Van Keulen

appears to have been done with more pains, and with better

information, and has been preferred.

Tchusan. The space from the Hesan Islands to the Island Tchusan is sup-

plied almost wholly from a Chart published by Samuel Thornton,

\yithout date, but which was made during the time the English

had a factory at Tchusan. A copy of this Chart was published

\)y Van Keulen ; another by Mr. Dalrymple ; and since Lord

Macartney's
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Macartney's Embassy to Chinas a later copy has been published ^'^^!^^ °^

by Mr. Barrow, with additions from what was seen in Lord Ma-

cartney's Voyage. Some alteration has been made in the small

Islands near l,he East end of Tchusan Island, on the authority

of a MS. Chart of the late Captain Colnet, who came in sight

of them in the Ship Argonaut (I believe in the year 1789); and

in this part attention is also paid to the Jesuits Map. For the

longitude, I have taken a mean between the observations of

Captain Colnet and of Mr. Barrow, which places the East end

of the larger Qiiesan Island in 122° 14' E nearly. The situation

given to the Hesan Islands is nearly due South from the

largest Quesan Island.

The rest of the coast of China Northward, as far as this Coast

Chart is continued, is copied from the Missionary Provincial ^o™i«'ara.

Charts, as published by P. du Halde, except that the direction

of the coast is made more Westerly, to accord with the

situation of the Chantong or Shantung Promontory at the

entrance of the Yellow Sea, as observed in the voyage of Lord

Macartney.

In Lord Macartney's passage towards the Yellow Sea, two islands

small Islands, Pa-tchasau and Te-tchong were seen in lat. 30* 45'
^^'gnj^*^"

to 30° 49' N, and in longitude 55' to 1° East of the East end of Te-tchong.

the largest '^uesan Island. In the same latitude M. la Perouse

had sight of a rocky Island, the longitude of which accordinof

to his estimation was 123° 46' E of the meridian of Greenmch.

lya Perouse had only a glimpse of this Island in a short interval

of weather, which with this exception had been foggy during

several successive days, and he had no certainty of his distance

from the coast of China. He had soundings between 20 and

30 fathoms in passing this Island. In Lord Macartney's track,

the soundings abreast of Pa-tchasan and Te-tchong are marked

30 fathoms. I think it probable that the rocky Island seen

by La Perouse is one of the two above-named seen in Lord
' Vol. hi. I i i Macartney's
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Macartney's ship : but while doubt remains, it is proper to

mark land in both cases, according to the reckonings of the

different navigators.
^

The Korea. "phe small portion of the coast of Korea which comes within

this Chart, is in part furnished from M. de la Perouse, Captain

Broughton, and from the manuscript Chart by Captain Colnet.

The other parts are filled up from the Chart said to be the survey

of Korean geographers ;
preserving in the breadth of the South

part of the Peninsula and in the distance from the coast of China,

the same proportions as in the Charts in Du Halde.

The most Eastern part of the Korea La Perouse lays down in

latitude 36° 4' N, with which Captain Colnet nearly agrees.

For the purposes of comparing the Missionary and Korean

measurements with those deduced from later observations, the

three following places were selected

:

The City of Peking, according^
^ ^g. ^^^ j, ^^^^^ Greenwich.

to late observations, j

The Chantohg Promontori/ 122 27

Eastern part of the Korea 129 45

By the Charts in Du Halde, the East point of the Chantong

Promontory is 6° 48' E, and the Eastern pari of the Korea

^ 13° 55' E, from the meridian of Peking. The disagreement is

not greater than good observations are liable to at the present

day.

M. D'Anville, in putting together the Missionary Provincial

Charts and joining to them the Korea^ appears to have found

some difficulty ; for in his Chart of Chinese Tartary, the Eastern

part of the Korean Peninsula is only 6* 33' East of the Chantong

Promontory : but in his General Chart comprehending the whole

of China and Chinese Tartary, which is of two years later date

than his Chart of Chinese Tartary, the Easternmost part of the

Korea and the Chantong Promontory are 7° 7' apart, agreeing

with the Missionany and Korean Charts in Du Halde.

M. de
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M. de la Perouse and Captain Broughton in their voyages

were each furnished with the best instruments, and with able

assistants. The latitudes and longitudes observed in those

vojages, are therefore to be adopted in all cases as far as is

consistent with known relative positions. For places which

have been visited by both, it seems most reasonable to take the

mean of their longitudes.

The South point of the Island 2uelpaert is laid down,

By M. de la Perouse in 33° 14' N 126° 35' E from Greenwich.

According to the plan-

by M. Bernizet, who

sailed with M. de la

Perouse

By Capt. Broughton 33 11

Quelpaert.

33 8 126 19

126 20

The Mean . . 33 11 126 24 40

The Islands Quelpaert and Tsussma were seen and in parts Tsussima.

coasted by M. de la Perouse, and Captains Colnet and Brough-

ton. From comparison and with some accommodation of their

plans to each other, they are here laid down.

Japan.—In 1797, Captain Broughton being in a port of Japanese

Japan, purchased a Chart of the Japanese Islands from a na-

tive, one of the officers appointed to watch the ship to prevent

any intercourse with the shore. The dimensions, and the

general direction of the outlines of coast in this Chart, are

more correct in the parts with which we are acquainted, than

from what we have seen of Eastern geography, there could be

reason to expect. Meridians and parallels of latitude are ruled

on it in strait lines at equal distances, in the manner we call the

plane projection. This specimen of Japanese geography would

have appeared with advantage in the published account of

Captain Broughton's voyage, and it is a document worth being

preserved : but no engraving of it has been made.

Ii I 2 The
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The North side of the Island Ximo I have copied from

Captain Colnet's Chart.

Firando. The only European track I meet with between Firando and

Tsussima, is of Captain Colnet, who passed twice between those

Islands. By his track, the North end of Firando appears to

be about half a degree of longitude more East than the South

East part of the Island Tsussima, which is corroborated by

Captain Broughton's Japanese Chart. These have guided me
in placing Firando more Eastward than it is placed in the old

Charts.

From Firando to Nangasaki, with part of the Gotta Islands^

is taken from the Dutch Charts preserved in Mr. Dalrymple's

collection of plans.

Nangasaki. In 1803, Captain James Torry, commanding the English ship

Frederic of Calcutta, made a voyage to Japan on a commercial

speculation which did not prove advantageous. He anchored

in the port of Nangasaki in September 1803, but was not

allowed to stop. His reckoning in longitude carried on from

Lunar observations taken at sea, makes the entrance to the

harbour by the North of the Isles called Cavallas, in 130° O'

East from Greenwich. The town of Nangasaki is about 6' more
East: but this position would bring Nangasaki too near the

meridian of Firando, and vary from all the Charts, which, both

European and Japanese, agree in placing Nangasaki more East

than Firando. I have therefore assumed for the longitude of

Nangasaki ISO* 15' E.

The South Eastern coast of Ximo is laid down from Captain

Broughton, whose track, though it was not regularly along the

coast, brought him frequently in sight of it. What remained

to be filled up is taken from the Japanese Chart,

Meaxima. The Island Meaxima was seen by Captain Torry ; the middle

of the Island in latitude 31" 55' N, in a direction nearly SW
from Nangasaki. The Charts of Hessel Gerritz, and of Van

^ Keulen,
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Keulen, place Meaxima a little more Westward than the South

end of the Gotto Islands.

Captain Torry sailed from the entrance of Nangasaki harbour,

S 25° W per compass (variation about 2* Westerly) to the lati-

tude of 31* ] 5' N, at which station several Islands were in sight

bearing from NEbE to SE, the distance of the nearest being

estimated seven or eight leagues. Whence he concludes that

the Southern Japanese Isles are laid down in the Charts too

far Eastward.

The foregoing is extracted fn^m the Journal of the Commander
of the Frederic. This Journal and a valuable Chart, which

there will be occasion hereafter to notice, Captain Torry, with

laudable public spirit and regard for his profession, sent to

England to be delivered to Mr. Dalrymple or to Mr. Arrow-

smith, tijat what they contained serviceable might be secured

to navigation. They came to Mr. Arrowsmith, whose stores

have at ail times been open to me.

To distinguish between European and Japanese authorities

for the Japanese islands, the former is a shaded, the Japanese

a plain outline.

Formosa.—Good Charts of the West side of Formosa were Formosa,

made by the Dutch whilst they possessed the Fort of Tayowan.

J. Van Keulen in his Oast Indien Zee Fakkel has published a

Chart of the wliole island ; and in Mr. Dalrymple's collection

is a Chart of Formosa on a very large scale, copied from a Dutch
manuscript without date ; both of them evidently made with very

intimate knowledge of the Western side of the Island ; but without

pretensions to more than a general knowledge of the Eastern

side. Nothmg, however, more worthy of credit has appeared

of the Eastern coast of Formosa, excepting the direction of the

Southern half by Captain Broughton, who sailed along it in sight

at a considerable distance.

The North and South extreme of Formosa were both seen by North end

Captain ot'^ormosa.
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I
Captain Broughton. The most Northern part he places in

25° 1 8' N, and longitude 1 2T 2 1' E from Greenwich. His printed

Rocky Isles narrative notices three small rocky Isles near the North end

NE point ^^ Formosa, within which Islands, between them and the main

land of FormosOy he sailed ; but in the printed Chart they are

omitted. These Islands are in the old Charts of Jansen Blaeu

and Hessel Gerritz, from which, with the assistance of Captain

Broughton's manuscript Journal, I have laid them down.

Betel Both M. de la Perouse and Captain Broughton had good

Xima? observations near the Island Botel Tobago Xima, the mean of

which makes the SE point of that Island in 21° 571' N, and

121* 45' E from Greenwich. This I have made a governing

point in settling the situation of the SE point of Formosa, which

Captain Broughton in his Chart places 48' of longitude to the

West of the SE point of Botel Tobago Xima. In the narrative

of the voyage it is said to be 6' more ; but the difference of lon-

gitude in the Chart agrees best with the Dutch Charts, and is

Southend here followed, which places the South East point of Formosa in

of Formosa,
latitude 21° 531' N, and longitude 120° 57' E.

Preserving the situations above mentioned for the extremes

of Formosa, the coast is laid down from the Dutch Charts,

excepting the two points of the South end, which with the

Vele Rete. position of the rocks called Vele Bete or Vuyle Rots (Foul or

Vile Rocks) are laid down according to the observations of

Captain Broughton.

Pong-hou The Pong-hou Islands are laid down fi'om a Chart Avliich

Mr. Dairymple compiled from different Dutch Charts. This

gives to them more extent in latitude than was estimated

by M. de la Perouse and Capt. Broughton, by whom they were

seen but partially and in unfavourable weather. A Chart

composed by Mr. Dalrymple from the Journal of Capt. Robert

Duffin, in 1792, has a near agreement in latitude with the

Chart compiled from the Dutch. *
..

The
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The Banks of Formosa were noticed both by La Perouse Banks

and Broughton. How much and how blameably the East

Indian geograpliy of Van Keulen has been neglected by later

geographers, appears by these banks being laid down (as far as

I have seen) only in Van Keulen. Great attention was paid in

furnishing both the French and English navigator with all

requisites, M. de la Perouse especially, with geographical infor-

mation ; yet neither of them had any knowledge of the exist-

ence of these banks until with their ships they came into danger.

M. de la Perouse being near the SSW end of the Ponghou Isles,

found abrupt variations of depth from 40 to 1 1 fathoms ; but

did not come into less than 1 1 fathoms. The South Eastern

extremity of this bank, was estimated to be in latitude 22° Sss' N.

La Perouse says, ' this sudden shoaling was not the soundings of

* the coast of China, from which we were 30 leagues distant, but

* of a bank which is not laid down upon the Charts.' Captain

Broughton likewise, near the South Western Islands, came into

3 fathoms water : it was in the night, and the land was not seen

to enable him to note the bearings or distance ; but it is pro-

bable he was very close to one of the Islands. Captain Brough-

ton describes the Pong-hou Isles to be 'a cluster of rocks, some
' even with the water.' It is therefore to be supposed that the

unevenness of bottom may extend to some distance round them

in all directions.

The Lequios, or Lieou-Kieou Islands, were first made known Ueou-

to Europeans by information from the Chinese. In 1584, Kieou

-n • /^i- CI -1 -1 i- /• y-^ Islands,
irancisco uah, a Spanish pilot, sading from China towards

New Spain, came near but not in sight of the Lequios, and was

informed by a Chinese mariner, tliat they were many Islands

with good ports. Hessel Gerritz has laid down the Lequios not

much amiss in situation, but in a shape that shews he had

no acquaintance with their coasts. In the year 1719, the

Emperor of China sent a Doctor of the Empire named Supao

Kouang,
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Kouang, as Ambassador to the King of the Lieou-Kieou Islands.

The Doctor returned in 1720, and in 1721 printed, in two

volumes, a narrative of his voyage. From his publication, a

description of the Lieou-Kieou Islands is given in the Lettres

Edifiantes, accompanied with a Chart, drav n to accord with

the Chinese Memoires, by P. Gaubil, a Miss-Jonarj who was

at Peking *. The Chart, though far from correct, corresponds

extremely well, in the general character of the size and position

of the Islands, Avith what has since been learnt concerning them.

These Islands were visited in 1 796-7, by Captain Broughton ;

and in 1803, by the Frederick of Calcutta. Captain Torry

touched at several parts of the principal Island, and at other

Islands of the groupe ; and made a Chart of them, which, in

the parts near his track, is very circumstantial. From the

Charts of Captain Broughton and of Captaiii Torry, which

agree in all the main particulars, the Lieou-Kieou Islands are

here laid down. Captain Torry was not more successful in

his endeavours to trade at these Islands than at Nangasaki. The

trade of the Chinese with the Lieou-Kieous is carried on prin-

cipally from FoU'tcheou-fou in the province of Fokien.

Islands The Islands between the Lieou-Kieou and Formosa have many

the Ueou- ^^ them been seen by La Perouse and Broughton, whose de-

Kieou and scrjptions fully confirm the Chinese accounts as communicated

by the Rev. P. Gaubil, and do credit to Chinese geography.

Several of the Islands in P. Gaubil's Chart have been identified

by personal intercourse of Captain Broughton with the inhabi-

tants. ' The Fat-chong-chany Tay-ping-chan, Ou-komi, Kou-mi-

chan, Mat'chi-chan, and Lun-hoang-chan or Sulphur Mountaiu

of P. Gaubil's Chart, are clearly recognised, as well from posi-

tion as from similitude of name, in the Pat-chu-san^ Typin-san,

Koru-mak, Komi-sang, and Timat-chi, seen by Captain Brough-

ton, and in the Sulphur Island seen by Captain Tony. The

greatest

* Lettres Edifiantes, Vol. xxiii. edit. 1781.
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greatest error in P. Gaubil's Chart seems to be in the shortness

of the distance between Tay-ping-chan and Pat-chong-chan.
It is necessary to mention that the Islands laid down on the
authority of Captain Broughton, I have copied from his manu-
script Chart.

M. de la Perouse saw a small Island in latitude 24* 33' N,
and longitude 1° 24' E from the SE point of Bote! Tobago.
He passed by its West side, and has marked it in his

Chart with the name of Koumi. Captain Broughton saw a
single small Island nearly in the same latitude, and about 20'

more Eastward ; but neither of these can be Koumi, which is

specified to be the largest of the nine Islands which lie most
to the South West of the Great Lieau-Kieou. The situation

assigned to Kou?ni by P. Gaubil's Chart and Memoir, is to the
West of Fat-chong-chan ; and other particulars of the descrip-
tion of Koumi seem to correspond with the Island Rocho-okoko
of Captain Broughton's Chart.

But in Van Keulen's Chart of Formosa, is inserted a notice
near the East coast in latitude about 23° 40' N, that at the
distance of 19 or 20 miles (Dutch miles) due East from that
part of Formosa lies Harp's Island. Van Keulen's Chart did
not extend so far Eastward, and therefore the notice was in-
serted. The direction and distance being specified in so direct
a manner, have the character of proceeding from substantial
authority. Harp's Island may possibly be Koumi. Hessel
Gerritz and a Chart in Valentyn, both mark Islands on the East
siide of Formosa, within 12 leagues of the North East coast.

Two of the Northern Islands of Gaubil's Chart were seen by
both M. de la Perouse and Capt. Broughton, and are marked
by M. de la Perouse with the names Hoa-pin-su and Tia-oy-su.
The Islands NNE of the Great Lieou Kieou, between that

and Japan, are laid down from the Charts of Captains Colnet
and Broughton, and of Captain Torry.

Vol. III. Kkk The
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The Islands laid down as above mentioned between Formosa

and Japan, comprehend nearly all that are in P. Gaubil's Chart.

I have entered the small Island Ykima from P. Gaubil, giving

it a little more distance from the Island Typinsan, as it was not

seen by Captain Broughton, who sailed by the South side of

Typinsan,

With the Northern Bashee Islands the Chart terminates

Southward.

Koithern In Lord Anson's voyage Botel Tobago and the Northern

Islands.
Bashees were seen at the same time, not from the deck but

from the topmast head, consequently their bearings could not

be taken with great exactness ; but they were remarked to lie

' about NNW and SSE from each other/ M. de la Perouse

estimated the channel between Botel Tobago Xima and the

Northernmost Bashee Island to be 16 leagues wide, and the la-

titude of the Northernmost Bashee to be 2 1° 9'? N. The Missionary

Ship the Duff passed through the Channel in 1797. It is an

odd, and certainly an unlucky similarity of circumstance, that in

La Perouse's voyage, a plan should have been made of the re-

lative position of all these Islands, the result of more than £00

bearings, taken by M. Bernizet, who sailed with ]\I. de la Perouse

;

and that also in the Missionary ship the DufF, a plan of the

Northern Bashees should have been made by Mr. Wilson, the

Chief Mate ; that a history of each of these voyages should

have been given to the public ; and that in each of the publi-

cations, so useful a Plan should have been omitted. On
examining the MS Plan by Mr. Wilson, with Chart No. 43 of

La Perouse's voyage, which is of the Sea Eastward from China,

and with La Perouse's narrative, the following differences are

found : The Northernmost Bashee Island is in Mr. Wilson's

Plan placed in latitude 21° 4' N, which is a difference of full

5' in the latitude. Another diffeT:encc is, that in the Chart to

M. de la Perouse's voyage, near the Nortliern Isle on its Western
•

5 side
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side is a smaller isle or rock ; whereas in Mr. Wilson's Plan

the Northern Isle has two such companions, one near its North

Eastern, the other near its South Western part. This want of

agreement is the more remarkable, as both M. de la Perouse's

ship and the Missionary ship passed to the North of all the

Islands, and they must have been seen in the same directions

from both.

- I have been favoured "with a Chart of the Eastern side of the

Bashee Islands, by Captain A. Murray, of the East India

Company's ship the Earl Howe, who sailed close along that side

of the Bashees in December 1805. Captain Murray places the

Northernmost Island in 21° 8' N ; but this latitude is deduced

back from the run per log to the Southernmost Island, close to

which the latitude was observed, giving for the most Southern

part 20' 17' N. I take M. de la Perouse's latitude for the

Northern Bashee, i. e. 21° 9|' N, as an error the other way

would be the most liable to lead into danger ; and this higher

latitude is corroborated by Captain Horsburgh's Chart of the

Bashees lately published, wherein the most Northern Bashee

reaches to 21° 10' N.

The most important part of Captain Horsburgh's Chart, and

to shew which was its principal design, is a dangerous reef,

situated nearly in mid-channel between the North Bashee and Channel

Botel Tobago Xima, not before marked in any Chart, and of which
^j^^ Noiih

no public notice had before been given. Captain Horsburgh Bashee and

mentions in his Chart, that in January ?800, the Swedish ship bagoXima,

Oster Gothland, commanded by Captain Gadd, made a reef in

lat. 21° 45' N by observation, and when in one with the East

end of Botel Tobago Xima, it bore NjW. In July 1809, the

ship Cumbrian, commanded by Captain Tate, had sight of a reef Cumbrian*

with several of the rocks above water on its Western part, lying Reef.

in the same direction from Botel Tobago Xima, but in latitude

deduced from good observations on the preceding and next

K K K 2 succeeding
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succeeding noon, 21* 35' N. Concerning the situation of the reef

or reefs here mentioned I am the more particular, because M. de

la Perouse Avas a whole day becalmed in mid-channel between

Botel Tobago Xima and the North Bashee without seeing any reef,

although his track in Chart No. 4.3 of his published voyage,

is drawn making a perfect ;?ig-zag over and about the very spots

pointed out by Captains Gadd and Tate. This led me to

suspect that the South end of Formosa had been mistaken for

Botel Tobago Xima, and that the Vele Bete Rocks had consequently

been supposed a new discovered reef. I communicated my
conjectures to Captain Horsburgh, who was so obliging as to

send me very satisfactory extracts from the journals of the

above-mentioned ships, whereby it appears that Captain Gadd,

steering a Westerly course, soon after leaving the reef, made the

South end of Formosa^ bearing NWbW : and that Captain Tate

saw the Northern Bashees at the same time the reef was in sight.

Captain Horsburgh is of opinion that the reef seen by the

Cumbrian^ is the same which was seen by the Oster Gothland.

Admitting this to be the case, which is extremely probable,

a difference of ten miles in the latitude by observation cannot

satisfactorily be accounted for other-wise tliaa by supposing

error on each side, and the truth between. I have thought it

best to mark two reefs in the Chart ; but the Directors of the

East India Company will see the necessity of causing a Channel

now so much frequented by their ships, to be carefully examined

and surveyed.

Prata. The figure given to the Pi^ata is nearly the same as in Van
Keulen. In the return from Captain Cook's last voyage, No-
vember 1779, we were near the Prata; so near indeed, and to

windward, that it being in the night and blowing strong, we
were in considerable danger, and doubtful whether there was

room to veer the ship, or whether we should make sail and

endeavour to tack. At day-light, in running along the South

side.
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side, we observed two remarkable patches near the edge of the

reef, that looked like wrecks.

The Island with the name Amsterdam, near the Eastern edge Amsterdam.

of the Chart, is laid down from the Dutch Charts.

The Abriojos is from an old Spanish Chart, and according to Abriojos.

the Spanish Table of latitudes and longitudes in the Navegacion

Especulativa.

The Chart of which this Memoir is explanatory, and which
fronts the Title page of the present Volume, was undertaken to

render parts of the narrative more intelligible ; but on a behef that

it was also fit for sea use, it has been published separate. This

will account for the projection being circular, on which account,

however, the mariner has no reason to complain of want of
accommodation, as every degree both of latitude and longitude

is ruled, and furnishes him with compass and scale close at hand
in every part of the Chart, by intersections Avhich mark the four

Cardinal Points, and give him a measure of twenty maritime
leagues. The projection is on the principle of that called the
Globular (the aim of which is to preserve one proportion in the

distances and a uniformity of scale throughout the Chart), and
is constructed accouliug to a Theuiem for deterininincr the

curvatures of the parallel arcs, as explained in the Appendix
to Vol. 1st.

End of Part III.

^
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